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Current Topics in Human Intelligence
Foreword to the Series
Douglas K. Detterman, Editor

The purpose of this series is to focus on single issues of importance to the
study of humanintelligence. Unlike many edited volumes, this one is designed
to be thematic. Each volume will present a detailed examination of some question relevant to human intelligence and, more generally, individual differences.
The reason for beginning this series is that a forum is needed for extensive
discussion of pertinent questions. No such forum currently exists. A journal
does not allow an author sufficient space or latitude to present fully elaborated
ideas. Currently existing edited series are not thematic but, instead, offer

researchers an opportunity to present an integrative summary of their own
work. Both journals and edited, nonthematic monographsare essential to the
advancement of the study of human intelligence. But they do not allow collective intelligence to be brought to bear on a single issue of importance.
Whyis it important to examine specific issues in detail? The answerto this
question depends on an appreciation of the historical development of the study
of human intelligence. For at least 40 years, and perhaps longer, the study of
humanintelligence has been less than highly regarded as an academic pursuit.
The reasons for this attitude are many and have been discussed elsewhere.
Despite the reasons, the lack of academic sanction for the study of individual

differences in human intelligence has produced a discipline without a unifying
paradigm. Whenresearchers study humanintelligence, it is almost always from
the perspective of training in a related, but different, discipline. Disciplines
that have “sacrificed” researchers to human intelligence include: cognitive,
ix

x

FOREWORD TO THE SERIES

developmental, and educational psychology, behavior genetics, psychometrics,
mental retardation, neuropsychology, and even experimental psychology. Each
of these researchers has brought a different set of assumptions and methodsto
the study of human intelligence.
That so many different points of view have been applied to a single subject
area has, in my opinion, broughtvitality to the endeavor, a vitality currently
lacking in so manyareas of the social sciences. Butthis vitality does not arise
from the isolation and fractionation that can be the result of different points of
view. On the contrary, it results from the juxtaposition of these different points
of view, a juxtapositioning that has occurred with increasing frequency over

the last 10 years.
Therefore, it is the purpose of this series to bring different points of view
together on issues of importance to understanding human intelligence. The
hope is that, at the very least, researchers will find more reason to give their
primary allegiance to the study of humanintelligence and, at the most, the
series will contribute to the emergence of a unifying paradigm.

Foreword to Volume 4:
Theories of Intelligence

There is no doubt that the area of human intelligence has generated more
empirical data than any other area in the social sciences. There are literally
thousands of studies that relate the score on an IQ test to almost any other biological, psychological, or social characteristic that exists. We know the rela-

tionship of height, tooth decay, brain size, physical attractiveness, and even

penis size to IQ. It is difficult to think of anything that has not been correlated
with IQ.
With this rich empirical foundation, there should be more theories of intelligence. In many areas of psychology, theories are more prevalent than data. I
recently heard someone doing memoryresearch talking about toothbrush theories. Memory theories are like a toothbrush because everyone has one and no
one uses another person’s. This is not true of intelligence. Though many people propose definitions of intelligence, few formalize their speculation in a theory.
That is what this book is about. Many of the best researchers in the field
were asked to present their theory of intelligence. The resulting chapters are
presented in alphabetical order by first author. The reason for this organization
has nothing to do with fairness: I couldn’t find an organizing principle that
would allow meto sort the chapters into broad topic areas. What characterizes
these chapters is their diversity. It would be an interesting exercise as you read
this book to keepa list of the disputed theoretical issues—it would be lengthy.
A more important list would be the numberof issues on which this wide
assortment of authors agree. Despite the diversity of viewpoints, all or nearly
xi
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FOREWORD TO VOLUME 4

all of the authors agree that certain phenomena have to be explained by any
successful theory of intelligence. I think that it is an important strength of the
study of intelligence that there is agreement on what the important issues are.
Thelist of issues that are agreed on is longer than those that are not agreed on.
Authors may not always agree on the resolution of these issues but they do
agree that they are important.
The importance of having theories of intelligence that can be tested cannot
be underemphasized. One function of a theory is to summarize the empirical
facts about a phenomenon. Given the large numberof studies of intelligence,
summarization is badly needed. Theories also can provide guidance about what
research should be done next and focus the mind on important issues to make
us think of the bigger picture. Such guidance is always welcome, butit is particularly important at a time when new methodologies are opening a window

on the brain in action.
I hope the chapters in this book will begin an ongoing debate that will result
in a good theory of humanintelligence that is widely accepted.
Douglas K. Detterman

July 24, 1993

Chapter I

Intelligence, Attention,
and Learning:
Maximaland Typical
Performance’

Phillip L. Ackerman
Department of Psychology
University of Minnesota

*Preparation of this chapter was made possible through the support of the Office of Naval
Research, Cognitive Science Program—Contract N00014-89-J-1974, Phillip L. Ackerman, principal investigator.
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INTRODUCTION
Overview

In advancing a new theoretical perspective for intelligence assessment and
application, this chapter focuses on two major themes. The first theme concerns the potential misspecification of intelligence as a construct solely delimited by maximal performance. The original assumptions regarding the desired
conditions for testing and the inferences to be made regarding the construct of
intelligence will be challenged, and an alternate view that includes “typical”
performance will be proposed. Even though the concept of “typical” performance requires additional specifications for (a) volitional, (b) affective, and (c)
dynamic constructs, it is proposed here that a theoretical specification of intelligence from such a perspective will be both more accurate (in terms of generalizability to the “real world”) and effective (in terms of predictive/concurrent validational strategies).
The second theme of this chapter concerns specification of a theory of
intelligence, and of the nomological network that relates constructs of intelligence, attention, and learning. It will be argued that, for many intents and purposes, it is heuristically useful to consider intelligence (and its inherent notions
of interindividual differences) as equivalent to the construct of attention. A
comparison of respective structures for intellectual abilities and attention will
be discussed, and parallels will be drawn and evaluated. Following discussion
of the justification for the basic premise of construct overlap between intelligence and attention, it will be demonstrated that the integrated perspective
affords a number of predictions concerning the expression of intelligence in
the processes and products of learning situations. Results from several empirical studies will be discussed from the perspective of this construct integration.
Given the limited nature of research directly bearing on the unified theory
developed here, the final section of this chapter is devoted to specification of
tactics and strategies for extension, application, and evaluation of the proposed
theory.
Specification of the Proposed Theory
There are four principal tenets to the proposed theory of intelligence, as
follows:
1. Maximal vs. typical performance. The psychometric premisethat intelligence is best associated with maximal performance is incomplete. A more
comprehensive view recognizes that the quantity and quality of “intelli-
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gence engaged” has properties of “typical” as well as “maximal” performance.
2. Intelligence and attention. The engagementof intelligence is described
fundamentally by the operations of attentional mechanisms. Such engagement is limited for individuals, both extensively (i.e., amount of attention

engaged) and temporally.
3. Intelligence and learning. The initial phases of learning (especially in
terms of development of automatized knowledge—whether procedural or
declarative) is a fundamental application of intellectual engagement.
4. A unified perspective. Performance on many so-called “intellectual” tasks
is critically dependent on (a) level of potential (or maximal) intellective/

attentional engagement, (b) basal level (or typical) intellective/attentional
engagement, (c) self-regulatory/motivational processes that determine the
recognition of intellective/attentional demands, and the (d) decisional

processes that bring about responses to perceived intellective/attentional
demands.
Each of these tenets of the theory is discussed in turn.
MAXIMALVS. TYPICAL INTELLIGENCE
Cronbach (1949) first created a schemethat classified ability tests as measures
of maximal performance and personality tests as measures of typical performance. In a subsequent series of papers, Fiske and Butler (1963, Butler &
Fiske, 1955) explicated this contrast between ability testing (“Try to do your
best”; Fiske & Butler, 1963, p. 251) from personality testing (“Weare ordi-

narily concerned with the typical (modal or mean?) strength of this tendency
[to respond in a given way] because this provides the best estimate of what a
person is most likely to do”; p. 258). The authors presented a two-fold rationale for assessing ability at its “maximum”level:
First, we want a pure measure, one that is determined almost wholly by one

thing, the subject’s capacity, rather than a measure whichis affected by several
influences. Second, we measure maximum performance because it is probably
more stable than performance under more lifelike conditions. (Fiske & Butler,
1963, p. 253)

A main purpose of this chapter is to question these stated reasons for focusing on maximal performance. By rejecting these fundamental assumptions
about the testing situation, a more complex view of intelligence will be proposed, one that is more comprehensive and yet applicable to many situations
where traditional measures of intelligence have lacked validity.

4
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Capacity

Many intelligence theorists have discussed whether extanttests actually focus
on ability-as-capacity or ability-as-developedtrait (e.g., Humphreys, 1979;
Wechsler, 1944). With the notable exception of the fluid intelligence construct
proposed by Cattell and Horn (Cattell, 1963; Horn & Cattell, 1966), most modern theorists and psychometrists find notions of capacity measures cause for
considerable uneasiness. The main reasons for discomfort with ability-as-

capacity assessment are as follows.
Developmental/experiential/cultural components to abilities. From the earliest efforts of Binet and Simon (1905), psychometricians have made many
attempts to minimize the impact of cultural and environment-specific influences
on intelligence performance. However, although a goal of determining intelligence through testing independentof prior history can be seen as admissible, it
is recognized that experiential effects cannot be partialled out of the equation
(nor, indeed, should they be). Part and parcel of any practically useful test of
intelligence is the test’s efficiency in predicting aspects of current or future
performance; performances which are undeniably influenced by the individual
in the context of interaction with his/her environment.
The concept of capacity is, in a lexical sense, a concept of permanence.
However, a central finding in the assessment of intelligence is that changes in
test performance occur as a result of maturation and aging (from childhood to
adulthood, or even across the adult life span) (e.g., see Bayley, 1949, 1968;
Honzik, MacFarlane, & Allen, 1948). Moreover, experiential differences across

individuals (e.g., schooling, life experiences) often result in other changesto

test performance (see Flory, 1940; Husen, 1951). With such a database to

address, it makeslittle sense to refer to unstable capacities of the individual. It
has been repeatedly shown (e.g., Thorndike, 1940) that intelligence test performance changes over time to a greater degree than would be expected through
measurement error alone. Similarly, to identify an individual’s “capacity” as
their maximal performance on particular test would require specification of
what experiential or maturational conditions would have had to be satisfied in
order to match capacity with performance.In addition, given some early deprivations, it may not be possible, even in theory, to specify the conditions that
would allow an individual to develop performance to a level that would
approximate his/her theoretical capacity (i.e., if an optimal environment had
been available throughout the lifespan). Clearly, as many modern theorists
have maintained,intelligence is much more parsimoniously thought of in terms
of current level of functioning, either on an absolute scale (e.g., for memory
span) or on a relative scale (e.g., the Deviation IQ).

Ability cannot be divorced from motivation and/or personality. The
instructions to test administrators often emphasize the importance of adequate
rapport between the administrator and the test taker. Such an emphasis is

MAXIMAL & TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
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explicit acknowledgment (supported by some empirical investigations,
e.g.,

Gordon & Durea, 1948: see review by Sattler & Theye, 1967) that the
motiva-

tion for performing well on anintelligence test is a critical ingredient for
accurate measurement of maximal performance. However, as numerous investiga
tors have demonstrated, both the physical state of the test taker (e.g., time
of
day, arousal level; see Revelle, Humphreys, Simon, & Gilliland, 1980) and the
psychological state of the test taker (presence or absence of debilitating anxiety, incentives, motivation to succeed or fail, degree of interest in the testing
situation) may significantly impact the level oftest performance (Quereshi,
1960). It thus makeslittle sense to discuss ability-as-capacity, unless the concept of capacity is substantially subverted to allow for changes over the course
of the day orin line with the individual’s volitionalstate.
The interdependence of ability and volition constructs have been recently
noted by Cronbach (1990):
Typical response and ability are not truly separable. A person’s record on typing

tests establishes that his ability has reached some level, but the score also reflects
his willingness to push himself in that kind of situation. That is to say, [the] dis-

tinction does not take purposes into account. Purposes are important, but they
have been givenlittle consideration in the psychology of individual differences.
... Test directions almost never tell the examinee how to approach the task.
Theoretically, style of performance falls under the head of typical response; but
variation in style affect “ability” scores. (p. 38)

This point is concordant with a broader context of intelligence-as-typical performance.
Stability

Fiske and Butler (1963) argued that measures of maximal performance are apt
to be more stable than measures of typical performance. This proposal was
predicated at least partly on the basis of their contrast between the stability of
personality measures (described as measures of typicality) and the stability of
ability measures (which they termed measures of capacity). However, given
that personality and ability measures differ on many other dimensions (e.g.,
ability test items have correct answers answers and personality test items do
not), it has never been clear that the stability of ability tests is caused by conditions designed to obtain maximal performance. Or, rather, that relative stability is caused by other sources of variance, or by inherent differences intrait
stability, not the least of which are the controversial aspects of situational
specificity of personality. It simply has not been established that, when
instructed to “do one’s best” on a personality test (as might be told to an individual who is taking the test under job screening circumstances), personality

6
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test scores become moreorless stable. Nor, has it been established that

instructions to examinees to “respond as you typically would; say, if this was
a puzzle in a magazine” to an ability test, make ability test scores less stable.
It seems no less desirable to a psychology of intelligence than it does to a
psychology of personality that a construct measure provide the best “estimate
of what a person is mostlikely to do” (Fiske & Butler, 1963, p. 259). Even if
future research were to show that measures of intelligence-as-maximal performance turn out to be more stable than measures of intelligence-as-typical performance, one must also keep in mind that there is a potential for simultaneously increasing reliability and decreasing validity (e.g., such as whentest
items are made more homogeneous).
To date, there apparently have been no empirical data reported to support
Fiske and Butler’s conjecture that tests of “maximal” performance are more
stable than tests of “typical” performance when a single construct is considered. Moreover, given the argument that a desire for stability 1s not necessarily a vector model (in preference scaling, a vector model corresponds to “more
is always better”), it follows that Fiske and Butler’s arguments about the superiority of maximal performance measures for the sake of stability are spurious
ones for defending the sole examination of maximal measuresof ability.
Cognitive, Information-Processing Approachesto Intelligence
The same assumptions made by Fiske and Butler (1963) regarding the circumstances for ability testing are ubiquitous in studies of the information-processing components ofintellectual abilities. In fact, while most of the time such an
assumption of maximal performance is implicit to the experiment (usually
through instructions to subjects to “do your best” or “work as fast as you can,
without making errors”), often the assumption is explicit (as when subjects are
excluded from analysis because they didn’t “try hard” on the task). Because
most studies of information processing and intellectual abilities test both information processing andabilities in the same laboratory context, they represent a
special case of the states of the world (i.e., when motivation to perform on the
information-processing task is likely to be concordant with motivation to perform on the ability tests, given underidentical instructions). A similar argument
for examining information processing under “typical” circumstances seems
appropriate. It might not be as far-fetched as it seems on the surface to explain
what kinds of information processing people “actually do,” rather than only
what they “can do.” Some inroads have been madein this domain, by investigations of reasoning and problem solving in everyday contexts(e.g., Sternberg
& Wagner, 1989), and in the context of research on humanerror(e.g., Reason,

1990; Reason & Mycielska, 1982), but much more work remains to be done in

constructing ecologically valid theories of information processing.

MAXIMAL & TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
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Summary
The central point of these arguments is that the construct
of intelligence has
become overly restrictive in the 90 or so years of modern theory
and research.
By expanding the construct to include a dimension bounde
d by maximal and
typical levels of intellectual engagement, it is proposed that
a better underStanding can be derived for how intellectual abilities interact
with other personal constructs (e.g., motivation and volition). In order to general
ize to the
world outside the testing room or the laboratory, intellectual
abilities must be
placed in the context of everydaylife.
By considering typical performance and maximal performance aspects
of
intelligence in light of attention and learning issues, a more compre
hensive
view may be obtained that has the potential to improve prospects of predict
ive
validity for school and job performance, to predict developmental change
s in
ability-as-maximal performance, and to integrate ability with personality
and
volitional determinants of performance. The topics of attention and learnin
g
will be discussed first, and then implications of the unified approach to intelligence will be presented.
INTELLIGENCE AND ATTENTION
Several years ago, in attempts to establish linkage betweenintellectual abilities
and information-processing concepts of the learning process, I was struck with
the prominentrole attention is accorded in normative cognitive research.
Attention is a critical determinant of the acquisition of knowledge andskills,
performance of multiple tasks, performance of tasks with novel or inconsistent
information-processing requirements, and so on (e.g., see Ackerman, 1986; see
also Zeaman, 1978, for an earlier discussion relating intelligence andselective

attention). In addition, it was clear from the literature that attentional require-

ments of tasks are not static, and that predictable changes of attentional
demandstake place as an individual acquires knowledge or develops information-processing skills.
The historical treatment of the structures of the constructs of the intelligence
and attention (Figure 1) provides some interesting parallels. To retrace some
familiar territory, an abbreviated history of formal theories of intelligence always
includes Spearman’s theory. Spearman (1927) envisioned intelligence to be primarily unitary (or g), with each ability test being partitioned into a general intelligence component, and a component specific to that particular test. Although
the formal theorizing about attention has only begun in morerecent years,
Kahneman’s (1973) view of attention was quite similar to Spearman’s theory of intelligence. Kahneman proposed a single, undifferentiated source of attentional
capacity (denoted in the figure as “A’’). In addition, Kahneman posited that spe-
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Figure 1. An abbreviated historical comparison of structural representations for intelligence theory with attention theory. Top pair of structures
have a general ability/process as central, middle pair of structures are
orthogonal processes, with no general process, and the lower pair of

structures are hierarchical, with a general component, but also with sub-

ordinate, more specific components. The set-theoretic illustration of

Kahneman’s (1973) theory is drawn as inferred, and has not been previously represented in this fashion.

cific structures (such as the visual, auditory, and tactual systems) were important, and that these structures were responsible for performance conflict among
some varieties of dual-task and multiple-task situations. From an abstract point
of view, though, both Spearman and Kahneman viewed these respective constructs of intelligence and attention as a single general process or system.
Guilford’s (1967) extension of Thurstone’s theory of intelligence serves as
the next landmark in this comparison amongintelligence and attention theories,
and functions as contrast to Spearman’s theory. The three-dimensional
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Structure of Intellect Model derived by Guilford designates independent

sources of intellectual operations (i.e., Contents, Operations, and Products). On
the attention side, we have Wickens’s (1980) Structure of (attentional)

Resources Model. These two box models show surface-level similarity. More
importantly, though, the models are similar from an underlying theoretical
perspective. Wickens holds, for instance, that there is no general source of
attention, but there are separate, independent Spatial and Verbal pools of attentional resources, just as the Guilford model proposes that analogously separate
and independent Symbolic and Semantic contents.
Finally, most current views ofintelligence are generally in agreement with

a hierarchical structure of intellectual abilities, such'as the one by Vernon

(1950) depicted in Figure 1. Contemporary views maintain the importance of
some general intellectual factor, but acknowledge that other intellectual abilities, with varying degrees of generality-specificity coalesce from the patterns
of individual differences on the universe of tests. This view has not been incorporated into the attention field, perhaps because it is early for such a reconcillation to take place. However, both recent and earlier experiments do point to

the fact that both the Kahneman and Wickens models have merit. Thus, the

sketch of a hypothetical model of attention and I have outlined here, which
incorporates the two models, does not go beyond the existing data—only
beyond current theory.
With this background in mind, we can consider the construct of general or
broad-content forms of intelligence a either a maximal value (associated with
allocation of all of one’s attentional effort) or as something less than maximal
(associated with allocations of some portion of the total attentional effort possible). As such, individuals may differ on the maximal amountof attentional/
intellectual effort available to them, and to the proportion of their own attentional/intellectual effort actually devoted to a task. From a broad perspective,
effort devoted to a task, then, is the product of the individual’s total effort

available and the proportion of available effort devoted to a task.
Extensive and Temporal Aspects of Attentional Resource Availability
It is a profoundly erroneous truism, repeated by all copy-books and by eminent
people when they are making speeches, that we should cultivate the habit of
thinking of what we are doing. The precise opposite is the case. Civilization
advances by extending the numberof important operations which we can perform
without thinking about them. Operations of thought are like cavalry charges in
battle—they are strictly limited in number, they require fresh horses, and must
only be made at decisive moments. (Whitehead, 1911, pp. 41-42)

Although there has been little work examining the short-term (e.g., minutes
and hours) course of available intellectual engagement, there are numerous
examples of the limits of attentional capabilities over time, in terms of the

10
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learning environment(e.g., see Zeaman & Kaufman, 1955) or sustained attention (e.g., vigilance research; see Parasuraman, 1984, for a review). Depending

on the experimental paradigm under consideration, it appears that attention 1s
only sustainable for periods of about 30 minutes before substantial performance decrements occur. Changes in the task environment often have the
effect of attenuating such decrements, but it remains clear to even the most
causal observer (as it was to Whitehead, in the quotation above), that there are

costs associated with sustained engagementof attentional effort.
Intelligence researchers typically blanch at the idea of giving subjects a continuous set of tests for an 8- to 12-hour period. Even though there have been
no parametric studies of testing time limits that I am aware of, many experiments reported in the literature limit testing to a few hoursat a time. As such,
there seems to be an implicit acknowledgmentthat it is impractical to ask subjects to maintain their intelligence-as-maximal performance levels for extended
periods of time.
In order to equate intellectual and attentional engagement,it is critical to
examine the determinants of attentional investment during maximal engagement and typical engagement, and the course of attentional depletion over
extended periods of effort. Certainly, research is needed to determine the time
course of intellectual/attentional engagement, but the important consideration
again, is that intelligence-as-maximal performance may have substantial limits
in generalizability to the external world, give that an individual’s engagement
with the real world runs the course of the entire waking day, and not just a few
hours in the laboratory or the testing room.

INTELLIGENCE AND LEARNING
The starting point for consideration about intelligence and learning is with
E. L. Thorndike (in Thorndike, Bregman, Cobb, Woodyard, et al., 1926).

Although much of Thorndike’s work was cast in the associationist framework,
he captured the importance of learning as a critical element of intelligence,
stating: “An obvious hypothesis, often advanced, is that intellect is the ability

to learn, and that our estimates of it are or should be estimates of ability to
learn” (p. 17). Although Binet’s approach to intelligence can be thought of as
focusing on learning in the broader context of educational achievement,
Thorndike was instrumental in bringing a microlevel orientation to learning—
one that could be mapped to then-current experimental inquiry. Many investigators followed Thorndike’s lead in focusing on the relationship between intelligence and learning; most notable of these research programs are those by
Woodrow (e.g., 1946), Ferguson (e.g., 1954, 1956), and Cronbach and Snow

(e.g., 1977). Reviews of salient contributions from these investigators regarding the relationship between intelligence and learning, along with discussion of
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methodological and statistical problems associated with assessing such relations, lie beyond the scope of this chapter. However, readers who wish to consider extant reviews of these developments can consult articles by Adams

(1987) and by Ackerman (1987),

Several fundamental aspects of the relationship between the constructs of
intelligence and learning serve as the foundation for the currenttheoretical formulation. These include (a) intellectual abilities and skill acquisition, (b) intelligence and academic learning, (c) dynamic effects of ability and volition, and

(d) other aptitude-treatment interactions. Each is discussed briefly next.

Intellectual Abilities and Skill Acquisition

Through a series of empirical and theoretical investigations, I have previously
argued for a dynamic set of relations between intellectual and individual differences in task performance during three phases of skill acquisition (e.g., see

Ackerman, 1988; for a review of the phases of skill acquisition, see Fitts &

Posner, 1967). The relations between ability and performance during skill
acquisition are illustrated in Figure 2. During the initial, cognitive phase of
skill acquisition, the critical elements of intelligence-as-maximal performance
(general intelligence and broad content factors of ability) are the most impor-

tant determinants of individual differences in task performance. Aspractice

proceeds on a task that has consistent information-processing demands (the
associative phase of skill acquisition), the role of general and broad content
abilities diminish, while measures of perceptual speed increase in their power
of predicting individual differences in task performance. Finally, at asymptotic
autonomous(or proceduralized) stages of skilled performance, the role of perceptual speed abilities attenuate, in favor of associations between psychomotor
abilities and task performance.
The validity of this theory has been demonstrated for a variety of tasks,
including Sternberg-type memory/visual search tasks, choice reaction-time

tasks (Ackerman, 1988), and complex air traffic controller simulation tasks
(Ackerman, 1988; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989). In addition, recent extensions

of this theory have shown generalization to the dynamic characteristics of
perceptual speed and psychomotor tests, when given under practice conditions
(Ackerman, 1990). From these various demonstrations, general and broad content (spatial, verbal) abilities are most highly correlated with initial performance on consistent tasks, perceptual speed abilities are most highly correlated
with performance at intermediate stages of skill acquisition, and psychomotor
abilities are most highly correlated with performanceat late, autonomous
stages of procedural skill performance.
Muchofthe representation of early portions of the learning curve is concordant with the theory and empirical research developed by members of the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory—Project LAMP group. Although there
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Figure 2. Hypothetical ability-performance correlations during three
phases of skill acquisition, as proposed by Ackerman (1988). The hypothetical task is moderately complex, and provides for consistent informa-

tion processing. From “Determinants of Individual Differences During Skill
Acquisition: Cognitive Abilities and Information Processing,” by P. L.
Ackerman, 1988, Journal of Experimental Psychology, 117.

are somesalient differences between the starting points and research paradigms
I and the Project LAMP group have used, there is substantial agreement
regarding the intense demands the tasks place on the learner’s attention when
they are initially encountered (e.g., see Kyllonen & Christal, 1990; Kyllonen &

Woltz, 1989; Woltz, 1988). Woltz (1988) demonstrated how the “intensive”

aspects of working memory (which are analogous to attention) are importantin
initial performance of skill acquisition tasks, most notably when formulation
and manipulation of declarative knowledge demandsare highest, while “activation savings” aspects of working memory, which are a representation of
memory efficiency, are more highly associated with later, proceduralized
knowledge. Kyllonen (in Ackerman & Kyllonen, 1991) has further argued that
the subjective mental workload for tests of working memory capacity is substantially higher than for tests of existing knowledge. In a further series of con-
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Struct validity studies, Kyllonen and Christal (1990) demonstrated substantial

(if not complete) overlap between the intensive aspects of working memory
and reasoning ability. These findings can be considered as substantial support
for the construct overlap between attention and general intelligence.
From the current perspective, the role of intelligence-as-maximal performance is most closely associated with the initial Stages of skill acquisition,
while it is posited that intelligence-as-typical performance is conceptually more
associated with (a) further gains in task performance beyondthe cognitive phase
of skill acquisition, and with (b) asymptotic or proceduralized skilled performance. This framework is consistent with the notion that initial confrontation
with a novel task involves attentional demands on the learner that are typically
hard to ignore. Thus, even with only modest motivation for performing well, the
learner is spurred to engage mostorall of his or her intellectual/attentional
capabilities. However, once the learner arrives at a level of performance that
meets that basic task demands(i.e., attaining an acceptable level of accuracy or
speed on the task ), those intellectual/attentional demands are diminished, and

the task moves from being predominantly attentional resource-limited to pre-

dominantly attentional resource-insensitive (Norman & Bobrow, 1975). As
Figure 3 illustrates, substantial reductions of intellectual/attentional engagement,

at an intermediate stage of skill acquisition, no longer have the dire consequences to performance that are found in the early resource-limited stage of
skill acquisition. Therefore, when the demands of the task are reduced, those
factors that determine intelligence-as-typical performance (such as personality

Or motivational factors) increase in influence. When there is a mismatch

between intelligence-as-typical performanceandintelligence-as-maximal performance, the learner may be satisfied with a suboptimal level of task performance, and essentially “exit” form the learning process.
Laboratory research regarding the effects of goal setting (a motivational/selfregulatory intervention) on task performance at varying stages of skill acquisition supports the current perspective. In a series of studies by Kanfer and
Ackerman (1989), a goal-setting manipulation, when given at an early stage of
task engagement, had no positive effect on performance. Indeed, when task
attentional demands were high, the goal-setting manipulation had an overall
negative impact on performance, which was accentuated for those learners of
lower intellectual ability levels. However, once the declarative knowledge (or
cognitive) phase of skill acquisition had been completed, the goal-setting
manipulation brought about significant gains in performance, especially for
those learners who were found to have lowerlevels of intelligence-as-maximal
performance. As such, the role of these motivational mechanisms became a
more important determinant of task performance during the later phase of skill
acquisition, even as correlations between generalintelligence and task performance declined.
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Intelligence and Academic Learning
Another data set, albeit a strictly correlational one outside the laboratory,
cogently argues for the dynamicrelations of intelligence and learning. The
study by Lin and Humphreys (1977) gives perhaps the clearest illustration of
the dynamic effects of intelligence-as-maximal performance and intelligenceas-typical performance with respect to academic achievement. In this study, the
Graduate Records Exam (GRE) was used in predicting and postdicting graduate school and undergraduate grade point averages (GPA), respectively. GRE
data were collected on several hundred students, with the exam typically taken
in the senior (fourth) year of college. Correlations between GREscores andthe
GPA were calculated for each of the four years of undergraduate education and
six semesters of graduate school (in the fields of physics, chemistry, and mathematics). "The relevant data are depicted in Figure 4.
There are two salient features of the data plotted in the figure. First, the
magnitude of test validity was not merely a decreasing function of temporal
displacement between time of test and time of GPA assessment. That is, this
particular aspect of the data contradicts the notion (Henry & Hulin, 1987;
Hulin, Henry, & Noon, 1990) that all test validity coefficients must decline

with increasing temporal displacement between time of test and time ofcriterion measurement. The second feature of the figure, and the onethat directly fits
with the current proposal regarding the relations between intelligence and
learning, is that the highest correlations between the GRE (arguably a measure
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of general intelligence-as-maximal performance) and GPA (a measure ofacademic achievement or learning), occur for the initial confrontation with both
the undergraduate (Year 1) and graduate (Semester 1) systems. These situations are quite aptly described as the earliest phases of learning, when students
must develop new strategies to perform their tasks. Later phases of learning,
after initial confrontation with the novel environments, show declining validi-

ties associated with intelligence-as-maximal performance.
Dynamic Effects of Ability and Volition
An additional data set comes from a study by Helmreich, Sawin, and Carsrud
(1986) of the relations between motivational/personality dispositions and job
performance, from early job performance to performance after 6-8 months of
job tenure. The sample studied included 268 telephone ticket agents working
for an airline. Three samples of performance were taken, namely average job
performance for 1-3, 4-6, and 7-8 months on the job. Although no ability data
were reported in that study, the authors reported that their measure of achievement motivation (called “work orientation”) is essentially uncorrelated with
“typical” measures ofintelligence.
The theory under consideration here proposes that motivational dimensions
are less important determinants of performance than intelligence-as-maximal
performanceearly in skill acquisition, but potentially more important whenskills
have been learned (and bothintelligence-as-typical performance andits volition-
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al correlates are important determinants of performance). Consistent with the
current proposal, the correlations between work orientation and job performance
were r = .09, .336, and .34, for the three periods of performance sampling,
respectively. That is, the dimension of achievement motivation started off as an
unimportant determinantofinitial job performance, but becamea salient (and
significant) predictor of performance after substantial job experience.
Other Aptitude-Treatment Interactions (ATI)

In addition to the fluctuations in motivational mechanismsthat result from
changesin intentions or incentives, other more enduring personal properties of
individuals appear to have substantial impact on intelligence-as-typical performance. Individual differences in personality dimensions, such as anxiety,
achievement via independence or achievement via conformance (see Cronbach
& Snow, 1977; Snow, 1989a, 1989b), and introversion/extraversion (Lynn &

Gordon, 1961; Revelle, 1989) have also been implicated in determining the

nature of typical performanceon intellectual tasks and tests. Indeed, one com-

mon assumption regarding ATIs in the academic domain is that maximal performanceis elicited under different treatments for learners of differing aptitude
or trait profiles. Although a review of these areas is beyond the scope of this
chapter (see Snow & Yalow, 1982), it seems that an intelligence-as-typical performance construct may be usedto clarify many of the existing ATIs, as well
as provide the basis for higher order interactions, that is, those which include
an interaction with the discrepancy between intelligence-as-maximal performance and intelligence-as-typical performance for each individual.

A UNIFIED PERSPECTIVE
Determinants of Performance

The framework proposed here indicates that optimal prediction of performance
on any of a wide variety of cognitive tasks requires knowledge of fourcritical
determinants of performance:
1. Level of intelligence-as-maximal performance. This construct corresponds
to the ideal of current intelligence testing paradigms. Intelligence-as-maximal
performanceis the level of performance by an individual that is obtained under
the conditions that are optimal for drawing out that individual’s best efforts,
while minimizing the deleterious effects of distractions. (For example, in
Atkinson’s theory [1974], this would correspond to moderate levels of arousal;

in Revelle’s [1989] theory, it would correspond to different levels of induced
arousal for introverts and extroverts.) To date, this appears to be obtained in
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testing conditions where examinees are highly desirous of doing well, andtest
time is limited to a few hours.
2. Basal (typical) level of intellective engagement. This construct corresponds to the usual level of attentional/intellectual effort put forth in the normal day-to-day environmentof the individual. Essentially, intelligence-as-typical can be thought of as an individual’s average level of effort elicited across

situations as varied as school, work, recreation, family interactions, and so on.
It is expected that there are personality, volitional, and interest correlates of

intelligence-as-typical performance (e.g., see Dreger, 1968; Humphreys &

Revelle, 1984; Kanfer, 1987).

3. Self-regulatory skill level. Self-regulation, especially in the form ofselfmonitoring, appears to determine the recognition of intellective demands, and
thus sets the stage for decisions made regarding the level of effort allocated to
a task (below) (e.g., see Kanfer, 1987; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989). Individuals
whoare low in self-monitoring skills are expected to have a generally lower
effort demanded-effort supplied coherence, whereas individuals who are high
in self-monitoring skills are expected to have a higher effort demanded-effort
supplied coherence. That is, effective self-monitoring brings about accuracy in
evaluating attentional/intellectual demands of tasks. Increasing accuracy in
these demand evaluations can be thought of as doubly important—because the
individual will be able to allocate effort when performance is resource-dependent, and because the individual will be able to conserve resources over time,

when the task is resource-insensitive, so that resources will not be depleted
when they are called for during other activities.
4. Decisional processes and dispositional tendencies that bring about
responses to perceived intellective demands. An individual’s recognition of
intellective demands is just one element in the determination of how much
attentional/intellective effort that an individual devotes to a particular task.
Other decisional processes that are made up of metacognitive and metamotivational strategies help determine howeffort is allocated across various demands
(e.g., on-task and off-task effort), see Kanfer (1990b) for a review. Similarly,
dispositional tendencies towardintellectual tasks (e.g., achievement motivation,
or learning/performance orientation) affect the valences of particular tasks.
Although these later processes are more properly considered motivational and/
or affective, they play an important mediating role in the engagementof intellectual effort (Kanfer, 1990b; Kuhl, 1981; Revelle, 1989).

Toward Assessment of Typical Intelligence
It is proposed here that the construct of intelligence-as-typical performance
must supplement the construct of intelligence-as-maximal performance. There
are several key reasons for this particular proposal:
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1. Predictions of typical or everyday intellectual performance, especially
long-term performance, based on measures of maximal performance, result in a

construct mismatch. The employment or school system domains cannot normally be expected to impose the same contingencies as are found in the usual
selection test environment, or the environment where scholastic aptitude mea-

sures are administered. Once the job applicant is hired, or the school applicant
matriculates, how the individual is /ikely to perform is best matched by that
individual’s intelligence-as-typical performance.
2. Generalization beyond the classroom or the job is possible. One of the
most enduring criticisms of modern intelligence measurementis that it revolves
around items that are relevant only to academic performance (and by implication or explicitly, not to everyday life). The construct of intelligence-as-typical
performance appears, at least on the surface, to be able to encompass many
aspects of intelligence that fall outside the traditional academic domain(e.g.,
see Sternberg, Conway, Ketron, & Bernstein, 1981, for a description of lay
concepts of intelligence). Measures derived from the intelligence-as-typical
performance perspective proposed here might well include items that concern
such things as pursuit of knowledge and skills outside the classroom (e.g.,
reading for pleasure, challenging oneself to learn new skills, keep up with current events, and so on). In addition, such measures of typical intellectual
engagement may be more highly predictive of developmental changes in intelligence-as-maximal performance, in that the intelligence-as-typical performance measures may capture the essence of the individual’s ongoing engagement with the world at large.
3. When coupled with measures of intelligence-as-maximal performance,
measures of intelligence-as-typical performance may provide more accurate
predictions of school or job performanceat all levels of the respective systems.
That is, the fault of typical SAT/GRE examsis that they, as measures of maximal performance, are only good predictors of initial performance (in school, or
in an employmenttraining program), see Lin and Humphreys (1977) and
Humphreys and Taber (1973) for examples. However, measures of intelligence-as-typical performance may provide incremental validity for prediction
of performance when the demands for maximal intelligence are attenuated.
Placing maximal and typical performance together in a multiple regression
equation may makeit possible to accurately predict performance at early and
late stages of knowledge/skill acquisition.
4. A forum for examination of ability/motivation/personality interrelations.
Many extant theories of personality and motivation have minimized the relations between these constructs and intellectual abilities. However, with perhaps
the exception of some goal-setting studies and some arousal studies (e.g., see
Kanfer, 1990b, for a review of goal-setting; and Revelle, 1989, for a review of
arousal and personality), there have been mismatches between the situations

for study of personality and motivation, and situations for assessmentof intel-
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lectual abilities. Given the potential implausibility of personality assessment
under “do your best” instructions, discovery of overlap among constructs of
intelligence and personality seem most likely under assessment under “typical”
conditions for both.
5. An opportunity to evaluate the notion that there is a “recognition” or
metacognitive componentto the typical engagementof intelligence. The present contrast between maximal and typical aspects of intelligence implicitly
assumesthat intelligence does not function like an engine thatis always running at full speed. Instead, individuals are posited to differ in (a) recognition of
demands ontheir intellectual/attentional system, as well as (b) the resultant
outcome of a cost-benefit analysis of whether the intellectual/attentional SyStem should be engaged, and if so, by how much. Discrepancies between maximal and typical intelligence might serve as prima facia evidence for the plausibility of such underlying processes.
By focusing on the stimulus constellations that provoke high and low intellectual engagement, it may be possible to provide diagnostic information about
potential remedies for inappropriate strategies for information processing and
suboptimal learning. That is, the existence of further ATIs that affect engagementof intellectual processing may be explored, assessed, and possibly used to
provide any necessary remediation.
6. Developmental consequences. The literature regarding changesin intellectual ability-as-maximal performance is rife with examples of consistent
gains or losses in relative intelligence from childhood into early adulthood
(excluding issues of senescence or adult aging-related changesin intellectual
performance; e.g., Bayley, 1968). Several developmental theories have been
put forth that attempt to explain such consistent changes inrelative standing on
intelligence tests, not the least of which has to do with environmental privilege.

However, someresearchers, such as Nicholls and his colleagues (Dweck, 1986;
Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Nicholls, 1984; Nicholls, Cheung, Lauer, &
Patashnick, 1989; Nolen, 1988), have suggested that individual differences in

orientation toward the changeable or constant nature of intelligence are atleast
partly responsible for gains and losses of relative standing on ability-as-maximal performance measures (see Kanfer, 1990a, for a review). Such concepts

have been referred to as implicit performance orientation (i.e., ability is

believed to be constant, and in order to demonstrate one’s ability, performance

should be accomplished with minimal effort expenditures) or learning orientation (1.e., ability is changeable, especially as a result of continued effort expenditures in learning tasks). Althoughthere is little long-term developmental evidence for such propositions, the concepts of performance and learning
orientations are consistent with the concept that individuals differ, at least in
their self-reports, in desired effort expenditures during task engagement. Thisis
a factor that would lead to some learners showing small discrepancies between
intelligence-as-maximal and intelligence-as-typical performance (those with
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learning orientation) while other learners would have potentially large discrepancies between intelligence as maximal and typical performance (those with
performance orientation).
The fundamental proposition here, as with some theories of motivation, is

that the individual has some degree of choice in how mucheffort is devoted to
intellectual activities. Such choices, when aggregated over substantial time and
situation, will have a potentially significant impact on subsequent measures of
ability-as-maximal performance, given the relationship between effort expended and the declarative stages of knowledge and skill acquisition.

BeyondIntelligence-as-Typical Performance
Given the importance of “situation” on responses (from the ATI and personality literatures), it could be claimed that no single situation (or set of situations)
can be abstracted to provide a single estimate of the multidimensional construct
of intelligence. This point seems consistent with Cronbach’s (1990) view of the
limiting nature of categorizing any measure into an assessment either as typical or maximal performance. To move beyondthe two notionsof intelligenceas-maximal and intelligence-as-typical performance, it may be ultimately more
promising to identify and sample mostcritical families of situations, and provide a map of an individual’s performance under the various situations.
Identification of these situations, in and of itself, represents a challenging
research issue.

Structural Implications of the Proposed Theory

Given the fact that much of the extant theory of intelligence is predicated on
the structure of intellectual abilities, it is appropriate to ask how the current
notions about attention and intelligence, and the contrast betweenintelligenceaS-maximum performanceandintelligence-as-typical performance interact with
specific classes of abilities. One implication is that intellectual abilities can be
organized along the dimension of attentional demands, from highly resourcedependent to highly resource-insensitive. That is, tests of intellectual abilities
that tap highly learned declarative or procedural knowledge will likely involve
reduced demands onattentional allocations, and thus be moreinsensitive to
differences between an individual’s maximal and typical attentional/intellectual
engagement. Depending on the population of test takers, test that have reduced
attentional demands might include those of simple numerical processes, such
as addition and subtraction, general information, aspects of perceptual speed
ability, psychomotor ability, and so on. Under the rubric proposed here, performance on such ability measures will be less influenced by manipulations

a

which yield maximal or typical
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performance.

On the other hand, tests that ‘tap reasoning, working memory, dealing with

novel or inconsistent stimuli, will more likely be attentional resource-dependent. As such, large discrepancies in test performance (for at least some examinees) are expected when an exam is administered under maximal or typical
intellectual engagement conditions.
Fluid and crystallized intelligence. At a surface level of analysis, there are
some sources of overlap between the constructs of resource-insensitive/
resource-dependent information processing and the Horn and Cattell (1966)
constructs of crystallized/fluid intelligence. Many tests that are primarily
resource-dependent would be considered as measures of fluid intelligence.
Similarly, many tests identified as being relatively resource-insensitive (such as
general information) are considered as measures of crystallized intelligence.
However, there are somesalient differences between these Classificatory
schemes, as follows:

According to Horn (1965), “Gc can be measured in tests measuring awareness of concepts, facility and quickness in the use of concept labels and in various reasoning tasks involving cultural concepts and generalized solution
instruments” (p. 309). By including reasoning tasks, though they are bound to
“cultural” information; for example, the concept of Gc is at odds with the con-

struct of resource-limited tasks. Furthermore, much of the construct of

resource-insensitive information processing is not subsumed under Gcatall,
but rather under a general speediness factor (Gs). Thus, Gc neither completely
subsumes, nor is subsumed within the construct of resource-insensitive information processing.
Whentests of Gf are considered, most seem concordant with conceptions of
resource dependence. However, the Gf construct does not encompassall types
of resource-dependenttests (e.g., the “reasoning involving cultural concepts”
listed above, and several aspects of the spatial domain, that Horn & Cattell
incorporate into the Gv ability). As such, Gf can best be thought of as a subsect of the domain of resource-dependent information processing.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
How Should Intelligence-as-Typical Performance Be Assessed?

Determinants of intelligence-as-typical performance, as contrasted with intelligence-as-maximal performance, are likely to be varied and multidimensional.
From the review provided above, several key personal constructs are seen as
potential mediators of both current maximal/typical discrepancies, and prospective developmental changes to the differences between typical and maximal
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performances. Such constructs might include personality characteristics, such
as self-monitoring, performance vs. learning orientation, and achievement
motives (e.g., see Kagan, Sontag, Nelson, & Baker, 1958, regarding personal-

ity and IQ change).
A second source of influence is probably captured by interest measures, or
such measures as are often included in so-called biographical data surveys. For
example, interests in cognitively demanding activities (such as reading, debating, problem solving and reasoning games, crossword puzzles, etc.) may very
well tap into an individual’s preferences for intellectual engagement and thus
help describe potential discrepancies between typical and maximal performance

levels.
Another major source ofinfluence for typical-maximal discrepanciesis likely to be individual differences in self-regulatory skills (e.g., see Kanfer, 1990;

Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989). As salient determinants of learning efficacy, individual differences in self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and self-reinforcement

processes are likely candidates for influencing a learner’s perceptions of the
need to engage attentional processes and for maintaining attention over protracted situations whenthere is little external feedback.
Finally, as Fiske and Butler (1963) recommendedvis-a-vis personality testing, naturalistic observation may also prove to be beneficial in assessing intelligence-as-typical performance. Discrepancies between typical and maximal
intellectual performance seem much more plausible in capturing the “overachievement/underachievement” characterizations that have been attached
by achievementtest and intelligence differences, given that many existing
achievementtests indiscriminantly tap performance on both resource-dependent
and resource-insensitive tasks.
Experimental Methods
Further evidence regarding the proposed theory of intelligence could conceivably be derived by experimental methodsthat affect the individual’s intentions
and desires for exerting maximal or typical levels of attentional effort. To date,
goal-setting studies have shown special promise in narrowing the gap between
typical attentional engagement and actual attentional engagement(e.g., Kuhl,
1985: Kuhl & Kraska, 1989). Numerous other ATI paradigms can also be
applied to exploring changes to performance resulting from structuring the
instructional format or content. Many current computer-assisted instruction systems have built-in capabilities for “engaging” maximal performance. However,
too little attention has been given to exploring the consequences of removing
or adding these features. Ultimately, through such parametric research, it may
be possible to comprehensively outline the types of interventions that attenuate
or exacerbate differences between maximal and typical performance, as well as
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to delineate which learners are most likely to show large discrepancies between
their typical and maximal performance levels, ceteris paribus.
Postscript

In the intervening period between the writing of this chapter and its publication, we have created a set of self-report scales of typical intellectual engagement and studied the correlations between these scales and measuresof ability
and personality (Goff & Ackerman, 1992). As predicted, measures of typical
intellectual engagementcorrelated positively with tests of crystallized intelligence and were uncorrelated with measures of fluid intelligence. In addition,
significant overlap was found between measures of typical intellectual engagement and the broad personality factor of openness. These results are supportive
of the theory outlined in this chapter and provide an integrated perspective on
the interrelations among personality and intelligence constructs.
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Chapter 2

Intelligence, Personality,
and Society: Constructivist
versus Essentialist Possibilities
Chris Brand
Vincent Egan
lan Deary
Department of Psychology
University of Edinburgh

Scotland is a country that is better knownforits engineering than for its philosophical genius. It may seem strange to say this. Scotland gave birth to David
Hume, whose skeptical talent was long to prove a match for the associationist
realism of England’s John Locke and the dissociationist idealism of Ireland’s
Bishop Berkeley. Yet Scotland didlittle to honor the atheistic, Tory devotee of
English ways that Hume wasto become.It refused Hume a chair in any ofits
four universities and let him pass his days as Keeper of the Advocate’s Library
in Edinburgh.
Hume, of course, fell out with his fellow Scots about the faculties of the

mind and about the possibilities of reasonably secure human knowledge,
29
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notably about causation and aboutthe real, enduring existence of persons. In
18th-century Scotland’s Enlightenment there wasa belief that the essential faculties of the mind (as they were first conceived by Aristotle) were able (with
some help from holy scripture in normal circumstances) to deliver truth. In particular, Scottish philosophers, drawing on St Augustine, developed the notion

that we all have a special faculty of conscience that is able to detect moral

truth. Hence, conveniently for the aspirations of Scotland’s (Reformed) Kirk,it

was thought possible to find some true and just way of ordering society
(MacIntyre, 1988) in the corporatist style that the Scots were long to prefer.

Hume, by contrast, could see none of these possibilities. Enamored of

English society that had settled for a middle way of compromise and passable
pluralism (within the Church of England) in matters of religion and for dispersed property ownership as a way of life, Hume doubted that strict
Protestantism and the disciplined society that it entailed could be vindicated,at
least to the satisfaction of the questioning philosopher. Doubting even the
existence of his own self (he could see inside him no such entity, only “bun-

dles of sensations”), it was Hume who would awake Konigsberg’s Kant “from
his dogmatic slumbers.” Hume was to provide the demolition job from which
Hegel would finally build a strictly German (less Kantianly “transcendental’”’)
idealism. Hegel, in turn, would begin the long tradition of subjectivism in philosophy and social thought that would reach through Schopenhauer, Nietzsche,

Heidegger, and Sartre down to the Frankfurt School, Jiirgen Habermas, and

the present day.
Presently, the notion that the important aspects of human life and human
psychology consist chiefly in ideas finds its more familiar expression in the
constructivism that has proved popular with some developmental and social
psychologists (Bruner, 1986; Gergen & Shotter, 1989) and in the denials of
“nerson-as-essence” of some philosophers (Parfit, 1984). Such idealism (or
sometimes nominalism, envisaging person terms as a mere “language game”)
about the person and about personality normally seems to have special attraction for would-be social and political reformers for a reason that can easily be
identified. If there are real people with essential, enduring properties who live
in a real world that science can but painstakingly discover, what is the task of
the social reformer and champion of the underdog? Why, it will be to identify
(and even measure) people’s properties and psychopathologies and trace them
to their often quite distant genetic and/or environmental sources. Now such an
undertaking requires discipline, persistence, and perhaps even the quantitative
method. In any case, the task has long been attempted by 20th-century psychologists with outcomes that have proved disagreeable for the reformer.
Many convenient environmentalistic ideas (that social class is strongly causal
to children’s intelligence, that maternal deprivation causes unhappiness and
life failure) have been dashed from the hands of enthusiasts (e.g., Brand
1987a; Scharfstein, 1980). The major environmentalistic effects that can be
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detected operate on such a time scale as to offer faint hope of intervention.
(No one currently knows why IQ-type levels on quite a few mental tests have
been rising through the 20th century [Brand, 1987b].) Worse, the alternative
prospect that genetic factors account importantly for human psychological
realities appears deeply divisive and pessimistic (at least until IQ-boosting
drugs or genetic engineering methods are discovered). How much more agreeable it would be if people consisted chiefly in their ideas, perceptions, constructions, language games, and so forth. For all these features seem much
more open to overnight “deconstruction” and “reconstruction” just as the revolutionaries of 1789 and 1917 once hoped.
Whatever the precise advantages of idealism, and whatever the dangers
(Bloom, 1987) that unconstrained idealism may lead to a new yearning for a
reconstructing Superman with a new social mythology (as it did once in its
German heartland), it must be admitted that an alternative, essentialist psy-

chology has yet to find its feet. Hans Eysenck—for many years the venerated
leader of the London School of psychology—has long advocated that many
major human individual differences in personality and attitudes be tracedprimarily to a small number of underlying differences, notably to dimensions of
difference that he has named Psychoticism, Neuroticism, and Extraversion.
The labor expended in this 40-year exercise has been immense, and could
profitably have beenstill greater. Yet, today, there is still, despite whatever
hopes, no widely agreed scientific story that can be told of P, N, or even E (on
which most work has been done: Brand, 1983; Eysenck, 1981; Eysenck &

Eysenck, 1985; Neiss, 1990; Zinbarg & Revelle, 1989). Even in psychogenetic studies, where passably certain methods exist for tracing human differences
to genetic and/or environmental origins, the story that emerges of Eysenck’s
dimensions shows many peculiarities that must displease the traditional champion of nomothetic approaches to personality. Though identical twins do
appear to be substantially alike on Eysenck’s dimensions, there are few similarities in personality between other types of relatives even when genetic overlap is 50% and whenthe individuals have grown up together (Brand, 1989;
Eaves, Eysenck, & Martin, 1989; see Table 1).

By contrast, there is one area of the London School’s enquiries that has
yielded a clear nomothetic success story. This is in the study of intelligence,
where work,of the 1980s continued to confirm that general intelligence (g) is
markedly unitary, measurable with fairness, importantly predictive, based to
some extent in elementary cognitive processes (such as inspection time),
underpinned by detectable psychophysiological processes, substantially heritable by normal, additive genetic mechanisms, yet influenced too by social envi-

ronmentto a detectable extent (Bouchard, Lykken, McGue, Segal, & Tellegen;
Brand, 1987a, 1990, 1992; Brand, Caryl, Deary, Egan, & Pagliari, 1991). (Just

about the only major scientific problem with IQ at present is that of explaining its apparent tendency to secular increase, as Flynn [1987] has been eager
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Table 1. Correlations Between Relatives for Personality Traits
Psychoticism

Extraversion

Neuroticism

Lie

0.53

0.65

0.51

0.53

0.41

0.46

0.45

0.56

(N = 47 pairs)
DZ¢s twins
(N = 125 pairs)

0.16

0.25

0.03

0.02

0.38

0.18

0.09

0.52

(N = 72)
Sisters
(N = 151)

0.08

0.16

—0.01

0.26

0.22

0.36

0.07

0.38

MZ,, twins
(N = 70 pairs)
MZ¢ twins
(N = 233 pairs)
DZ,, twins

Brothers

Extracted from Genes, Culture and Personality: An Empirical Approach, byL.J.
Eaves, H. J. Eysenck, & N. G. Martin, 1989, London: Academic Press. Reprinted by
permission.

|

to point out. For an explanation in terms of speed-oriented test-taking strategies, see Brand, 1987b, 1990b.)
In view of the widely diverging rates of success for, on the one hand, the
London School’s approach to personality and, on the other hand, its approach
to intelligence, it is perhaps worth asking whether intelligence (which alone
allows much of distinctively human learning, contrary to the dreams of generations of experimental and now cognitive psychologists) could not be made to
do rather more work than is conventionally expected by psychometricians,
always prone to defer to their experimentalist masters. Perhaps intelligence can
provide explanations and clarification of personality structure when other putative mechanisms have failed.
There are four supportive considerations:
1. It was Socrates who first identified what may be called “the unity of the
virtues”—the commonplace phenomenon that it is hard to imagine possessing
one characterological virtue (honesty, courage, kindness, carefulness) without

also possessing some of the others to some extent. Subsequently Aristotle’s
account of personality came to focus on the possibility that reason, with the
help of education, could come in the course of personality developmentto foster virtue and master the passions. Later, Christian moral theology invariably
took the battle for reason to achieve supremacy over the passions as a major
theme. The godless Freud saw matters similarly. In the 20th century, the frequency with which factors of emotionality (Brand, 1984) and, sometimes,

sense versus sensibility (Brand & Egan, 1989; Table 2) appear in self-report
indicators of personality continue to suggest that people’s experienced balance
of reason and sense versus mood and emotion is a major matter, of which they
are keenly aware and can report with considerable reliability. Whether or not
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Adjectives Defining One of the Largest

(post-scree-test) Rotated Factors in a Study of Ipsative
,

Adjectival Self-descriptions by Edinburgh Psychology Student
s
Sense
cool-headed
thick-skinned
level-headed

composed

deliberate
unsentimental

Sensibility
loving
passionate
compassionate

wilful

hot-blooded
tender-hearted
excitable
hasty
soft-hearted

From “The ‘Big Five’ Dimensions of Personality?
Evidence from Ilpsative

,
Adjectival Self-Attributions,” by C. R. Brand & V. Egan,
1989, Personality
and Individual Differences, 10, 1165-1171. Reprint
ed by permission.

they can assess their own intelligence, they have a clear
idea of whether their
intelligence manages efficiently to harness their passions.
2. That intelligence is viewed as a necessary condition of
important human
qualities is readily seen in our discourse. Of Alzheimer’s
disease, one writer
claims: “As the disease progresses, all aspects of intelligence
are affected and
the individual’s personality is lost.” Some people, fearing
such possibilities,
wish to be able to make advance directives for their own
euthanasia in the
event of grave intellectual impairment, whereas currently,
people do not seem
to worry so much aboutthe listlessness, conservatism of
opinionation, and
attachment to socialized medicine that are also not infrequ
ently associated with
aging.
3. Our courts of law in the West also acknowledge the import
ance ofintelligence to underpinning capacities for the exercise of
free will and moral
responsibility: A low mental age is the most commonly
used rationale for
deciding that a person did not really “intend” a serious
crime—children are
deemed not to have mens rea until around age 11. Of course,
such judgments
of mental age are sometimes made indirectly and conveni
ently via the “hard”
public variable of chronological age. However, recently,
the Supreme Court of

Victoria, Australia, used evidence from mental testing
to decide that a grossly

cerebrally palsied teenage girl, who had hardly any volunta
ry motor control,
did indeed have a “will” of her own and could thus
be considered able to
decide her own future (outside of, as she wantedit to
be, the squalid hospital
for the grossly handicapped and Supposedly mentally
retarded children to
which she had been consigned).
4. In the layperson’s view of intelligence, many valued
human qualities
(e.g., showing interest in andaffiliation with one’s peers,
and exhibiting inde-
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Table 3.

Five Groups of Personality Features Found to Be Positively

Related to Intelligence in Empirical Work (see Brand, 1984, for references)
Features
anxiety, moodiness,
low self-esteem
fluency, creativity,
expressiveness
moral development,
restraint, conscientiousness

independence, initiative,

assertion
tender-mindedness,
benevolence, social interest

Typical correlation
with g

Brand’s
nomenclature

—.030

neuroticism(n)

+0.40

energy (e)

+0.30

conscientiousness (c)

+0.40

will (w)

+0.30

affection (a)

pendence, creativity and open-mindedness) are held to be substantially associated with it (Sternberg, 1990).
So there is some reason to believe that intelligence is important to nonpsychologists when they consider personality. Nevertheless, can intelligence as
psychologists measure it be related demonstrably to important personal powers? Binet certainly thought so: He said intelligence foundits outer boundaries
in (was “constrained by”) “invention, direction, criticism and comprehension”—or, as we might say today, in creativity, initiative, conscientiousness,
and open-mindedness. But what does empirical study show? One of us (Brand,
1984) reviewed somefraction of the relevant literature a few years ago and
found, for each of Binet’s propositions, broadly understood, some half-dozen
studies attesting to them, with correlations of around +0.35 (Table 3). For
example, measures of “creativity” administered to subjects of a normal range
of IQs correlate at around +0.40. More widely, going beyond such general per-

sonality features, a second survey of the literature (Brand, 1987d) found IQ to

be associated with some 40 human characteristics that are often naively pre-

sumed to be nonintellective (Table 4). Thus IQ is associated with altruism

rather than with psychoticism, with leadership rather than with acquiescence,
with moral reasoning as opposed to delinquency, and with suffering anorexia
nervosa rather than hysteria.
Again, though these matters are insufficiently investigated, it is readily
acknowledged that IQ will play some part in musical preferences, dietary taste,
and dress sense. At least some types of IQ estimate are knownto be associated with holding broadly liberal social values: This was recently confirmed by
one of us in Edinburgh, with a correlation of +0.45 from a normal sample of
young people, including a considerable proportion on the borderline of unemployment (Egan, 1989); and IQ is the only substantial psychological predictor
of marital choice. Such is the relevance of IQ to socially approved conductthat
one American sociologist (Gordon, 1987) has recently argued in some detail
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Table 4. Examples of Personal Features Found to Be
Positively Related to Intelligence (see Brand, 1987d, for referenc
es)
Achievement motivation
Altruism
Art preferences
Creativity
Emotional awareness
Field independence

Humor, sense of

Interests, breadth and depth of
Involvement in school activities
Leadership
Moral reasoning and development
Musical preferences and abilities
Psychotherapy, response to

Sports participation at university
Supermarket shopping ability
Talking speed
Values (especially ‘liberalism’)

that the overinvolvement of American blacks in crime can be entirely accounted for by their measured level of IQ on conventional tests. Possibly, then, psychologists of personality have ignored for too long evidence of IQ’s involvement in personality that was available to them if they had cared to look forit.
They have preferred to search haystacks for evidence of criminality being
traceable to Pavlovian unconditionability, to any of Piaget’s or Kohlberg’s
“stages,” to cognitive-psychological black boxes that have so far done nothing
to illumine personality, and to sociological variables that have proved quite
unable to explain the very modest rise in crime that accompanied Britain’s
massively increased levels of unemployment after 1977. Arguably, g is to the
psychology of personality what carbon is to chemistry: g accounts for more
variance in important human behaviors than do all the other variables in
anthropology, sociology, and experimental psychology put together.
Why,then, have psychologists been reluctant to entertain this? Undoubtedly
the biggest problem here is that people themselves are far from being realists

in their own direct estimations of their own intellectual levels. When, in

Edinburgh, we asked 47 psychology students to rate themselves on adjectives
such as quick, clever, bright, knowledgeable, and skillful we found no correlation at all between self-rated intelligence and their IQ test performance.
Instead, we found a strong negative correlation (—0.60) between self-rated
intelligence and other self-ratings of affection and tender-mindedness. (The
ipsative adjective checklist that was used is reported by Brand & Egan, 1989.)
American researchers report broadly similar findings (Harter, 1990): Self-ratings of competencebearlittle relation to IQ but, instead, negative relations to
self-assessed emotionality and anxiety. Clearly, if people of high IQ are often
too modest to admit their own intelligence, the construct is not likely to appeal
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to them as an explanation of their moral developmentor romantic choices.
Whyis g’s influence thus unrecognized by such testees? There would seem
four possible ways of explaining this strange phenomenon:
be
to
1. It may be that people—andespecially students—today are so much in
thrall to egalitarian dogma (denying the importance of intellectual differences)
that they politely decline to admit their own abilities. Conversely, some people,
at lower levels of IQ, may accept inflated estimates of their own ability levels
and thus draw illusory consolation from egalitarian ideology.
2. In the modern West, people live their lives with quite a limited range of
friends and associates of around their own intellectual and educationallevels.
Gone, at least in 20th-century Britain, are the days of students mixing with a
wide range of humanity at their churches or local football clubs. Perhaps, in
such circumstances of milieu choice along the lines of IQ, intelligence
becomes an irrelevant variable to much ofordinary life: It will no longer provide much by way of local explanation of why one differs from one’s own

self-chosen peers.
3. A more philosophical possibility is simply that it is very difficult for people to admit their own limitations in intelligence—unless they do so out of a
wider, more generally anxious disposition. Perhaps, no more than Decartes, can
one rationally doubt one’s own capacity to think—for, if one did, one would
by that same token not even be able to judge soberly that one was to any seri|
ous degree deficient in intelligence.
levels ofintellihigher
at
4. A moreinteresting possibility, however, is that
make g recede
that
tes
ways
in
gence, personality itself develops and differentia
the life of the
nt
what
of
determina
somewhatinto the background as a serious
interested
found
be
to
are
people
person is about. Perhaps, at higher g levels,

and invested in the particular values, motivations, interests, and sensibilities

that g has so distinctly developed for them, rather than in the dull fact that,
without g, they would not have their distinguishing proclivities and specialties
at all. Thus, for example, it is notoriously difficult to measure, with any serious reliability, the personalities of children: Even by age 8, only neuroticism
and extraversion are tolerably measurable (with whatever considerable
allowance for massive ‘faking good’ by many children), and this is a good
three years after IQ itself has already assumed its own lasting predictive potency. Again, notoriously, the number of reliable personality dimensions that can
be retrieved from amongst students in tertiary education is higher than is found
in younger, less intelligent children or in normal samples of the adult population. (Eysenck’s two dimensions of N and E long seemed adequate to describing personality variation in normal population samples, while American investigators, dealing largely with more educated subjects, found more dimensions
to be necessary.)
In Edinburgh, we haverecently tried out this possibility in a limited way.
Administering our adjectival self-rating device to 35 lower and 27 higher IQ
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1

To

Thinking

Suggested relations between two dimensionsthat appear in

the “Big Six,” the “Big Five” and in the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
.

Students, we asked whether more dimensions were necessary to account
for

variance in the latter group. For example, we asked whether one broad dimension of “extraversion (e) versus conscientiousness (c)” (realizing Eysenck’
s

historic aspiration for a dimension that would Oppose extraversion to conventional morality) would prove adequate to differentiating among the lower IQ
students. By contrast, we asked whether two relatively independent dimensions
of extraversion and conscientiousness would prove necessary to describe variation amongst higher IQ students.
In fact, no such distinction was necessary, rather the reverse. It
was our

higher IQ group that showed a Strong negative correlation (—0.72) between
e and c, although our lower IQ students showed no significant correlati
on
(r = +0.08). Evidently it was our higher IQ students who provided the
best
instantiation of the original Eysenckian vision: They had definitely polarized
as
to whether they were extraverted or conventionally conscientious. In our
sample (where of course even the “lower” IQ group had a mean IQ of 114)
we
thus found no evidence for more dimensions amongst the higher IQ, but
some

evidence of more dramatic distinctions, as if the higher IQ students
had more

sharply defined personalities.
It is regrettably difficult to explore this question further, for much of
the
copious data of 20th-century psychometry barely allow the question
to be
posed. However, we have discovered one test instrument on which relevant
data
have been provided in some quantity. This is the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator
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Figure 2. Relations between IQ and the four “Jungian” dimensions of
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (N = 5,025). (Approximate “Big Six”
equivalents to these dimensions are indicated, as in Figure 1.)

(Myers, 1962): a questionnaire that purports to assess four Jungian dimensions
of personality—dimensions that are known from McCrae and Costa’s (1988)
work to be closely related to four of the Big Five (or Six, including g) dimensions of modern psychometric psychology, as is indicated in Figure 1. These
dimensions are: Judging (liking routine) versus Perceiving (not minding uncertainty); Extraversion (liking social interaction) versus Introversion; Thinking
(liking rational argument) versus Feeling; and Sensing (liking facts) versus

5,025
Intuition (liking ideas). For most of these dimensions, from data on

American high schooltestees, it turns out that there is a U-shaped function
(Myers, 1962, p. 92 ff): Higher IQ testees are more likely to be found at the
extremes of these dimensions of cognitive style, as is shown in Figure 2.
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The six-dimensional model ofpersonality

Figure 3.

Brand’s mandala—a double cone(cf. Yeats, 1939) representing

how g may play out into wider extremes of personality development
(with neuroticism (n) providing parallel differentiation and variability).
Key: w = will, a = affection, c = conscientiousness, e = energy, n = neuroticism, g = general intelligence.

Once again, but with far greater empirical authority, we can say that higher
IQ people seem, after a fashion, to have more personality: They are more distinguished one from another, on questions about their own personal styles. This
finding is, of course, in line with Jungian expectations that quite marked bipolar choices of style have to be made in the course of adequate personality
development.
To truly embrace such findings requires more consideration than is possible
in this chapter. One way of thinking about each human personality is that it
extends, so long as g lasts, over a conic space within what we maycall, trying
to follow the Irish poet W. B. Yeats (1939), a “double cone” (which weillus-

trate in Figure 3). So long as g is high, we see conspicuous diversity, readily
trapped in suitable questionnaires. As has been claimed for intelligence itself
(Brand, 1987c; Detterman & Daniel, 1989), this may involve more dimensions

(probably depending on how weset about measuring personality); but, certainly in some of our own data and that from the large Myers-Briggs normative
sample, it seems to involve higher IQ subjects showing more distinction
amongst themselves, This dependence of personality upon intelligence is
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allowed in the “double cone” within which higher IQ subjects are predicted to
show wider variation in personality. More prosaically, however, we wouldset
personality psychologists to exploring systematically the possibilities that we
have indicated: Fresh data sets will be required that involve g alongside conventional personality variables.
The notion of the person having “essence” is disputed by psychologists and
philosophers who have given up the struggle of trying to discern the ways of
the human mind,heart, soul, and spirit, probably because such theorists fail to
realize the understanding of these wondersthat only analysis that takes the role
of g seriously will make possible. General intelligence makes not only for personality variation, it also structures that variation in novel ways, allowing new
breadths and adumbrations of personality. Intelligence fuels and sustains personality until old age sets in, leaving us all with the merest crystallized remnants that g’s fluid power once made seem the height of style. Scottish faculty
psychology may have been scorned by a skeptical, renegade Hume; it was subsequently neglected by the Continental idealists who sprang up in its wake; and
the Scottish tradition itself had to be reproved by Sir Cyril Burt (on a visit to
Edinburgh in 1927) for failing to take g seriously enough. But Aristotle’s sober,
essentialist vision of the biological underpinnings and sustenance of personhood
served the west well for 2,300 years and should now be reconsidered with the

help that today’s firm understanding of g and its importance can arguably provide. Modern societies have seen their own mind-analyzing experts fruitlessly
at work in the 20th century—trecently, despite multibillion dollar expenditures,
finding “very little” from presumptive studies of “artificial intelligence”
(Aleksander, 1990; Gregory, 1993). It is time to acknowledge the centrality of

naturally occurring intelligence to human personality, to human achievement,
and to how societies can endeavorto justify and improve themselves.
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Chapter 3

Cognitive Abilities:
Constructing a Theory
from Data’

John B. Carroll
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

According to most accounts, a theory is a set of statements or hypotheses conceming the explanation of a set of data. In the present case, the data for which
a theory is to be constructed are voluminous. They consist, essentially, of
information on the (usually Pearsonian) correlations of variables coming primarily from psychological tests, but occasionally (very occasionally) from
observations or ratings of behavior from sources other than tests, such as
school marks, peer ratings of leadership qualities, and the like. More specifically, they come from several hundred studies that I have assembled (Carroll,
* This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. BNS 82-12486. I wish to acknowledge, with thanks, the devoted and highly capable efforts
of
Christina M. Gullion and Ann C. Meade, research associates during the years 1983 to 1986,
who
helped in the reanalysis of datasets and in other project tasks. I am also indebted to the numerous
investigators whose published and unpublished factor-analytic studies I have reanalyzed.
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1993) from the psychological literature—studies that were designed to investigate, usually by means of factor analysis, the dimensions of individual differences in cognitive abilities.
It is almost banal to note that theory tends to guide the collection of data.
The selection of what data to collect—what variables to use, what samples to
employ, and so on—depends on hypotheses concerning what the data might be
expected to reveal. It may be assumed that those who collected the data had
various notions as to what kinds of cognitive abilities may be presumed to
exist and to be distinguished one from another. These notions—some of them,

possibly, derived from commonobservation and armchair speculation, but others based on a tradition of empirical research in the field of cognitive abilities—were influential in the selection of variables.

THEORY BEHIND THE METHODOLOGY
There wasalso theory behind the methodology. First consider the methodology of testing, which is based on a theory of abilities, or “latent traits.” The
notion is that a psychological test provides an indication of the degree of ability that the individual can demonstrate in performing someclass oftasks. It is
further assumed that over the population of individuals, or at least in a representative sample of individuals, persons differ in their degrees of ability, and

this assumption is apparently confirmed when test score distributions show
wide variance. Mental test theory, whether of the “classical” or the “item

response theory” kind, assumes that some part of a test score is due to a “true
ability,” and provides methods for making the estimation of true ability as
accurate as possible. I should also add that the equations of item response theory assume that when the items of a test are arranged in order of difficulty, an
individual’s probability of success decreases as difficulty increases. The location of the individual response curve is a function of the individual’s standing
on the true ability scale. I have made this fact the basis for focusing on what I
call the person characteristic function, the function relating probability of passing items to task difficulty and to true ability. I consider that this function is
valuable in defining abilities as a function of the characteristics of items or
tasks (Carroll, 1987, 1990; Carroll, Meade, & Johnson, 1991).

Second, consider the methodology of factor analysis, which introduces theoretical considerations of its own. Put in the simplest terms, factor analysis
assumes that the “true abilities” underlying the variables in a factor-analytic
study are or can be different. One object of a factor-analytic study is to determine how many different “true abilities” or latent traits are represented in the
variables selected for study. In order to do this, factor analysis assumes a mathematical model that specifies the composition of any given variable as possibly
a function of a number of different “factors” or sources of variance. There are
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three possible kinds of source variance assumed: commonfactor variance, specific variance, and error variance. For most purposes, specific and error factors
are of little interest in factor analysis. What is of most interest is the number
and nature of the common factors, each of which is conceived to be a latent

trait of ability. The common factor-analytic model can be expressed in the
form of an equation, according to which any variable y is taken to be a linear
composite of a series of latent factors:
YjiXli + Wj2X2i +... WypXpi oe

+ WimX mi + WjsX si + WyeX ei.

In this equation, yj is the standard score of individual i on variable j; xp; is the
standard score of individual i on factor p, and wjp is the weight of factor p in
producing the scores yj; on variable j. In a well-designed and well-analyzed
study, and after rotation of axes to a simple structure, factor weights tend to be
either near zero, or strikingly positive (e.g., >.30).
Many factor-analytic studies suggest that common factors can vary in the
degree of their generality over the variables in a study. The generality of a factor can be represented by the order at which it emerges in the analysis. Factors
that have strikingly positive weights on only a few variables tend to emerge at
the first order; those that have strikingly positive weights for clusters of variables that show some differentiation at the first order tend to emerge at the second order, whereas factors that have strikingly positive weights for all the variables of a study, or for a major grouping of them, can emergeat the third order
of analysis. As an example of a study showing factors at three orders of analysis, see Table 1, which presents an orthogonalized factor matrix for the nine
subtests of the Holzinger-Crowder Uni-Factor Test Battery (reanalyzed from
data assembled by Schutz, 1958). As is seen, all tests have strikingly positive

loadings on a third-order general factor; different groups of tests have loadings
on each of two second-order factors; and still smaller groups of tests have
strikingly positive loadings on one or another of four first-order factors.
Such an analysis is based on a model in which the fundamental equation of
factor analysis is expanded to something like the following:
Yji =WigX gi

(general factor)

+ WipXpi + WjqX zt

(second-order factors)
+ WjaX at + WibXbi + WjcXci + WjdXdi

+ WiuXut

(primary factors)
(unique factor)

Here, for purposesofillustration it is assumed that there is one third-order factor (g), two second-order factors (p and q), and fourfirst-order factors (a, b,c,
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Table 1. Hierarchical Factor Matrix for Dataset SCHU11
(Reanalysis of data assembled by Schutz, 1958)
Hierarchical Factor

Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

h2

Factor 1: 03:F1 General Intelligence (G); order 3
Factor 2: 02:F1 Crystallized Intelligence (Gc); order 2
Factor 3: 01:F1 Verbal Ability (V); order 1
1 Word Meaning............
57
43
53
-.02
-.01
01
2 Odd Words ...............
62
.44
51
.03
02
.00
Factor 4: 01:F2 Numerical Facility (N); order 1

-.01
01

19
84

6 Remainders...............
5 Mixed Arithmetic.........

-.01
01

17
79

71
10

53
56

22
.25

-.01
01

.64
.62

.18
16

Factor 5: 02:F2 Fluid Intelligence (Gf); order 2

04
-.03

Factor 6: 01:F3 Spatial Relations (SR); order 1

4 Hatchets .............-00 ee
50
.01
01
01
35
3 Boots ..........cc cece eens
.49
.00
.00
00
.35
Factor 7: 01:F4 Reasoning (RG); order 1

.58
58

.0O
.00

8 Figure Changes...........

7 Mixed Series .............

Q TEAMS ...... cece eee eae
Sum of Squares:

60

21

-.02

-.02

-.06

27

03

27

.25

.60

53.27
2.84
61

05
54

.00
.80

18
.48

-.04
.67

21
18

41
6.13

65

.17

07

.26

00

53

d), but the number of factors at the different orders can vary, as long as the
number of factors at any given order is less than the number of factors at the
next lower order.
The equations shown here assumethat variables can be expressed as linear
weighted sums of factor scores. This is, of course, only a convenient simplifying assumption, but it appears to be an effective one for data analysis. It
implies, however, that the weights assigned to each variable in the factor
matrix are the same for all individuals in the sample being studied. That is, it
implies that the manner in which abilities determine performance is the same
for all individuals, no matter what their individual strategies in approaching
test tasks may be. No method of factor analysis (whether “exploratory” or
confirmatory”) can reveal differential patterns of weights for different individuals. Investigations of the possibility that individuals differ in their strategies would have to employ special techniques, such as those employed by
French (1965), who performed separate factor analyses for groups reporting
different strategies, or by MacLeod, Hunt, and Mathews (1978), who were able

to identify, by examining fits of data to theoretical models, groups employing
different strategies of performance. Even if it is assumed that the parameters of
factorial equations vary over individuals, the weights found in factor analysis
studies can be taken to be averages of the weights for different individuals.
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The equations shown here also assume that test performance can be
expressed as a function of series of orthogonal, independent factors. To give
a simple analogy, consider the typical correlation of about .6 between height
and weight of human individuals. The factorial interpretation would show that
height is a function of a general “size” factor plus a special independent component for height; similarly, weight is a function of a general size factor plus a
special independent component for weight. Furthermore, our equations imply
that many psychological ability variables are a function of several independent
factors of ability. For example, in Table 1 (ignoring loadings near zero), it is
seen that the score on the Word Meaning subtest is a function of (a) the individual’s standing on a general factor that applies overall tests in the battery,
(b) the individual’s standing on a factor identified as Ge (“crystallized intelligence’’) that applies over tests 1 through 4, and (c) the individual’s standing on
a special “verbal” factor that appears only in the two tests Word Meaning and
Odd Words. Some may argue that these factors are merely mathematical artifacts, but I would make the case that the factors are real. Factors are not mere

artifacts of the statistical technique: In some sense they are real, just as gravity, mass, distance, and so on, are real variables in the analysis of object

motions. The third-order general factor expresses the tendency of the individual
to perform at a certain level on any cognitive test; the second-order “crystallized intelligence” factor expresses the tendency of the individual’s performance on certain kinds of tests to deviate (up or down) from performance

expected from the general factor, and the first-order “verbal factor” score

expresses the tendency of the individual’s performance on verbaltests to deviate (up or down) from what would be expected on the basis of standings on the
general factor and on thecrystallized intelligence factor.
The use of linear equations implies an assumption about the way in which
abilities act in combination to determine test performance. Specifically, it
implies that abilities can compensate for each other. That is, for example, if an
individual is low on one ability that is important in determining test performance, high ability on another important ability can compensate for this, producing an average score on thetest. In the real world, however, abilities may
not act in combination in this way. For example, successful performance on a
task may require at least a certain minimum level of each of two abilities. The
possibility of discovering such a way in which abilities combine is excluded by
the linear methodology of factor analysis.
The only additional assumption that is made by the general theory oftesting is that the abilities or latent traits measured by psychological tests (or
observed by other means) are relatively permanentandstable, in the sense that
over long periods of time the individual’s standing on trait changes, if at all,
only gradually.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA
The factor-analytic enterprise, over the years, has become a search for the minimum numberof “factors” or sources of variance that are needed to explain (at
least statistically) the widest variety of psychological variables that can be
established in a particular domain—in the present case, cognitive abilities. The
available data thus derive from hypotheses of many individual test constructors
as to what kinds of cognitive ability exist and can be measured. I havecollected (Carroll, 1993) a large sample of factor-analytic datasets and have attempted to sort out what they show, mainly through reanalysis by a consistent set of
procedures. It is from these data that, one could hope, a “theory of intelligence” could be constructed—at least a preliminary description of a state of
affairs in terms of a series of factors and the ways in which they may be
assumedto influence test scores or other observations of behavior.
Admittedly, this would be only a partial theory of intelligence if it is limited to the analysis of test scores and the like. It would say nothing about how
factors arise, or their possible genetic and environmental sources. Other kinds
of data would be necessary to round out a theory—data from studies of behavioral genetics (e.g., twin studies), from studies of educational interventions and
treatments, from longitudinal studies of ability development, and so on. Butat
least this partial theory would define and delineate the variables that should be
involved and investigated in other studies. For example, it is my impression
that studies in behavioral genetics (e.g., Cardon, Fulker, DeFries, & Plomin,

1992) have only begun to consider the many kinds of ability that have been
disclosed by factor analysis and to take seriously the information from factor
analysis about the structure of abilities.
Limitations of the Data

The data that I have been able to analyze suffer from many limitations.
Size. Most factor studies have been limited to a relatively small numberof
variables. (In my sample of 461 datasets, the median numberof variables studied was about 20, though this number ranged from 5 to 99.) On the assumption
that there are actually 40 commonfactors needed to accountfor all intellectual performances, and that at least three variables are needed to define each
such factor, this means that an ideal factor study would employ at least 120
variables. Assuming that 10 minutes are required to secure a meaningful score
on each variable, such a battery would require 1,200 minutes or 20 hours for
administration. Even in a military organization, it would be difficult to secure
this muchtesting time. For this reason, the domain of cognitive abilities has

had to be studied in a piecemeal fashion.
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A related problem concerns the numberof subjects required. In my sample
of datasets, the number of subjects ranged from about 20 to more than 8,000,
with a median of 162. This median is a barely adequate numberforstatistically stable results, and of course the number of subjects was less than 162—
sometimes much less—for half of my datasets.
Poor definition of variables. In any given factor-analytic study, there is little guarantee that the variables employed constitute truly adequate measuring
instruments from the standpoint of defining and interpreting the factors that
result from analysis. The variables used in many factor-analytic studies are
mere collections of items that investigators put together in an effort to measure
a particular construct. There is often no assurance that the items measure a unidimensionalability; there is little or no information on how well the items indi-

vidually perform in measuring whatever is measured, for the items have not
usually been subjected to an item analysis. One of the greatest obstacles I have
encountered comes from the fact that tests are almost always administered
within a time limit such that not every subject is allowed to attemptall items.
Underthese conditions, it is clear (and known from a numberof studies of the

matter) that the scores are functions of two types of latent variables—the rate
of performance and the accuracy of performance—which in manyinstancesare
largely independent. In most factor-analytic studies, it is therefore difficult or
impossible to tell the extent to which a factor depends on (a) rate of performance and (b) accuracy or level of mastery. These and other difficulties are
compounded by the fact that investigators frequently fail to report critical
details about the nature of tasks that are presented and the conditions under
which they are given (e.g., the nature of the instructions to subjects, timing,

scoring, etc.).

|

A basic limitation of the studies I have reviewed is that with few exceptions, they are based on data from psychological tests. It has often been argued
that psychological tests are atypical measuring instruments, insofar as the psychological test is in many respects an artificial situation. We have few studies
in which observations of performance and problem solving in “real-life” situations have been employed. For the most part, we can thus far construct only a
theory of intelligence as it is manifested in performances on psychological
tests. It is a matter of speculation whether such a theory can be generalized
beyond the testing situation. Many kinds of evidence, however, lead me to
believe that it can.
LIMITATIONSIN THE ANALYSIS

Analyzing factor-analytic data is in many respects an art rather than a science.
There are many problemsto be solved, and manyoptions. I believe, neverthe-
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less, that the analyses I have made are as sound as they can be made according to currently accepted canons of exploratory factor analysis. This is not the
place to describe the techniques of analysis I have used, but a few hints may
be given. I have been relatively conservative in deciding on the numberoffactors to be extracted. Generally, I require iterated principal factor solutions to
converge to a very strict criterion (successive communalities must differ by no
more than .0005) and after Varimax rotation of the principal factor matrix,
each factor must contain salient loadings on at least two variables, where
“salient” means that the loading is the highest (in absolute magnitude) for a
given variable. The number of factors is selected as the highest number that
permits convergence to the stated criterion with adequate salient loadings on
factors. Varimax matrices are always considered for oblique rotation, either by
the Promax criterion or by procedures recently developed by Tucker and
Finkbeiner (1981, 1991). Factorization is carried up to the highest order—usually the second, but occasionally the third—that is viable. The data are subjected to the hierarchical orthogonalization procedure developed by Schmid
and Leiman (1957), and factor interpretations are based on the resulting hierarchical factor matrix along with as much information as can be found concerning the nature of the variables. In many instances, factor interpretations are relatively clear, but this is not always the case. Difficulties in factor interpretation
are generally traceable to deficiencies in the design of studies or lack of necessary information about the variables.

WHAT THE DATA SHOW
The data reveal what may be called an embarrassment of riches. At one point
after | had completed most of the analyses, I took stock of the numberoffirst-,
second-, and third-order factors I had derived from 461 datasets:
First-order factors:
Second-order factors:
Third-order factors:
Total

2,272
542
36
2,850

Atthat point, factors were given tentative interpretations and sorted roughly by
domain:
Generalabilities
Reasoningabilities
Languageabilities
Memoryabilities

459
241
367
251

Visual perception abilities
Auditory perception abilities
Numerical facility
Mental speed abilities

405
42
81
95
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Idea production abilities
Attentional abilities
Interpersonal behavior factors
Knowledge factors
School achievement
|
factors
Psychomotorfactors
Sensory abilities

252
24
7
72
32
87
34
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Interest and motivation factors
12
Personality and affective factors 17
Administrative behavior factors
9
Education & social background
factors
9
Factors whose interpretation was
postponed
354
Total
2,850

Note that these are counts of what I call “token factors” rather than factor
types. That is, they are counts of factors identified in 461 datasets. The factors
are not all different, of course; the next task was to try to determine how many
different factor types could be identified. Nevertheless, this count of token factors as sorted into various domains gives an impression of what kindsof variables have been most frequently employed in studies of cognitive abilities. The
major categories at the head ofthe list (general abilities, reasoning abilities,
language abilities, etc.) reflect the interest of investigators in studying basic
aptitudes. Toward the end ofthe list, the categories represent domains that are
probably not perceived as central to intellectual behavior and performance,but
that were included in investigations for various reasons.
The interpretation of a factor can be thought of as a kind of theory construction. As applied to a factor identified in a particular study, it is an effort
to develop a statement or series of statements to explain why variables have
high salient loadings on the factor, in contrast to variables that have low or
vanishing loadings. If factors found in different studies are proposed as being
identical, the statements developed to interpret them must be shownto be properly descriptive of all such factors and applicable to explaining the high and
low loadings of variables on them. Theinterpretive statements must also serve
to explain why factors that are shownto be factorially distinct from a given
factor are theoretically expected to be distinct. It is also desirable that interpretive statements about factors be productive of hypotheses to be tested in further
factor-analytic studies.
These comments about factor interpretation apply equally to factors at different orders. At the second order, for example, the goalin interpreting a factor is to develop a statement that explains the variation in factor loadings of

first-order factors on that factor. Similarly, a third-order factor is to be inter-

preted as a theoretical statement explaining variation in factor loadings of second-order factors on that factor. Such statements are to be regarded as applicable to the interpretation of similar factors found in different studies; in this
way, a generalization of theory is to be achieved. Unfortunately, at the higher

orders of analysis, it is common to find that the number of factors at a lower

order is very small, thus limiting the information available for factor interpre-
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Table 2. Loadings of Variables on
Factors CS and CF Illustrative Data from Three Data Sets
Factor Loadings on:

Variable

CS

CF

Dataset BACH21 (Bachor, 1977)
6

Hidden FiQureS........... ccc cece cee eee eee ete eee ees

50

.00

3

11.

Figural Intersections Task............ cece cece eee ee eens

Stencil Design (Feuerstein Task)............ ccc cece eee ees

-.02

57

8

Hidden Patterns (<Thurstone Designs) ................055

21

.42

17.
24
28

Dataset BECH01 (Bechtoldt, 1947)
Mutilated Words (Group TeSt)............... eee eee ees
5-letter Words (find words with “s”) ................000 88
Find digit groups with 2, 6, and 9............ cece eee eee,

47
44
.27

.22
-.01
-.09

33

Four-letter Words (find in pied letters) ...................

35

17

43.
31

Shape CONnstancy........ cece eee eee eee eee een eee
Letter GroupS ......... cece eee eee e eee nee nees

.00
-.01

31
.30

9

7

13.

Group Embedded Figures Test..............c cece eee eee

41

.00

Raven Progressive Matrices ............... cece eee eee

.03

25
50
41

7

Size COMPAMrisSON..... 2... cece cece eee ee eee ees

Hidden pictures (group test).......... 0. cc cece cence eens

.25

.00

-.41

16

Word Checking........... 0c. eee eee e een eeeee

.00

-.54

31

27

Four-letter words (find in pied letters)....................

Street Gestalt 0.0.0.0... 0... ccc eee eee eee eens

48

35

Hidden Pictures ...........ccc cece eee eee eee eee eens

43

38
34
33

-.05
.04
-.13

21

Gottschaldt Figures ............ cece eee e eee tenn eeaes

.28

39

22
25
26

DESIGNS........ cece cect eee eee eee ene nen n eee nenee
Mechanical Movements .............cceee eee eteeeeeeeeees
Hidden Words............ cc cece cence eee eet en eeeees

.36
01
.18

34
32
.20

29
30
28

Dataset BOTZ01 (Botzum, 1951)

|

Mutilated Words............ ccc cece eee eee e eee eeaees
Incomplete Words ......... 2... cece cece ence eee teen eeees
Backward WYIiting..........-. cece cece teen eee eees

47

.28

.00

-.01

.02

tation. However,in this case it is often helpful to refer to the loadings of indi-

vidual variables on a higher-order factor, noting variation in these loadings in
terms of the interpretation proposed for the higher-order factor.
These points can beillustrated by recounting experiences in interpreting
particular factors. For this purpose I select two first-order factors found in the
domain of visual perception, traditionally named Speed of Closure (CS) and
Flexibility of Closure (CF) and regarded as distinct. Factors assigned to factor
CS were found in 38 datasets in my survey, and factors assigned to CF were
found in 21 datasets. In developing interpretations of these factors, all relevant

data were considered, but in order to consider the differences between these
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factors, the most valuable data were from the 12 datasets in which both CS and

CF factors were found. Because of space limitations I can give and discuss
here only a small sample of the data available. Table 2 displays that very small
sample, from three arbitrarily selected datasets.
For each dataset, the table lists the variables with salient or at least apparently significant loadings on each factor, in the order of the algebraic size of
the loadings—first for factor CS and then for factor CF. The namesof the variables are given, but these namesare often only faintly suggestive of the nature
of the underlying tests. Interpretation of factors requires reference to statements
in the original studies, or in other sources, for information on exactly what
types of tasks were presented to subjects, what types of instructions and foreexercises were given, how the tests were administered (with or without time

limits, individually or in groups, etc.), and how the tests were scored. Such
information can be voluminous, but at the same time it can have many gaps
because investigators frequently fail to mention important details. For example,
in describing the test Hidden Figures, Bachor (1977) stated that a simple
design is presented on one side of the page, and a complex design on the other
side of the page. He also stated that subjects were asked to find the simple
design embedded in the complex design, but he failed to state how the subject
was askedto indicate this—was it by overmarking the design, for example?
Because it is impossible to give here complete information on the variables,
I can only report that careful consideration of all data available led to the following interpretations of the factors:
Factor CS (Speed of Closure). The characteristic process in variables measuring this factor is one of apprehension and free-response naming of a visuospatial form in a visual presentation when the form is presented incompletely
or with disguise, degradation, or obscuration. To the extent that a test involves
presentation of degraded visual materials, it is likely to have significant loadings on factor CS. Generally the subject is not informed what the form is (i.e.,
what its nameis, or in what category it might be found). Even if the subjectis
informed about what the form is, or how it might be categorized, this does not
necessarily lead to speedy apprehension. Thusthere are both speed and levelof-difficulty aspects in the factor. Scores are usually based on speed of
response. Various types of forms to be apprehended can beusedin tests of this
factor. Most often, as in the Street Gestalt Completion or Hidden Picturestest,

it is a picture of an object that has been obscured by degradation (omitting
parts of the normal stimulus). Or it can be a printed word, as in the Mutilated
Wordstest, where the letters of the word have been partially effaced in a seem-

ingly random way.If the sample contains individuals who have difficulties in
reading even normally presented words, a separate Verbal Closure factor may
appear for tests involving printed materials, contrasting with the usual Speed of
Closure factor that applies mainly to pictorial materials.
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Factor CF (Flexibility of Closure). The characteristic process is apprehension and identification of a visuospatial form (generally, a geometric design)
when the form is presented (“embedded”) in a background context that
obscures the separate figural properties of the form. Generally the subject is
shown or told what form is to be looked for. In some tests, there may be a

component of visual memory in that the subject must keep in mind precisely
what visual form must be looked for, but in other tests the subject is able continually to refer to a presentation of the form to be looked for. The target visual stimulus (that in which a simple form is contained) is usually constructed in
such a way that the simple form is obscured by what may be called geometrical camouflaging, that is, adding lines in the region contained in and surrounding the simple form. The score on thetest is a function of speed of
apprehension, but frequently low scores result because subjects are not at all
able to identify the simple form in its context within the allotted time. (It may
be noted that there is no true “flexibility of closure” element in this factor; a

better name and interpretation for the factor would be “speed of detecting and
disembedding a knownstimulus array from a more complexarray.”)
Factors CS and CF are only two of a rather large numberof first-order factors that can be identified in the factorial literature. In most cases, theoretical
Statements as to the nature of these factors, similar to those offered here for

factors CS and CF, can be made, although it is evident that much further
research is needed to confirm andrefine these theoretical statements. It may be
helpful to report the theoretical characterizations of the more prominent of
these first-order factors, in that they define special aspects of cognitive ability.
This is done by domains.
FACTORS IN THE DOMAIN OF LANGUAGE COMPETENCE
Factor LD (Language Development): The extent to which the individual has
acquired competence and comprehension in the spoken native language with
respect to lexicon, syntax, and other aspects of language structure.
Factor V (Printed Language Comprehension): The extent to which the individual has acquired competence and comprehension in the written form of the
native language.
Factor VL (Lexical Knowledge): The extent to which the individual has
acquired (either in spoken or printed form) the lexical wealth of the native language, including meanings of lexical forms.
In addition, various special factors in the language domain can be distinguished, such as RC (Reading Comprehension), RS (Reading Speed), SG
(Spelling Ability), PC (Phonetic Coding), MY (Grammatical Sensitivity), LS

(Listening Ability), OP (Oral Production and Speech Fluency), and WA
(Writing Ability). These pertain to specialized skills that are mainly the result
of learning and practice.
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FACTORS IN THE DOMAIN OF REASONING AND THINKING

Factor RG (Sequential Reasoning): The ability to proceed correctly through
one or more deductive steps in a reasoning task.
Factor I (Induction): When the subject is given appropriate stimulus material, the ability to induce and apply rules and generalizations that govern that
material.
Factor RQ (Quantitative Reasoning): The ability to solve problemsthat call
for the use of quantitative concepts.
Factor RP (Piagetian Reasoning): The ability to solve problems involving
such “Piagetian” concepts as seriation and conservation. As yet, the status of
this factor relative to other reasoning factors is unclear.

FACTORS IN THE DOMAIN OF MEMORY AND LEARNING
Factor MS (Memory Span): The ability to repeat, immediately, a series of
auditory or visual stimulus materials. There is some evidence that this depends
on two components: (a) registration of the stimulus materials, and (b) memory
for the order of the stimuli.
Factor MA (Associative Memory): The ability to form arbitrary associations

in stimulus materials such that on testing, the individual can recall what stimulus is paired with another, or recognize, in a series of test stimuli, what stim-

uli were experienced in a study phase.
Factor M6 (Free Recall Memory): The ability, in a test phase, to recall
material presented in a study phase, when the amount of material to be remembered exceeds the individual’s memory span.
Factor MM (Meaningful Memory): Ability to recall, in a test phase, material learned in a study phase, when the material in the study phase is meaningfully connected.
Factor LO (General Learning Ability): An individual differences parameter
that appears to apply to any cognitive learning task. In addition there is evidence of factors of learning ability that are specific to particular kinds of learning tasks.

FACTORS IN THE DOMAIN OF VISUAL PERCEPTION

Factor VZ (Visualization): Ability in manipulating visual patterns, as indicated by level of difficulty and complexity in visual stimulus material that can
be handled successfully, without regard to the speed of task solution.
Factor SR (Spatial Relations): Speed in mentally manipulating relatively
simple visual patterns, by whatever means (mental rotation, transformation, or

otherwise).
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Factor CS (Speed of Closure): Speed in apprehending and identifying a
visual pattern, without knowing in advance what the pattern is, when the pattern is degraded, disguised, or obscured in some way.
Factor CF (Flexibility of Closure): Speed in finding, apprehending, and
identifying a visual pattern, knowing in advance what is to be apprehended,
when the pattern is disguised or obscured by a surrounding context. (Factors
CS and CF were discussed in more detail earlier.)
Factor P (Perceptual Speed): Speed in finding a known visual pattern, or in
accurately comparing one or more patterns, in a visual field such that the patterns are not disguised or obscured.
FACTORSIN THE DOMAIN OF AUDITORY RECEPTION
Factor US (Speech Sound Discrimination): Probably independent of general
language competence (factor LD), a special ability to discriminate the
phonemesofthe native language.
Factors U3 (General Sound Discrimination): Ability to discriminate tones
and sequences of tones with respect to basic attributes such as pitch, intensity,
duration, and rhythm.
Factor U1 (Auditory Cognitive Relations): Ability to make judgments of
complex relations among tonal patterns.
Factor U9 (Musicality Judgments): Ability to make discriminations and
judgments of musical materials with respect to expressive aspects, particularly
phrasing, tempo, and intensity variation.
Factor UR (Speech Perception Under Distortion): Ability to understand
speech that is masked or otherwise distorted.
Factor UK (Temporal Tracking): Ability to track temporal events (usually
auditory, but possibly also in other modalities) on a short-term basis so as to
count or rearrange them.
Factor UM (Auditory Memory): Ability to retain, at least on a short-term
basis, images of auditory events such as tones, tonal patterns, and voices.
Factor UP (Absolute Pitch Ability): Long-term memoryfor the categories of
musical pitch. (This factor has not been identified in factor-analytic studies but
there is abundant evidence for it as a dimension of individual differences, with

various special properties—trarity and its all-or-none character.)
FACTORSIN THE DOMAIN OF IDEA PRODUCTION
Factor FI (Ideational Fluency): Speed and success in thinking of and
reporting (usually in writing) a series of different verbal responses falling in a
specified semantic class.
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Factor NA (Naming Facility): Speed and success in evoking and reporting
(orally or in writing) an accepted namefor a given thing, as cued by the thing
itself or a picture of it, or in some other appropriate way.
Factor FA (Associational Fluency): Speed and success in thinking of and
reporting (usually in writing) a series of different verbal responses that are
semantically associated with a given stimulus.
Factor FE (Expressional Fluency): Speed and success in thinking of and
reporting (usually in writing) a series of syntactically coherent verbal responses under highly general or more specific cueing conditions.
Factor FW (Word Fluency): Speed and success in thinking of and reporting
(usually in writing) one or more language units (usually, words) that have
specified phonemic or graphemic properties. The factor is also measured by
tasks (e.g., anagrams) that indirectly involve this kind of language unit evocation in their solution.
Factor SP (Sensitivity to Problems): Speed and success in evoking and
reporting (usually in writing) solutions to “practical, real-world” problems, or
novel ways of using objects and materials.
Factor FO (Originality/Creativity): Speed and success in evoking and
reporting (usually in writing) unusual or original verbal/ideational responses to
specified tasks.
Factor FF (Figural Fluency): Speed and success in producing (usually by
drawing) a variety of “figural” responses to specified tasks.
Factor FX (Figural Flexibility): Speed and success in dealing with figural
tasks that require a variety of approachesto a solution.
FACTORS IN THE DOMAIN OF COGNITIVE SPEED
Although manyof the factors already listed involve speed, the following may
also be recognized:
Factor N (Numerical Facility): The ability to perform simple arithmetical
operations quickly and accurately.
|
Factor R9 (Rate of Test Taking): Speed in working through and performing
simple cognitive tests.
In addition, a number of factors can be measured with reaction times in var-

ious kinds of elementary cognitive tests (ECTs). As yet, evidence is unclear as
to exactly what these factors are, or as to how they are differentiated. A tentative listing of these factors is as follows:
Factor RI (Simple Reaction Time): Speed in responding to the onset of a
stimulus, or at least leaving a “homeposition” in order to make a response.
Factor R2 (Choice Reaction Time): Speed in responding to one of two or
more possible stimuli, or at least leaving a “homeposition” in order to indicate
the response.
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Factor R3 (Movement Time): Speed in moving from a homeposition to a
response key, in paradigms in which such movements are required and operationally distinguished from decision times. This is probably not a measure of
any kind of cognitive speed; it is better considered as a psychomotor factor
(speed of limb movement).
Factor R4 (Speed of Semantic Processing): Reaction times for ECTs in
which the decisions to be made by the subject require encoding and mental
manipulation of stimulus content.
Factor R5 (Slope Parameters, Visual and/or Memory Search): Rate of decision time as a function of the number of elements involved in the search task.
Factor R6 (RT or Intercept Parameters, Visual and/or Memory Search):
Reaction time in ECTs involving visual and/or memory search.
Factor R7 (Speed of Mental Comparison): Reaction time measured in tasks
in which stimuli must be compared for particular attributes.

FACTORS OF KNOWLEDGE
Various factors of knowledge can be identified in the factorial literature, for
example, knowledge of mathematics, general science information, knowledge
of mechanical principles, knowledge of the functions of tools and various
machines, and so on, but it is evident that they represent simply the degree to
which an individual’s knowledge is specialized in a particular field. Although
such factors tend to show correlations with certain factors of cognitive ability,
the structuring of knowledge factors is not viewed as contributing to the structuring of intelligence or cognitive abilities, and for this reason they are not presented or discussed here.
One interesting and possibly important point may be mentioned, however.
This is that tests of general vocabulary (measuring factor VL) tend to be highly correlated with tests of “general information” of the type measured, say, by
the Information subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS).

This suggests that general information of this kind is acquired in the same way
as advanced vocabulary knowledge.

HIGHER-ORDER FACTORS
After factor rotation to simple structure, first-order factors are often found to
be correlated. The correlation matrix of a set of first-order factors can be fac-

tored to reveal one or more second-orderfactors. If after simple structure rotation these second-order factors are found to be correlated, their matrix of correlations can in turn be factored to reveal one or more third-order factors. In
my datasets, more than one third-order factor was never found, even in one of
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the largest datasets—that by Hakstian and Cattell (1974) in which, for a corre-

lation matrix of 57 variables, 19 first-order factors, five second-order factors,

and one third-order factor were found. As already noted, a large numberof
second-order factors were found in my datasets, and 36 instances of a thirdorder factor.
In various writings, Hakstian, Horn, and Cattell (e.g., Hakstian & Cattell,
1978; Horn, 1988) have proposed a set of second-order (or ““second-stratum’’)

abilities that accountforthe interrelationsof first-order abilities. In general, my

reanalyses tend to confirm the existence of these abilities, named, symbolized,

and interpreted as follows:
Factor Gf (Fluid Intelligence): A factor embracing basic capacities to perform intellectual tasks that only minimally involve the use of acculturated

knowledge, such as reasoning, induction, and spatial visualization. (The term

“fluid,” proposed by Cattell, 1943, was intended to suggest that factor Gf
“flows into” a wide variety of intellectual performances.)
Factor Gc (Crystallized Intelligence): A factor that represents the degree to
which the individual has been able to utilize or “invest” basic intelligence in
acquiring various types of acculturated knowledge, such as knowledge of and
competence in the native language, and knowledge of quantitative concepts
and the ability to solve problems involving quantitative concepts. It thus
embraces such first-order factors as V (Verbal Ability), RQ (Quantitative
Reasoning), and MK (Mechanical Knowledge).
Factor Gv (Visualization Capacity): A factor that represents a general
Capacity to apprehend and visualize spatial forms, and thus presumably
embraces the various first-order factors found in the domain of visual perception, such as VZ (Visualization), SR (Spatial Relations), CS (Speed of
Closure), CF (Flexibility of Closure), and P (Perceptual Speed).
Factor Gs (General Cognitive Speed): A factor presumably encompassing or
influencing any ability that involves speed of cognitive activity or performance.
Factor Gm (General Memory): The general capacity to commit material to
memory, entering into such factors as MS (Memory Span), MA (Associative
Memory), and MM (Meaningful Memory).
Factor Gr (General Retrieval Capacity): General ability to retrieve material
rapidly from memory storage, as shown in factors involving production of
ideas.
Factor Ga (General Auditory Perception Capacity): A factor that influences,
in common,the variousfirst-order factors in the auditory perception domain.
Numerous instances of most of these factors were found in the datasets I
surveyed and reanalyzed. Only factor Ga was poorly represented, mainly
because relatively few datasets have focused on auditory abilities or disclosed
more than one auditory ability factor at the first order.
Of considerable interest was whether the postulated Gf and Gc factors
would appear as distinct second-order factors. The data are not entirely clear
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on this matter, because although second-order factors appeared that seemed
interpretable as Gf and Gc, respectively, the first-order factors subsumed by
them were somewhat variable. Also, there is a self-fulfilling prophecy problem
in separating and classifying these factors. That is, given two factors, one of
which was loaded with first-order factors in the language or idea production
domain, and the other of which was loaded with first-order factors in the rea-

soning and/or visual perception domain, the temptation was to interpret the
first as factor Gc and the second as Gf, automatically producing a differentiation between the factors when other assignmentsor interpretations might have
been more appropriate. Nevertheless, my impression is that my data tend to
support the existence of second-stratum factors Gf and Ge in the forms proposed by Horn, Cattell, and others.
The data also were found to support the existence of a third-order general
factor that enters into most factors of cognitive ability. This was clearly found,
of course, only in the relatively few datasets that exhibited two or more second-order factors. The best data came from reanalysis of dataset HAKSO1
(Hakstian & Cattell, 1974) as mentioned previously, showing five second-order
factors. The interpretations of these factors, and their loadings on the thirdorder factor, were as follows:
Factor Gm (General Memory)
Factor Gf (Fluid Intelligence, including
Visualization)
Factor Ge (Crystallized Intelligence)

16

Factor Gr (General Retrieval)

22

A general information factor

21

62
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It is to be noted that factors Gm, Gf, and Ge showedthe highest loadings on
the third-order general factor. Performance on tests with high loadings on factor Gr would belittle affected by standing on the general intelligence factor.
Similar data from one other dataset are of interest. This was a dataset studied by Gustafsson (1984) in support of his HILI model of intelligence, in
which he found, using LISREL structural modeling techniques, that the third-

order general intelligence factor was identical to the second-order Gf factor.
According to my exploratory factor analysis of his data, however, the thirdorder general factor is closer to a second-order Gv (General Visualization) factor than to Gf. The loadings of my three second-order factors on the third-order
factor were as follows:
Factor Gv (General Visualization)
Factor Ge (Crystallized Intelligence)

93
.63

Factor Gf (Fluid Intelligence)
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Althoughit is currently fashionable to favor structural modeling analyses, there
is something to be said for exploratory techniques such as what I have used, in
that they “let the data speak for themselves” to a greater extent than do structural modeling techniques, which are amenable to rather wide variations in
types of hypotheses that can be tested, and thus may be subject to investigators’ biases and preferences for particular hypotheses.
Manyof the datasets I surveyed failed to disclose distinct Gf and Gc factors; rather, they tended to yield a single second-order factor that could be
interpreted as, perhaps, a combination of Gf and Gc, or as one of the other pro-

posed second-order factors. This result could often be attributed to study
designs that were not adequate for studying the structure of higher-order abilities, in that the variety of variables was not sufficient to yield more than one
second-order factor.

THE THEORY SO FAR
Wehavehere, I believe, the makings of a theory of cognitive abilities. (I hesitate to say that we have a theory of “intelligence” because it is evident that
intelligence is not one thing, but many.) I call this a three-stratum theory
because it postulates factors at three hierarchically arranged strata.
First of all, we have evidence that a fairly substantial number of separate
cognitive abilities exist. I have mentioned some 40 or more distinguishable
abilities represented by first-order factors that can be identified. For each such
ability, it has been possible to develop statements about the characteristics of
tests and tasks measuring that ability, and these statements constitute, as it
were, a theory of that ability. Some abilities are more satisfactorily defined
than others, but for all abilities, further research is possible to refine the theo-

retical statements thus far achieved.

Second, we have evidence that broader, higher-order abilities exist, and the-

oretical statements can be made about the nature and generality of these abilities, and the kinds offirst-order abilities they are likely to embrace. These theoretical statements should also makeit possible to predict, from characteristics
of tasks, what higher-order factors are likely to come into play in the performance of thosetasks.
One higher-order factor appears to be of particular importance—namely, the
g factor that has been postulated ever since Spearman’s time. In the case of
datasets that have been adequately designed to reveal it, it shows up asa thirdorder factor. Someinsight into its nature can be gained by considering what
loadings different second-order factors have on it. Earlier I reported results
from two studies. In one case, general memory,fluid intelligence, and crystallized intelligence had the higher loadings, in contrast to lower loadings for a
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general retrieval factor and a general information factor. In the other case, the
highest loading was for general visualization, with somewhat lower loadings
for crystallized and fluid intelligence. Unfortunately, these two studies are
among the very few that were adequately designedto yield reliable information
on the factorial composition of the general intelligence factor. Pending further
research, one can only say that the general factor appears to have its highest
loadings for factors and variables that involve the level of complexity at which
individuals are able to handle basic processes of induction, deduction, and

comprehension. I do not believe that the general factor pertains in any essential way to the speed with which individuals handle these processes. As I read
the evidence thus far, cognitive speed has only a very low correlation with
general intelligence, if any atall.
In my view, the results of the factor-analytic investigations I have surveyed,
together with the theoretical statements that can be made and confirmed about
the nature of the ability factors that have been identified, constitute a highly
articulated theory of cognitive abilities. Essential to the theory would be good
estimates of the parameters of the theory—that is, the weights in its factorial
equations. Also, the theory should be buttressed by information as to the developmental and life-span aspects of the individual differences parameters in the
theory.
It would be going far beyond this theory to speculate about the extent to
which factors are affected by genetic and environmental sources of variance,
and I shall not attempt to do so at this time. Nevertheless, I see the theory

developed here as providing guidelines for the variables to be investigated in
genetic and environmental studies.
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Since the early 1980s, a great deal of new psychometric evidence has been
amassed to support a hierarchical model of intelligence, with the most general
intellectual factor, denoted g, located at the apex of a pyramid that subsumes

family and specific factors. The construct of g not only includes the assumption of a general form of intelligence but also the assumption that this intelligence is biologically based and genetically determined. Based on a review of a
vast literature, one might conclude that there is overwhelming evidence to support this view of a general, biologically based intelligence. It is not, however,
accepted by all researchers. The purpose of this chapter is to outline an alternative account.
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At the outset, let us be clear about our biases: We are not psychometric
researchers, but developmentalists. In general, developmentalists regard psychometric claims about g as irrelevant or superfluous to developmental
accounts of cognitive growth despite the fact that few of us have actually ventured into the psychometric field. This is a pity because developmentalists’
ignorance about psychometrics can lead us to dismiss carefully reasoned and
well-documented claims about g. Furthermore, regardless of the ultimate validity of these claims, they require the attention and understanding of all social
scientists as they have extreme practical importance; they reflect the current
basis by which America chooses its elite for education, training, and work.

That is, many of the screening measures used in education, government, and
industry are selected because they are purportedly good measuresof g, presumed to be a general, biologically based index of intelligence. Having said
this, however, there are two important respects in which psychometric research
is not as pertinent to developmentalists as it might be. First, dominant psychometric models of intelligence do not make explicit the psychological mechanisms that translate genes into cognitive phenotypes. Second, these models do
not focus on transition mechanisms, or provide explanations of how the organism’s cognitive system unfolds over time, other than providing descriptive
reports of changing h’ or g with age (e.g., Plomin, 1985). In short, to developmentalists, the field of psychometrics tends to be less “psycho” than “metric.”
In this chapter, we shall first describe the major assumptions of the traditional psychometric model. Weshall then provide several direct attacks on key
psychometric concepts, such as the heritability and the presumed generality
intelligence, or g. Following this, we will outline the bio-ecological theory of
intellectual development, and describe whereit is positioned within both the
biological and developmental sciences.

ASSUMPTIONSOF TRADITIONAL PSYCHOMETRIC MODELS
The traditional psychometric models (e.g., Humphreys, 1962, 1979; Jensen,
1979; Marshalek, Lohman, & Snow, 1983; Spearman, 1904) contain three

assumptions. First, there is a singular, pervasive ability called general intelligence, g. The evidence for this assumption is that whenevera battery of
diverse mental tests are administered to a diverse sample of subjects, and their
scores are intercorrelated, the result is a positive manifold of correlations. That

is, the performance of the individual tends to be consistent across tests. The
assumption is that consistent performance on such seemingly different tests
such as verbal reasoning, cultural knowledge, and spatial abilities can only
reflect the fact that each test is saturated with a common factor, namely general intelligence or g.
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The second assumption of traditional psychometric models is that this general intelligence is biologically based. Many researchers have reached this conclusion because measures of g are correlated with h? and other constructs of
heritability, as well as with a variety of physiological measures such ascranial
blood flow, evoked potential recordings, central nerve conductance velocity,
and oscillation (e.g., Eysenck, 1988; Hendrickson & Hendrickson, 1982;
Jensen, 1992, in press; Schafer, 1987).

The third assumption of traditional psychometric models is that IQ tests are
good measures of this biologically based, general intelligence that permeates
mostintellectual endeavors, from verbal reasoning, reading comprehension,
and cultural knowledge to quantitative, spatial, and mechanical abilities.
‘Construct validation research has attempted to show that IQ tests are more
potent predictors of a range of outcomes such as job success, school grades,
and training scores than are measures of specific cognitive abilities, motivation,

or relevant background experience (e.g., Barrett & Depinet, 1991; Gottfredson,
1986; Hunter & Schmidt, 1982; Hunter, Schmidt, & Rauschenberger, 1984). It

is argued that there are lower correlations with these specific factors because
these are less perfect markers of g than are IQ tests, which are alleged to be
highly saturated with g.
Taken together, the above three categories of evidence have persuaded
many to view psychometric test scores as reflections of a singular, biologically based resource pool that permeates virtually all intellectual feats and that is
responsible for individual differences in many real-world outcomes. As readers
of the journal /ntelligence know, there is an enormousresearch literature that
is in accord with the predictions of this view, such as the relationship between
task complexity and g, the relationship between h? and g, and so on. Those
who support this view do not deny that the environment plays somerole in
performance on g-basedtests, but they do underscore the relative ascendancy
of biology, in some cases pointing out that environments themselvesare genetically loaded. That is, the environment is an important contributor to individual
and developmental differences by exerting its influence through genetically
determined forces, through gene—-environmentcorrelations and/or interactions
(Plomin & Bergeman, 1991; Plomin & Neiderhiser, 1992):

Labelling a measure “environmental” does not make it a pure measure of the
environment. People make their own environments.... The ways in which people
interact with their environments—their experiences—are influenced by genetic
differences. (Plomin & Neiderhiser, 1992, p. 163)

Scarr’s work (1992) provides a paradigmatic example of the biologically
oriented interactionists’ claim that environmental effects are mediated by
genetic influences. Scarr reanalyzed data that had been commonlycited as evi-
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dence for large environmental influences on children’s IQ. On the basis of
these reanalyses, she argued that the distal cause of variation in children’s IQs
was not the putative differences in a child’s proximal environment(e.g., in
parental disciplinary styles) but rather variations in mothers’ IQs, a presumed
genetic marker. Scarr (1989, 1992) showed that the relationship between a
maternal disciplinary style and her child’s IQ could be accounted for by the
fact that mothers who employed positive types of discipline had higher WAIS
vocabulary scores than did other mothers. Thus, what appeared to be an environmental influence (type of discipline) on their offspring’s IQ was really the
result of a gene—environmentcorrelation; the driving force behind such osten-

sibly environmental variation (related to parental disciplinary style) is, in actuality, genetics. Scarr (1992) asserted that as long as some minimum (nonabu-

sive) environmental context is provided, variations in children’s intelligence
will be unrelated to variations in their environment:
Being reared within one family, rather than another, within the range of families
sampled makes few differences in children’s personality and intellectual development. These data suggest that environments most parents provide for their children have few differential effects on the offspring [p. 5].... The important point
here is that variations among environments that support normal human development are not very important as determinants of variations in childrens’ outcomes
[p. 6].... For children whose developmentis on a predictable but undesirable trajectory and whose parents are providing a supportive environment, interventions
have only temporary and limited effects. Should we be surprised? Feeding a
well-nourished but short child more and more will not give him thestature of a
basketball player. Feeding a below-average intellect more and more information
will not make herbrilliant.... The child with a below-average intellect...may gain
some specific skills and helpful knowledge of how to behave in specific situations, but (her) enduring intellectual and personality characteristics will not be
fundamentally changed. (Scarr, 1992, pp. 16-17)

Taking this argumentto the next stage, supporters of the psychometric position attempt to estimate through heritability formulae (see Ceci, 1990a, for a
description and interpretation of these estimates) the degree to which genetics
and.environment influence mental development. Reports of very high heritabilities‘ are now commonplace for cognitive performance. For example, the psychometrist Carroll (1992) has recently claimed that at least 50% of the variance

in cognitive ability is genetic in origin, and Plomin and his colleagues have
reported heritability estimates for specific groups of individuals that range in
excess of .80 (Pedersen, Plomin, Nesselroade, & McClearn, 1992). If these

claims are correct, then one might question how much the developing organism’s ecology can influence mental development, as at least half, and possibly
upwards of 80%, of the variation in intelligence test scores would seem to be
accounted for solely by genetic variation.
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TAKING ISSUE WITH SOME PSYCHOMETRIC CLAIMS
There is now someevidenceto support an alternative interpretation of the psychometric evidence, one that does not require the conclusions above. We will

first present a glimpse of this evidence as it bears on two claims, namely the
generality of intelligence, that is, g, and its presumed biological basis. We shall
argue that the generality of intelligence has been overstated by focusing on
analyses that were not designed to probe the possibility that multiple shared
cognitive resources are involved in so-called general intelligence, and that g is
distributed disproportionately among the lowerendofthe scale, that is, among
persons with low IQs.
The Issue of Generality

Elsewhere, we have suggested several explanations for the correlations among
diverse cognitive tests, none of which invoke the concepts of saturation or
loading on a general factor, g (Ceci, 1990a, 1990b). First, factor-analytic studies of mental test performance may yield a large measure of general intelligence because they rely on tasks that involve the operation of many independent cognitive abilities that interact with each other for successful performance
(for a cogent argument see Detterman, 1986). For example, suppose that a battery of three tests (arithmetic, vocabulary, and spatial reasoning) is administered to children and that their scores are factor analyzed and g is extracted.
Suppose also, that the arithmetic performance depends on just three cognitive
components a (verbal encoding), b (a spatial mapping skill that is relevant for
some of the geometric problems), and c (a highly specific quantitative skill that
is useful for a broad array of arithmetic problems, but not for nonarithmetical
problems). Now, suppose that the two other tests (vocabulary and spatial reasoning) also sample some, but not all, of these same microlevel cognitive com-

ponents, in addition to some componentsthat are highly specific to themselves.
For example, maybe vocabulary requires a (verbal encoding) as well as d,
which is the ability to “compare representations” and e, which is a highly specific vocabulary skill. Finally, suppose that spatial reasoning requires b, in
order to engage in spatial mapping, d, in order to compare representations, and
f, which is a highly specific spatial skill. Then vocabulary and arithmetic performances might be correlated because they share verbal encoding resources
(a), arithmetic and spatial reasoning might be correlated because they share a
mapping resource (b), and vocabulary and spatial reasoning might be correlated because they share the ability to compare representations (d). This, of
course, is a highly contrived example, but it does illustrate the point about the
sampling of partially shared components. In principle, g could end up being
substantial in magnitude without actually representing any single source of pro-
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cessing variance that is commontoall three tasks. If we replaced this contrived
example with a morerealistic one, involving dozens of component cognitive
skills, differentially sampled by various tasks, then the possibility that there is
a series of partially shared components that give rise to g in the absence of a
single pervasively shared cognitive resource becomes not so far-fetched.
Recently, Detterman, Mayer, Caruso, Legree, Conners, and Taylor (in press)

have reported evidence consistent with this interpretation.
Because the technique of factor analysis can yield a “general” factor that
correlates with IQ, some psychometric theorists conclude that this correlation
provides validation that IQ tests measure a truly singular yet general factor. As
Detterman (1986) points out, however, this type of reasoningis circular at best.
One could just as easily have posited that IQ was itself an amalgam of some
of the same components that were sampled by the individual tests in the original battery. If this were done, then the IQ test could have been includedin that
battery to begin with and it would be seen as a marker for a set of separable
cognitive factors rather than a marker for a truly general factor.
Rarely do factor analysts attempt to separate such diverse components of
cognitive components, structures, and processes involved in the successful
completion of psychometric tests. But when this is done (usually by altering
the order in which regression analyses are run to see whether the variance
associated with one is absorbed by another whenit is entered earlier), the evidence in favor of generality is often diminished (Detterman, 1986), and the

evidence in favor of a multiplicity of cognitive abilities that are independent of
g is compelling, at least to some (e.g., Horn, 1989).
Furthermore, even when generality across tests is observed, this occurs dis-

proportionately as a result of persons with very low IQs behaving generally.
That is, over most of the IQ rangethere is a substantially greater differentiation
of cognitive abilities (with a resultant lower g) than there is among persons
with IQs one or more standard deviations below the mean (Detterman, 1991;
Detterman & Daniel, 1989; Detterman & Persanyi, 1990). The first person to

recognize that g was smaller among persons with average or above average
cognitive ability than among persons with low cognitive ability was Spearman
himself (see Deary & Pagliari, 1991). This means that the concept of “general
intelligence” that has been at the core of 20th-century thinking aboutintelligence, is possibly a misnomer; individuals who behave most generally are
those with low IQs. If true, then what is “general” is not intelligence but the
lack thereof, namely stupidity (Detterman, 1991).
Another reason that g may emerge in so manystatistical analyses concerns
the fact that some of the cognitive tests included in a battery of psychometric
tests require a common degree of elaborateness of the underlying mental representation that is instantiated by these different tests. For example, if encoding, short-term memory, and verbal analogy tasks all rely on the same mental
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representation of a semantic field, then they will all be similarly facilitated or
limited by the extent to which the mental representation in that field is well
elaborated. To take a simple case, if the digit 9 is an unelaborated mental representation which only entails only a few dimensions (e.g., less than 10, but

more than 8; odd number), then all cognitive performances that involve this

digit will be limited vis-a-vis tasks that entail digits with more elaborate representations. For instance, the speed with which a digit can be recognized when
it is followed by a pattern mask will be quicker if its mental representation
includes such dimensionsas cardinality and root properties, than if it does not.
Similarly, the ability to recall the digit will be facilitated by increased elaboration of its representation, and the ability to reason with the digit will also be
facilitated by increasing the elaborateness ofits representation (i.e., using it to
solve an analogyorto fill in a numberseries).
Thus, intercorrelations among test scores, which are the basis for extracting

g, can arise from mechanismsthat may havelittle to do with the existence of
a singular, underlying resource pool, but may reflect the accumulation and
organization of declarative knowledge that leads to mental representations that
are shared among sometests as well as the components that are shared across
some tasks. Accordingly, one might expect inconsistent performance across
tasks that require the same componentskill (e.g., encoding, retrieval, verbal

rehearsal) whenever the tasks instantiate different knowledge bases. In fact,

there are low correlations among encoding tasks when the elaborateness of the
underlying mental representation varies across tasks (Ceci, 1990b). Thus, some
subjects who are slowest encoding some stimuli are fastest encoding other
stimuli. So, it is not easy to argue that those with the least elaborate knowledge
representations also have the least amount of g because these same individuals
are actually superior on tasks which sample domains more related to their
knowledge base.
The results of studies that compare specific cognitive skills of experts and
novices provide even stronger evidence that the efficiency of information processing is domain specific. These studies indicate that traditional informationprocessing measures sometimes cannot predict performance in nonacademic
domains such as gambling, stock market analysis, or the comprehension of

sporting events (e.g., Ceci & Liker, 1986; Ceci & Ruiz, 1992b; Schneider,
Korkel, & Weinert, 1989; Walker, 1987). Critics have often dismissed the

importance of these results by claiming that the tasks (for example, handicapping races) are highly specific (see Brody, 1992). Althoughit is certainly true
that they are specific, it is precisely the specific type of reasoning that is of
interest because it involves highly complex forms of reasoning that can be broken down and studied experimentally. This is an important characteristic that is
usually missing from the tests and tasks that have been used in psychometric
research. Consequently, the expertise studies possess a high degree of face
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validity: To do well on them, one must engage in sophisticated, generative, and
novel reasoning—the type that is used to successfully solve some types of

important everyday problems.

|

For example, the study of expert racetrack handicappers revealed that highly complex forms of interactive reasoning, which were independent of IQ
scores, formed the basis of a small part of these experts’ judgments (Ceci &
Liker, 1986). This involved the simultaneous consideration of a multitude of
variables, their differential weighting, and the use of an implicit algorithm to
combine these weighted variables. This type of reasoning is as complex as any
carried out in academia, and it seems to epitomize what is meant by the term
intelligence. At the very least, it seems closer to what is meant by the term
intelligence than defining vocabulary words such as espionage or answering
questions based on the acquisition of cultural knowledge (e.g., “Why do we
have child labor laws?”)—items commonly found to be g-loaded. Therefore,

even though these measures of IQ-independent expertise are specific, they have
the advantage of possessing the very qualities we regard as intelligent.
Although they are highly complex, the types of reasoning exhibited by
experts is highly content- and domain-specific. For example, expert handicappers do not recognize the identical algorithm and weighting scheme of a stock
market simulation that is isomorphic to the racetrack problem (Ceci & Ruiz,
1993). The question such research raises, of course, is why they cannot exhib-

it similarly complex forms of reasoning in contexts other than the racetrack.
Whatever the answer, it appears to be a condition that is pervasive, according
to Detterman (1993):

The amazing thing aboutall of these (reasoning and problem-solving) studiesis
not that they don’t produce transfer. The surprise is the extent of similarity it is
possible to have between two problems without subjects realizing that the two
situations are identical and require the same process. (Detterman, 1992, p. 13)

While we cannot as yet supply the answer to the above question, we can
rule out the factor of IQ. That is, experts of all IQ levels, even those in the
superior range, exhibit domain-specific reasoning (Ceci & Ruiz, 1993). It is
surprising to see just how context-specific subjects of all IQ levels are, including college-educated ones with presumably above-average IQs. So, the answer
to the question of why people can reason more complexly in some domains
than others does not appear to be found in their performance on g-basedtests.
The Issue of Biology

Recently, some of us have suggested that the evidence recruited to support biological interpretations of g is open to alternate explanations (Bronfenbrenner,
Ceci, & Lenzenweger, 1993). We have argued, for example, that the interpre-
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tation given to h’ is misleading, because h’ as it is commonly computed(e.g.,
see Cavalli-Sforza & Bodmer, 1971) can only refer to the proportion of “actualized” genetic variance. Thus, the amount of genetic variance that is unactualized as a result of insufficiencies in the developing organism’s ecology is

unknown. This means that even if h? = .80 for a cognitive measure, then it is
incorrect to infer that the environmentcan, at best, influence only 20% of the

individual differences on this measure because we have no way of knowing

how much unactualized potential exists. In the next section, which outlines the

bio-ecological view of intellectual development, we show howtraditional measures of h’ may be highly labile because of the failure to take into consideration a variety of assumptions involving environmental factors which could
either increase or decrease heritability estimates.
Before describing the bio-ecological theory of intellectual development, a
caveat is in order: None of the foregoing is meant to claim that traditional
assumptions about generality, heritability, and singularity are decidedly incorrect. Rather, the claim is that the evidentiary basis which underlies traditional
assumptions about them is open to different interpretations; that is, both psychometric test performance and intellectual developmentresult from a concatenation of cognitive, social, and biological factors (e.g., Sternberg, 1985, 1990).

THE BIO-ECOLOGICAL THEORY OF INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT
Weturn first to a discussion of some major characteristics of the bio-ecological model. According to the bio-ecological view, the data of intellectual developmentnecessitate a four-pronged framework for their explication, namely, (a)
the existence of not one type of intellectual resource, but multiple, statistically
independent resource pools, (b) the interactive and synergistic effect of geneenvironment developments, (c) the role of specific types of contexts (e.g.,
interactions, called “proximal processes,” as well as more distal environmental
resources such as family educational level) that influence how much ofa genotype gets actualized in what type of an environment, and (d) the role of motivation in determining how much one’s context aids in the actualization of
one’s potential. We now review these four prongs, and in doing so describe in
greater detail how the bio-ecological model accounts for the bedrock data that
underpin traditional models.
First, based on the research and arguments presented in the previous section,

intelligence is viewed as a multiple resource system. Making this assumption
gets around the thorny problem of domain specificity and low cross-task correlations when the same cognitive operation is involved. It also accords with the
analyses by Detterman and his colleagues, showing that independent cognitive
processes make unique predictions to g-based measures.
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Second, the bio-ecological view is inherently developmental and interactionist. Like all interactionist perspectives, the bio-ecological view asserts that
from the very beginning of life there is an interplay between biological potentials and environmental forces. In order to understand how individuals could
begin life possessing comparable intellectual potentials but differ in the level of
intelligence they subsequently manifest, the bio-ecological view posits an interaction between various biologically influenced cognitive potentials, such as the
capacity to store, scan, and retrieve information, and the ecological contexts

that are relevant for each of their unfoldings. At each point in development, the
interplay between biology and ecology results in changes that may themselves
produce other changes until a full cascading of effects is set in motion.
Although biology and ecology are interwoven into an indivisible whole,
their relationship is continually changing, and with each change a new set of
possibilities is set in motion until soon even small changes produce large
effects. Hence, developmental change is not always or even usually linear, but
rather is synergistic and nonadditive. A small environmental influence on a
protein-fixing gene mayinitially result in only tiny changes, but over time the
chain of events may produce a magnification of effects on other processes. In
addition, certain epochs in development can be thought of as sensitive periods
during which a unique disposition exists for a specific cognitive muscle to
crystallize in response to its interaction with the environment. During such
periods, neurons within specific compartments rapidly “overarborize” (spreading their tentacle-like synaptic connections to other neurons). Even though
some of the arboreal connections laid down during these periods of brain
spurts will not be used at that time, they can be recruited to enable future
behaviors to occur, provided they are not “pruned” because of atrophy or disuse. Siegler (1989) concludedthat “the timing of the sensitive period seems to
be a function of both when synaptic overproduction occurs and when the
organism receives relevant experience” (p. 358). It appears that while some
neural processes are more fully under maturational control, others are responsive to the environment, and synapses are formed in response to learning that
may vary widely among humans. Similar contextual roles have also been found
in the case of various animals’ cognitive skills (e.g., Lickliter & Hellewell,

1992; Smith & Spear, 1978).
Third, the bio-ecological model stipulates that “proximal processes” which
depend in part on distal resources in the child’s environmentare the engines of
intellectual development. Proximal processes involve reciprocal interactions
between the developing child and other persons, objects, and symbols in its
immediate setting. In order to qualify as “proximal processes,” these interactions must be enduring and lead to progressively more complex forms of
behavior. Appropriate proximal processes differ as a function of the developmental status of the organism (e.g., during infancy, a proximal process might
be an activity between a caregiver and an infant that serves to maintain the
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infant’s attention or encourage her to slightly exceed her proximal zone of
potential). As we argue later, proximal processes are the engines that drive
development; they are the mechanismsthat translate genes into phenotypes
(Bronfenbrenner, Lenzenweger, & Ceci, in press).

Based on the reanalyses of two different data sets, Bronfenbrenner et al. (in
press) have argued that when proximal processes are at high levels in a child’s
environment, then heritability estimates are high, and yet at the same time indi-

vidual differences may be attenuated. The first part of this claim is no different
from that of many in the psychometric community (e.g., Herrnstein, 1973:
Humphreys, 1989), since it has always been recognized that genetic variance
becomesrelatively greater as a consequence of decreasing environmental variance—which is where the second part of the claim comes in: High levels of
proximal processes decrease environmental variance because they serve to supply interactive experiences to children who otherwise might not have them. This
has the effect of not only increasing h’ but also levelling group differences.
According to the bio-ecological view, it is also important to assess the
dimensions of the child’s ecology or environment because in two waysit provides limits on the efficiency of proximal processes. First, the environment
contains the resources that need to be imported into proximal processes for the
latter to work maximally. For example, it is not enough for parents to engage
their adolescents in reciprocal interactions that sustain their children’s attention
while studying algebra (an example of the proximal process called “monitoring”), if the parents themselves cannot effectively explain the relevant algebraic concepts. Thus, the larger environment can sometimesset limits on proximal
processes’ efficacy.
A second reason for the importance of the larger environmentis that it provides the stability necessary to benefit from proximal processes. A large literature (see Bronfenbrenner et al., in press) illustrates that regardless of social

Class, ethnicity, or ability levels, the less stable the environment, the worse the

developmental outcome. Frequent changes in day care arrangements, steppar-

ents, schools, or neighborhoods, for example, are associated with adverse out-

comes, and this is presumably independentof the level of proximal processes.
Measures of heritability are extremely sensitive to secular trends, generally
dropping during times of economicscarcity and climbing during times of plen-

ty (see Bronfenbrenner etal., in press). This is consistent with the view that the

ecology bringsto fruition differing levels of genetic potential, and h’s will fluctuate by a factor of three in conjunction with economic fluctuations. We
assume that in times of economic scarcity the levels of proximal processes are
reduced because caregivers’ attention is deployed elsewhere.
The fourth important prong of the bio-ecological view is the incorporation
of motivation as a key ingredient in its explanation of empirical findings.
Briefly, an individual must not merely be endowed with some biological potential for a given cognitive resource, or merely be exposed to an environment
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Figure 1. A partial depiction of the Bio-ecological model. At bottom are
various genetic potentials, each of which is associated with a specific

type of parental behavior (gene-environmentcorrelation). Each genetic
potential is actualized to the degree that proximal processes exist in sufficient form as well as resources from the more distal environment, thus
leading to differential expectations about the magnititude of heritability.
Missing from the figure are the individual pathways from each specific
genetic potential.

that facilitates the expression of this cognitive resource; the individual must
also be motivated to benefit from exposure to such an environment. Men in
Ceci and Liker’s (1986) study who demonstrated highly complex formsof reasoning at the racetrack did not exhibit the same degree of complex reasoning
in other domains. Had they been exposed to environments that were conducive
to, say, learning science or philosophy, and motivated to take advantage of
such environments, they would have undoubtedly acquired the ability to think
as complexly in those domains as they did at the racetrack, given the isomor-
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phism that was built in between the type of reasoning needed to handicap a
race and to reason scientifically in that experiment.
Figure 1 is a partial schematic of the bio-ecological trajectory and summarizes and elaborates some of the main points just made. As can be seen, the
flow starts at the bottom with parental genes giving the child its early impetus
and direction, ultimately influencing various forms of cognitive processing that
are fairly independent of each other (depicted as three independent arrows
emanating out of the child). The manifestations of these multiple gene-based
resource pools are influenced by multiple forms of activities that caregivers
engage in with children. One such activity, namely proximal processes, is postulated to actualize genetic potentials. Thus, variations in the level of resources
in the environment (dichotomizedfor ease of illustration) along with variations
in the level of proximal processes lead to different levels of h’.
There are several important aspects about this diagram. One is that proximal
processes are more than expressions of parental genetics, otherwise there
would be no basis for making differential predictions about the size of h’
because all that we would need to know is the parental genotype. Yet, there are
predictions about the differential size of h’s within the same levels of consanguinity when the levels of proximal processes differ (see later).
Second, the central arrow of this figure is broken rather than solid to

emphasize a core principle underlying the bio-ecological model, namely that
the influence of genetics and environment are never wholly separable. From
the moment of conception, the actualization of inherited cognitive dispositions
for embryological development do not occur in a vacuum,butare differentially responsive to the intrauterine environment (as well as to the intercellular
environment, including interactions among hormones, inducers, enzymes, and
proteins). This power of inherited propensities is not diminished after birth,
because as the child interacts with persons, symbols, and objects in her environment, the latter becomes genetically loaded, as the active organism selects,
changes, and hence constructs her own environment.

Third, this figure illustrates the stipulation that proximal processes are the
engines of intellectual development, with higher levels of proximal processes
associated with increasing levels of intellectual competence. Thus, these
processes not only increase h’ and reduce group differences, but they produce
more competent organisms across the board.
Finally, the figure portrays some of the major predictions regarding the
inclusion of proximal processes into a theory of intellectual development.
Proximal processes are posited to exert a more potent influence on the various
cognitive operations than does the larger environment(e.g., SES) in which they
operate. Accordingly, the differences in intellectual outcomes (and their corresponding h’ estimates) between poor and good environments are expected to be
systematically smaller than the differences that are associated with low versus
high levels of proximal processes. (This prediction is revealed in the compari-
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son of the distances in the figure; distances between good and poor processes
are greater than between good and poor environments.) In addition to the prediction that the highest magnitudes of h* are to be found under good-high conditions (1.e., high proximal processes—good environmental resources)', the bioecological model makes a corollary prediction; the largest differences in the
magnitudes of h* for competent outcomes are to be found between children in
the high-good condition and the low-poor condition. Hence, in the figure this
is indicated by the largest physical distance between these two conditions.
Elsewhere, we have attempted to provide a limited test of these predictions
with available data. For example, nearly 20 years ago, Bronfenbrenner (1975)
reanalyzed the then available data on MZ twins reared apart. While there were
no measures of proximal processes available, the resources in the environment
probably differed markedly as a function of the ecologies in which the cotwins were raised. Bronfenbrenner reported that the intraclass correlations for
IQ reached the high .80s when separated twins were reared in similar ecologies, but plummeted to .28 when they were reared in vastly different ecologies
(e.g., agricultural/mining towns vs. manufacturing towns). These data are consistent with the bio-ecological model’s prediction that h*? will be both far higher and far lower than previously reported when the level of proximal processes and environmental resources are systematically varied.
An implication of the foregoing is that the greater the genotypic dissimilarity, the greater will be the impact of proximal processes in increasing phenotypic dissimilarity. That 1s, proximal processes will have their greatest impact
in making those who are genetically dissimilar even more different, and in
making those who are genetically similar even more similar, hence, increasing
the value of h*. This is why the difference between the DZ and MZ intraclass
correlations are almost always greater in good environments than in poor ones
(see Bronfenbrenneret al., 1993). Thus, according to the bio-ecological view,

the reason that h’ is so high in studies of identical twins is not because the cognitive phenotypes of MZ pairs are unaffected by the environment, but because
the cognitive phenotypes of the DZ pairs are so affected by the environment
(e.g., Fischbein, 1982). Consequently, the bio-ecological model finds support
for the interplay between ecology and biology in some of the very findingsthat
have served as cornerstones of the behavior genetic and psychometric traditions.
The results of reanalyses with more recent data are also consistent with predictions from our bio-ecological model, though clearly much more needs to be
done before this can be accepted as definitive (Bronfenbrenneret al., 1993). If
' Actually, this prediction is somewhat more complicated than stated here, and there are some
circumstances where h’ will be higher in poor environments (see Fischbein, 1982, for the specific
area of arithmetic tests). But these are exceptions and we will refrain from delving into them here
for ease of exposition.
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we are correct about the critical role of proximal processes, then under differing levels of proximal processes, the size of the heritability estimate will
change, possibly dramatically, because h’ reflects only the proportion of “actualized” genetic potential, leaving unknown the amount of genetic potential that
remains unactualized due to limited proximal processes.
Having described the basic features of the bio-ecological view ofintellectual development, it now can be contrasted with the biological, environmental,

and psychometric viewsof intelligence on three grounds. First, the bio-ecological view proposes multiple cognitive abilities, rather than one pervasive general factor, and these multiple abilities are at best only imperfectly gauged by
tests of so-called general intelligence.
Second, the bio-ecological view differs from traditional nature—nurture inter-

actionist views in the conception of the interaction between biological and
environmental factors. The traditional interactionist view is that “genes encode
phenotypes,” and it is the eliciting power of the environment that releases the
phenotypes. Thus the traditional interactionist view gives primacy to the
importance of biological factors. The bio-ecological view departs from this
preformationist view of the genotype and gives the environment a much more
significant role. Genes do not encode phenotypes, but rather they manufacture
proteins and enzymes that influence the expression of neighboring genes as
well as interacting among themselves. If this view is correct (i.e., that the proteins and enzymesthat are produced interact among themselves)—andthere is
every reason to believe that it is—this implies that such interactions are governed by physical and chemical laws independent of the strand of DNA from
which they originated (see chapters in Subtelny & Green, 1982). A model of
the translation of genotypes into phenotypes requires that we consider not just
the proteins that genes manufacture but also the developmental role such proteins play, since most of the hormones, inducers, and inhibitors are connected
in complex ways with the activity of multiple gene systems. Thus, the resultant
morphologyis only indirectly related to genes, making it impossible to explain
phenotypes or morphological change exclusively or even primarily in terms of
genes. As the evolutionary biologist Alberch (1983) wrote: “Even if we knew

the complete DNA sequence of an organism, we could not reconstruct its morphology. We need to know about the epigenetic interactions that generated the
phenotype” (p. 862).
Third, like other interactionist views of development, the bio-ecological

view argues that the efficiency of cognitive processes depends on aspects of
the context. However, according to Ceci (1990a), context is not an adjunct to
cognition, but a constituent of it. Unlike traditional cognitive science, which
has assumed that context is merely a background for cognition, the bio-ecological view regards context as an inextricable aspect of cognitive efficiency. Here
context is defined broadly to include not only external features of the near and
far environments and their motivational properties, but internal features of the
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organism’s mental representation, such as the manner in which a stimulus or

problem is represented in memory. Thus, speed in recognizing letters and
numerals depends on how those stimuli are represented in memory, with more
elaborate representations leading to faster recognition rates (Ceci, 1990b). This
explains why the same cognitive ability, no matter how basic, often operates
inconsistently across diverse contexts (Ceci, 1990b). The same individuals who
are slow at recognizing a stimulus in one domain may recognize it in another
domain more quickly if its representation in the latter domain is more elaborate. In short, cognition-in-context research has shownthat context, including
the mental representation or mental context of a task, helps determinetheefficiency of cognition.
Fourth, the bio-ecological view assumesthat there are noncognitive abilities
which are highly important for subsequentintellectual development, and which
are inherited. For example, a child may inherit various types of temperament
(e.g., restless, impulsive), physical traits (e.g., skin color, facial shape), and
“instigative characteristics” (e.g., the “reward-seeking” type; Bronfenbrenner,
1989) that may influence later learning and development. While thesetraits are
themselves influenced by gene systems, and can be shownto exert direct as
well as indirect effects on subsequent IQ performance and school success, they
are not cognitive in nature. So, these noncognitive characteristics and abilities
can account for heritability patterns (e.g., IQs that run along consanguinity
lines) without claiming that this is a consequence of the inheritance of a central nervous system with a determinate signal-to-noise ratio that limits processing capacity. Family members that share these characteristics may perform
similarly as a result of their noncognitive dispositions, rather than because they
share the same rate-limiting nervous systems (Lehrl & Fischer, 1988, 1990).
Importantly, accounts of rate-limiting cognitive functioning that are based on
EEG power-spectral density measures (e.g., Weiss, 1990a, 1990b), blood glucose levels in the brain, central nerve conductance velocity and oscillation
(Jensen, in press), and heritability analyses (e.g., Pedersen et al., 1992), cannot
distinguish between cognitive (i.e., inherited limits on CNS functioning) and

noncognitive bases of performance. This is not to deny the importance.of genes
in intellectual performance, but merely a caution that just as it is the case that
not all that is intellectual is genetic in origin, not all that is genetic is intellectual in nature.
Finally, the bio-ecological view departs from traditional behavior genetic
models regarding the nature and meaning of h’. According to the bio-ecological view, h’ reflects the proportion of “actualized” genetic potential, leaving
unknown and unknowable the amount of unactualized genetic potential
(Bronfenbrenneret al., in press). As we have argued above, nothing can be
said about an individual’s potential for success or failure without knowing
about the level of proximal processes and more distal resources that exist in
the child’s environment. Proximal processes are the engines that drive development; they are the mechanisms that translate genes into phenotypes
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(Bronfenbrenneret al., in press). If there are insufficient proximal processes in
one’s life, then h? will reflect only that portion of one’s potential that can been
brought to fruition by the limited level of proximal processes.
In sum, current research on intelligence and intellectual development points
in a direction that emphasizes the role of context in the formation and assessment of an individual’s manifold cognitive potentials. Although traditional
measures of general intelligence possess good predictive validity in school, job,
and training situations, this does not necessarily reflect the fact that a singular
resource pool underpins a significant portion of the prediction, that the size of
heritability estimates reflects the amount of variation due to purely genetic
processes, or that only cognitive factors are involved. Thus, prediction and
explanation can be fundamentally disjunctive enterprises in science. The bioecological view of intellectual development aimsto fulfill the promissory note
of the interactionist perspective, by taking cognizance of the biological and
cognitive findings that have been reported throughout this century, but recasting them in a new developmental—contextual light.
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Chapter 5

Theoretical Possibilities:
The Relation of
Human Intelligence to
Basic Cognitive Abilities

Douglas K. Detterman
Case Western Reserve University

Humanintelligence has been studied for over 100 years, yet seems as elusive
a concept now as whenfirst studied. One reason for this elusiveness is that the
relationship of basic cognitive abilities to complex tests of human intelligence
is poorly understood. The purpose of this chapter is to enumerate the theoretical possibilities for the relationships between standard measuresof intelligence
(IQ tests) and basic cognitive abilities and to describe the sorts of evidence that

can be used to choose between the possible positions.
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EARLY HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF BASIC MENTAL
ABILITIES
The relationship between basic cognitive abilities and more complex measures
of intellectual functioning has always been of concern to those interested in
intelligence. Galton (1883) was one of the first to recognize a relationship
between basic cognitive abilities and intelligence. Between 1884 and 1890,
Galton operated a laboratory in the South Kensington Museum (now the
Victoria and Albert Museum, though notin the present building of this museum). For a fee, visitors to the museum could have their basic anthropometric
measurements recorded. Besides providing a repository for family information,
Galton’s idea was to determine how very basic measures like sensory acuity
and reaction time related to accomplishment. Though Galton never analyzed
the data, Johnsonet al. (1985) did and found them to be surprisingly consistent
with data collected recently using much more sophisticated equipment and
methods. There is a tendency to regard Galton’s efforts as a historical curiosity, notable because data were collected in a museum and because subjects paid
to participate. Even though this workis historically interesting, it is also scientifically important. Galton did what scientists are doing now well beforeit
became fashionable. Current interest in research on the cognitive basis of individual differences in intelligence did not begin until the 1960s.
Early Studies Inhibit Search
If the relationship between basic abilities and intelligence was of such concern
to researchers, why was the issue abandoned and not taken up again until
recently? Tuddenham (1963) provides a compelling explanation of why academicians abandoned the issue. McKeen Cattell announcedhis intention to study
individual differences in basic abilities and even published a listing of tests to
be used in this effort (Cattell, 1890). The tests included bisection of lines, audi-

tory reaction time, least perceptible difference for weights, two-point threshold,
and color naming. Cattell acknowledges his debt to Galton and gives his purpose for applying these tests to University of Pennsylvania students in no
uncertain terms:
Psychology cannot attain the certainty and exactness of the physical sciences
unless it rests on a foundation of experiment and measurement. A step in this
direction could be made by applying a series of mental tests and measurements
to a large number of individuals. (p. 373)

Cattell’s proposal evidently generated a great deal of enthusiasm, because by
1910 there was a sufficiently large number of basic mental tests to publish a
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manualfilled with a wide variety of cognitive tests (Whipple, 1910). Only four
years later, this manual had to be expanded to two volumes. But Cattell had
already planted one of the seeds that would destroy this early interest in the
relationship of basic cognitive abilities to more complex mental skills.
When Cattell moved to Columbia, he administered his modified test battery
to an entire incoming freshman class. It was his intention to correlate these
basic measures with grades and graduation standing four years later. Cattell
was so confident of the results that he discussed the effect they would have
before they were analyzed. Columbia hosted summer seminars for educators
from around the country and Cattell lectured in these seminars. He suggested
that the data he were collecting would provide a model for a “science” of education.
Whenthe data finally were collected, the low correlations came as a shock
to Cattell. He had expected much higher correlations between the individual
cognitive tasks and school performance. Disappointed, he dissociated himself
from the data. Wissler (1901), a graduate student working with Cattell, was

given the data to analyze and published the results. Cattell’s name did not
appear on the publication. Wissler was somewhat more optimistic than Cattell
about the results:
We have found low degrees of correlation in many cases, which seems to imply
that, if functional relations hold in these tests, they are exceedingly complex,
even more so than many psychologists have assumed. This promises little for
such tests from a practical point of view. While the tests do seem to have some
value when applied to children in the lower schools, they tell us nothing as to the
general individual worth of college students or of adults. Indeed, they lead us to
doubt the existence of such a thing as general ability. This general negative statement is likely to impress the reader in such a way that he will feel disposed to
declare that psychological tests are of no value, and that time spent in making
them is mere waste. The writer cannot share in such a feeling. (pp. 54-55)

Wissler went on to explain how devising mental tests would suggest hypotheses to clarify the nature of individual differences.
Unfortunately, the Wissler report followed on the heels of another influential negative finding published three years earlier. Sharp (1898) was a student
in Titchener’s laboratory and she was interested in mental tests. She tested
seven fellow graduate students on a numberof tests of memory, imagery, discrimination, and attention. Her results indicated no relationship between test

results and academic performance. The graduate students obviously represented a highly curtailed range ofintellectual ability, but no one seems to have recognized that this methodological problem would have substantially reduced the
size of the correlations obtained. It is not surprising that Sharp did not realize
the problem because correlation was a new technique. It is surprising that
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many investigators today still make the mistake of using samples with curtailed
ranges even though the effects of restricted ranges on correlation coefficients
are well known.
According to Tuddenham, the Sharp and Wissler studies made the study of
mental tests an unpopular undertaking in academic circles, particularly when
the tests were of basic mental processes. But there were also other pressures
that led investigators away from studying the basic processes that underlie
more complex mental performance. One of the most important of these was
that complex tests seem to predict important everydaycriteria like school
achievement better than basic tests.
Binet and Henri (1896) had proposed a program of research to assess ten
faculties or basic abilities, including memory, attention, comprehension, and
imagination. In the first complete intelligence test developed by Binet and
Simon (1908), the influence of the earlier theory can be seen in the choice of

some of the items: comparing two lines of equal length, comparing two
weights, memory for pictures, placing five weights in order, digit span, and
drawing a design from memory. In the evolution of the test, most of these
basic items were replaced with more complex ones simply because more complex items were better at predicting the criterion of school achievement. The
fact that complex items work better than less complex items led researchers
away from the basic mental abilities investigated by Galton, Cattell, and other
early investigators.

The Reawakeningof Interest in Basic Cognitive Abilities as
Explanations of Complex Mental Processes
In the last two or three decades, the word mental has become much more fash-

ionable than it was at any time during the preceding 50 years. With interest in
higher mental processes has come a renewedinterest in the relationship
between basic cognitive processes and higher mental processes. Interest has
come from several directions and for different reasons but each line of research
adds to the importance of understanding the relationship between basic cognitive abilities and higher mental processes.
One line of research where the question of the relation between basic cognitive abilities and intelligence was of importance was in mental retardation
research. Investigators like Zeaman and House (1963) and Ellis (1963) suggested that the poor performance of mentally retarded persons was due to
deficits in one or a small numberof basic processes. The Ellis (1970) rehearsal
deficit hypothesis has been one of the most extensively investigated. One problem with the deficit approach is that it appears that all, not just one or a few,
processes are deficient in the mentally retarded. In reviewing studies of information processing in the mentally retarded, Detterman (1979) found that every
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process which had been investigated showeda deficit in mentally retarded subjects when they were compared to nonretarded performance on the sametask.
The term everything deficit was suggested to summarize these findings. One
obvious explanation for the everything deficit is that the models used to study
the mentally retarded were not explicitly developed for the study of individual
differences. It may be, that with more exact specification of basic abilities,
deficits would be more precisely identified.
A secondline of research which has reawakenedinterest in basic abilities is
the cognitive components research of Sternberg (e.g., Sternberg & Spear, 1985)
and the cognitive correlates approach of Hunt (e.g., Hunt, Lunneborg, &
Lewis, 1974). The cognitive components approach was used to understand the
basic processes that compose more complex mental tasks. Performance on
intelligence test items was decomposedto its basic components. The cognitive
correlates approach, on the other hand, sought to explain performance on a
standardized test by correlating it with more basic cognitive tasks. Basic cognitive tasks were selected because they were thought to be involved in the
more complex test. These two approaches have made the study of individual
differences once again acceptable to cognitive and experimental psychologists
who, until recently, had a low opinion of this kind of research.

Both the cognitive correlates and cognitive components approach have
encountered similar difficulties. The basic processes identified using these
approaches are correlated with each other. The standard explanation of this
often substantial correlation is that the common variance among tasks represents meta- or higher order processes like strategy planning or self-monitoring
(Detterman, 1984).

Another line of research that has focused attention on the relationship
between basic cognitive abilities and higher mental processes is the work of
Jensen (1979, 1980, 1982a; Jensen & Munro, 1979; Jensen, Schafer, &

Crinella, 1981). Because standardized tests of intelligence depend on complex
items, they are open to charges of bias. Complex items, at least on the face of
it, do appear more subject to cultural influences than more basic tests of cog-

nitive abilities. For this and other reasons, Jensen and others (see Carroll, 1980;

Vernon, 1987) have looked for tasks of basic processes that were more basic
and less subject to the objections leveled at standardized IQ tests. Reaction
time has been the most extensively studied task by this group of researchers.
The hope of some (see Eysenck, 1982) is that these basic tasks will show that
a single variable, such as mental speed, underlies performance on basic cogni-

tive tasks and more complextasks, too.
All researchers attempting to understand individual differences have made
implicit assumptions about the relationship of basic abilities to higher mental
processes. Despite the extensive interest in the relationship of basic cognitive
abilities to more complex mental tests, there have been few attempts to consider alternative theoretical positions in a general context. Most of the remain-
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der of this chapter is devoted to exactly that question: How do basic cognitive
processes predict and explain more complex measures of mental functioning,
such as those represented in IQ tests? What theoretical alternatives are available and what evidence discriminates among them? Before considering theo-

retical alternatives, however, a clear statement of exactly what is to be predicted is needed.

DEFINITION OF GENERAL INTELLIGENCE

Spearman (1904, 1927; Hart & Spearman, 1912) noted that when a battery of
mental tests was given, all of the tests in the battery were positively intercorrelated. He referred to this correlation as positive manifold and thoughtthatit
might represent a single underlying variable. Figure 1 shows how Spearman
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the correlation of four tests with
a general factor and the correlation matrix that would result from them.
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conceptualized this model. He assumeda general, underlying factor correlated
more or less with all mental tests. He called this factor g for general intelligence. The degree of correlation of each test with g is shown by the extension
of the bar beyond the line. If tests shared variance then they should correlate
with each other. The size of the correlation between the two tests would
depend on how much of common, g variance they shared. In other words, if
tests measure the same underlying factor, their correlation is a function of the
extent each test measuresthis factor.
The correlation matrix shown in Figure 1 is constructed on Spearman’s theoretical principle. Test 1 correlates .3 with the underlying factor and Test 2
correlates .6 with the same factor. The correlation between them will be .18 (.3
x .6). The correlation of every pair of tests can be computed as a product of the
two tests’ correlations with the underlying factor. Note that the value of the
correlation of each test with the underlying factor is its correlation with g, or
general intelligence. (Today this correlation is called a factor loading.)
Spearman needed to show that the correlations betweenall tests in a matrix
were a function of a common underlying factor. He reasoned that the correlation of two tests was the productoftheir correlation with the underlying g factor. That is, the correlation of Test 1 and Test 2 could be represented by the

product of Value 1 and Value 2, where each valueis the test’s correlation with

the general factor. Products of test correlations could also be represented by a
series of products. For example, the product of the correlation of Test 1 and
Test 2 (1-12) and the correlation of Test 3 and Test 4 (1-34) could be represented as:
T-12 * 1.34 = (V-1 * V-2) * (V-3 * V.4)

(1)

The subscripted Vs refer to the value of g (the factor loading) for each test in
Figure 1. V-; is .3 for T-1. The product of r-13 and r-24 would be:

r-13 * r-24 = (V-1 * V-3) * (V-2 * V-4)

(2)

Since the order of multiplication is unimportant, the quantities expressed in
Equation | and 2 are equal. Both Equations 1 and 2 include all the values V-1,

V-2, V-3, and V-4 on the right-hand side. Therefore, Spearman reasoned, the

quantity on the right-hand side of Equation 1 is equal to the quantity on the
right-hand side of Equation 2 because they are both products of the same
terms. If Spearman’s assumptions about the right-hand side of each equation
were correct, then the left-hand side of Equation 1 should equal the left-hand
side of Equation 2. If the left-hand sides are equal to each other, then the difference between them should be zero:
T-12 * 1.34 - 1-13 * r-24 =0

(3)
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Spearman called this a tetrad difference. If a matrix of test correlations was
completely determined by a single underlying factor, then all of the tetrad differences would be zero. If there was not a single factor as shown in Figure |
but many separate factors, then the differences would not equal zero.
Spearman’s methodoftetrad differences was the forerunner of factor analysis. It was the first method to demonstrate the existence of the general factor or
g. The same reasoning that Spearman used can be applied to more complex
problems where the correlations of the tests are determined by more than one
underlying factor. All of modern factor analysis is based on Spearman’s fundamental insight. (Who, exactly, invented factor analysis is the subject of historical debate. People other than Spearman had similar insights at about the
same time.)

More complex and sophisticated methods of factor analysis have been
developed since Spearman’s method oftetrad differences. Today the most
commondefinition of the general factor is the first principal factor (Jensen &
Weng, in press). Despite increased sophistication, the concept of g has not
changed since Spearman proposed it. It is a measure of the degree of correlation amongall of the tests of a battery with a common factor.
The concept of general intelligence, as conceptualized by Spearman, is a
purely statistical concept. Though Spearman felt that the common variance
shared among tests in a battery resulted from a single cause which hecalled
mental energy, there are certainly many other potential explanations for this
Statistical finding.

EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE
OF GENERAL INTELLIGENCE OR g
Though g is a statistical concept, that doesn’t makeit any less real. The evidence for the general factor, g, is overwhelming. When a battery of standardized intelligence tests is factor analyzed, the first principal componenttypically
accounts for 40% to 80% of the total variance. The general factor is so pervasive and so large that nearly every factor analytic theory of intelligence (with a
few major exceptions) includes a general factor in one form or another.
The general factor also seems to carry most of the variance that makes IQ
tests predictive of important validity criteria. For example, Jensen found that
general factor scores correlated .38 with service school performance. This correlation went to only .41 when the entire battery, not just g, was used to predict performance. The general factor also seems to be the major source of differences between various cultural groups (Jensen, 1984). The more g-loaded a
test is, the larger the differences between racial groups onthe test will be.
Any acceptable theory of intelligence will have to account for g. However,
there are purely empirical reasons to use a measure of g instead of total test
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score as a criterion measure in the investigation of basic cognitive abilities. All
tests and subtests contain sources of variance unique to their format or administration. Using g reduces the variance specific to a single test or subtest. If
two tests given in the same mannercorrelate, the correlation between them
could result from the similarity in method of administration, not because the
two tests depend on the same mental processes. This is less likely when g is
used because sources of variance unique to a particular test are not included in
g. Using g can actlike filter, removing unique sourcesof variation present in
a set of tests.

FACTS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY RELATIONSHIP OF
BASIC COGNITIVE ABILITIES TO GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
A major goal of any theory of intelligence is to find the basic process or
processes of general intelligence, but there are a number of other findings such
a theory should accountfor in addition.
Test Complexity and GeneralIntelligence
More complex tests demonstrate larger differences in mental ability than simple tests. This is true even for rats. Lashley (1929) used two different mazes
which differed in complexity in his classic ablation experiments. Theeffects of
brain damage were much more obvious on the complex maze than on the simple one.
Jensen (1982b) compared performance on reaction-time tasks which differed
in complexity. A simple item required the subject to moveto a lighted button.
In a complex item, subjects had to pick a correct synonym for a word and
press the button under the word. In general, the more complex the task, the
longer the reaction time and the higher the correlation with standard psychometric measuresofintelligence.
As was pointed out earlier, intelligence tests have evolved from simple to
more complex items. Binet included some very simple test items which were
replaced in later tests with more complex items. An examination ofintelligence
tests currently in use supports this contention. Nearly every item on these tests
is a complex one, even by the most conservative definition of complexity.
The fact that complex items make a “better” IQ test than simple items has
led some to conclude that intelligence is related to complex reasoning. Some
authors (Sternberg & Salter, 1982) have even gone so far as to suggest that
basic cognitive abilities will be found to be unrelated to intelligence because
they measure processes which are too simple. If intelligence is complex reasoning, then simple processes will not reflect it, the reasoning goes.
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Low Relationships of Basic Abilities to IQ
Basic measures of cognitive abilities like measures of memory, attention, and
learning have low correlations with standardized measures of intelligence.
Typically, the correlations are less than .35. In fact, Sternberg (Sternberg &
Salter, 1982) indicated the difficulty of obtaining high correlations between
basic cognitive abilities and intelligence. Sternberg and Salter referred to this
problem as the .30 barrier because correlations higher than this have seldom
been obtained.
Although some investigators have obtained higher correlations between
basic measures of cognitive functioning, these tend to be isolated, unreplicated
findings. Any theory accounting for the relationship of basic ability and standardized measuresof intelligence will have to explain this low relationship. As
with the findings concerning complexity, some investigators have taken the
low correlations to be an indication that basic cognitive abilities are unrelated
to intelligence.
Unique Conditions
A number of unique conditions exist that should be explained by any theory
relating basic abilities to more standardized measures. One class of conditions
to be explained are those in which a particular ability is deficient or exceptionally outstanding. Mnemonicists, idiot savants, and persons with specific
learning disabilities or focal brain damage would fall into this category.
Exactly why do these phenomena occur? How can they be explained on the
basis of individual differences in basic cognitive abilities?
Psychometric Theories Postulating Separate Factors
In the following section of the chapter, the basic theoretical possibilities are
presented and formally developed. Although the development is somewhat
tedious it is necessary to have an explicit statement of each position.

EXPLANATIONS OF GENERAL
INTELLIGENCE IN TERMSOF BASIC ABILITIES
There are three possible models relating basic cognitive abilities to g. The three
models are differentiated by the numberof variables postulated to be necessary
to explain g. For convenience, these models will be referred to as Models I
through III. In Model I, only one basic cognitive variable is postulated to be
necessary to explain g. In Model II, a small-to-moderate numberof variables is
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needed to explain g, and in ModelIII, a very large number of variables is
required to explain general intelligence.
The following sections of the chapter provide an overview of each of the
general theoretical positions. The initial discussion of each modelis general. In
later sections, a mathematical statement of this verbal description is provided
along with derivations. After detailing all of the models, the various sources of
evidence to be explained by these models will be presented briefly.
Model I

ModelI is the model originally suggested by Spearman to accountfor the large
correlation between tests. Spearman suggested that the important variable was
mental energy, but he was never very specific about what that was. More
recent theorists have been much more specific. Eysenck (1982) has proposed
that the single variable accounting for intelligence is mental speed. Evidence
supporting this claim includes high correlations betweenintelligence and some
reaction-time tasks and high correlations between measures of average evoked
potentials and intelligence.
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic representation of Model I. The large circle represents the common variance from a battery of standardized intelligence.tests

Model 1
g as a Single Thing

XZ
Figure 2.

Model I, g as single thing. T-i represent basic cognitive tasks.
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or, in other words, g. The smaller circles represent basic cognitive tasks correlated with g. For each of the models, there are two characteristics of particular
interest. The first is the correlation between g, or the standardizedtests (T),

and the basic cognitive tasks (t). The second is the correlation between the
basic cognitive tasks themselves.
Whatever the single variable is that causes g according to this model,it is
the amount of this variable that the test or task measures that determines the
correlations. A standardized test correlates with g to the extent it is g-loaded.
This statement is circular, save for the fact that a given test correlates with g

about the same over changes in the composition of the battery (Jensen & Weng
in press). If Test 1 (T-1) is included with tests T-2 to T-6 and then with tests
T-7 to T-11 in principal factor analysis, the factor loading (which is thetests
correlation with g) for Test 1 should be about the same in both batteries. Large
changes in the factor loadings of T-1 across batteries would suggest that the
definition of g changed with the composition of the battery. This change would
be hard to explain if g was a single variable.
In Model 1, a cognitive task correlates with a standardized test (or g) for the
Same reason a standardized test correlates with g: it is more or less g-loaded.
By g-loaded is meant the degree to which the basic cognitive task measures the
single variable thought to produce g. For example, if mental speed is the variable causing g, cognitive tasks will have higher or lower correlations with g
depending on the purity of the task in measuring this variable. A task more
dependent on mental speed should be more g-loaded than tasks not so dependent on mental speed.
Standardized tests of intelligence are typically found to be more g-loaded
than measures obtained from basic cognitive tasks. The goal of investigators adopting Model I classes of models is to find a basic cognitive task
which is as pure a measure of the variable constituting g as it is possible to
get. The rationale is that a basic cognitive task will more clearly demonstrate
the nature of the underlying variable producing g. Therefore, the research
Strategy is to find basic cognitive tasks which correlate as highly as possible
with g or standardized tests. Because these basic cognitive tasks are simpler,
more direct representations of the underlying variable causing g, they constitute an explanation of general intelligence or, at the very least, a more reasonable possibility for finding an explanation than complex, standardized tests
offer.
Basic cognitive tasks correlate with each other to the extent that they are gloaded or that they measure some other common source of variance which is
not g. The certain source of correlation between two basic cognitive tasks,
though, is the amount of g-loadedness of each. If two basic cognitive tasks correlate with g, they must correlate with each other. This is an obvious conclusion because both tasks measure the same underlying variable if they correlate
with g, and so must correlate with each other. The exact magnitude of the cor-
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Model 2
g as a Several Things

T1
T2
Figure 3.

Model Il, g as a small number of independent processes. T-i

represent basic cognitive tasks.

relation between basic cognitive tasks can be estimated and is an important
consideration in discriminating this model from others. This issue is considered
in greater detail in a later section.
ModelIl
Model II is shown in Figure 3. Standardized tests of intelligence (and g) are
composed of a small number of independentbasic abilities. These abilities are
represented by sections of the largest circle. Basic cognitive tasks are represented by smaller circles and rneasure some of these basic processes.
The correlations between more complex, standardized tests of intelligence
are high because these tests measure all of the processes constituting g. A definition of g derived from this model is that g is all basic processes common to
intellectual tasks. Because complex items are more likely to contain more ©
processes, it is not surprising that the evolution of standardized intelligence
tests has been toward complex items. While it may not be as clear what com-
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plex items measure, they measure more of what is important in predicting criteria than simple itemsdo.
The correlation of a basic cognitive task with g is dependent on the number
of basic processes measured by the basic task or, more correctly, the number

of processes included in the measure obtained from the basic cognitive task.
The more processes the basic cognitive task contains, the higher its correlation
will be with g.
|
In the same manner, basic cognitive tasks correlate with each other to the

degree that they measure commonprocesses or sources of common variance
not included in g. In Figure 3, t-1 measures B, C, and D, and t-2 measures C,

D, and E. These two tasks correlate because they measure common processes
C and D. Note that there is no necessary relationship between the degree to
which a basic cognitive task correlates with g and the size of its correlation
with other basic cognitive tasks. It is entirely possible to have basic cognitive
tasks which correlate perfectly with other basic cognitive tasks. They would be
tasks which measure all of the same processes. Or it is possible to have basic
cognitive tasks that correlate as highly with g as the perfectly correlated basic
cognitive tasks and yet are uncorrelated with each other. These would be tasks
that measure different processes. For example, if t-1 measured A, B, and C, and

t-2 measured D, E, and F, both would correlate equally with g (assuming A to
F accounted for the same amount of variance) but would not be correlated with
each other.
Model II has, to my knowledge, never been formulated in the mannerpresented here. Thurstone’s (1935, 1938) attempt to derive Primary Mental
Abilities and Guilford’s (1967) factor analytic model are different in a number
of respects. Most importantly, though, both Thurstone and Guilford attempted
to account for intelligence by using tests of about the same degree of complexity as standardized tests. According to this position, it would not be possible to account for complex tests with other complex tests. Further, neither
Guilford’s nor Thurstone’s position was an attempt to account for g using more
basic measures of cognitive functioning. Neither of these investigators took g
into account in formulating their position and this proved a serious problem for
both positions.
In Thurstone’s case there were correlations between his mental ability factors
which reflected g. Guilford’s position, on the other hand, has beencriticized
because it is difficult to test (Undheim & Horn, 1977) andit is, therefore, near-

ly impossible to differentiate it from other theories including g-based positions.
Model III
Model III owes its initial existence to Thomson (1916, 1919, 1927, 1935,

1939), who originally formulated it to show that Spearman’s g could be
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accounted for by hypothesizing more than one underlying variable. After
spending time with Thorndike (1927), who accounted for intelligence using
associationism, Thomson referred to his theory as bond theory. According to
Thomson’s bond theory, g was accounted for by a large—approachinginfinite—number of underlying variables representing number or Strength of associations. A current proponent of a similar position is Humphreys (1979).
Figure 4 showsa representation of this position. The small dots represent
bonds or associations. A test is regarded as a sample of these bonds. Twotests
are correlated to the extent that they sample the same bonds. (Becausetests are
regarded as samples of bonds and because Thomsonfirst simulated test results
by tossing dice, Thomson’s theory is sometimes called sampling theory.)
The extent to which twobasic tasks are correlated is, likewise, a function of

the number of common elements that they share. Since tests and basic cognitive tasks are assumed to be random selections of all bonds, the degree to
which basic cognitive tasks are intercorrelated with each other is dependent on
their correlation with g. Because a measure of g should be the best representa-

Model 3
g as a Large Numberof Things

Figure 4.

ModelIll, g as a very large number of processes. T.j represent

basic cognitive tasks.
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tion of the universe of bonds, the correlation of a basic cognitive task with g
should be an indication of the number of bonds sampled by the task. By the
laws of probability two samples of these bonds(i.e., two basic cognitive tasks)
should overlap to an extent dependent on the proportion of bonds each samples. Since the number of bonds each basic cognitive task samples is its correlation with g, the correlation of two basic cognitive tasks is dependent on each
task’s correlation with g.
Similarity of Model I and IT
Superficially, Model III bears a similarity to Model II because both models
include more than one explanatory variable. But in fact ModelIII is really
identical to Model I when the numberof variables is very large to infinite. This
was demonstrated by the work of Garnett (1919a, 1919b, 1920; Mackie, 1928;
Maxwell, 1972) which seems to have been all but forgotten. Garnett showed

that when the number of bonds (or whatever the underlying processes were
thought to be) was large, Thomson’s position was exactly equivalent to
Spearman’s.
Although Garnett’s demonstration is quite intricate, it is possible to come to
the same conclusion intuitively. Thomson’s theory concerns drawing a sample
from a large, nearly infinite population. As the sample from that population
becomes large, the parameter being estimated (strength or number of bonds)
will becomeless variable, approaching a fixed constant; g is also a similar estimate of an average value. Both theories postulate a single underlying variable.
In Thomson’s theory that variable is the average strength or number of bonds
available to the individual as sampled by the test. Without reformulation,
Thomson’s theory is mathematically indistinguishable from ModelI. Both estimate a single characteristic of the system. For that reason, Model I and Model
III will be considered together in subsequent portions of this chapter.
Thomson’s theory could most probably be differentiated from a single variable explanation of g by other means than those considered here. But if Model
I cannot be supported with the evidence presented here, then neither can Model
III. Discriminating between them would be a wasted effort. The most important
issue is the discrimination of Models I and III from ModelII.
DISCRIMINATION OF MODEL I AND III VS. MODEL I
In the preceding discussion, there was one obvious difference between the

positions: In ModelII, the correlations among basic cognitive tasks are not
dependent on the tasks’ correlation with g. For both Models I and III the correlations between basic cognitive tasks are directly related to each task’s corre-
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lation with g. If it were possible to determine the exact relationship between
the correlation of g (or standardized tests as a representative of g) with basic

cognitive tasks and the correlation of basic cognitive tasks, this informati
on

might be used to test the alternative positions.

Intertask Correlation

The following sections develop the statistical rationale for the relationship
between r-Tt1 and r-i12.
Model I and III. More explicit definitions are needed than have been used
to this point. A standardized test as a representation of g is defined as follows:

Ti = VP.G * gi + VP-E * Ej

(4)

Ti is the total test score of subject i. This score contains two components: g.i,
the amountof g the subject has (expressed as a z-score to simplify later proofs)
and E.i, an error score for the subject which is uncorrelated, across subjects,
with gi. For ModelIII, g-i represents the average numberor strength of bonds.
The weights, P-G and P-, represent the amount of g and Emeasured by the
test and sum to 1.0. The square roots of the weights are used to simplify the
results. These weights are set for a particular test and do not change across
subjects.
Basic cognitive tasks are defined as follows:
til = Vp-g1 * gi+ Vp-e1 * ei1 + Vp-o1 * 0-i1
t-i2 = Vp-g2 * g-i + Vp-e2 * €.i2 + Vp-02 * 0.12

(5)
)

Subject i’s scores on two basic cognitive tasks are defined for t-i1 and t-i2.
Nearly all of the terms have the same meaning as in the definition of a standardized test except they are in lowercase to distinguish them from the standardized test. The terms, 0-j] and 0-i2, represent other sources of variance not

in g, but which could cause a correlation between the basic cognitive tasks.
The term g-i is exactly the sameas that in the standardized test above so the
correlation between the two terms is 1.0. What distinguishes basic cognitive
tasks from each other, according to Models I andIII, is the weighting of g.
Some tasks are said to be more g-loaded than others and that is represented by
the weights, p-gi and p-g2.
Given these definitions, it should now bepossible to determine the correla-

tion between a standardized test, T-i, and a basic cognitive task, t-j1.

r-Ttl = Xx-7 * x-41)/(N S-7 S-11)

(7)
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Equation 7 is the deviation score formula for the correlation coefficient.
Substituting the previously given definitions results in the following (because
I-ge = Y-go = T-eo = 0):

= Y(\P.G * gi * Vp-gi * g-D/(N S-7 S11)

(8)

and because S.T = S+1 = 1 and because weights are constants:
= \P.c * Vp-gi * (Z(g.i)/N)

(9)

Because g.j is in z-score form and the sum of the z-scores squared is equal to
N, then:
r-tti = VP.cG * p-gl

(10)

Not surprisingly the correlation between a standardized test and a basic cognitive task is a direct function of the weighting of g in each.
By similar development:
T-t1t2 = \p-g1 * p92 if p-ol = Pp-02 = 0

(11)

Also not surprisingly, basic cognitive tasks are correlated to the extent each is
weighted with g.
Using this information, it is possible to determine a lower limit for the cor-

relation of basic cognitive tasks according to these two models. It was previously shown that:
rt = VP.c * p-gl

(12)

\p-g1 = r-tt/VP-G

(13)

Or

The same would apply to a second basic cognitive task:

Vp-g2 = 1-T12/VP.G

(14)

It was also previously shown that:
r-tlt2 = Vp-g1 * Vp-g2

(15)
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Bysubstituting the right-hand portion of Equations 12 and 13 for V Pegi and

V Pg2, the following is obtained:

T-t1t2 = (t-Tt1 * r-T12)/(VP-G * VP-c)

(16)

= (r-Trl * r-T12)/P-G

(17)

or

If P-G is 1.00 (a perfectly pure, reliable measure of g) then the correlation
between two basic cognitive tasks is the product of each tasks correlation with
g. This makesperfect intuitive sense. If P.c is less than 1, then:
T-t1t2 <= r-Ttl * r-T12

(18)

and so a lower limit for the correlation between basic cognitive tasks will be
the product of their correlations with g (or, in practice, with a standardizedtest
representing 2g).
Model II. Model II is more complicated. Assume that g consists of independent abilities A through H (excepting E which represents error) and that
each subject has a certain amount of each of these abilities. Further assume
that a standardized test measures all of these abilities in weighted amounts
indicated by P (all Ps sum to 1.0). Then subject i’s total score, Ti, could be
represented as:
T.j = VP-a * Ai + VP-B * Bi... VP-y * Hi + Pg * Ej

(19)

In a similar fashion, two cognitive tasks can be represented as follows:
til =Vp-al * Ai +Vpect * Ci +

Vp-o1 * 0-11

(20)

t-i2 = Vp-B2 * B-i+ Vp-c1 * Ci + Vp-e2 * e€-i2 + Vp-o1 * 0-1

Vp-e1 * e-i1 +

(21)

Both of these cognitive tasks measure C. They also share 0 which includes
sources of reliable variance not included in T. It should also be noted that each
basic cognitive task measures an ability not measured by the other. t-ij includes
ability A and t-j2 includes ability B. All measures are assumedto be in z-score
form.
As for Models I and III, the development of Model II begins with the deviation score definition of the correlation between a standardized test and a basic
cognitive task:
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Tt) = L(x-T * X-+4)/(N S-T S-t)

(22)

Substituting the raw score equivalents because all scores are in z-score form
gives:
= ¥(T- * t-1)/(N S-t S-t)

(23)

Because S.T = S+ = 1.00 the expression can be written:
= >(T+ * tii)/N

(24)

Expanding the raw scores with the definition previously given yields:
= (VP-a * Ai... VP * Ea)(Vp-ai * Ai... Vp-ei * ei1)/N

(25)

Multiplying the two expressions, nearly all terms drop out except:
= Y(VP-q * Aj * Vp-ai * Ait VP-c * Ci * Vp-ci * Ci)I/N

(26)

which can be written as:
= ¥(VP.q * Vp-ai * Aa + VP-c * Vp-ci * C.i2)/N

(27)

and because all weights are constants, the expression can be simplified to:

= p-al * (RA.i2)/N + VP.c p-ci * (RC-i2)/N

(28)

Because the sum of z-scores squared is equal to N, the expression becomes:
= VP_a p-Al + VP-c p-cl

(29)

Thus, the correlation between a basic cognitive task and a standardized test
according to ModelIII is the sum of the square root of the product of the
weights of each ability measured by the basic cognitive task.
By similar development, it can be shownthat

rtit2 = Vp-ci p-c2 + Vp-o1 p-02

(30)

The correlation between two basic cognitive tasks is a function of the weights
of the abilities both tasks measure in common and any other common variance
they share (p-o1 and p-o2) but that is not measured by g.
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Whatis the lowerlimit of the correlation between cognitive tasks given that
the two tasks involved have a given correlation with g? Because ModelII
defines abilities as being independent, it is possible that two tasks could measure different sets of abilities and be uncorrelated. So a lower limit on the correlation between twosets of basic cognitive tasks according to ModelII will
always be zero.

SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF
EVIDENCE FOR MODELSI AND III VS. MODEL II

Under the assumptions of ModelI andIII, it can be shownthat the lowerlimit
for the correlation between cognitive tasks (r-t112) is the product of the correlation of each cognitive task with the standardized test representing g (r-T11 *
t-T12). For Model II, the lower limit of the correlations between cognitive tasks
is 0 and this lower limit is not dependent on the correlation of the cognitive
tasks with a standardized test. Figure 5 shows the lower limits of the correlations between cognitive tasks based on a given correlation between the cogni-

tive task and the standardized test. For example, if two cognitive tasks each
correlate with a standardized test .40, the lower limit of the correlation between

them according to Model I and III would be .16 and under ModelII it would
be 0.
The different intertask correlations predicted by Models I and III and Model
II for a given level of correlation between a cognitive task and standardized
test can be used to discriminate among the theoretical positions. At the
extreme, if two tasks can be shownto correlate with g or a standardized test
representing g but not be correlated with each other, Model II must be correct.
On the other hand,if the distribution of correlations of cognitive tasks is predicted by the product of their individual correlations with g, then Models I and
III are supported. This simple difference between theoretical positions has a
number of implications, but before discussing those, another issue needs to be

considered.

Explanations of Low Relationships
Earlier it was mentioned that typically correlations between standardized tests
and basic cognitive tasks have been foundto be low. Thisis entirely consistent
with Model II. Consider the formula for a correlation between overlappingelements:
r= I/vd + m) (1+ k)

(31)
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Figure 5. The correlation among cognitive tasks as a function of the correlation of the tasks with a standardized test measuring general intelligence. The maximum correlation for n abilities for ModelIl is also shown.

For example, if there were five abilities composing g, each would correlate .45 (v.20) with the standardized test of general intelligence.
where | is the number of common elements, m is the number of elements

unique to Set 1, and k is the number of elements unique to Set 2. Let Set 1
represent a standardized test which measures 10 independentabilities. Let Set
2 represent a cognitive task which measures only one of the 10 independent

abilities and nothing else. Then 1, the number of common elements, is 1; m, the

numberof elements unique to set 1 is 9; and k is 0. Substituting these values
into Equation 31:

rt = WIV + 9)\(1 + 0)] = 1/V10 = V10 = .316

(32)

So if intelligence were composed of 10 independent abilities and cognitive
tasks each measured only oneability, the average expected correlation for perfectly reliable tests would be .32. The expected correlation is dependent on the
number of independent abilities:
r-Tth = 1/NNA

(33)
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where NA is the number of independentabilities. Therefore, the numberof abilities determines the expected correlation between standardized tests and basic
cognitive tasks if basic cognitive tasks are measuring only a single ability.
Figure 5 shows the expected maximum correlation between basic cognitive
tasks and standardized tests for given numbers of abilities. It should be noted

that the larger the numberof abilities, the more difficult Model II will be to

discriminate from Models I and III. Somewhere above 100 basic abilities, the
models may be theoretically indiscriminable. They are practically indistinguishable if there are more than 100 abilities on the basis of the evidence being

discussed here. But for smaller numbers of abilities, they can be discriminated.

There appears to be no simple explanation of the low correlations between
basic cognitive tasks and standardized tests that can be generated from the
assumptions of Models I and III. In fact, the standard explanation would be

that the cognitive tasks were not g-loaded. Since low correlations would indicate the absence of g, there would belittle theoretical interest in these tasks by
proponents of Models I and III. They would want to find tasks that had high
correlations (were heavily g-loaded). Even more importantly, tasks that had
low correlations would be regarded as havinglittle to do with intellectual functioning. So most basic cognitive tasks measuring such things as memory, learning, and perception would be viewed as having little or nothing to do with
intelligence since such tasks are typically found to have low correlations.
Zero Correlation

As was discussedearlier, finding that two tasks are not correlated yet correlate
with a measure of g is important support for Model II and would require that
Models I and III be rejected. If basic cognitive tasks were found that had a
zero correlation with each other butstill correlated with standardized measures
of intelligence (or g), there would be other, secondary results that would also

be found that are discussed below. These secondary results might be easier to
test and have important implications of their own.
But before considering secondary results, it is reasonable to ask if there is
any evidence that would suggest that correlations between cognitive tasks that
correlate with measures of intelligence could be zero. The prevailing beliefis
in positive manifold; that is, that all mental tests display positive correlations.

Guilford (1964) analyzed 13 correlation matrices which had been obtained
from batteries of intellectual tests. These batteries contained over 7,000 corre-

lations. It is interesting to note that the median correlation in these matrices fell
between .2 and .3, somewhat lower than would be expected even from subtests
of most intellectual tests. From the low median correlation, it appears that the
tests that Guilford analyzed were morelike basic cognitive tasks than standardized tests of intellectual functioning. In any event, somewhere between
17% and 24% of the correlations could be considered zero values. Guilford
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concludes that for purposes of factor analyses this is a sufficient number of
zero correlations to establish orthogonal simple structure. Regardless of their
implications for factor analysis. Guilford’s results suggest that it is possible to
find mental tests that have zero correlations with each other but still measure
intelligence.
The finding of zero correlations among mentaltests is theoretically a very
important finding. Models I and III could not account for this finding. The correlation of tests with each other is directly related to their g loading. On the
other hand, Model II predicts that such zero correlations should be obtainable.

A pure measure of an underlying process should have a zero correlation with a
pure measure of any other process. Guilford’s finding of zero correlations
among mental tests is a critical piece of information. A critical test of the
validity of Model II is the ability to find basic cognitive tasks that predict general intelligence but are uncorrelated with each other. Failure to find such correlations is not support for Models I and III. That is because Model II could
explain the lack of such correlations as a failure to measure pure processes.
Size of First Principal Component

An important piece of support for Models I and III has been the percentage of
variance accounted for by the first principal component. For batteries of standardized tests of intelligence, the percentage of variance accounted for is generally between 40% and 80%. This is an important finding because the magnitude of the first principal componentis a rough representation of the average
correlation among the tests in the battery. The lower the correlation among the
tests, the smaller the size the first principal component would be. ModelII
would predict that, if it were possible to obtain good representations of the
basic processes underlying ability, the size of the first principal component
would be substantially reduced. Models I and III are not clear about what such
a finding would mean. Because low correlations among tests probably indicate
that the tests are not very reliable measures of g, a small first principal component meansthat the tests in the matrix are simply bad measures and poor
predictors ofg.
Detterman et al. (1992; see also Detterman, 1992) have demonstrated that

the amount of variance accounted for by the first principal componentis substantially reduced for basic cognitive tasks from levels that would be expected
from standardized intelligence tests. This is not really surprising because the
amount of variance accounted for by the first factor depends on the average
correlation among the variables in the matrix. These correlations are lower
among basic cognitive tasks than among standardized intelligence tests.
Interestingly, lower IQ persons show highercorrelations among basic cognitive
tasks than higher IQ persons (Detterman & Daniel, 1989). This finding would
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certainly not be anticipated by Models I andIII, though it can be explained by
ModelII.
Multiple Regression

If a set of measures from basic cognitive tasks were used to attempt to predict
factor scores representing g or a standardized test of intelligence, what sorts of
results would be expected according to each of the theoretical positions?
According to Models I and III, measures from basic cognitive tasks represent
g. If the correlations are low it is only because the tasks do not provide very
good measures of g. Combining such measures in a multiple regression is
exactly like increasing a test’s length. No new sources of variance are added
by adding additional measures to the multiple regression; the measure of g is
being made morereliable. Therefore, according to Models I and III, when measures are combined in a multiple regression to predict g, the increase in variance accounted for would parallel the increase that would be found by increasing test length.
In marked contrast, the prediction which can clearly be made from ModelII

is that, to the extent the measures are independent measures of the separate
processes making up g, when entered into a multiple regression the measures
should be additive. That is, because each measure would represent a separate,

nonoverlapping source of variance, these sources should simply add together.
If the measures obtained from basic cognitive tasks were not purely representative of the underlying independentcognitive abilities, the measures would be
correlated with each other. This, of course, would mean that each measure

would be a poorer representation of a single underlying ability and so, each
measure would contribute less to the regression equation.
The two theoretical positions make markedly different predictions with
respect to multiple regression. Models I and III predict that as the correlation
among basic cognitive tasks gets higher, the multiple correlation of those tasks
with a traditional measure of g will increase. On the other hand, ModelII predicts that the highest multiple correlation would be obtained whenthe correlation between cognitive tasks is zero so long as the basic tasks correlate with g.
In other words, Models I and III predict that the size of the multiple correlation will be a direct function of the percentage of variance accounted for by the
first principal component, but Model II predicts the two measures will vary
inversely (particularly as the average correlation among basic cognitive tasks
approacheszero).
Although there is no definitive data bearing on this issue, Dettermanet al.
(1992) did find that basic cognitive tasks could be usedto predict IQ or g about
as well as IQ tests can predict each other. This result occurred even when the
correlation between measures entered into the equation was minimized.
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Basic Cognitive Tasks as Predictors of g
Kranzler and Jensen (1991a, 1991b, 1993; see also comments by Carroll,
1991a, 1991b, 1993) have used a clever methodology to test if Model II is a

better explanation of g than Models I andIII. First, they derived a measure of
g in the usual way using standardtests of intelligence. Second, they factor analyzed a set of basic cognitive tasks. They arguedthatif g is a unitary construct
as suggested by Models I andIII then the g from basic cognitive tasks should
be the same as the g from standard intelligence tests. In other words, g from the

standard tests (the first principal factor) should be correlated only with the first
principal factor from the basic cognitive tasks. Other factors from the basic
cognitive tasks should not correlate with g. More than one factor from the basic
cognitive tasks correlating with g would provide support for ModelII.
Kranzler and Jensen found that three additional factors beyond the first were
significantly correlated with g. Even after making someradical alterations suggested by Carroll, one additional factor beyond the first was significantly correlated with g. Kranzler and Jensen have provided convincing evidence supporting ModelII.
Biological Systems
Thompson, Crinella, and Yu (1990) have provided biological evidence in support of Model III. They replicated the kinds of ablation studies done by
Lashley (1929). The advances in anatomical knowledge allowed more precise
structural placement of lesions. Subjects were also given a larger battery of
tests than in the original Lashley experiments. In all, 424 rats were tested, a
sample large enough for the sophisticated analyses that were conducted.
The results from this huge study were analyzed with the hope of finding a
general learning system that might be analogous to g in humans. Instead, the
authors conclude, “One fact becomes abundantly clear: Almost every brain

structure implicated in psychometric g participates in a different neural mechanism (Thompsonet al., p. 154; emphasis in original). Their results suggest
that psychometric g is composed of a small number of basic neural mechanisms. This finding is obviously strong support for ModelII.
Idiot Savants and Other Exceptional Abilities
One phenomenathat Models I and II have difficulty explaining is the existence
of exceptional abilities such as those obtained by idiot savants, exceptional
memorizers, lightning calculators, calendar calculators, hyperlexia, and other

unusual abilities. Such abilities can only be accounted for by practice or
by assuming that the abilities are not associated with general intelligence.
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Conners (1992) recently reviewed literature on outstanding abilities and concluded that such explanations were not convincing. While data on persons
with these unusualabilities is scanty, results seem to be most consistent with
ModelII.
Critical Evidence for Models I and III

The sources of evidence that have been discussed so far would providecritical support for Model II but not necessarily for Models I and III. This is
because findings in support of ModelII are inconsistent with Models I and III
but evidence in support of Models I and III might be explained, with further
analysis, by Model II. Results supporting Models I and III are not necessarily
inconsistent with Model II. Is there critical evidence that would support
Models I and III?
There is probably nocritical evidence to support Models I andIII, but there
is a type of evidence that would provide strong tentative support for the position. If a measure from basic cognitive tasks was found that correlated highly
with standard measures of g and could not be explained in terms of more basic
cognitive measures, this measure would provide strong support for Models I
and III. Coupled with parsimony, the fact that a single variable provides a
more appealing explanation of a phenomenon than more complex explanations
of the same phenomenon, this evidence would provide strong support for
Models I and III.
In the absence of evidence supporting either of the theoretical positions, it
could well be argued that on the basis of parsimony alone, Models I and III
should be the explanatory choice. A consideration of some of the phenomena
to be explained by these theories is in order to determine which seems the
most appropriate choice.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Three models of intelligence have been developed which cover the theoretical
possibilities of accounting for g. Aspects of these models have been formally
developed. It was shown that Models I and III were functionally equivalent.
Both regard g as essentially a single thing. Model II postulates that g is composed of a finite number of independent abilities.
Evidence that could bear on the discrimination of Model II from Models I
and III was summarized. The bulk of evidence presented supported ModelII.
More importantly, the kinds of evidence needed to support alternative theoretical positions were detailed. There are a number ofsources of critical evidence
for the different positions. The general conclusion is, then, that it will be pos-
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sible to ultimately determine if g is better accounted for by Models I and III or
by ModelII.

Elsewhere (Detterman, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1987) I suggested a systems the-

ory of intelligence that falls in the ModelII class of models. The system model
that I proposed is a morerestricted theory than the general ModelII. I postulated that some mental processes will be more important than others and that
some will be more centrally important to system functioning. All of the evidence presented in support of the Model II class of models is also consistent
with the system theory that I proposed. This agreement is a logical necessity
since the theory I proposed is a subset of all possible Model II models and the
evidence presented was in support of the general class of Model II models.
However, it would be possible to disconfirm the systems theory that I proposed
without affecting the general status of Model II models.
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Chapter 6

A Biological Theory of
Intelligence

HA. J. Eysenck
Institute of Psychiatry
University of London

THE DEFINITION OF INTELLIGENCE
As I pointed out almost 40 years ago, intelligence testing is a technology without a scientific theory to support it (Eysenck, 1953). If we believe with K.
Levin that there is nothing as practical as a good theory, we ought to be sorry
for this lack. Equally, science generally proceeds best when working within a
paradigm based on a general theoretical conception of the particular field in
question (Popper, 1935); this enables fruitful “normal science” to go on and
eliminate the many anomalies which usually characterize even advanced sciences (Kuhn, 1970, 1974). What is disappointing is not only the absence of a
natural-science theory of intelligence, but the lack of concern aboutits absence,
and the failure of psychologists to even try to work toward such theory.
There are many problems in defining just what a proper theory in scienceis,
and what it does (Suppe, 1974), but broadly speaking such a theory would —
obviously have to (a) explain and pull together the major facts known in the
field, and (b) make testable predictions about hitherto unknown facts. There are

many interesting philosophical discussions of the differences between explana117
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tion and understanding, with the oft-repeated assertion that explanations of
human actions cannot be reduced to simple causality (Wright, 1971). Many
others doubt the possibility of producing a genuine theory of intelligence, to
take its place beside the theories of the “hard” sciences. There is little point in
philosophical debates; even in science, that which was declared impossible
only the day before has often been accomplished the day after. J Muller, in his
famous Handbuch der Physiologie, predicted that we would probably never
know the velocity of the nervous impulse, only a few years before his erstwhile pupil Helmholtz did measure it (Boring, 1957). I will not deal with
philosophical contentions that such a theory must be impossible to produce, but
I will cite detailed comparisons between attempts to produce theories in
physics, such as the theory of gravitation, and the production of a theory of
intelligence, comparing, as it were, G with g. Such comparisons sharpen our
understanding of what theories can and cannot do, and howthey originate and
develop.
Philosophical doubts bite deep, and it is often asserted that searching for a
theory of intelligence is useless because “intelligence” does not exist. Of
course, “intelligence” does not exist, in any meaningful physical sense; it is a
scientific concept, like gravitation, or heat, or society. Concepts do not exist in
the sense that stones, or pigs, or stars “exist.” They are human inventions to
bring order into the blooming, buzzing confusion of everyday life events, and
they are moreor less useful or useless (Eysenck, 1988). Existenceis irrelevant;
concepts explicitly or implicitly embody theories which can be verified or disconfirmed (“‘falsified” in Popper’s language). That is their main function in
science.
It may be objected that there is no agreed concept of intelligence, but that
there is a great variety of concepts mutually contradicting each other, as shown
by Sternberg and Detterman (1986), a result not dissimilar to that of an earlier
effort at definition published in the Journal of Educational Psychology (1921).
Intelligence is there defined in terms of adaptive behavior, learning, problem
solving, knowledge acquisition, goal achievement, planning, information coding and processing, attention, symbol manipulation, judgment, attribution, a
hodgepodge of cognitive capacities, a repertoire of intellectual knowledge and
skills, understanding, purposive thinking, apprehension of experience, mental
self-government, and many more. Such variety has often been used to castigate
users of the term; if there is such disagreement, psychologists clearly do not
know what the term means. Snyderman and Rothman (1987, 1988) found a
good deal of agreement among the 600-plus experts consulted; abstract thinking or reasoning was checked by 99.3% of respondents as important, problemsolving ability by 97.7%, and capacity to acquire knowledge by 96.0%. Does
this help?
I have suggested that the whole approach is misconceived (Eysenck, 1988).
All the definitions of the concept deal in fact with effects the concept may
have; intelligence is that which enables us to think abstractly, to solve prob-
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lems, to acquire knowledge, to adapt our behavior to circumst
ances, to achieve

goals, to plan, to code information, to manipulate symbols, to perform
judgment, to understand, to apprehend experience, and so forth. Whateverit
is, it
is a Capacity to carry out cognitive tasks successfully; it is a dispositional
variable enabling the possessor to do all the things mentioned more orless
successfully.
In the same way, physicists do not define gravitation in terms of the apple
falling on Newton’s head, the shape of the planets, the occurrence of tides or
black holes, the equatorial bulge of the earth, planetary movements, the laws of
gunnery, or the formation of galaxies. Gravitation is what makes all these
things happen, but it cannot be identified with any of them. What weare looking for is something underlying the variety of applications, both in regard to G
or g—gravitation in physics, intelligence in psychology.
The search for this underlying reality has two phases, andit is important to
rememberthis. The first is descriptive and taxonomic, the second is causal.
Consider gravitation. Newton succeeded in writing a formula which provided a
general description unifying a large number of phenomena, involving the product of the masses of any two bodies interacting, and the square of the distance
between them. The description turned out to be surprisingly successful, but it
did not constitute a theory; all Newton managed wasthe theory of action at a

distance, which he himself recognized as absurd, and which certainly did not

explain the successofhis laws. In fact there is still no accepted theory of gravitation, 300 years after Newton. There are several attempts at a theory, but no
agreed theory. We have Einstein’s field theory explaining G as a distortion of
space-time geometry. We have the quantum mechanics theory ofparticle interaction (gravitons). And wefinally have Sakharov’s theory of gravity as a longrange Casimir force, that is, the postulation that gravity might be an effect
brought about by changes in the zero-point energy of the vacuum, due to the
presence of matter. No agreementis in sight on a reconciliation of these quite
different conceptions. Where physicists have failed after 300 years to reach
agreement on a general theory of gravitation, should we be surprised that psychologists have equally failed in their possibly more difficult endeavor, after at
most 100 years?
Of course intelligence and gravitation are concepts wiiich humankind has
been familiar with for thousands of years, in a very practical sense. We know

how gravitation works; how else could we throw spears, kick a football accu-

rately, run and jump, build houses, and dig wells? The attractive force of the
earth is as familiar to us, almost from birth, as is the variable ability of others
to understand, to learn, and to solve problems. Equally, from the earliest days
there has been a bifurcation of meanings and uses of the term intelligentia,
defined in Latin dictionaries (Lewis & Short, 1945) either as understanding
(capacity) or knowledge (achievement). Similarly, the Short Oxford English
Dictionary (Little, Fowler, & Coulson, 1947) defines intelligence as either
“faculty of understanding; understanding as a quality admitting of degree;
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(knowlachievement of mental apprehension” (capacity), or as “information”
nd,”
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understa
“to
mean
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1945).
Short,
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or “to have an accurate knowledge
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The Thesaurus Linguae Latinae gives countless examples of the use
major
two
these
beyond
go
seldom
they
but
terms by Cicero and other writers,
applications.
This distinction between capacity and achievement is reflected in modern
& Cattell,
theories of fluid (g¢) and crystallized (g-) ability (Cattell, 1963; Horn

1966, 1982). The former is conceptualized as abstract, essentially nonverbal,
relatively culture-free mental efficiency, while the latter is viewed as consisting
primarily of acquired skills and knowledge, and thus strongly dependent on
cultural exposure. This distinction is well supported, and there is evidence of a

causal nature that gf determines later gv, at least in middle-class children

(Schmidt & Crano, 1974). It is tempting to think of gf as more strongly determined by genetic factors, and g- by experiential ones, but Cattell’s (1971) own
results show little difference, heritability being 0.77 for gf and 0.73 for gc.
Similarly, Shields (1962), in a study of MZ twins, foundlittle difference in the
intraclass correlation for dominoes (a gf test) and vocabulary (a gc test) for
either twins brought up together (0.71 and 0.74) or in separation (0.70 and
0.74). Possibly differences would have been more apparent in a less homogenous culture. Cattell’s (1980) latest study gives 45% for the heritability of gc
and 58% for gf, using his general population values; this is more in line with
expectations. Horn (1985) failed to find gf determined more strongly by genetic factors than g-; this issue is not settled.

Howeverthat maybe, the distinction in meaning and definition is important,
with capacity clearly constituting the more fundamental variable, even though
acquired knowledge may be socially more important, and certainly easier to
measure. There is some correspondence between gf and potential energy, and
g. and kinetic energy, although the analog should not be taken too far. Any
theory of intelligence would certainly have to find a more central place for gf
rather than g-, and as we shall see, this is indeed the case.

It will also be obvious that while the acquisition of knowledge depends in
part on gg, it also depends on other factors, such as motivation, personality,
opportunity, and so on, and can hence never be a fundamental part of psycho-

logical science, because of its compound nature. Alexander (1935) showed the

importance of persistence in school achievement, and there is ample evidence
for the involvement of personality (Eysenck, 1973a, 1973b, 1978); opportunity, luck, and other factors like socioeconomic status no doubt also contribute.

Hence, there can be noscientific theory of g- as such, but only theories of the
diverse factors contributing to it. Under certain circumstances, such as equal
opportunities of schooling, advancement, and working, g- may nevertheless
give us a good approximation to a measure of gf. The usual correlation
between gf and g. is around 0.60, but it can be higher in more homogeneous
groups (and lower in less homogeneous groups); indeed the correlation
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between gf and g. might be regarded as a measure of cultural homogene
ity.
(Homogeneity with respect to ability would of course have the opposite effect,
throughrestriction of range.)
A proper definition of intelligence would not have to Stray too far from its
accepted meaning in popular terminology (Sternberg, Conway, Ketron, &
Bernstein, 1981). It relates to cognitive behavior (learning, problem solving,
abstract thinking, and reasoning), appears as a variable ability differentiating
people on a graded scale, and must be regarded as a capacity for successful
cognition. If we add a strong genetic predisposition (Eysenck, 1979; Plomin,

De Fries, & McClearn, 1990; Vernon, 1979) and the universal extension of the

Capacity notions over all cognitive tasks (Gustafsson, 1984: Jager &

Hoenmann, 1983; Undheim & Gustafsson, 1987), we have the following defi-

nition: Intelligence is the general, graded cognitive Capacity of a person, largely but not exclusively determined by genetic factors. Problems arising from
this definition will be discussed in the next section.

THEORY AT THE TAXONOMIC OR DESCRIPTIVE LEVEL
Scientific theories have two not unconnectedterritories to cover. One, the more

fundamental and primitive, is the taxonomic or descriptive; the other is the
causal (Eysenck, 1969; Sokal & Sneath, 1963). Before we can create causal
theories, we must have some idea of what it is that we wish to accountfor.

Taxonomy must precede theories to explain the findings of taxonomy; we must
classify animals before wecanarrive at a theory of evolution. The pointis universally recognized in science. Even in astronomy, where we seldom think of
taxonomy, it forms an indispensable basis for more experimental and empirical
work (Jaschek & Jaschek, 1990). Thus it is basic to any evolutionary account
of stellar development, as shown for instance in the famous HertzsprungRussell diagram (Hoyle, 1962).
Similarly, we must classify the capacity or capacities we have postulated.

Do we have to find one or several causes for one universal g, or for a multitude of capacities (Detterman, 1982; Gardner, 1984; Guilford, 1967, 1981a,
1981b; Guilford & Hoepfner, 1971; Maxwell, 1972; Neisser, 1979; Thomson,

1939; Thorndike, Bregman, Cobb, & Woodyard, 1926)? Non-g theories have
certainly attracted muchattention, as have attempts to account for the facts by
attributing the “positive manifold” and the low rank of correlated matrices to
“bonds” of one kind or another, but these attempts have not been successful.
Guilford’s theory has been criticized by Undheim and Horn (1977), Eysenck
(1979), Horn and Knapp (1973), and many others; the model cannot be sus-

tained in view of the many damaging faults that have been found.
Evaluation of the various theories postulating some variety of “bonds,” not
usually very carefully defined, must be equally negative. Loevinger (1951)
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argued that Thomson’s theory makes “no assertions to which evidence is relevant” (p. 595), so that the theory would be untestable. Eysenck (1987a) has
argued that testable deductions are possible and has provided evidence against
the theory. It is no longer tenable, and certainly does not account for the facts
it is supposed to explain.
On the whole, the case originally made by Spearman (1927) for g as an
explanation of the “positive manifold” and the low rank of empirically
observed matrices is difficult to argue against. Gustafsson (1984), Jager (1967,

1984), Jensen (1984, 1986b), Marshalek, Lohman, and Snow (1983), Nagoshi
and Johnson (1986), Snow (1980), Snow, Lohman, Marshalek, Yalow, and

Webb (1977), and many others have shown by the use of factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis, and multidimensional scaling that descriptively a
hierarchical model along the lines pioneered by Burt (1909, 1940), Vernon
(1950), and Eysenck (1939), with g at the top, corresponds best with reality
and succeeds in bringing together Spearman’s (Spearman & Jones, 1950) and
Thurstone’s (Thurstone & Thurstone, 1941) at first antagonistic conceptions.
The argument goes well beyond this explanation of positive manifold and
low ranks in terms of g; it leads on to a prediction of which tests would have
highest loadings on the general factor, or alternatively, which tests would occupy the central spot in a multidimensional scaling analysis. According to
Spearman’s theory of noegenesis, such tests would involve the discovery of
relations and correlates, that is, involve abstract problem solving, analysis, and
the determination of rules. In fact, such tests do show the highest loadings on
g, and occupy a central space in smallest space analysis. Crucial perhaps is the
fact that Raven’s Matrices occupy a central position in the two-dimensional
multidimensional scaling model (Marshalek et al., 1983). A “bonds” theory

would predict that a high-loading g test would require “all the components of
the mind” (Maxwell, 1972, p. 4). The total WAIS score is very close to the
Raven score in the analysis, and might be thought to fulfill this condition, but
the Raven could not by any stretch of the imagination be thought to do so.
This type of analysis in terms of Guttman’s (1954) radex would seem to give
results incompatible with any form of the “bonds” theory, and support
Spearman’s (1923) interpretation. It is important to realize that our hypotheses
conceming the (descriptive) nature of intelligence can be supported or refuted
by the statistical analysis of matrices of intercorrelations betweentests; the
Raven was explicitly constructed following Spearman’s laws of noegenesis.
The evidence now seemsvery strong that not only must we postulate some
kind of hierarchical model of intelligence, but that much the greatest part of
the variance belongs to g, and that g = g¢ (Gustafsson, 1984; Snow et al., 1977;
Snow, Kyllonen, & Marshalek, 1984). Confirmatory factor analysis and multi-

dimensional scaling have now clarified the picture sufficiently to allow us to
try and go beyond the descriptive phase. There are, of course, many objections
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to the use of factor analysis (e.g., Revensdorff, 1978), and it has to be admit-

ted that beyond the major factors there is little agreement, and an infinite
regress of splitting factors up into finer and more useless subfactors (Carroll,
1993). Our concern here is only with g, and the frequently voiced objection in
this connection that it is impossible to derive a unique value for g, so that we
can give a unique score for intelligence to any given person. There are many
ways of combining differenttests; is there a “best” way? Jensen and Weng (in
press) have attacked the problem with some success. After a carefulstatistical
evaluation, they concluded that the two most common methods for extracting
g, namely, the first unrotated factor in either a principal components analysis
or in a principal factor analysis, are theoretically unsuitable methods. These
and other methodsdiffered quite markedly in overall accuracy of estimation of
g in artificially created matrices. Even the popular Schmidt-Leiman procedure,
although doing a fairly good job, was never quite accurate. The best method to
use turned out to be Joreskog’s LISREL (Linear Structural Relations) method,
which is a maximum likelihood and “confirmatory” factor analysis method. It
was also found that g was in fact extremely robust across 10 different methods
of extraction, the mean of congruence coefficients amounting to .99+.
Another objection frequently voiced, and answered byrigorous statistical
argument by Jensen and Weng, relates to the composition of the test battery,
and the likelihood that its g would correspond with the true g. Given the
absence of intentional selection of tests measuring one of the major primaries,
this correspondence depends on the numberof tests randomly selected; for the
11 tests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales it would be slightly over .90. In
fact, Wilks’s theorem tells us that the choice of any particular method of
extracting g becomes less and less important as the numberof variables that
are entered into the factor analysis increases. Thus the accuracy of measurement of g is determined largely by the number of tests used, and the number
of persons tested. It approximates unity when both are reasonably large.
It would not be fair to say that everyone agrees with the postulation of ¢ as
a single major factor defining psychometric intelligence. Horn (1968, 1977,
1985) has consistently opposed this theory, and demanded whatis in fact a 4factor theory. His argumentis fatally weakened by a disregard for studies using
confirmatory factor analysis and multidimensional scaling; he might have had
a point in the 1970s, but more recent work does not bear out his contentions.
Neither does he seem to be willing to consider the capacity for achievement
argument, which clearly puts gf in a causal relation to g-, even if we must

agree that measures of gf necessarily contain some earlier learning. On another
point, Horn fails to consider the accuracy of Spearman’s prediction as to what
sort of test would have high g saturations. Finally, his arguments cannot
explain why very different theories (e.g., Spearman’s and Piaget’s) show such
high agreement psychometrically (Carroll, Kohlberg, & De Vries, 1984:
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Eysenck, 1979; Humphreys & Parsons, 1979). Clearly one investigator’s g is
very muchlike another’s.
The argument concerning g can of course be pursued at greater length
(Eysenck, 1992), but there would be little point in doing so here. Let us merely note two things. In the first place, statistical argument, particularly factor
analytic contentions, cannot in the nature of things resolve the conflict to
everybody’s satisfaction. Taxonomy always has a subjective side (Sokal &
Sneath, 1963), and only a causal approach can resolve the issue. This demands
testable theoretical statements and experimental testing. To this we will turn in

the next section.
The other point relates to our conception of intelligence, and the use of the
term. Spearman’s g essentially defines something called psychometric intelli-

gence, but the term intelligence is also used in two other senses, and discussion

demandsclarification of definition. Figure 1 shows the three terms in question
and their relation. Biological intelligence refers to the basic anatomical, physiological, and hormonal properties and functions of the brain which underlie all
forms of cognition, and mediate individual differences in cognitive ability.
Psychometric intelligence, as discussed in this section, refers to g as measured
by IQ tests. Social or practical intelligence (Sternberg, 1985; Sternberg &
Wagner, 1986) refers to the successful application of IQ to the events of a person’s life. These different meanings of the term are often confused, but they
should be carefully kept apart in order to avoid confusion.
Biological intelligence clearly determines in large part psychometric intelligence, but there are also familial, educational, and socioeconomic factors
which influence it, to the extent that environmental factors are found to deter-

mineit. The usual tally of 70% genetic-30% environmental contributions very
roughly shows the relative contributions involved. The proportions differ from
place to place and from time to time because heritability is a population statistic (Eysenck, 1973a, 1979). Practical intelligence is partly based on psychomeGenetics
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tric intelligence, but even more influenced by many extraneous factors, as
shown in Figure 1. It is such a complex concept that it has little scientific

value, and we shall not discuss it any further (Eysenck, 1988).

The distinction between biological and psychometric intelligence does, however, give rise to theoretical debates which are fundamental to any theory of
intelligence. The debate harks back to two protagonists of alternative ways of
thinking aboutintelligence, namely Galton (1883, 1892) and Binet (1903,
1907). The essentials of this debate have been discussed in detail elsewhere
(Eysenck, 1983, 1986b, 1986c). Essentially, Galton believed in a unitary concept of intelligence, and Binet in a multiplicity of functions or faculties, such
as memory, imagery, imagination, attention, comprehension, suggestibility,

persistence, and so on, all of which should be measured, with intelligence

being merely the statistical average of relatively unconnected factors. (This is a
rough-and-ready interpretation of Binet’s theory; he never gave a detailed discussion of it, and changed his mind from time to time. See Tuddenham, 1962,

for a more detailed account.) Galton may be regarded as the originator ofg,
Binet of the “primary abilities” movement; both now find a place in the hierarchical system pioneered by Burt (1909).
Galton laid stress on genetic factors in producing individual differences in
intelligence, without disputing that environmentalso played a part. Binet, as an
educational psychologist, was more interested in environmental manipulation,
without denying the possibility of genetic determinants. Here, too, both were
essentially right, but again Galton drew attention to the more important of two
alternatives.
Finally, Galton, clearly preferring the concept of biological intelligence,
suggested measurement by means of simple, biologically determined tests. He
and Cattell favored simple tests of reaction time, sensory discrimination, time
estimation, and so on. Binet preferred complex mental tests of a more cognitive character, and as we know he wonthe argument, and IQ tests have ever
since been faithful copies of his original measure. Jensen (1982a, 1982b,
1986b) and Eysenck (1987b) have discussed the influence of the Zeitgeist
which caused psychologists to accept very bad experiments (e.g., Wissler,
1901) as proof that Galton was wrong. The point to rememberis that choice of
test is intimately connected with choice of theory. Galton accepted a capacity
theory, leading to attempted measurement of biological intelligence by means
of simple physiological measures. Binet accepted a theory laying more stress
on achievement and knowledge, and emerged with measures which oweda lot
to learning. American theories have tended to identify IQ with acquired knowledge and to reject in large measure genetic and physiological factors |
(Sternberg, 1982; Wolman, 1985). The ranks are not quite so clearly defined,
but the contrast is clear. Recent research has revived the Galtonian approach,
and any theory of intelligence as capacity must accommodatethis recent work.

THEORIES AT THE CAUSAL LEVEL: SPEED OF
INFORMATION PROCESSING
The original work of Spearman (1904) and Burt (1909) actually followed in
large measure Galton’s precepts, with positive consequences. Spearman found
tests of sensory discrimination a good measure ofintelligence, and later work
usually found positive correlations, sometimes unexpectedly high (e.g.,
Buktenica, 1971; Raz, Willerman, & Yama, 1987; Stankov & Horn, 1980).

The Raz et al. work is undoubtedly the best controlled of these studies. The
authors found correlations of -0.42 and -0.54 between discrimination thresholds
and an IQ test in college students, that is, with seriously restricted range of
ability. Correction for restricted range suggests a “true” correlation of about
0.60; this is a remarkable vindication of Spearman’s original hypothesis. (Note
that “discrimination” is one of the senses in which the Romans used the word
intelligentia.)
Burt (1909) also found sensory discrimination tests correlated with intelligence; motor tests and sensorimotortests also did well. An early version of an
IT (inspection time) apparatus test gave particularly good correlation with
scholastic intelligence. Given this very respectable performance of Galton-type
measures, one cannot help but wonder why they were abandoned by Spearman
and Burt in favor of Binet-type tests. Perhaps the need for apparatus use, laboratory equipment, and individual testing caused this sea change.
It is of course clear that reaction-time and inspection-time measures are
essentially tests of discrimination, although not purely sensory; there is always
a (small) cognitive content. It might also be noted that discrimination is the
major ingredient in the only type of tests used on neonatesto predict later IQ
(Fagan, 1984; Fagan & McGrath, 1981). In those tests what is measured is the

neonate’s preference for novel stimuli; this presupposes discrimination between
novel and repeated stimuli, as well as memory for previous exposure. But
memory has always been found to show lowcorrelation with IQ, so that the
major role in the prediction would seem to be borne by discrimination. The
importance of discrimination in defining the nature of intelligence fits in well
with the speed-error theory to be described later inthis chapter.
It is only relatively recently that attention has returned to Galton-typetests,
particularly reaction-time and inspection-time tests (Carlson & Widaman,
1987; Eysenck, 1982, 1986b; Jensen, 1982a, 1982b, 1985, 1986a). The major

findings are that RT measures (both decision time and movementtime), correlate negatively with IQ, poorly for simple RT, more highly the more complex
the demands of the task (Frearson & Eysenck, 1986); that variability of performance correlates even more highly (negatively) with IQ; and finally that the
speed or power nature of the IQ test is irrelevant to the size of the correlation.
Zero-order correlations of 0.60 and above have been found for RT-IQ (e.g.,
Frearson & Eysenck, 1986), and multiple Rs for combinations of RT measures
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of up to 0.70 and beyond. For ITs similarly mean correlations of around 0.50
are reported. Correlations are lower for both IT and RT when range ofIQ is
restricted, and higher whenretardates are part of the sample. Altogether a mixture of relatively simple RT-IT measures, easy enough for retardates to do
without error when given enough time, can correlate with a good IQ test as
highly as one good IQ test with another. This is a remarkable finding, as is the
finding that the correlation of a Wechsler subtest with g is directly proportional to the correlation of that test with an RT measure (r = 0.83, Hemmelgarn &

Kehle, 1984), suggesting that the RT test was a direct measure ofg.
Can we assert that these data prove that a factor of mental speed underlies
g as Eysenck (1953, 1967) suggested? Detterman (1987) has argued that we
cannot, and of course heis right; no such inductive argument would be admissible. But the argumentis a different one. I would suggest that the facts regarding RT and IT discovered recently support deductions from a theory suggesting that some form of mental speed underlies g—in other words, it is not that
a theory is suggested by serendipitous findings, but that the findings are predicted on the basis of a theory, and to that extent support it. There may of
course be alternative interpretations, and new theories may be formulated to
account for the facts. But insofar as the facts are in line with prediction, they

support the theory. Detterman also argues that RT experiments are more complex than they seem, and again heis right. The question that arises is whether
the complexities he lists are likely to cause the observed correlations, and the
answer seems to be rather that they would /ower them, but this point is of

course subject to experiment. What is the effect of motivation, and changes in
motivation brought about by knowledge of results, say, or rewards and punishments, on RT-IT correlations? One of the major functions of a theory is to

generate research, and clearly this theory has done precisely that.
At this point, we may notice certain remarkable similarities between the

development of the concept of G (gravitation) and g. Note that both arose from
simple observations. Gravitas (weight, heaviness) is the product of widely
observed phenomena (bodies unsupported falling to the ground), whereas intelligentia equally represents widely observed cognitive phenomena,and individual differences. Newton and Spearman, respectively, reported certain unifying
hypotheses, expressed in mathematical form, leading to the postulation of scientifically meaningful concepts, G and g. Neither theoretical and mathematical
development was rigorous; calculus only became mathematically rigorous 150
years after Newton when Cauchy published his Cours d’Analyse. Both theories
were beset by anomalies, which only “ordinary science” (Kuhn, 1970) could
explain. Both theories were heavily criticized in a nationalistic spirit—
Newton’s by the French, Spearman’s by the Americans. Both suffered from an
inability to explain certain phenomena: Newton was plaguedby the three-body
problem, Spearman by the existence of “primary” or group factors. Neither
author succeeded in finding a causal theory to explain his descriptive findings,
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seeking recourse in such insubstantial notions as “action at a distance”
(Newton), and “mental energy” (Spearman).
Lack of any such theory to explain the phenomenaof intelligence testing led
the writer to take up some vaguetheories and notions dating back to Thorndike
et al. (1926). It was argued (Eysenck, 1953, 1967, 1982, 1987b) that the usual
method of taking total scores on an IQ test as a measure of intelligence was
inappropriate, because different individuals could obtain identical scores with
quite different item solutions. It was suggested that the proper unit of analysis
was the item, which could be correctly solved, incorrectly solved, or aban-

doned. In addition, it seemed desirable to time each solution. The resulting
model suggested that IQ measurement depended on three theoretically independent factors: mental speed, persistence or continuance, and error production. A lengthy period of empirical and theoretical work followed, in which
Furneaux (1952, 1961) took a prominent part. Later on, White (1973, 1982)

elaborated somestatistical solutions to some of the problems whicharose.

Berger (1976, 1982), Brierley (1961), and others also reported data relevant to

the theory.
Furneaux (1961) was responsible for elaborating a model which is fundamental for any understanding of intellectual functioning; his theory can best be
stated in his own words:
The brain structure of any individual, P, includes a set of pN neural elements

which participate in problem-solving activities. It is not necessary at this stage to
adopt any particular view as to the nature of these elements, which might be
either single neurones or much more complex structures. The solution of a particular problem,h, of difficulty, D, involves bringing into association a particular
set, DNn, of these elements, interconnected in some precise order. (The terms

‘bringing into association’ and ‘interconnected’ should not necessarily be interpreted literally after the mannerof, say, an electrical circuit. For example, the

almost simultaneousfiring of two otherwise independent units could constitute
one method of bringing them into association, provided some device existed
which could detect the simultaneity, while the exact order of firing might represent the mode of interconnection.) When problem h is first presented single elements are first selected, at random, from the total pool pN and examinedto see
whether any one of them, alone, constitutes the required solution. A device must

be postulated which carries out this examination—it must bring together the
neural representations of the perceptual material embodying the problem, the
rules according to which the problem has to be solved, and the particular organization of elements whose validity as a solution has to be examined. It must give
rise to some sort of signal, whichin the case of an acceptable organization will
terminate the search process and will initiate the translation of the accepted neural organization into the activity which specifies the solution in behaviour terms.
Alternatively, if the organization under examination proves to be unacceptable, a
signal must result which will lead to the continuation of the search process. It
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will be useful to refer to this hypothetical device under the name of ‘the comparator.’
If D # 1, the comparator, will reject each of the pN trial solutions involving

only a single element, which, when correctly interconnected, might constitute a

valid solution. Suppose D ¥ 2, then all possible organizations of the pN elements
taken two at a time will also be examined andrejected, after which we can imag-

ine that the search will continue among sets of three, four, five, etc. If D =r, then

the comparator will reject in turn all the organizations involving from 1 to (r - 1)
elements, so that there will be a time

cannot occur, where:

1

r » FE, sec within which a solution

4

r = the time required for completing a single elementary operation
within the search process.
IT » E = the numberof elementary operations involved in the search process up
r—1
to the level of complexity (r-1).
1

Similarly, after a time

r »

sec all possible organizations embodying ele-

ments will have been examined, so that correct solutions to problemsofdifficulty r will always arise within the period defined by the two limiting times:

(YE and ye
In terms of such a hypothesis, therefore, VtT;, is in no sense a function of error of
measurement but results mainly from the range of times required to set up all
possible modes of neural organization at a particular level of complexity. It is
perhaps worth noting, in passing, that within the framework of such a hypothesis,
error would be accounted for by positing that during the search process organizations arise at levels of complexity v — 61, v — 82,..., etc., which satisfy most,

but not all, of the requirements of a true solution to a problem of difficulty r. If
the comparator has characteristics analogous to those of “band-width” in electrical and mechanical discriminators, i.e., if its discriminating powers are such that
neural organizations which closely resemble the organization representing a correct solution may be accepted as the required organization, then the possibility of
error arises. The frequency of error, thus conceived, will be a function of

the band-width of the comparator, and since the number of “nearly-correct”
organizations will increase as D is increased, the likelihood of error will increase
with D. This probability is clearly dependent on the exact nature of the search
process. Finally, continuance is easily defined in terms of such a “search”
hypothesis; it is a measure of the length of time during which, following the initiation of search, the comparator remains “set” for a particular problem. (pp.
185-186)
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The most recent test of the model against the Wechsler and RT measures
(Frearson, Eysenck, & Barrett, 1990) indicates its present position. We carefully summarized boththe positive and the negative conclusions to be drawn from
our studies.
The Furneaux model approaches individual differences in problem solving in
a new way. Both the properties of items and Ss are reinterpreted. Items are considered in terms of their difficulty, based not on the probabilistic properties of
pass/fail (as in classic psychometrics and item-response theory) but rather in
terms of difficulty based on time to solve. The relationship between this ‘time
based’ difficulty and the difficulties of classical psychometrics and item response
theory remains unexplored, but the meaningfulness of time-based difficulties (i.e.
that relative item difficulty is dependent solely upon the item’s content not upon
properties of the sample’s individuals) has been demonstrated.
The classification of Ss by their speed, accuracy and continuance has also
been shownto be reliable and apparently valid. However, the strict adherence to
the Furneaux method for the computation of S speed and continuance parameters
which leads to the failure to assign a full set of parameters to many Ss (and
hence has led to the premature halting of attempts at replication) has been shown
to be unnecessary. Parameters for continuance can be computed directly from the
times taken to abandon items and such parameters out-perform parameters calculated with a closer adherence to the letter of the Furneaux method. Similarly, S
accuracy parameters can be computed with no regard to the Furneaux model
(indeed it is hard to see how the Furneaux method does calculate accuracy parameters) and appear to perform well.
It is in the calculation of speed parameters that the Furneaux model shows
distinct advantages over more crude measures. To investigate individual differences in speedit is clearly imperative to account for differences in item characteristics. A simple summation of the time to complete a set of items can never
show the relationship between speed and general ability as it confounds two
opposite tendencies: the tendency for bright Ss to rapidly complete items and to
succeed at difficult and time-consuming problems. Attempts to measure speed
have therefore concentrated on giving Ss items only of such low difficulty that all
Ss will succeed on them, measuring only the first of the tendencies. The resulting speed measures applying as they do only to itemsofa trivial difficulty are of
limited validity (and the difficulties in measuring solution times are magnified by
virtue of their shortness). The Furneaux method addresses the problem of measuring speed by determining for items a time-based difficulty measure. The use
of these difficulties means that Ss’ speeds can be calculated from any set of items
of a full range of difficulty. It is this facility that allows the Furneaux method to
produce speed measures for subjects that are reliable and apparently valid.
The nature of this speed characteristic of individuals is indicated by the results
from comparing Furneaux speed and the WAIS-R scores and decision time data.
Significant correlations between Furneaux speed and the unspeeded subtests of
the WAIS-R,particularly vocabulary, show that Furneaux speed is not simply a
facility for working against the clock but is rather a trait for rapid manipulation
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of data. The low correlation between speed and decision time parameters shows
Furneaux speed not to be a simple measure of ability for rapid response but
rather an aspect of more cognitivetraits.
Theoretically the poor correlation between the Furneaux speed measure and
decision time parameters is counter indicative of a simple hierarchical model
where fast decision times lead to fast cognitive speed and hence a high IQ, but
rather points to a model of a high IQ dispositional set where responsivity to outside stimuli interacts with internal properties of the nervous system leading to the
parallel development of fast decision times, cognitive speed and IQ.
The practical applications of the Furneaux method are important. It has long
been felt that the time taken for a S to produce a response was as informative as
whether it was right or wrong. However, the difficulty in accurately timing each
response has made use of such data prohibitive. With the introduction of automatic ability testing by micro-computer, the collection of response times becomes
trivial. The Furneaux method allows use to be made of these extra data. The
results of the multiple regressions using Furneaux speed along with accuracy and
persistence parameters to predict WAIS-R subtest scores as well as verbal, performance and full-scale IQ showsthat the use of response times allows a short
test to perform more like a battery of tests than a single one. (Typically any one
test will correlate highly with some tests with which it shares commonitem-specific factors and very badly with others. The generally high multiple R obtained
with the three parameters of the Furneaux test for all the WAIS-R subtests show
its greater independence from the effects of item specific factors.)
The supporting evidence for the details of the Furneaux model is weak,
indeed it is hard to see what form such evidence could take. However, the func-

tion of models of such wide scope is more to be of use in stimulating research
than to be literally correct. The Furneaux model highlights an alternative
approach to individual difference research distinct from both psychometrics and
item response theory. Such an approach appears to give results of acceptable reliability and validity and with changes in techniques of practical testing the overheads involved in collecting the extra data required become less of an obstacle.
(Frearson, Eysenck, & Barrett, 1990, pp. 256-257)

This approach is in many wayssimilar to a theory put forward by Campbell
(1960) at the same time as Furneaux’s final presentation of his theory.
Simonton (1988) has taken up the Campbell theory and elaborated it recently.
Campbell proposes a “blind-variation-and-selective-relation process” (p. 380)
as fundamental to all inductive achievements, and to all genuine increases in
knowledge, as well as to creative thinking. This would thus furnish a basis for

Spearman’s noegenetic laws (although neither Campbell nor Simonton put it
like that). Campbell argues that a similar view has been put forward by
philosophers and scientists, such as Bain, Sourian, Mach, and Poincaré.
Campbell does not formalize his system as Furneaux has done; this makes it
impossible to test. But the similarities are noteworthy, as is the simultaneous

emergence of the two theories. Their main import—and it is an important
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one—is the absence of a homunculusin the brain doing all the theorist’s work
for him!
Wenow have a theory of cognitive functioning, and we have a theory of
individual differences in mental speed which, taken together, may have some
value in suggesting a causal basis for differences in g. It clearly cannot be
asserted that this is a truly causal relation. In fact it will be suggested in our
next section that speed is a secondary factor only, the true causal factor being
the error rate in information processing. But staying with speed for a moment,
we may ask the somewhat naive question of whether speed of sensory nerve
conduction might be the physiological basis of the observed differences in RT,
IT, and mental speed generally. Barrett, Daum, and Eysenck (1990) have
reported an experiment in which orthodromicelectrical stimulation of the
median nerveat the site of the third digit in each hand wasusedto elicit average sensory nerve action potentials. The outcome wasthat no correlation
appeared between velocity of sensory conduction and IQ,but that variability of
sensory conduction did so (r = 0.44). Removal of outliers increased this corre-

lation to 0.68. Vernon and Mori (1989) have reported a correlation between
intelligence and nerve conduction velocity of 0.42, and between RT and nerve
conduction velocity of -0.28. The true correlation thus remains in doubt,

although a recent publication (Barrett & Eysenck, 1993) and as yet unpublished study by Vernon would seem to argue against the theory. What is apparent is that although there is support for a mental speed hypothesis, there are
two findings which argue againstit, or at least constitute anomalies which cannot be interpreted in these terms. One involves the variability of sensory conduction and its correlation with IQ, the other the variability of RT measures

and its correlation with IQ. Some such correlation might be predicted from the
obvious connection between RT speed and variability; high speed demands low
variability, as high variability implies many low-speed reactions. But whatis
found is usually a higher correlation for variability than speed, and this cannot
be so explained. An attempt to do so will be given in the nextsection.

CAUSAL THEORIES AT THE BIOLOGICAL LEVEL
Reaction times and inspection times are relevant to Galton’s conceptions, but
they are not strictly physiological measurements of brain activity. Recent years
have seen a burgeoning of approachesto this topic, using EEG, evoked potential, and contingent negative variation measurements for the purpose (Deary &
Caryl, 1993; Eysenck, 1986a, 1986b, 1993a; Eysenck & Barrett, 1985; Vernon,

1993). The results leave little doubt about the fact that quite high correlations
can be obtained between particular AEPs and IQ. This is not the place to recapitulate what is in fact an enormous amount of evidence. Weshall be con-
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cerned rather with the question of the light selected studies throw on the
theory of intelligence.
Much work has shownthat the Jatency of AEPsis negatively correlate
d

with IQ, very much like RT andIT: the slower reactions, the
lower the IQ

(Callaway, 1975; Deary & Caryl, 1993). Amplitude also usually showed a positive correlation with IQ. More important theoretically is the finding that
variability of AEP gives more consistent and higher correlations with IQ
than
either latency or amplitude. Earlier work is summarized by Deary and Cary]
(1993), but for our purposes the most important study is one reported by D.E.
Hendrickson (1982) and A. E. Hendrickson (1982). Measures of complexity of
the wave form and of variability were taken on 219 schoolchildren, with a
mean WAISscore of 108. The measures of complexity and variability were of
course quite highly correlated with each other, and both correlated with IQ
(0.72 and -0.72, respectively); the composite score correlated with IQ 0.83.
Complexity was measuredin termsofthe total length of the trace (“string test”
because in the early work a string was laid along the trace, and then straightened andits length determined). Variability was determined by adding the variances of the response to the 100 tones which constituted the stimuli on each of
the 2 millisecond recordings.
Is the correlation between g and AEP proportional measure, as theory

would demand? Eysenck and Barrett (1985) carried out the following calcula-

tion.
If the general factor obtained from the intercorrelations between all the subtests of the Wechsler is our best index of intelligence and if the AEP
Composite measure represents a good measure ofintelligence, then we would
expect the factor loadings on the 11 WAIS subtests and the correlations of the
subtests with the AEP Composite measure to be proportional. Table 1 shows
the actual data, giving both factor loadings and correlations with the AEP
Composite measure. In view of the fact that the reliabilities of the different

WAISsubtests are not identical, we give both the uncorrected (raw) correla-

tions and the correlations corrected for attenuation. It will be seen that as far as
the correlation between factor loadings and composite measure is concerned,
the correction makeslittle difference; the Spearman rho is .95 for the uncorrected values and .93 for the corrected values. Proportionality, therefore, is
almost perfect and strongly supports the view that the EP is a true measure of
intelligence.
Why do wefind such close relationship between IQ and variability? A. E. Hendrickson (1982) has suggested that the reason is the occurrenceoferrors in

the transmission of information through the cortex, and that such errors pro-

duce variability. He provisionally located the source of the errors in the
Synapse, and framed the argument in termsof pulse trains forming a chain,
with the final pulse train being “recognized” in order to initiate action. His
argumentis as follows:
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Table 1. Correspondence Between Factor Loadingsof 11 WAIS Tests and
their Correlations with Composite AEP Measure
Correlations with

Composite AEP measure

Factor loadings

WAIS subtests

Uncorrecteda

Corrected»

Uncorrecteda

Corrected®

Information
Comprehension
Arithmetic
Similarities

—.68
—.59
-.65
—.71

-—.71
—.66
-—.73
-.76

18
13
18
82

82
82
.88
.88

.68

81

Vocabulary
Digit Symbol
Picture Comprehension
Block Design
Picture Arrangement
Object Assembly
The AEP Composite
Measure

-.68
—.35
—.57
—.54
—.46
—.44

-.70
—.36
-.63
—.58
—.57
—.55

19
50
.68
71
.58
.58

81
52
75
77
71
12

—

—

-.77

—

Digit Span

-.70

—.59

a The Spearman rho between the Uncorrected correlations and loadings = .95
b The Spearman rho between the Corrected correlations and loadings = .93.
From “Psychophysiology and the Measurement of Intelligence,” by H. J. Eysenck & P.
Barrett, 1985, Methodological and Statistical Advances in the Study of Individual

Differences (Eds. C. R. Reynolds & V. Willson), New York: Plenum. Reprinted by permission.
Let us call the characteristic probability of correct recognition for an individual ‘R’. The converse probability of recognition failure is therefore 1 - R. R is to
be thought of as the probability that just one of the synaptic recognitions will
succeed, as opposed to the probability that the entire chain will be recognized
correctly.
If we assumethat each synapse has the same value of R, and that the probabilities are independent, we specify the probability that a chain of ‘N’ events will
succeed as:

RN

that is, R raised to the Nth power. For example, if R was .90, and N was3, the
probability of the 3-chain sequence would be .729.
Let us reverse the problem somewhat, and examine the characteristic length of
a logical chain that will succeed before breakdown occurs, given the value of R.

This is called the expected average value of N, written as E(N). The formula
turns out to be:

E(N) =

1
1-R
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There are some very interesting behavioural consequences implied by
the
above formula. We should note that the value of R is likely to be quite high
in

absolute terms, and it is interesting to see the effect that small difference
s in the

value will make.

Suppose that we have three individuals, which we will call ‘A’, ‘B’, and
‘C’,

each having a different characteristic value of R. Individual ‘A’ has an R value

of .9900, individual ‘B’ a value of .9990, and individual ‘C’ the highest
value of

all, .9999,

Substituting the values of R into the above formula, we can work outthat
the
average expected values of N, E(N), are 100 for individual ‘A’, 1,000 for
individual ‘B’, and a full 10,000 for individual ‘C’!

Converting the above expected values into time, we use the value of 230 ms
(our assumed average humanpulse train length) for each of the N units.
Individual ‘A’ has an expected mean time before failure (MTBF) of 23s.
Individual ‘B’ has a MTBF of 230s, or just under 4 min. Individual ‘C’ has a

MTBF of 2300s, or about 38 min.

|

For many kinds of everyday activity, we humans do not require very long
thought chains. If a particular thought chain was one that required, say, only ten
steps for completion, there would be very little absolute difference between the

values of R to the N in the three individuals mentioned above. Individual ‘A’,

with the R of .9900, would have a probability of completing a ten-link chain of
904. Individual ‘B’, with an R value of .9990, has a final probability of .99 of

completing the chain, and individual ‘C’ ends up with a .999 probability.
If we had some sort of IQ test which consisted of large numbers of easy
items, each of which could be solved using programmesoften links or less, and
these programmes were knownto our three individuals, it would take a fairly
large numberof test items to be administered before we could reliably identify

individual ‘A’ from the others. A 100-item test, with each item requiring ten
pulse train links, and a time limit placed on each item, should result with ‘A’
having a score of 90 on thetest, ‘B’ with a score of 99, and ‘C’ with a score of

100. We would not be very confident on the basis of these results that ‘B’ and
‘C’ were really different, and not entirely certain (taking into account normal
sampling variability) that ‘C’ was really better than ‘B’.
Nowlet us step up the difficulty by a factor of 100, and set a test consisting
of items with 1,000 links each. Each item requires just under 4 min of thinking
to arrive at the correct answer. Individual ‘A’ breaks down onthis test completely. He has a probability of solving any single item of only .00004—lucky guesses excluded. Individual *B’ has a respectable probability of solving any item of
.368. Individual *C’ still finds the items fairly easy, with a probability of .904 of
getting the answer to an item in the alloted time. If we were to administer a
timed test with ten such items to these three individuals, we would expect scores

of 0, 4, and 9, which spaces the individuals out nicely. We would therefore be

fairly confident that we have distinguished between them with a small number of
items (noting, however, that the ten items take longer to administer, as a practical point).
Our model mirrors the commonplace observation that people of very high
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This “error probability” model is not incompatible with our “speed of information processing” model. I have argued (Eysenck, 1987b) that the error
model implicates the speed differences between high and low IQ groups, and
has precedence because it explains the correlations between IQ and variability
(RT; AEP) which the speed model leaves unexplained. Consider Figure 2,
whichis a greatly oversimplified model of information processing in the brain.
A “sender” receives a sensory input, say a tone as in the Hendrickson experiment. This message is relayed over a series of hundreds of neurons (represented by just 8 in the figure) which pass the message on to a comparator which
has to decide about the nature of the message before initiating action. If all
incoming messagesagree on the nature of the stimulus, the comparator can fire
straightaway (no error paradigm). Butlet us say that in some of the neurons or
synapses an error occurs; this results in ambiguity of the message at the comparator level, and further input needs to be awaited before the messageis clear
and acceptable. As messages are not sent out simultaneously but over a (very
short) period of time, each needs varying lengths of time to arrive at the comparator, errors will cost time, and this time loss meansa less speedy reaction.
Errors are of course only probabilistic; they may or may not occur even in an
individual with high error probability. Hence on the occasional error-free occasion, even the dullest retardate may give an RT asshort as a high-IQ subject;
it is this which produces the correlation between variability and IQ. In other
words, speed differences are derivations of error probability differences. They

(

COMPARATOR

Incoming

stimulus

Figure 2.

Diagrammatic picture of cortical comparator.

Effector

[response]
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are only likely to give correlations with IQ in very easy tasks; in
tasks lasting
over a second, and admitting of executive error, the picture become
s more
complex, and errors, omissions, “giving up,” and differential strategi
es may
play a part. Individual differences in IQ tasks wouldstill be caused
by transmission error probability, but would not necessarily act through speed
differences as measured. It seems that log times to solution depend on the difficult
y

level of the problem. These soon become too long to be tolerabl
e, and hence

the subject gives up, or produces a premature wrong answer (Eysenck, 1953).
Howthe individual reacts depends on his or her personality; that is, noncogn
itive factors designated “continuance” and “error” in the Furneaux model.
Extraversion, impulsiveness, and the like are Clearly involved.
The theory suggested here would explain not only the importance of g in
cognitive tasks in terms of a single fundamental psychological—physiological
process, it would also serve to explain many other findings hitherto rather mysterious. Why are correlations of mental tests with each other and with cognitive variables highest for low-IQ groups (Detterman & Daniel, 1989)?
Detterman argues that possibly central mental processes, if deficient, would
limit the efficiency of all other processes in the system.
Becauseofthe deficit in the central process, the entire system is brought to a uniform low level of operation. So all processes in subjects with deficits tend to
operate at the same uniform level. However, subjects without deficits show much
more variability across processes because they do not have deficits in important
central processes. This causes high correlations among mental measures in low
IQ subjects and low correlations in high IQ subjects. (p. 358)

If we identify error propensity with this central process, we obtain a testable
version of this theory. It gives causal backing to the descriptive theory of g as
a general factor of intelligence.
Any summary of the evidence concerning AEPrelationship with IQ (Deary &
Caryl, 1993) must note the variability of results reports. This is due in part to
different choices of IQ measures, different choices of electrode placement, dif-

ferences in EEG methodology, differential samples (restriction of range), and

similar experimental factors. Barrett and Eysenck (in press) have recently
shown that the size of the correlations obtained depended crucially on the
amplitude of the P180 component. High-amplitude subjects gave high correlations; low amplitude subjects low correlations. This relation was obtained in
three different samples, and was also found in an inspection time paradigm.In
other words, subjects are heterogeneous as far as biological variability is concerned, and maythus giverise to contradictory results if no measure of this
factor is obtained. The psychological meaning of P180 amplitude in this
respect is discussed by Barrett and Eysenck(in press).
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CREATIVITY AND OTHER NON-G FACTORS

Wehave deliberately concentrated on the elaboration of a theory to account for
g, leaving out of account non-g factors or “primaries.” Some of these non-g
differences may be due to cerebral specialization (Kaufman, 1979) or other
factors; there is little evidence on which to base a theory. But IQ tests are often
accused of neglecting important factors like creativity and originality, and it is
the intention in this section to suggest a model of creativity which fits into the
framework outlined in previous sections.
Originality and creativity are often taken to be cognitive traits, that is,
aspects or parts of intelligence. Thus intelligence tests are often divided into
measures of convergent and divergent thinking, with the latter being more
closely associated with originality and creativity. An alternative view, whichis
taken in this section, is that originality and creativity are not by themselves
aspects ofintelligence, but rather are traits of personality, that is, are noncog-

nitive. Great achievement, on this account, would be due to a combination of

high intelligence and the appropriate personality configuration. This view,
which wasoriginally put forward by Spearman (1927), requires empirical support, and such support has recently been forthcoming in a series of studies,
most of which were conducted by British psychologists.
Some of this work took its origin from the widely held hypothesis that
genius and madness may be closely allied. This common observation suggests
that people who are highly original and creative may differ from the ordinary
run of people by showing personality qualities often associated with schizophrenics and other psychotics. A number of genetic studies have indeed supported such a view. Heston (1966) studied offspring of schizophrenic mothers
raised by foster parents, and found that although about half showed psychosocial disability, the remaining half were notably successful adults, possessing
artistic talents and demonstrating imaginative adaptationsto life to a degree not
found in the control group. Karlsson (1968, 1970) in Iceland found that among
relatives of schizophrenics there was a high incidence of individuals of great
creative achievement. McNeil (1971) studied the occurrence of mental illness

in highly creative adopted children and their biological parents, discovering
that the mental illness rates in the adoptees and in their biological parents were
positively and significantly related to the creativity level of the adoptees.
Findings such as these clearly support speculations, such as those by Hammer
and Zubin (1968) and by Jarvik and Chadwick (1973) to the effect that there iS.
a commongenetic basis for great creative potential and for psychopathological
deviation.
Eysenck and Eysenck (1976) have suggested that psychoticism might be a
causal factor in creativity. Assuming for the momentthat the P scale does measure, at least to some extent, the essence of the continuum from normality to

psychosis, and assuming for the momentthat the hypothesis linking creativity
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and originality with mental abnormality possesses somevirtue, then
we should
be able to test this hypothesis in a variety of ways. It was first tested,
in an
unpublished study referred to by Eysenck and Eysenck (1976), by Kidner.
He administered several of the Wallach and Kogan (1965) tests of original-

ity to male and female students, nurses, and teachers, and found
significant

relationships between originality and creativity, on the one hand, and high
P

scores on the other. He also found that acceptance of culture, that
is, agreement with cultural norms, was negatively correlated with P, and also
with cre-

ativity and originality.
Other studies more marginally relevant to the hypothesis under investigation
are reported in the book by Eysenck and Eysenck (1976), but we will turn now
rather to a more recent study by Woody and Claridge (1977) whichis particularly impressive.
The subjects of their study were 100 university students at Oxford, both
undergraduate and graduate. The students constituted a wide sampling of the
various fields of specialization at the university. They chose students as their
subjects because of evidence that creativity is significantly related to IQ up to

about 120, but that it becomes independent of IQ abovethis level. The tests

used by them were the EPQ (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) and the
Wallach—Kogan Creativity Tests, somewhat modified and making up five dif-

ferent tasks (instances, pattern meanings, uses, similarities, and line meanings).

Each task was evaluated in terms of two related variables: the number of
unique responses produced by the subject, and the total number of responses
produced by the subject.
The Pearson product-momentcorrelation coefficients between psychoticism
and creativity scores for the five tests are as follows. P with total number of

responses include: Instances = 0.32; Pattern Meanings = 0.37; Uses = 0.45;

Similarities = 0.36; Line Meanings = 0.38. P with uniqueness scores: 0.61,

0.64, 0.66, 0.88, 0.65. It will be seen that all the correlations are positive and

significant, and those with the uniqueness score (which is of course the more
relevant of the two) are all between .6 and .7. These values are quite exceptionally high for correlations between what is supposed to be a cognitive measure, and a test of a personality trait, particularly when general intelligence has
effectively been partialed out from the correlations through the selection of
subjects. There were effectively no significant correlations between E and N,
on the one hand andcreativity on the other. It is interesting to note, however,
that the L (Lie or dissimulation) score of the personality questionnaire, which
up to a point is a measure of social conformity, showed throughout negative
correlations with creativity scores, seven out of ten being Statistically significant. L is knownto correlate negatively with P (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1976).
Studies not using the P scale have come up with traits of creative persons
not dissimilar to those characteristic of the high P scorer. Getzels and Jackson
(1962) found that divergers were unconventional and independent of judgment
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(see also Torrance, 1962). Hudson (1966, 1968) also noted the conformity of
the converger, and the rebelliousness of and failure to fit in of the diverger.
It might be said in criticism of the studies reviewed so far that they deal
with psychological tests of creativity and originality in normal and not very
distinguished people, and that what is normally understood by originality and
creativity demands something more than that. The objection is a reasonable
one, although it should not be taken to infirm the remarkable success achieved
by Woody and Claridge’s empirical testing of the hypothesis linking P and creativity. The only study of what most lay people would consider genuine creativity has been reported by Gotz and Gotz (1979a, 1979b).
In the study under review, Gotz and Gotz administered the EPQ to 337 professional artists living in West Germany, of whom 147 male and 110 female
artists returned the questionnaire: Their mean age was 47 years. One outstanding result of this work was that male artists were significantly more introverted and significantly more neurotic than nonartists, whereas for females there
was no difference on either of these dimensions. As the authors suggest, it is
perhaps true that in our Western world it is mainly women with average or
higher scores on extraversion who have the courage to become artists, although
the more introverted and possibly moreartistically gifted women do notdare to
enter the precarious career of the artist.
We must now turn to scores on psychoticism. Here the results are very
clear: male artists have much higher P scores than male nonartists, and female

artists have much higher P scores than female nonartists. As Gétz and Gotz
point out, these results suggest that certainly many artists may be more toughminded than nonartists: “Some traits mentioned by Eysenck & Eysenck may
also be typical for artists, as for instance they are often solitary, troublesome
and aggressive, and they like odd and unusual things” (p. 332).
The work of Gotz and Gotz thus offers important support for the results of
Woody and Claridge, and the other authors cited above, in that this more
recent work uses actual artistic achievementas a criterion for the measurement
of creativity and originality. In doing so, they give credenceto the validity of
divergent thinking tests as measures of creativity and originality, and the fact
that both in the artistic and in the nonartistic population studied by other investigators significant correlations are found between psychoticism and creativity
and originality very much strengthens the hypothetical link between the personality trait and the behavioral pattern. We may thus be justified in concluding that originality and creativity are the outcome of certain personality traits,
rather than being cognitive variables or abilities. This is an important conclusion which is somewhatin contrast with assumptions usually made in this

field.
The Gétz and Gotz study is the only one which actually used the psychoticism scale, but other studies implicated traits in creative people which are
clearly part of the P syndrome. Thus work of the Institute for Personality
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Assessment and Research at Berkeley, under the direction of MacKinnon
(1962), was concerned with creativity in architects, writers, and mathemati-

cians. As described by MacKinnonetal. (1961) and Barron (1969), creative
people showedtraits of individualism and independence, lack of social conformity, unconventionality, and lack of suggestibility (Crutchfield, 1962). They
were also below par in sociability and self-control. Responses ontests like
word association were odd and unusual, almost like those of schizophrenics.
Most important, the creatives studied by the I.P.A.R. group consistently
showed greater psychopathology, on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory depression, hypochondriasis, hysteria, psychopathy, and paranoia
scales than did the controls. Lytton (1971) concludes that: “It is difficult...to
deny that there is more than a chance association between psychiatric difficulties and creative powers” (p. 63). This psychopathology is countered, however,
by greater ego strength, as also shown on the MMPIscales.
Of course, it should not be assumed that this personality trait of P, even
when found in conjunction with high N and low E,can byitself produce an
original work of consequence. A certain reasonably high amountof intelligence and/orartistic ability is obviously required in order to enable a person
possessing high creativity and originality to produce anything worthwhile. It is
obviously important to separate the successful use of personality traits—such
as those mediating creativity—and the unsuccessful use, degenerating into
mere oddity and possibly psychotic deterioration.
We would thus conclude that creativity requires high g, but is in itself a
personality trait related to P. Can we specify more closely how it might be
connected with our model ofintelligence? We have postulated that cognition
follows the “blind-variation-and-selection” rule, but of course for most purposes some extensions andrestrictions ofthis rule are required. Selection can only
take place between existing elements, and these have to be acquired by learning. Newton would not have produced his famous formula if there had not

been in his mind the results of Galileo’s and Kepler’s researches, for instance.
Again, not all known elements enter into the selection process. There were

many facts known to Newton whichdid notenter into the “variation-and-selec-

tion” process, such as the name of his mother, or the assumed relation between
Zeus and Athenae. Thus the process cannot be, and is not, entirely blind; there

is implied a restriction by relevance. This point needs to be made, althoughit
plays no part in the Furneaux or Campbell expositions.
One fundamental characteristic of schizophrenic thinking is very relevant to

this theory. As Cameron (1939; Cameron & Margaret, 1951) and Payne and

Hewlett (1960) have shown experimentally, overinclusion is very characteristic
of schizophrenic thinking, that is, the tendency to go beyond the bounds of what
is traditionally considered relevant in one’s problem-solving behavior and
include apparently irrelevant items. This will usually be counterproductive, but
when coupled with critical appreciation of the final product may be just what
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is needed in order to solve problems in a new way. This is characteristic of

genius, and even of less exalted achievers, in both science and thearts. It

seems possible that here we have the link between creativity and intelligence.
We thus have a restriction of the “blind-variation-and-selection” model
along two lines. The concept of gc is defined by the number of elements available to the problem solver; the concept of creativity or originality by the inclusiveness of the problem solver’s thinking. These limitations are probably linked
with important personality traits; g- is closely related to introversion (Eysenck,
1978; Eysenck, & Cookson, 1969; Wankowsky, 1973). This no doubt is the

reason that successful scientists tend strongly to be introverted (Cattell &
Butcher, 1968; Roe, 1951).

This clearly is not the place to explicate further the complexities of our theory (Eysenck, 1993b). It may, however, be useful to stress the importance of
supplementing any cognitive theory of intelligence (g) by considering the relevance to performance of personality factors. Motivation too must be considered, although its influence on IQ testing has been found weaker than expected (Eysenck, 1944). Scientific analysis aims to sort out the major variables
which deserve independent study, but in the application to real-world behavior
these independent influences must of course be combined in order to assess
their relevance and combination. In order to achieve a proper understanding of
such independent determinants, a proper, testable theory is urgently required.
That offered here is only a first beginning in the search for such a theory, but
a beginning has to be made somewhereif we are not to continue to drift along
a theoryless byway.
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Chapter 7

A System for Understanding
Cognitive Capabilities: A
Theory and the Evidence on
Which it is Based

John Horn and Jennie Noll
University of Southern California

PURPOSES

Wepresent a theory of human cognitive capabilities—a theory of whatis
often
(as in this book) referred to as intelligence. We use the term cognitiv
e capabilities rather than intelligence to refer to these phenomenain an effort
to avoid
begging an important question about the nature of the phenomena.
The singular word intelligence implants the assumption that the phenomenaare
unitary—
that a single concept represents the entirety. But the question of
whetheror not
there is such unity is a major question, the answer to which should
be adduced
from carefully accumulated evidence. This is not a matter of assumpti
on: it is
a matter of what is the nature of the phenomena that are referred
to with the
word intelligence. These phenomena are human capabilities
referred to with
such terms as thinking, problem solving, memory, abstracting,
reasoning,
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retrieval, concept attainment, knowing, and behaving intelligently. The question is: “Are these phenomena well explained with one concept, intelligence;
are the phenomena unitary?” The answer appears to be “No.”
One may ask: “Well, okay, but what do you mean by unitary?” We mean
that the elements of that which is unitary change together systematically; they
rise together, they fall together, they appear together, they disappear together.
Also, there is lawful system in this change. For example, the change in one
element may systematically follow change in another element, or occur only
when other elements change in a particular order. There are many ways in
which functional unities of the human body are systematic.
There are a number of ways in which evidence might be accrued to show
that different abilities constitute a unity—intelligence. Evidence might show
that all of a set of abilities are caused by a unitary set of genetic determiners.
The term intelligence is often used in a mannerthat suggests that such evidence is at hand.
In fact, however, westill have much to learn about genetic determiners of

abilities, and the evidence thus far accumulated does not indicate a unitary
trait. The evidence points to several sets of genes separately and only partially
determining different cognitive abilities. No particular configuration of these
abilities constitutes intelligence. It is rather as if there are several intelligences,
not one. Different cognitive abilities are analogous to different features of
physiognomy. Just as different sets of genes determine the shapes of ears, the
breadth of noses, the color of hair, and other such features that make up the

different looks of different people, so different sets of genes determine the
physiological structures and functions that underlie the developments of different cognitive capabilities that make up the different intelligences of different
people. The different intelligences do not appear to be inherited as a unitary
whole.
Similarly, the evidence indicating determinants in learning ofabilities points
to many factors of motivation, timing, practice, reinforcement, and developmental stage that partially determine the acquisition of the abilities that make
up whatis referred to as intelligence. These determinants do not work in unison to produce a single unitary whole. The different organizations of distinct
cognitive capabilities that emerge from learning indicate different intelligences.
There appears to be nosingle intelligence that is an outcomeof learning.
The different abilities of any one person are contained within and are part of
the functioning of that person alone and thus are unitary in this very broad
sense. But in this sense all psychological phenomena are unitary—motivation,
temperament, belief, and so on. In scientific description and explanation we
identify distinct functional unities within the unities of separate individuals.
The heart is a unity separate from the liver and the brain, for example. There
are notable individual differences in hearts and livers and brains (and parts of
brains). There are notable individual differences in the developmentofthe liver
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and the heart. The features of the heart change together in an interrelated manner that is distinct from changes in features of the liver. So it is that separate
abilities may be distinct unities. A fundamental scientific question is: Are different cognitive capabilities indicative of distinct structures and developments,
or, alternatively, is there a single system of relationships amongall these structures and developments such that one can justify use of a single unifying concept—intelligence? We should not assumethe answerto this question: We
should gather evidence and study it carefully to arrive at the answer. The purpose of this chapter is to present the evidence (such as we can comprehendit)
that is relevant to this answer.
The theory we will describe in this chapter is in some respects different
from other theories dealing with the same phenomena, but we seek to avoid
controversy that is based on opinion or equally defensible interpretations of the
same evidence. The theory is based on the assumptions of the paradigmsof the
research from which the evidence has been obtained (in the broad sense that
Kuhn, 1970, defines paradigm). Any science is limited by such assumptions.
Wewill endeavor to make these assumptions evident, but not by detailed
philosophical analysis; rather by clear description of the nature of the evidence.
Given these assumptions, we aim to present only evidence and reasonable
(plausible) interpretation of the evidence. Our major purpose is to provide a
conceptual basis for further scientific research on the nature and development
of human cognitive capabilities.

PROBLEMS
Whenone looks for a studied momentat the myriad of abilities that humans display, it’s as if one were to look into the heavens on a clear night and become
stirred by the ceaseless drift of the clouds of the Milky Way. On such a night one
might be dimly aware that there is order and system in the celestial white. But
where amongthe drifting haze might one draw dimensions to represent this
order? At first there is no answerto this question, only befuddlement. The same
is true for humanabilities. They appear as free-floating swarms emerging from
spaces of unknown many dimensions. Is there genuine order in this throng, or
can one at least impose an orderthat will not do great injustice to the complexity and still enable one to organize thinking and talking about it? (Horn, 1988, p.
|
645)

It is tempting to suppose that before there can be sound research on human
intelligence the phenomena mustbe definitively circumscribed—and onthis
basis set out to try to specify the domain ofthe abilities of intelligence. The
problem is that this can’t be done. It cannot be done not only because the phenomena are so vast and diverse, as indicated above, but also because they are
constantly changing. The swarms of human capabilities that indicate intelli-
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gence are ever-expanding. New capabilities appear with every invention of the
human mind—theprinting press, the silicon chip, DNA, computer games,
fusion and fission, and so on, ad infinitum. The set of abilities that indicate

intelligence is also shrinking. Abilities that once were important are no longer
developed, perhaps because the culture no longer needs them. Efforts to circumscribe the domain of intellectual capabilities thus are doomed to failure,

because not only is the universe of such elements so vast that its boundaries
are beyond comprehension, but also because the domain of such capabilities is
constantly growing and shrinking, evolving into a new vastness.
Not only is the universe of human cognitive capabilities vast and diverse,
there are also no clearly discernable demarcations to distinguish abilities one
from another or even from other qualities of the human, such as those of motivation and temperament. There is no clean way to divide the manifest phenomenainto discrete segments. Lookat it this way: What do you see when you
see ability in action? You see abilities—many of them, perhaps all of them—
and you see many other things as well—emotion,drive, apprehension, feeling,
and so on. You do notsee these “things” as discrete elements: You see them
as a seamless whole. You do not see a line in behavior between reasoning,
retrieval, perception and detection. Thusit is that abilities are not segments of
behavior; they are abstractions we apply to an indivisible flow of behavior. To
ask “Is there order among swarms of humanabilities?” is to ask what concepts,

and how many, are neededto describe an indivisible whole of human capabilities. In specifying different features of cognition, it is as if we are slicing
smoke. With our methods, we slice a continuous, homogenous, irregular mass

of gray into shades of gray; with our words, we then describe the segments
thus cut.
Wecannot hope to define human capability as a concrete entity as we
define a brain or a heart. But there is behavior that people—scientists and others alike—refer to as indicating cognitive capabilities. This behavior can be
objectively and accurately recorded. Operational definitions of concepts representing this behavior can be specified in measures that are reliable and reliably
distinct one from another. Samples of the behavior that scientists agree is
indicative of cognitive capabilities can be obtained with these measures in
goodly samples of humans. The regularities among these measures can be
identified. Explanation of these regularities—scientific theory—thus can be
educed. Thus, we can understand human cognitive capabilities in terms of
operational definitions for specifying behavior and awareness of regularities—
repeatable relationships—that indicate how these definitions are associated
with other variables of function and development. This is the task of building
construct validity (Cronbach, 1977, 1987). It is the task of establishing verified
scientific theory.
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We thus come to the question of how many humanabilities are there: How
many shades of gray abilities can we see? The answeris not simple.
From his studies of highly talented people, Commons(1985, p. 2) estimat-

ed that “There might be 800,000—or moreintellectual abilities!” Carroll has
told us, on the other hand, that “it has becomeclear that there exist only a rel-

atively small numberof identifiable, replicable abilities” (Carroll, 1985, p. 9).
Whois correct? The answer is both.
Carroll’s correct statement is a conclusion drawn from thoughtful analysis
of a large body of replicated results of studies in which large samples of
notably different people performed on large batteries of diverse tests and paradigms, each designed to measure a feature of human intelligence—a process, a
capacity, a quality, an ability—that is different from the features measured by
other tests and paradigms. Analyses of such information indicate that measures
designed to indicate distinct abilities are not distinct. The measures overlap.
They have many features in common: A relatively small number of common
factors will account for the covariability among the performances on many different tests and paradigms.
An ability is commonto severaltests if the order of subjects on measures of
that ability is the same (except for error, of course) as the order obtained by
summing over each subject’s scores on the several tests (thus obtaining an
overall measure of each subject). If few such abilities will accomplish this for
all possible sets of “several tests” within a large battery of tests, then it can
correctly be said that a small numberof factors measure abilities that are common to the large numberof tests. The evidence of hundreds of studies indicates

that indeed, a small number of factors will measure all the abilities that are

common in very large batteries. This is the sense in which there are “only a
relatively small numberof identifiable, replicable abilities.”
The same analyses that indicate few commonfactors also point to the many
abilities to which Commonsrefers. These analyses indicate many nonerror specific factors. These are reliable (replicable) measures of the behavior evinced
with each particular test—segments not correlated with (predicted by, accounted for by) the other tests and paradigmsof a battery. Specific factors thus represent abilities (aspects of abilities) that are not the abilities held in common
with other tests. There can be more than one such ability indicated by the specific factor of each test. Since many, manytests (to measure a very large number of humanabilities) have been invented, many, manyspecific factors of
ability have been indicated by the evidence that also indicates few common
factors. Many more such tests and paradigms can be—and will be—invented.
As circumstances of human existence change, new abilities, and new tests to
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measure abilities, will be developed. There is virtually no limit to the newtests

that humans can invent to measure newabilities (Humphreys, 1979). Thus itis
that there can be many, many specific abilities. When one realizes, also, that
every human possesses billions of neurons that can be arranged in billions of
ways, and each arrangement can support a different pattern of abilities, then
again it is not difficult to suppose that there are, as Commons observed, per-

haps 800,000 human cognitive abilities.
Thus it is that there are both many and few human abilities. But it is not
possible to understand all of the “many.” In seeking scientific understanding
we are driven to deal with fewer than “many.” Research has been directed at
describing the “few” that account for the most—namely, the commonabilities
to which Carroll referred.
A commonfactor indicates unity in the sense that the measures of the different capabilities of the factor rise and fall concomitantly in individual differences. A system of commonability factors 1s a system of such unities.
A common factor unity does not necessarily indicate functional unity—in
the sense that all components of the factor change as a system underall conditions of function—but it provides a prima facia case for such unity. It is thus a
starting point. Covariation in one media of observation is often indicative of
covariation in other media. Covariation in individual differences can thus be
indicative of covariation in change throughtime (e.g., of development), change
with alteration of structure (e.g., brain damage), or change with treatment(e.g.,
of educational program). A functional unity is indicated by evidence of systematic covariability in all of such different media of observation. Abilities
indicated by commonfactors provide a rational basis for research aimed at
identifying such systematic covariability.
The system of common factor abilities that provides the basis for the modern theory of cognitive capabilities developed over a period of the first 90
years of this century. It is useful, in thinking about the theory and the assumptions on whichit is based, to have some awareness of the history of development of the theory. To this we shall turn next.

ROOTS
The idea of general intelligence became prominentin the early part of this century. That idea was gradually replaced, in response to the evidence of empirical research, by the idea of several intelligences.
Spearman (1937) traced ideas about human capabilities from the age of
Pericles into the present century. Through the ages, there have been attempts to
describe features of thinking that distinguish humans from other animals and
distinguish particularly wise and capable individual humans from others not so
wise and capable. Features frequently identified include ability to abstract, to
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adapt, to anticipate, to combine ideas in novel ways, to quickly comprehend, to
conceive universal ideas, to educe relations, to make inferences, to form categories, to generate ideas, to form concepts, to use language, to draw valid con-

clusions, and so on. The listing could go on. Many, many features have been
discussed. Spearman identified theories of multiple abilities, theories of a few
major abilities, and theories of one major ability.
While ideas about human cognitive capabilities are of ancient origin, the
measurement of abilities—with the repeatable operations that define objective
tests—becamea reality only in this century. There were demonstrations in the
1890s that responses to questions (test items) could be grouped together to provide indications of memory, knowledge, verbal comprehension, and reasoning.
The first measure of intelligence was based on these demonstrations. Very likely you know that story—about how the French Ministry of Education asked
Binet, and presumably his coworker Simon, to devise a means for distinguishing between children who were slow in learning and children who were normal
learners in the early years of schooling; how Binet and Simon (1905) put
together a diverse set of questions based on their studies of memory, verbal
comprehension, and so on to form a single composite test; how they developed
a measure from the sum of the numberof correct answers a child gave (relative to the average of children that child’s age); and how this measure of a
mixture of abilities came to be knownasintelligence. Perhaps you know the
story, too, of how with the suggestion of Stern (1914) that a ratio of performance score to the child’s chronological age be calculated; this was called the
intelligence quotient, shortened to IQ. The Binet-Simon test proved to be useful for making the placement decisions of the French Education Ministry’s
request. It provided information about the abilities of children that otherwise
had to come from judgments by skilled teachers. The judgmental measures
were subjective and expensive; the measures obtained with the test were more
nearly objective and relatively inexpensive. The test worked for the purpose for
which it was designed. It became the benchmark and model for construction of
almost all of what subsequently were called intelligence tests. A test developed
in this country by Terman (1916) at Stanford University cameto be particularly widely used; The Stanford-Binettest is still widely used today.
With the success of the Binet-Simon kind of measure came much thought
about just what the test measured and what could be wrong, as well as right,
about decisions based on the measurementdiscriminations it provided. A great
amount of effort was devoted to defining (in words) the IQ this kind oftest
was said to measure. These definitions and various applications of the test generated much controversy. New tests, designed to be improvements, were constructed. These generated more efforts to define and more controversy. The
diversity of intelligence tests and definitions of intelligence led some to opine
that intelligence is nothing more than whateverit is a particular intelligence
test measures (Boring, 1923).
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But all was not simply a flurry to define intelligence in words, redo the old
test, and describe new tests of the Binet-Simon variety. At the same time the
Binet-Simon test came into use, Spearman put forth a detailed theory of what
tests measured and howall cognitive tests could involve the eduction or relations and correlates. This theory and other such analyses and questioning of
what was measured led to hypotheses; many experiments were designed to
refine understanding of the capabilities that were expressed in varioustests; old
theories were modified and new theories were developed to explain results
from these experiments. A wide diversity of scientific theories grew out of this
movement (Sternberg & Detterman, 1986).
The diversity of theories of cognitive capabilities creates confusion and
frustration. We will try to dissolve some of this confusion and frustration by
organizing theories. First, we will organize theories of a single general intelligence into four classes: essence, compound, mixture, and one-test theories.

Then we will describe multiple intelligence theories in a context of historical
development.

THEORIES OF GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
As we have seen, the conglomerate measure that Binet and Simon developed
was interpreted as indicating a general capability labeled IQ and interpreted as
general intelligence. Spearman (1904, 1927) concluded from his historical
review and from a series of empirical studies that there was one major cognitive capability, which he labeled g, a symbol Spearman selected in an effort to
get away from unwanted connotations of the term intelligence. The intent of
this labeling did not work: The g-factor was interpreted as intelligence. The
Binet—Simon and Spearman studies were particularly influential. Theories of a
general factor became entrenched in the thinking and research of behavioral
scientists of this century. Spearman’s theory is an example of an essence theory; the Binet-Simon theory represents mixture theories.
Essence Theory
Essence theories of intelligence stipulate that all distinct intellectual abilities
stem from one basic process, one element—the essence of intelligence.

Depending on the theory, the essence may come from any of several possible
sources. It might be argued that the essence is inherited, for example, in which
case the essence would be embeddedin the genetic structure and function. But
an essence theory could also stipulate that the essence stems from the environment. The main feature of essence theory is not from whence stems the
essence, but the idea that one thing—the essence—determines what wesee.
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Spearman’s essence theory is a marvelous example of good scientific theory. The fate of the theory exemplifies how good theory in science—testable
theory—is found to be inadequate and is replaced by improvedtheory.
The essence of g in Spearman’s theory is a capacity for comprehending
relationships among perceptions—what Spearman called eduction of relations—and a capacity for drawing accurate conclusions from awarenessof relations—what he called the eduction of correlates. A critical hypothesis derives
from the theory. Spearman derived a clearly stated mathematical andstatistical
model for testing this hypothesis. The hypothesis can be unambiguously falsified with a finding that data do not fit this model.
The critical hypothesis specifies that two critical features characterize the
intercorrelations among all tests that researchers can agree are measures of
individual differences in human cognitive capabilities: (a) that there is one, and
only one, common factor among these correlations—this indicating the eduction of relations and correlates—and (b) that for each individual test, there is
one specific factor, unique to that test, indicating a specific ability. The correlation between any twotests results from the commonfactor. The unique factors of different tests are uncorrelated and thus produce none of the observed
test intercorrelations. The correlations among tests needn’t be large; the
requirement of the model is not that there be large correlations, only that the
observed correlations be due to the one common factor and only to that factor.
The theory thus specifies a great many human abilities—the specific abilities—
each unrelated to the other after g, an ability commonto all tests, has been partialed out of the relationships amongthetests.
If a sample of tests that can be seen to measure cognitive capabilities is
used to measure a sample of humans, the intercorrelations among these tests
are obtained, and the one-common-factor model is found to fit these intercor-

relations (to within chance variation), the result is evidence in support of the
central hypothesis of the theory of g. This evidence alone would not indicate
complete understanding of the essence any more than the identification of
black holes in the universe indicates that we understand these phenomena, but
the finding is extremely important because it indicates where we must seek
understanding.
Shortly after Spearman (1904) proposed his theory evidence was adduced
that failed to support the central hypothesis. Burt (1909, 1911) found that
numerical (N) and verbal (V) commonfactors (called group factors), in addition to a general factor, were necessary to account for the intercorrelations
among measures of achievement that had been analyzed by Spearman. Burt’s
criticisms and results were repeated by several investigators between 1910 and
1920. There followed a steady increase in the number of commonfactors
found to be necessary to describe the covariance among measures accepted as
indicating human cognitive capabilities. In 1924 Burt reported substantial support for common factors of memory span (Ms), manipulative ability (km), and
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scholastic ability (Sc), as well as for V, N, and a general factor. To this list
was added, still in the 1920s (before Thurstone, 1935), spatial (S), perceptual
speed (P), mechanical reasoning (Mk), and visualization (Vz) and several less
clearly indicated common factors (Alexander, 1935; Brown, 1932; Brigham,
1932; Cox, 1928; El Koussy, 1935; Kelley, 1928; Patterson & Elliot, 1930).

The results from these studies, as well as from studies very carefully designed
to support Spearman’s theory of g (Alexander, 1935; Cattell, 1940; El Koussy,
1935; Eysenck, 1982; Rimoldi, 1948; Willoughby, 1927), demonstrated con-

vincingly that the model for g did not fit the data of cognitive capability measures. Efforts to modify g theory by respecifying the essence (Alexander, 1935;
Cattell, 1940; El Koussy, 1935; Eysenck, 1982; Rimoldi 1948; Willoughby,

1927) were unsuccessful. No support for a g theory could be found for all the
many abilities that were said to indicate intelligence. More than one common
factor was needed to account for the intercorrelations among different measures of such capability.
In recent years there has been a resurgence of essence theory, particularly in
the work of Eysenck (1982) and Jensen (1982), but as in earlier work, the evidence does not support these new versions of the theory. The central element
specified by Eysenck and Jensen is a neural mechanism—speed of neural processing—represented in behavioral operational definitions by measures of
capacity for holding separate ideas and relations in the span of immediate
awareness. There is little doubt that such memory is an important cognitive
capability but the evidence of many studies now makes it clear that such a
capacity is not the essence of all other cognitive capabilities that can be seen
to be indicative of humanintelligence.
The evidence accumulated throughout this century thus indicates the inadequacy of any essence theory of general intelligence. Compound theories have
suffered the same fate, but they present a potential for salvaging important features of Spearman’s theory.
Compound Theories of g
Spearman’s substantive theory and mathematical model are very demanding.
An investigator must understand the concept of eduction of relations and correlates very well to be able to put together tests that will measure only that one
capacity and an ability specific to each test (and that test alone). It is easy to
introduce what Spearman called swollen specifics—the same specific factor
measured in more than one test—into a sample of tests designed to indicate g.
Whenthe same factor is measured in more than onetest it becomes a common
factor. For example,if g is indicated in capacity for holding elements in awareness (short-term memory) and in capacity for attaining concepts, but a battery
of tests designed to indicate g has three measures of short-term memory and
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five tests of concept attainment, a g-factor model will not fit the data because
the data will indicate that there is a common factor of short-term memory and
a common factor of concept attainment. On the other hand, if a battery were
very carefully put together to involve only one test of short-term memory and
one test of concept attainment, the g model could be shownto fit the data. The
two abilities in this case—short-term memory and concept attainment—could
be said to indicate a compound, much in the way that hydrogen and oxygen
indicate a compound of water.
In chemistry a compoundis a particular union of elements. The elements
are different, but they combine in a specified manner to form a unit. In every
quantity of water, there is a union of the elements of hydrogen and oxygen,
each in a precise proportion of amount—two moles of hydrogen to one of oxygen. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a definition of water are specified in H50. Until a compoundis broken apart, and this requires extraordinary
actions, it functions as a unit. Water behaves as an entity. It is not easily divided into hydrogen and oxygen. It heats up and cools down as a whole, not as
hydrogen and oxygen separately.
A theory that intelligence is a compound of separate processes can be tested
with the same kind of one-common-factor model that Spearman specified for
his essence theory. The difference is that each measure of a compound theory
is designed to measure a different element of the compound, whereas all measures of an essence theory are designed to measure the samething. In a compoundtheory it is not that all tests indicate eduction of relations and correlates;
tests indicate the several elements that constitute the compound.
To demonstrate g as a compound, one might put together the following battery of tests:
¢
¢
¢
e
¢*
¢
¢

sensory detection, measuring immediate apprehension
simple span memory, measuring immediateretrieval
backward span memory (or complex reaction), measuring working (holding)
memory (or span of immediate awareness)
uses for objects, measuring retrieval from long-term storage
common word analogies, measuring associative reasoning
letter series, measuring inductive reasoning (eduction of relations)
matrices, measuring deductive reasoning (eduction of conjunctive correlates)

e

disjunctive concept formation, measuring eduction of disjunctive correlates

Each of the processes measured by these tests has been described as indicating intelligence or an important feature of intelligence (Carroll, 1993;
Detterman, 1989; Eysenck, 1982; Horn, 1980a; Jensen, 1982; Sperling, 1960;
Sternberg, 1985; Sternberg & Detterman, 1986; Woodcock, 1990). But each

test has been carefully selected to not measure anything that is measured by
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any of the other tests: Each measures (by hypothesis) a separate element of a
compound. The sensory detection measure (Broadbent, 1966; Sperling, 1960)
measures only that awareness oneattains for only a split second, as in tachistoscopic presentations (Biederman, 1992), not the ability to retrieve information, as in simple span memory. A goodtest of working memory, on the other
hand, measures only that short span of information one can hold in immediate
awareness as one does other things, such as reasoning, not the clang memory
that is not retained for work, as indicated by recencyrecall in serial learning
(Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966). Each test thus is designed to measure a specific fac-

tor that is not measured by any othertest.
A common factor among such measures indicates the necessary working
together of separate processes. One must apprehend before one retains; one
must retain before one can hold information in awareness; one must hold information in awareness in order to perceive relationships among elements of
information; one must apprehend such relationships before one can inductively
comprehend relations; one must comprehendrelations before one can draw
conclusions (as in drawing conjunctive or disjunctive deductions). It is necessary if this commonfactor (in linear factor analysis) is to be indicated among
measures of individual differences that there be monotonic (approximately linear) relationships among the processes: Individuals high in one process, relative to individuals scoring low, must be high in the other processes.
If these conditions obtain—each test does measure a separate process essential to g, and whatever else a test measures is not measured in any othertest of
the battery—then a one, and only one, common-factor model will fit the data
and the evidence of this finding supports an essencetheory of intelligence that
involves the indicated processes.
A one-factor model can be shown to comecloseto fitting data that are very
carefully selected in the manner indicated (Horn, 1972b, 1980b, 1981; Horn,

Donaldson, & Engstrom, 1981). Residuals left after extraction of one factor are
very small. The model does not quite fit, however; the residuals are not even-

ly distributed around zero and a second small factor must be extracted to adequately accountfor the correlations. But the evidence suggests that support can
be obtained for a limited one-factor theory of intelligence. Evidence from hierarchical analyses (Gustafsson, 1984, 1985; Undheim & Gustafsson, 1987), to
be reviewed shortly, also provides support for such a limited theory.
Such a theory truly is very limited, however. Manyabilities that have been
described as indicating intelligence and important features of intelligence are
not represented among those selected to indicate one common factor. Missing
from this set are abilities of verbal comprehension,insight, abstraction, Gestalt
closure, breadth of information, visualization, arithmetical skill, quantitative

reasoning, and many others. When some of these measures are entered in the
sample, a one-common-factor model does not comeatall close to fitting the
data. Among a goodly sample of such measures, at approximately the level of
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breadth of the one factor described above, there are nine common factors. One

of these is similar to the one factor described above. This is the factor that has
become knownasfluid intelligence, or simply Gf (Horn & Cattell, 1966). In a
goodly sample of putative measures of intelligence, Gf accounts for only a
small proportion of the common variance, and most of the tests described
above as indicating one commonfactor are also significantly related to at least
one common factor in addition to Gf. In the Gustafsson (1985) and
Undheim—Gustafsson (1987) analyses, Gf is perfectly correlated with a single
general factor in a hierarchial model, but this factor also accounts for only part
of the common variance amongall of a set of measures selected to measure
important aspects of intelligence.
Thus, support for a hypothesis of one common factor can be adduced, and a
case can be madethat this factor represents a substantive theory of intelligence.
But the theory is limited because it represents only a few highly selected indicators—not fully representative—of all the capabilities that scientists and others alike have determined are indicative of human intelligence.
Support for one common factor can be adduced for other carefully chosen
selections of tests; that is, other than those described above for a Gf compound

theory. And the selection can be such that people agree that the tests are
indicative of intelligence. In this way, one can make a case for a theory of
intelligence that is different from the one indicated above. Butthis theory, too,
would be limited in the same manneras the theory of Gf is limited. The evidence for such a theory can be useful, but it does not support a theory of general intelligence. Indeed, as indicated before, diligent efforts to find support for
this theory with model fitting analyses have repeatedly turned up evidence to
the contrary: Indicators of intelligence simply are not interrelated in a manner
that would indicate one commonfactor.
Mixture Theories

In mixture theoriesofintelligence, a mix of different abilities provides an operational definition. The mixed abilities usually are positively intercorrelated, and
positive intercorrelations may be required of the mixture, but no model or
rejectable hypotheses are specified for the relationships amongthe abilities of
the mixture.
Many mixture measures ofintelligence have been proposed. Mosttests that
are said to measure general intelligence or IQ are mixture measures. Wellknown examples are the Wechsler tests and the Stanford-Binet.
Mixture measures have nointrinsic features that indicate that one is more
nearly correct than another. They involve different abilities, mixed in different
proportions. Depending on which abilities they include and do not include they
are better and worse for different applications. They can be judged in terms of
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technical criteria, such as reliability, and in terms of relevance for the decisions
for which test measures might be used. The mixture of abilities best designed
to indicate success in graduate study in chemistry, for example, is notably different from the mixture best designedto facilitate guidance or selection of students entering music education.
In almost any sample of people older than 5 years of age, almostall tests
that reliably measure a cognitive ability correlate positively with all other such
tests. The correlations may not be large, but they are almost always positive.
This is referred to as the principle of positive manifold. Exceptionsto this principle are rare. Almost always they are for measures obtained with highly
speeded tests of trivial difficulty.
It is sometimes reasoned that positive manifold supports a theory of general intelligence. Jensen (1982, 1984) is one of the leading exponents of this
position. It is reasoned that positive manifold indicates that one thing must be
measured by all tests, and that almost any mixture of such tests will provide
measure of this one thing. The sum of scores on any broad collection of cognitive tests, Jensen argues, will provide a good “working definition” of
Spearman’s g.
A major problem with this reasoning 1s that different mixtures measure different collections of abilities, and the different collections have different rela-

tionships with other variables. Even if all ability tests measured one thing (say,
g)—andthe evidence of positive manifold does not necessitate this—they measure other abilities as well, and these other abilities are in different proportions
of the total in different mixtures. The orders of people from high to low on different mixture measures are different. Decisions made on such orders thus will
vary with the mixture used. It is rather like thinking of mixtures of orange
juice and vodka, milk and honey, and benzine and gasoline as measures of a q

factor of liquidity. Such mixtures would measure one thing at an abstractlevel,
but the construct validities for the mixture measures can be expected to be
quite different.
Humphreys (1979, p. 106) defined intelligence as a mixture of “the entire
repertoire of acquired skills; knowledge, learning sets, and generalization tendencies considered intellectual in nature that are available at any one period of
time.” He proposed that a measure of intelligence should be a representative
sample from this repertoire. This is thus a sampling theory. To the extent that
different mixture measures are based on representative samples of the abilities
of intelligence, they measure the same intelligence.
Thomson (1919, 1948) proposed a sampling theory as an alternative to the
Spearman (essence) theory of g. He reasoned that intellectual tests measure
somewhat different samples of elementary capacities (referred to as bonds).
The universe of such capacities is intelligence. A common factor among different tests would indicate samples of bonds representative of the universe of
such capacities.
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The major problem with sampling theories of intelligence is one of circumscribing the universe of abilities that make up intelligence. How does one

draw, and how can one know when one has drawn, a representative sample of

the entire repertoire of abilities to which Humphreys referred? If we can neither designate the population of abilities for such sampling nor specify the criteria with which to evaluate the extent to which a sample is representative of
such a population, the samples of abilities that are drawn for mixture measures
of general intelligence are arbitrary.
A second problem with sampling theories of intelligence is that the number
of abilities that must be sampled to form a mixture that is representative (in the
sense of Humphreys’s or Thomson’s definition) is probably large—too large to

hope to sample. Thousands of human abilities have been identified; thousands

more can be identified. There is no clear way to representatively sample from
this large universe of abilities.
Different mixture measure tests of intelligence measure different things.

Indeed, mixtures within the same test used at different ages measure different
things. The Stanford-Binet for infants, for example, measures abilities that are

different from those measured with the Stanford-Binet for 13-year-old children.
No mixture measure test is known to be representative of the entire repertoire
of acquired skills, knowledge, learning sets, and generalization tendencies considered intellectual in nature.
One-Test Theories

Rather than deal with the evidence that different abilities do not indicate the
same intelligence, or use mixture measures, a few investigators have simply
made up,or used, a single test to represent their particular ideas about intelligence. The Porteus (1946) maze and Raven (1938) matrices tests are examples
of this response to the evidence. Such tests are very narrow samples of the
phenomenainvestigators identify as indicating human intelligence.

STRUCTURAL THEORIES

The discovery that intercorrelations among abilities are almost always positive
was madeearly in this century and repeatedly confirmed. But first factor representing this positive manifold would not account for the common variability.
As the evidence accumulated to indicate that a one-common-factor theory of
intelligence would not suffice, multiple-factor theories were developed. Three
kinds of such theories have been particularly influential: (a) hierarchical, (b)

primary mental ability (PMA), and (c) the theory of fluid (Gf) and crystallized

(Gc) intelligences, now in expanded form better known as Gf-Gc theory.
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The models for each of these kinds of theories account for covariability
additional to that accounted for with one common factor. But some models
specify that one factor should account for as much of the positive manifold
commonvariance as possible. These models are said to be hierarchical. On the
other hand, the models for PMA theory, Gf—Gc theory, and expanded Gf—Gc

theory do no require one factor to account for as much common variance as
possible; usually, all of the abilities of these theories—thefirst as well as the
others—are thought to be about equally representative of the common variance.
Hierarchial Theories

Hierarchical theories are based on two forms of multiple-factor analyses. In the
first form of analysis, a general factor is extracted first and retained; in the second form, a general factor is calculated on the basis of covariability among
factors such as those of PMA or Gf-—Gc theory.
In the early studies following Spearman, the broadest possible factor was
extracted first and usually interpreted as indicating general intelligence.
Additional factors were calculated without appreciably altering this first factor.
Usually, a necessary bipolarity among these residual factors was retained, so
that abilities were seen as contrasts. For example, residual factor might be
found to be correlated positively with verbal abilities and negatively with
mathematical abilities, so the factor was seen as indicating opposition between
verbal and quantitative abilities—after general intelligence was controlled. If
one spent intellectual resources developing verbal abilities, the theory suggested, this took some resources away from developing quantitative abilities.
The idea that abilities are in opposition generally did not meet with favor,
largely because the abilities found to be in opposition on a bipolar factor in
one study were not found to be thus opposed in other studies: The results of
bipolar factor analysis did not replicate dependably. Other methods were developed in which the contrast of bipolar residual factors was eliminated by reducing the variance of the general factor and calculating two factors in place of
each bipolar factor (Holzinger & Harman, 1941). Most of the hierarchical the-

ories developed in the first two-thirds of this century were based on models of
this kind (Burt, 1949; Vernon, 1961).
Burt’s (1941, 1949) theory of subdivided hierarchically organized abilities
was particularly influential in guiding research. In this theory the mind was
seen to be
organized on what can be called a hierarchial basis [in which] the processes of
the lowest level are assumed to consist of simple sensations or simple move-
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ments, such as can beartificially isolated and measured by tests of sensory
‘thresholds’ and by the timing of ‘simple reactions.” The next level includes the
more complex processes of perception and coordinated movement, as in experiments on the apprehension of form and pattern or on ‘compoundreactions.’ The
third is the associative level—the level of memory and of habit formation. The
fourth and highest of all involves the apprehension or application of relations.‘
Intelligence,’ as the ‘integrative capacity of the mind’ is manifested at every
level, but these manifestations differ not only in degree, but also (as introspection

Suggests) in their qualitative nature. (Burt, 1949a, p. 46)

Much of this thinking has been incorporated in Gf—Gc theory andits derivatives.
In recently developed hierarchical theories (Carroll, 1989; Gustafsson, 1985;
Hakstian & Cattell, 1978; Horn, 1965, 1972a; Undheim & Gustafsson, 1987)

the general factor is specified on the basis of intercorrelations among multiple
factors. The theory for this factor has features of a sampling theory, as in
Humphreys definition, and features of a compoundtheory, as stated above. The

factor is equivalent to a mixture measure of intelligence. The batteries of tests
on which it is based cannot be knownto be representative of the “entire repertoire of abilities considered intellectual in nature.” The general factor in any
one study represents the reliable common variance obtainable with all the tests
of a particular battery, but mixtures of batteries of tests vary from one study to
another in the same way that mixtures formed by subjective choice of tests
vary.
The theory for the factors lower than the general factor in hierarchical theories is the same as Gf—Gc theory, which in turn derives from the theory of the
PMAsystem.
The PMA System

Thurstone’s (1938, 1947) research gave us the term primary mental abilities
(PMA). A metatheory of simple structure guided studies of these abilities. This
metatheory specified that abilities largely influence performances on only some
tests, not all or even most tests, so there is no general ability pervading perfor-

mance onall intellectual tests, and most tests indicate (in measurement) only a
few abilities, not all abilities. In studies done in the 1930s and 1940s,

Thurstone found support for this model in analyses in which no fewer than
nine commonfactors were required to describe most of the reliable individual
differences variance obtained with different tests designed to measure important features of intelligence. Examination of the process features of these factors suggested that they indicate basic abilities of Inductive Reasoning (I),

Deductive Reasoning (Rs), Practical Problem Reasoning (R), Verbal
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Comprehension (V), Associative Short-Term Memory (Ma), Spatial Relations
(S), Perceptual Speed (P), Numerical Facility (N), and Word Fluency (Fw).

No fewer than 400 studies (Carroll, 1989) were aimed at replicating the
finding of these nine factors and most did. This follow-up research also very
much expanded the PMA system. Summaries of this work now indicate (by
replicated findings) over 40 factors among tests—factors of approximately the
same level of generality as the factors Thurstone identified as primary
(Eckstrom, French, & Harman, 1979; French, 1951; French, Eckstrom, & Price,
1963; Guilford, 1967; Hakstian & Cattell, 1974; Horn, 1972b). Short descrip-

tions of the best known among these factors are provided in Table 1. The evidence indicates that a model of no fewer than 28 factors is needed to describe
the variability measured in tests designed to indicate humanintelligence.
As evidence of more and more primary abilities accumulated, it became
increasingly clear that a system of 28 to 40 primary abilities is too cumbersome to guide most research. We can’t deploy the resources needed to build
theories of function for over 28 separate abilities. There must be a rationale for
considering smaller numbers of basic cognitive processes. This rationale should
accurately take account of the evidence indicating the many factors of the
PMAsystem.
The rationale put forth in accordance with this need for parsimony stemmed
from an armchair; that is, the theorist speculated about the organization among

abilities and thought up a more parsimonious system. Unfortunately, the rationale often originated only in the armchair and remained there. The evidence of
empirical research was not used. In particular, little use was made of research
results such as those of the PMAstudies, and refutable tests of the system were
not carried out. Guilford’s work (1967) in developing a theory called the
Structure of Intellect Model (SIM) is an important exception to this generalization. Guilford based this theory on the results of PMAstudies. This theory is
displayed in schematic form in Figure 1.
The basic idea of Guilford’s theory is that each of the many abilities
humans display can be described as an expression of one of five separate mental operations—Cognition, Memory, Divergent Production, Convergent
Production, or Evaluation—operating on one of four separate contents—
Figural, Symbolic, Semantic, or Behavioral—to produce one of six separate
kinds of products—Units, Classes, Relations, Systems, Transformations, or

Implications. As is seen in the figure, such an organizational system implies
that there are 5 x 4 x 6 = 120 separate abilities. The 28-plus abilities indicated
by PMAresearch are, according to this theory, particular exemplars of the
model. The model is thus parsimonious only in the number of organizing concepts (operations, contents, products) it requires, not in the numberofabilities
it specifies.
|
Although there were many studies of the SIM in the 1960s and 1970s, the
implications of the system have not been fully explored in research that pro-

Table 1. First-Order (Primary) Mental Abilities
After Eckstrom, French, & Harman (1979)
Guilford

French

Repili-

Symbol

Symbol

cated?

MSR

Ma

Yes

Span Memory. Immediately recall a set of elements after
one presentation.
Meaningful Memory. Immediately recall a set of items

MSU

Ms

Yes

MSR

Mm

?

Chunking Memory. Immediately recall elements by
categories into which elements can be classified

MMC

No

Memory For Order. Immediately recall the position of an
element within a set of elements

MSS

No

Long-term Storage and Retrieval Abilities
Associational Fluency. Produce words similar in meaning
to a given word.

DMR

Fa

Yes

Expressional Fluency. Produce different ways of saying

DDS

Fe

Yes

Ideational Fluency. Produce ideas about a stated
condition or object—e.g, a lady holding a baby.

DMU

Fi

Yes

DMR

Fw

Yes

DMT

O

Yes

DMC

Xs

Yes

Short-term Apprehension and Retrieval Abilities

Associative Memory. When presented with one element
of previously associated but otherwise unrelated

elements, recall the associated element

that are meaningfully related.

much the same thing.

Word Fluency. Produce words meeting particular structural

requirements—e.g., ending with a particular suffix.
Originality. Produce “clever” expressions or
interpretations—e.g., titles for a story plot
Spontaneous Flexibility. Produce diverse functions and

classifications—e.g. uses for a pencil.

Delayed Retrieval. Recall material learned hours before

Yes

Visualization and Spatial Orientation Abilities

Visualization. Mentally manipulate forms to “see” how

CFT

Vz

Yes

Spatial Orientation. Visually imagine parts out of place

CFS

S

Yes

CFU

Os

Yes

NFT

Cf

Yes

CFI

Ss

Yes

DFT

Xa

Yes

Le

Yes

they would look under altered conditions.

and put them in place—solve jigsaw puzzles.
Speed of Closure. Identify Gestalt when parts of whole
are missing. —

Flexibility of Closure. Find a particular figure embedded

within distracting figures
Spatial Planning. Survey a spatial field and find a path
through the field—e.g., pencil mazes.
Figural Adaptive Flexibility. Try out in possible

arrangements of elements of visual pattern to find one
arrangement that satisfies several conditions.

Length Estimation. Estimate lengths or distances between

points.

Figural Fluency. Produce different figures using the lines

of a stimulus figure.
Seeing Illusions. Report illusions of such tests as Muller-

Lyer, Sanders, & Poggendorff

DFI

No

DFS

No
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Table 1 (continued)
Guilford
Symbol

French

Symbol

Abilities of listening and hearing

Repli-

cated?

Listening Verbal Comprehension. Show understanding of

No

Temporal Tracking. Demonstrate understanding of sequence
of auditory information—e.g., reorder a set of tones

No

oral communications.

Auditory Relations. Show understanding of relations
among tones—e.g., identify separate notes of a chord.
Discriminate Patterns of Sounds. Show awareness of

No

Judging Rhythms. Identify and continue a beat.
Auditory Span Memory. Immediately recall a set of notes
played once.
Perception of Distorted Speech. Demonstrate
comprehension of language that has been distorted in

No
No

No

differences in different arrangements of tones.

No

several ways.
Acculturational Knowledge Abilities
Verbal Comprehension. Demonstrate understanding of
words, sentences and paragraphs.
Sensitivity to Problems. Suggest waysto deal with
problems—e.g., improvements for a toaster.

CMU

V

Yes

EMI

Sep

Yes

Syllogistic Reasoning. Given stated premises draw logically

EMR

Rs

Yes

Number Facility. Do basic operations of arithmetic quickly

NSI

N

Yes

permissible conclusions even when these are nonsensical.

and accurately.
Verbal Closure. Show comprehension of words and
sentences when parts are omitted
Estimation. Use incomplete information estimate what is
required for problem solution.
Behavioral Relations. Judge interaction between people

CMI

No

CBI

No

Semantic Relations: Esoteric Concepts. Demonstrate

CMR

to estimate how one feels about a situation.

No

NO

MR

Mk

?

awareness of analogic relationships among abstruse bits

of information
Mechanical Knowledge. Information about industrial
arts—mechanics, electricity, etc.

Vi

General Information: Science, Humanities, Social
Sciences, Business
Abilities of Reasoning under novel conditions
Induction. Indicate a principle of relationships among

elements.
General Reasoning. Find solutions for problems having
an algebraic quality.
Figural Relations. Demonstrate awareness of

Relationships among figures.

Semantic Relations: Common Concepts. Demonstrate
awareness of relationships among common pieces of

information.
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Yes

CMS

R

Yes

CFR
IMR

?
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Table 1 (continued)
Guilford
Symbol
Symbolic Classifications. Show which symbol does not
belong in a class of several symbols.
Concept Formation. Given several examples of a concept,
identify new instances.
Speed of Thinking abilities
Perceptual Speed. Under highly speeded conditions,
distinguish similar visual patterns and find instances of a
particular pattern.

French
Symbol

Repilicated?

CSC

No

CFC

No

ESU

P

Yes

Correct Decision Speed. Speed of finding correct answers

No

Writing and Printing Speed. As quickly as possible, copy

No

to intellectual problems of intermediate difficulty.
printed or cursive letters or words.

vides a soundbasis for rejecting or retaining mostof its basic hypotheses. The
Studies designed to test the theory often lacked objectivity (Carroll, 1972:

Horn, 1967; Horn & Knapp, 1973, 1974; Humphreys, 1962; Undheim & Horn,

1977). The results overall add up to suggest that some of the three-way combinations of the Guilford system represent empirically based distinctions
between established primary mental abilities, but many are only logical indica-

tions of ways to construct tests, not indications of distinct human abilities. As

Operations = O
FE = Evaluatio
N = Convergent production
D = Divergent production
C
Products

=

=

Cognition

P

U = Hos]
C = Classes
R

=

S
T

=
I

=

Systems

NM

Implicatons ——]
F

=

Figural

Figure 1.
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of Behavioral Implications.

Schematic representation of Guilford’s structure of intellect
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Humphreys (1962, p. 478) pointed out, the facets of the Guilford system “are
not psychological as defined. They should be useful to the test constructor,
[but] they do not need to make a behavioral difference.” The facet of products,
particularly, does not appear to correspond to systematic structural or developmental features of human behavior. On the other hand, the facets of operations,
particularly, and contents work better: They point to functions of reasoning,
(Cognition), short-term apprehension (Memory), retrieval (Divergent

Production), and visualization (Figural Content). These are among the functions of modern-day theory, in particular Gf—Gc theory, which will be considered next.
Gf-—Gc Structural Theory
This is a hierarchical theory, derived from PMA theory, that incorporates features of Guilford’s theory. Results from many, many factor analytic studies
done in this century add up to suggest the paramorphic organization that is this
Gf—Gc theory (Cattell, 1957, 1971; Horn, 1965, 1968, 1988; Horn & Cattell,

1966). Such results indicate that if, in a substantial and heterogeneous sample
of people, a researcher measures a variety of cognitive capabilities sampled to
represent a simple structure of the abilities specified in the theory, the results
from testing to see if the model fits the intercorrelations will indicate that,

indeed, such a model does represent the data. It means, too, that many, many
other seemingly plausible models do not provide good approximations to the
data.
Part of the evidence for the Gf—Gc theory is based on factor analyses of
abilities representing the PMA system—that is, structural evidence—but the
evidence that mainly distinguishes it from other theories derives from studies
of how abilities are affected by brain damage and development, particularly in
adulthood. At the structural level, the theory is a second-order system for the
PMAfactors; that is, a system of factors among factors. The patterns of intercorrelations that point to the system can be seen in manystudies (reviewed in,
for example, Carroll, 1989, 1993; Horn, 1968, 1976, 1988, 1989a; Horn &

Donaldson, 1980). The major results are exemplified in the early study of Horn
and Cattell (1967), several follow-up studies by these two investigators (e.g.,

Cattell & Horn, 1978; Hakstian & Cattell, 1978; Horn & Bramble, 1967; Horn
& Stankov, 1982; Rossman & Horn, 1972) and the recent studies of Carroll

(1989), Gustafsson (1984), Undheim (1987), and Woodcock (1990). The recent
studies, particularly, indicate the generality of the system. Carroll’s results
stem from 461 separate studies done by almost as many investigators.
Woodcock’s findings are based on a standardization sample of 6,359 subjects
spanning an age range from childhood to elderly. Gustafsson’s sample is
Swedish, Undheim’s Norwegian. The results indicate that the PMA system can
be organized in terms of nine dimensions that are almost as broad as the sets
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of abilities people refer to when they use terms suchas intelligence or IQ.
Described in capsule form, these abilities are:

¢

*
*
¢

Fluid Reasoning (Gf), measured in tasks requiring inductive, deductive,
conjunctive, and disjunctive reasoning to arrive at understanding relations
among stimuli, comprehend implications, and draw inferences.
Acculturation Knowledge (Gc), measured in tasks indicating breadth and
depth of the knowledge of the dominant culture.
Quantitative Knowledge (Gq), measured in tasks requiring understanding
and application of the concepts and skills of mathematics.
Short-term Apprehension retention (SAR) also called short-term memory
(Gsm), measured in a variety of tasks that mainly require one to maintain
awareness of, and be able to recall, elements of immediate stimulation; that
is, events of the last minute or so.

*

Fluency of Retrieval from Long-term Storage (TSR), also called long-term
memory (Glr), measured in tasks that indicate consolidation for storage and
mainly require retrieval, through association, of information stored minutes,
hours, weeks, and years before.

¢

¢

¢

*

Visual Processing (Gv), measured in tasks involving visual closure and constancy, and fluency in “imaging” the way objects appear in space as they
are rotated andflip-flopped in various ways.
Auditory Processing (Ga), measured in tasks that involve perception of
sound patterns under distraction or distortion, maintaining awareness of
order and rhythm among sounds, and comprehending elements of groups of
sounds, such as chords andthe relations among such groups.
Processing Speed (Gs), although involved in almost all intellectual tasks
(Hertzog, 1989), measured most purely in rapid scanning and responding in
intellectually simple tasks (in which almost all people would get the right
answer if the task were not highly speeded).
Correct Decision Speed (CDS), measured in quickness in providing answers
in tasks that require one to think.

Almost all of the abilities of IQ tests and neuropsychological batteries of
tests are accounted for by these nine abilities. That is to say that although IQ
tests and neuropsychological batteries are not necessarily described as involving these abilities, nevertheless that which is reliably measured in suchtests is

mainly predicted and accounted for by the nine factors of Gf—Gc theory. These
nine factors also represent the factors of the PMA system in the sense that in a
hierarchical system they are higher order organizations of the lower order PMA
organizations (Carroll, 1989; Hakstian & Cattell, 1978; Hom & Cattell, 1967).

The Gf—Gcsystem differs from the early PMA system of Thurstone primarily in the fact that each Gf—Gce factor is broader than the similar factor of
Thurstone’s system, that is, it is comprised of, and represents, many more elementary abilities. For example, Gc includes the primaries Verbal Comprehen-
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sion, Deductive Reasoning, and Numerical Facility, as well as knowledge measured in achievement batteries (Woodcock & Johnson, 1990). Other Gf—Gce

factors similarly involve several PMA factors.
The componentabilities of each Gf—Gc factor are different, which indicates
breadth, but these abilities are also similar relative to the abilities of other

Gf-—Gc factors. The similarity—this conjunction—is responsible for the factor
and indicates the common processes of the ability.
Identifying each factor and replicating this finding in different studies helps
to indicate the distinctiveness of each cognitive function. This distinctiveness is
demonstrated, also, by showing that factors are construct independent; that is,
showing that the best weighted linear combination of any set of eight of the
factors does not fully predict the reliable covariance among the component
abilities of the ninth factor. This evidence shows that each factor measures a
function that is not measured in the other factors.
Construct validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach, 1987) is indicated
by these kinds of evidence. But more evidence is needed to fill out really adequate construct validity, and, indeed, such has been adduced. This evidence
indicates how the different abilities develop and operate in human personality.
It shows that the factors predict different features of important criteria, stem
from different sets of determinants, relate in different ways to estimates of heritability, and are affected in different ways by influences associated with
injuries, child rearing, education, using drugs, and other such practices of
lifestyle.
In sum, each Gf—Gc factor is broad enough to represent a concept of intelligence, and each involves abilities that are important in definitions of intelligence, but each is distinct from the others when viewed psychometrically,
developmentally, in terms of relations to neurology, in terms of what the ability predicts and what predicts it, and in terms of genetic analyses. Each Gf—Gc
factor thus represents a separate conceptof intelligence. Gf—Gc theory is in this
sense a theory of several intelligences, rather than a theory of intelligence.

QUALIFICATIONS
Gf-—Gc theory is dependent on the history of research on whichit is founded
(Sternberg, 1985b). As Sternberg emphasizes, the factors that emerge to support the structural hypotheses of Gf—Gc theory are largely determined by the
tasks that are entered into the factor analyses. Rather than choosing tests in
accordance with a priori guidelines, tasks were chosen because it was thought
they would work to indicate the abilities specified in the theory. In successive
studies over the course of this century, tasks were used that were similar to
tasks that had been used before. Tradition, Sternberg points out, does not constitute an a priori, theoretical basis for choosing tasks that measure intelligence.
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Although this point is important, one should not neglect the fact that all scientific theory is a product of history and culture (Kuhn, 1970). Indeed, scientific theory is, and should be, based on tradition of observations (induction),
as well as on deductions from a consideration of this evidence, the a priori fea-

ture of theory that Sternberg emphasizes. The best of scientific theory emerges
from an inductive-deductive spiral (Cattell, 1957)—induction followed by
deduction, followed by more induction, followed again by deduction, and so on.
Factor-analytic research on human cognitive capabilities has been deductive
in two important ways: (a) selections of tasks have been designed to test
hypotheses about functions. For example, verbal reasoning tasks were selected
in the Horn-Cattell (1967) study to test hypotheses that fluid reasoning (Gf)
can involve verbal functions, is not spatial ability and is distinctly different
from visual processing (Gv). (b) many of the paradigms, tests and items that
have been studied over this century and that form the basis for Gf-Gc theory
were based on a priori hypotheses about the nature of intelligence. The results
from factor-analytic research are in this sense a distillation of many theories of
intelligence. The results confirm and disconfirm many hypotheses.
Factor-analytic evidence provides a basis for structural or organizational
features of Gf—Gc theory. Evidence from other kinds of studies (largely group
comparison evidence) suggests that the structural organization indicated by factor-analytic research is useful, also, for understanding how different abilities
relate to age differences and age changes; to variations in central nervous system (CNS) function, to differences between boys and girls, men and women; to
differences in education, social and economicfactors; and to variables indicat-

ing distinctions between genetic and environmental influences (Horn, 1980b,
1989b).
Gi—Gc structural theory thus guides research on function and development
and the neurological and genetic correlates of cognitive development and function. We now turn to a consideration of this research.

DEVELOPMENTAL EVIDENCE

The results of Figure 2 illustrate how mixture measures of g, coupled with an
assumption that the same g is measured in different mixtures, can create confusion. From young adulthood to old age there is (on the average across many
individuals) monotonic decrease in someintellectual abilities—namely Gf, Gs,

and SAR. Over muchof this period, in the same samples of individuals, there
are increases in other abilities, in this case Gc and TSR.In very old age, these

abilities, too, may decline (Schaie & Baltes, 1977).

Thus, the second-orderabilities relate quite differently to age over the adult
years. Yet these abilities are parts of what is thrown together in mixture measures of whatis called IQ, or g, or general intelligence. If such a mixture mea-
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Figure 2.

Adulthood age differences in dimensions of human intellect.

sure happens to be made upprimarily from abilities that decline with age, then
investigators using that measure can arguethat intelligence declines with age in
adulthood. If most of a mixture measure is made upofabilities for which there
is aging increase, those who use that measure can argue that intelligence
increases with age in adulthood. If the two kinds of abilities are about equally
weighted in a mixture, then the pronouncement can be that intelligence reaches
a plateau of growth in adulthood.
Several variations on these themes have been played in the published literature, with resulting controversy and effort to explain the so-called “contradictory” results. For example, many pages in the literature of adult development
have been devoted to explanations for a belief that cross-sectional studies show
aging decrease in intelligence while longitudinal results do not. This characterization of results is wrong on several counts (Horn & Donaldson, 1980), but

one important count is that the apparent contradiction is created from the use
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of mixture measures that were different in longitudinal studies from the mixture measures of cross-sectional studies.
Figures 3 and 4 provide more precise indications than Figure 2 of the age
relations for Gf and Gc. Theresults of these figures are based onstructural
equation modeling offirst-order abilities selected to provide over determination
(Thurstone, 1947) of five second-order abilities—Gc, Gf, TSR, Gv, and Gs

(McArdle & Horn, 1981). The factor pattern for this model is shown in Table
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Table 2. An Exactly Identified Factor
Model for Gf, Gc, TSR, Gv & Gs
Factor Pattern Loadings

|
L
Ma
V
Mc
EMS
Fa
Fi
CMR
Vz
S
Cf
Sc
p
Wf

1

2

.37*
.75*
32*

19*

04
~.19*

3

1.08*
22*
36%
29
17
.60*

.30*
18
19
25

~19*
~.01

31*
~.10

03
~.09

.25*
.37*
.29
.28

~.00
34%
04
93*
85*
21%
08
—.15
41
07
31

4

#5

U2

37*

—.05
~.08

45*
36*
71%
~.09
32*
.78*
10*
43*
31*
44*
.33*
59*
46*
31%
33%

~.09
34*
—.46
34
.63*
71*
52*
~.08
13
~.07

Factor Interrcorrelations

1

.37*
.45*
02

1

.59*
36

1
.04

—.18*
.23*
~.15
~.19*
19*
07
51
46*
.33*

1

Notes: *denotes a parameter which is at least twice as big as its
standard error. Spaces indicate fixed at zero.

x2 = 60, df = 40, z= 2.0.
2, along with a chi-square, degrees of freedom, and standarderrors, all of

which help indicate goodnessof fit of the model to data.
Figure 5 depicts analyses that provide the basis for the aging curves shown
in Figures 3 and 4. In the analyses represented in Figure 5 a linear, quadratic
and cubic effect for age, as well as a linear effect for education, was modeled

for each of the second-order abilities. The quadratic term (but not the cubic
term) is needed to represent the age differences for both Gg and Gg. This is
true whether or not variations in education are taken into account, but the
effect is most pronounced when the somewhat different educational levels of
people of different ages are not controlled (the plot in Figure 3). This plot indicates that the quadratic curve for G, turns downward in old age when education is not controlled. The curve is at plateau when education is controlled.
This suggests that a decline of G, in old age, an effect that Schaie and Baltes
(1977) have been persistent in bringing our attention, may be a cohort effect
associated with changes in amount of education throughout much of this century. The quadratic effect at the young end of the curve for Gg, on other hand,
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might be a reflection of some of the factors associated with the decline of SAT
in samples of young people over the last 10-15 years (Horn, 1978).
It has been argued (Baltes & Schaie, 1974; Schaie, 1973; Schaie & Baltes,

1977) that these results represent only, or mainly, cohort differences, because
they are based on cross-sectional data gathering, and that only longitudinal data
gathering and mixed designs (Schaie, 1973) can provide dependable evidence
for inferences about development. This argument is not valid (Horn &
Donaldson, 1976, 1977, 1980; Horn & McArdle, 1980). In fact, each of the

methods of data gathering (cross-sectional, longitudinal, and mixtures of the
two) has its own particular strengths and weaknesses, and no one of them
alone is a royal road to truth. Results obtained with the different methods
should be compared andinterpreted carefully to derive the unique bits of truth
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that can be derived from application of the methods. Figures 3 and 4 of the
McArdle-Horn study (and basically even the earlier, cruder Figure 2) correctly
depict the results of longitudinal, cross-sectional, and mixed-design studies.

McArdle’s (1984) study illustrates a good way in which the results from
longitudinal and cross-sectional data can be compared. McArdle brought
together data from 58 two-occasion repeated-measures longitudinal studies of
the Verbal (V) and Performance (P) measures obtained with the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS): the V and P measures are similar to Gc and
Gf respectively (Matarazzo, 1972). The time between the twotestings ranged
from 1 hour to 22 years. The sample sizes of the separate comparisons ranged
from 1 to 300. The averages for each comparison are depicted in Figure 6.
Each of the two ends of a line in this figure is a plot of a point representing
the age (along the X-axis) and average score (along the Y-axis). The line

between the two endpoints indicates the time between testings, expressed in
years of age, and the rise or fall of the average (over people) of a score
obtained as the percent of correct answers (rather than the number of correct
answers). Lines for which the slope is positive depict increased performance
over age (time); lines for which the slope is negative indicate decline of performance with age. The figure on the left is for the V measure; the one on the
right is for the P measure.
A first look at Figure 6 might suggest that there are no dependable aging
trends in these longitudinal data. The lines seem to go up and downina fortuitous manner. There is considerable order in these data, however, as McArdle

was able to show using mathematical modeling techniques. With these techniques he held constant the test-retest effect over different amounts of time
between testings while looking at the age change per year and, similarly, he
held constant the age change while looking at time delay between testings.
The results of these analyses are consistent with the much simpler portrayal
of results in Figure 2. When other factors are held constant, the aging slope for
V changes from positive to negative over the entire age continuum, with most
of the consistent part of the negative trend coming in the period beyond age
60. The comparable slope for P is persistently and strongly negative throughout the age period. A structural equation model representing these events provides a reasonable fit to the data. If V and P are combined in single factor
model (to represent the idea of g), the resulting model provides a poorfit to
the data.
The cross-sectional results shown in Figure 7 illustrate aging trends for V
and P that can help us to better understand McArdle’s longitudinal results. The
findings of Figure 7 also suggest an interesting perspective for the results of
Figures 2, 3, and 4 showing individual differences associated with aging. The
middle curve in each of the plots in Figure 7 depicts the average at each age;
the two curves on either side of the middle curve represent one standard deviation from the average at each age. It can be seen that these cross-sectional
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results are consistent with those just illustrated for the longitudinal data: the
Slope for the curve of the averages for P is persistently negative; the slope for
the curve of the averages for V is near zero or positive in the early years of
adulthood, but negative for the most advanced ages (and a quadratic component is needed to well define the curve). But the most remarkable features of
these findings are the variances and the differences between the variances for
V and P. The variances are similar at each age for P, but they increase notably
from ages 40 to 75 years for V.
Because the variance for V is so large at the older ages, a nonrepresentative
sample could rather easily contain an overrepresentation of people on either the
upper or the lowerside of the trend line for the averages shownin Figure 7. If
the sampling were on the upperside, the results would suggest that Gc increases with age, whereas if the sampling tended toward the lowerside of the trend
line, the results would suggest a decrease of Gc in older ages. There is need for
further study of these possibilities.
At a more concrete level the results for V in Figure 7 indicate that a considerable subsample of quite elderly individuals perform on the tests of V at a
level that is substantially above the level for substantial numbers of younger
individuals. This agrees with the notion that some elderly individuals are
smarter than many youngerindividuals. But the results also indicate that a considerable subsample of elderly individuals perform below the average of
younger individuals on measures of V. This agrees with the notion that some
elderly are not as smart as younger people.
The small and similar variances around the averages for P in Figure 7 suggest that there are not many notable exceptions to the trend showing decline
with age in this form ofintelligence.
The age-related patterns of change on WAIS measures of P and V appear to

be similar for males and females (Kaufman, Kaufman-Packer, McLean, &

Reynolds, 1991). Controlling for education differences, no significant age x
sex interaction effects were found for individual differences of verbal or performance scores. Schaie’s (1983) hypothesis that womentend to declinefirst
on fluid abilities, whereas men tend to decline first on crystallized abilities,

was not supported by this study.
It needs to be kept in mind that although V and are similar to Gc and Gf,
they are not necessarily the best indicators of these concepts. Measures of Gc
in the studies of Horn and his colleagues have been better designed than V to
represent “practical” knowledge. For example, the general information test of
the Horn-Cattell (1966) study sampled knowledge that one could acquire from
the everyday living of reading newspapers, watching TV, holding down a job
and planning for the future. The comparable tests of the WAIS, on the other
hand, more nearly indicate “school learning” rather than the learning of everyday living.
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The age differences in averages and variances for Gf and Gc (P and V) do
not appear to be dueto structural differences: the structural distinction between

Gf and Gc (V and P) has been found to be stable across age cohorts (Hayslip

& Brookshire, 1985; Cunningham & Birren, 1980). The differences in averages

and variances must be understood in terms of different determinants, some of

which we will consider next.

ANALYSES OF AGING DECLINE

The decline of Gf over the “vital years of adulthood” is interesting and
depressing. The finding of such decline virtually forces the question: “Why?”
There has been widespread belief that the decline is mainly due to aging
loss of elementary, relatively unimportant factors such as loss of sensory acuity, increase in carefulness and disinclination to hurry. The evidence doeslittle
to support suchbeliefs.
As concerns disinclination to hurry, there is evidence that with increase in
age there is corresponding increase in slowness and carefulness (Birren, 1965,
1974; Horn & Bramble, 1972), but slowness and carefulness appear to stem
from recognition of loss of Gf. A series of results lead to this conclusion.

First, there is evidence (Horn et al., 1981; Stankov & Crawford, 1993) of

very little relationship (positive but only about + = .20) between the speed in
getting correct answers to problems of nontrivial difficulty (correct decision
speed, CDS) and the level of difficulty of the problems solved. Second, the
evidence indicates very little relation between CDS and speed of searching for
a particular symbol or deciding whether two stimuli are the same or different
(inspection speediness, Gs). Third, and most surprising, the research results

indicate that Gs, but not CDS, relates to the aging decline of Gf. These results

are summarized in Figures 8 and 9.
The rationale for the analyses of these figures can be illustrated by first considering the case for a claim that the aging decline of Gf is due to loss of a
simple function such as CDS (correct decision speed in intellectual problems).
It can be seen in Figure 8 that CDS does indeed decline with age. This establishes the prima-facie case: because there is decline in CDSandthis is about
the same as the decline for Gf, performances on Gf tasks could involve CDS

and, therefore, decline of the Gf could result from decline of CDS. This is the

nature of most of the evidence arguing that loss of sensory functions and
speediness are the factors that produce whatis (falsely) interpreted as aging
loss of intelligence. Missing in such reasoning, however, is a demonstration
that the loss of the simple function is, indeed, associated with the loss of Gf.
When this missing link is introduced by controlling for the part of Gf decline
that can be accounted for with measure of the elementary process (CDSinthis
case), the results (illustrated in Figure 9) provide no support for the hypothesis:
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the loss of the CDS speediness that accompanies aging does not predict the
loss of Gf capabilities. Control for decline of CDS in the decline of Gf does
not bring about a significant change: the change from 3.75 to 3.64 units of
decline per decade is not significant. This same kind of result has been
obtained with measures of auditory and visual detectors and acuities.
Control for inspection speediness, Gs, which also seemsto be a rather simple function, does account for some of the aging decline of Gf. The change
from 3.75 to 2.15 units of decline per decade is significant. This would seem
to support the hypothesis that an aging increase in disinclination to hurry 1s
responsible for the observed Gf decline with age. But there is more to the
story. As is seen in Figure 9, most of the aging decline of Gs itself 1s accounted for by control of a measures of close concentration (COS) and dividing
attention (ATD), neither of which involve any speediness: indeed, COS is measured by calibrating how slow one can trace a figure. When COS and ATDare
controlled in Gf, there is control also for the part of Gf decline that is associated with Gs. The part of aging decline in Gf that is associated with simple
speediness is eliminated by decline of capacities for focusing concentration
(COS) and dividing attention (ATD).

Figure 9 also illustrates results suggesting that the decline of Gf does not
result because older adults are more careful and/or persistent than younger
adults; to the contrary. Older adults work longer than younger adults before
abandoning a difficult problem—the PRS (persistence) variable of Figure 9.
Older adults also give fewer incorrect answers to problems of nontrivial difficulty—the CAR(carefulness) variable of the figure. CAR and PRSarereflect-

ed in slowness of performance in timed tests, particularly if the respondentis
given no opportunity to provide an “abandon” response when nosolution 1s
found for a problem. But when carefulness and persistence are controlled in the
decline of Gf, the decline is not reduced: it is increased! This is seen in the
increase in negative slope for curves in which CAR and PRSarecontrolled.
Such findings indicate that carefulness and persistence are qualities that enable
older adults to perform better on untimed Gf tasks than they would perform if
these qualities were not allowed to operate. When advantages associated with
carefulness and persistence are removedbystatistical control, there is significant increase in the aging decline of Gf.
Table 3 contains a summary of results from analyses in which several different sets of variables were controlled in studying the aging decline of Gf.
One important conclusion derived from these analyses is that different sets of
three or four control variables produceessentially the same result; that is, they

account for the same amount of aging loss of Gf. This indicates that many
ostensibly different variables measure the samebasic intellectual processes. For
example, although measures of inspection speediness are operationally inde-

pendent of measures of concentration on slowness and short-term memory,
these variables involve a commonprocess (a form of attentiveness) that is
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Summary of Processes Involved in the Decline of

Fluid Abilities Over the “Vital Years” of Adulthood
Chooseyour favorite three (for any three will do the
job of all under cross-validation).

PROCESS
1.

2.
3.
4.
9.
6.

7.
8.

SYMBOL

Concentration: Maintaining close attention, as in doing a task
very slowly.

COS

Encoding Organization: Classifying incoming information in

EOG

Incidental Memory: Remembering small things for minutes-

ICM

Eschewing Attentional Irrelevancies: Not attending to what has

EIR

waysthat facilitate subsequent recall.

hours—i.e. things that would seem to be insignificant.

proved to beirrelevant.
Dividing Attention: Attending to other things while

ATD

Working Memory: Holding several distinct ideas in mind at

MSB

remembering a given thing.

once.
Speediness: Speed in “seeing” and “marking” and
“comparing”.
Hypothesizing: Forming ideas about what is likely.

SPD
HYP

From Horn, Donaldson, & Engstrom, Research on Aging, 1981, reprinted by permission.

implicated in Gf decline: they do not carry entirely independent variance in
accounting for the aging loss of Gf. The same can be said for several other
combinations of the variables shown in the table. There are several ways to
describe the three or four basic processes that are implicated in aging losses of
intellectual abilities (Horn, 1982, 1985a; Horn et al., 1981; Stankov, 1988).

No combination of the variables of Table 3 will account for all the observed
decline of Gf. The precise proportion of the decline that is accounted for by
different variables varies with the reliabilities of the measures and the extent of
the variability in the subject sample, but, roughly, only about one-half of the
aging loss of Gf can be reliably accounted for with variables of the kind that
are illustrated in Table 3.

GENETIC EVIDENCE AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT
Studies of heritability (Loehlin, Lindsey, & Spuhler, 1975; Plomin, DeFries, &
McClearn, 1980; Plomin & Loehlin, 1989; Chipuer, Rovine, & Plomin, 1990)

can be useful in indicating how individual differences come about, althoughit
is impossible to fully separate heredity and environment; so the results cannot
be interpreted unequivocally. In one kind of heritability research, measures are
obtained from samples of identical twins and fraternal twins. Identical twins
have the same genetic structure; statistically the expectation is that fraternal
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twins share 50% of their genes, the same sharing as for ordinary siblings. In
analysis based on these genetic facts the within-pair and between-pair variances and covariances for samples of fraternal and identical twins are partitioned into estimates of the proportions associated with the genetic differences,
and lack of differences, of the twin samples. The resulting estimate of heritability depends very much on the reliable variability of the measures and the
variability of environmental opportunities within the society where the esti-

mates are obtained (e.g., Herrnstein, 1973; Schonemann, 1990). Such evidence

thus needs to be interpreted cautiously.
Mostresearch on the heritability of cognitive capabilities has centered on
general intelligence, but Cattell (1940, 1957) put forth hypotheses about Gf
and Gcthat have been researched. Cattell’s first hypothesis stipulated that measured Gf reflects primarily, genetic influences; his second hypothesis stipulated
that Ge reflects mainly, environmental influences. He reasoned that Gc stems
from Gf; it becomes independent from Gf as individual differences in environmental influences accumulate through childhood (Horn & Cattell, 1966). It follows from this position that in measurement in the earliest period of life one
can expect to find virtually no distinction between Gf and Gc, because there

would have been few individual differences in environmental influences and
little time for such influences to operate, but as development proceeds beyond
the earliest years, the distinction between Gf and Gc becomes clearer and
clearer. It follows, too, that other things being equal (e.g., the reliabilities), the
heritability of Gf should be larger than the heritability of Gc. What does the
evidence indicate about these matters?
First, the evidence generally does not support the idea that the distinction
between major dimensionsof ability will not be seen in early childhood. Very
few distinctions in cognitive capabilities can be measured in infants, but Gf,
Gc, SAR, and TSR functions can be seen in samples of children as young as
four years of age (Horm, 1986; Stankov, 1978). The results of Table 4 illustrates that this distinction is clear at seven years of age.
It is possible that results such as are shown in Table 4 represent individual
differences in the environmental influences that operate during the earliest periods of development. In the sample on which these results are based the children had been hospitalized in a neonatal intensive care unit at the time of birth.
Children treated in such units differ in respect to medical conditions that necessitate treatment, and they get quite different treatments during hospitalization.
Such environmental differences might bring about distinctions that would not
be shown in normal development, although this seems unlikely. Further
research on this question is needed.
The distinctions indicated in Table 4 could be brought about (in part) by
genetic factors. Different bits of evidence are consistent with this hypothesis,
and question Cattell’s two hypotheses. One line of evidence suggests that the
heritability of Gf is not larger than the heritability of Gc. A summary ofresults
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Table 4. Reference Vector Structure Coefficients
(Correlations) and Primary Factor Intercorrelations for a
Promax Solution based on n = 154 7-Year-Olds
Variable
Symbols
WEV
WSP
KRW

Factor Symbols
Descriptions of Variables

Ge

Identifying Synonyms
Identifying Conventional Spelling
Read Words

KCR
MIN
WAR
KPS

Answer Questions about Reading
Answer Questions about Numbers
Show Arithmetic Skills
Put Pictures in Series

KMT

Complete Matrix Analogies

MVM

Repeat Spoken Words

MCS
MCB

KRI

KAR

MVF
MWK
KMP

Gf

66
65
53

48
34
30

Sort Counts by Number
Group Concepts

40
42
51

33
29

Retrieve Numbers

25
25
30

55

26
28

Name Places & People

32

MNB
KTI

Repeat Numbers in Reverse Order
Assemble Parts to Match Model

28

MDD

Copy Figures

MVM1
MVM2
MD

Repeat Spoken Syllables
Repeat Spoken Sentences
Follow Spoken Directions

31
64
53
29

25

27
53

Gestalt Closure

50

Draw a Child

40

36

40
53
52
32

Gc
Gf
Factor Intercorrelations

30

32
38

29

Repeat Spoken Numbers
Touch Silhouettes in Order Named
Repeat (Imitate) Hand Movements

MDC

Ga

37

34

Retrieve Words of Categories
Name Pictures

KMN
KMW
KHM
KGC

Gv

26

39
36

Retrieve Word for Concept

TSR SAR

TSR

100
19

19
100

32
02

34
30

03
30

SAR

34

32

02

100
39

100

31

13

05

Gv

28

28

13

31

100

05

Ga

03

30

30

05

39

28
28

15

01

15

100

indicating this outcomeis provided in Table 5. This evidence is consistent with
an hypothesis that Gf and Gc stem from different genetic determinants, the
effects of which can be seen early in development.
Table 5 is based on Nichol’s (1978) collation of results from studies of

twins. The difference between the intraclass correlations between ability measures for monozygotic and dizygotic twins provides Falconer’s (1960) estimate
of broad-sense heritability. It can be seen in the table that this heritability is
virtually the same for Gc abilities as for Gf abilities. Results reviewed by
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Table 5. Primary Ability Average Intraclass
Correlations Within Samples of Fraternal and
Identical Twins (After Nichols, 1978)

Crystallized Markers

MZ

DZ

Dif.

2 Dif.*

83

57

.26

52

V: Verbal Comprehension
Vocabulary

82
84

.61
60

.21
.24

42
.48

Fw: Word Fluency
Fe: Expressional Fluency
Averages

65
60
76

51
.49
.58

.14
«11
.18

.28
22
3]

70

.55

.40

.24

.15

.30

70
80
53
67

63
60
.39
49

.17
.20
.14
.18

34
.40
.28
36

Knowledge:

Social Studies

Natural Sciences

N: Number Facility

Fluid Markers
I: Inductive Reasoning

S: Spatial Reasoning

P: Perceptual Speed
N: Number Facility
Ma: Associative Memory
Averages

80
80

64

64
60

.16
.20

32
.40

.48

*Falconer’s estimate of broad-sense heritability.

Plomin et al. (1980) and DeFries, Kuse, and Vandenberg (1979) lead to the
same conclusion. The average of the heritabilities for abilities that define Gf is
no larger than the corresponding average for the abilities of Gc.
Other results support this conclusion (McArdle, Goldsmith, & Horn, 1981).
In this work a goodly sample of abilities was selected from the Thurstone,
Thurstone, and Standskov (1955) study of twins. The modelfitted to partition
the variability of the different abilities into parts associated with genetic differences between fraternal and identical twins is for the following four variance—covariance matrices:
MZB, the between-family variance—covariance matrix for the sample of
monozygotic twins (N = 48 pairs). To obtain the coefficients of this matrix
the measures of the two twins in respect to each variable are added together to provide one measure per family for each variable. The variances and
covariances across families for these family measures are the elements of
MZB.
DZB, the between-family variance—covariance matrix for the sample of
dizygotic twins (N = 53 pairs). This matrix is formed in the same way as
MZB; the only difference is that the sample of dizygotic twins is used,
rather than the sample of monozygotic twins.
MZW, the within-family variance—covariance matrix for the sample of

monozygotic twins. In this case the difference between the measures for
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twins of the same family is the element of the variance for a variable; the
covariability of that variability and the same kind of variability for another
variable is the covariance of the MZW matrix.
DZW,the within-family variance—covariance matrix for the sample of dizygotic twins. Again, this is the same as MZW exceptthat it is obtained using
the sample of fraternal twins rather than the sample of identical twins.
These matrices represent different proportions of genetic and environmental

influences (Eaves & Eysenck, 1977; Eaves, Last, Young, & Martin, 1978).
Because identical twins (are assumed to) have the same genetic structure, none
of the MZW variance-covariance is due to genetic factors; therefore, all of the
variance in the sum of MZB and MZW (which for convenience can be set to

1.0) is partitioned to be associated with MZB. For the sum of DZB and DZW,
on the other hand, because only 50% of the genes are on average commonto
both dizygotic twins, and the square of this 50% is the variance proportion,
25% of the sum-variance can be associated with DZW, which leaves 75%

associated with DZB. Similarly, because by definition there can be no
between-family environmental variance within families, all of the sum of
between and within variance for environmental influences must be associated
with the between variance—covariance matrix in both twin samples.
These partitionings of hereditary (H), between-family environmental (EB)
and within-family environmental (EW) factors are summarized in the lower
part of Figure 10. Also indicatedin this figure are specifications for the Gc and
Gf dimensions. These were hypothesized to account for the covariance among
different variables in the four variance—-covariance matrices. The chi-square for
the goodness of fit for the model specified in these ways is shown in Figure
10. For reasons discussed rather fully elsewhere in (Horn & McArdle, 1980;
Horn et al., 1981), we did not “tidy” the fit. Given these conditions, it can be

seen that the specified model provides a reasonablefit to the data.
The variances of all variables—latent and manifest—were standardized to
unity in the analyses summarized in the figure. This means that the sum of the
squares is unity for the directed relations converging on anyparticular variable.
For example, the sum of the squares is one.for the three directed arrows leading into Gf—the .77 from H, the .59 from EB, and the .24 from EW. The

square of the .77 for H is the unique broad-sense heritability for Gf. The
unique broad-sense heritability for Gc is precisely the same. An hypothesis that
Gf heritability 1s larger than Gc heritability is thus not supported by these findings.
There is nonzero correlation between Gf and Gc. This correlation is modeled as the shared heritability from H to Gc in the figure. This means that in
addition to the unique component of genetic variance for Gc, there is a component that stems from Gf. This is consistent with Cattell’s hypothesis that Gc
stems from Gf, but the results suggest that this is true of only part of the genet-
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ic variance of Gc. That is, part of the heritable variability of Gc can be said to
be due to a unique set of genes and part is due to a set of genes that also are
part of the heritability of Gf. The shared variability can represent either a fact
that the Gf and Gc constructs must share common genetic determiners or a fact
that the fallible measures of Gf and Gc are not fully independent in measurement. An intricate design is required to separate these two possible interpretations.
These results of studies of heritability and early childhood distinction
between cognitive capabilities thus lead to a conclusion that different intelligences can be distinguished in early childhood, partly because they stem from
separate genetic determiners and partly because they stem from separate environmental determiners. It follows logically that the observed distinctions prob-

ably mirror distinctions in neurological functions.
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HERITABILITY OF GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
Jensen (1973) has likened the heritability IQ (different mixture measures) to

the heritability of a polygenetic trait. He has referred to the quasi-normal distribution of IQ measures and the regression of IQ scores for related people—as
from parent to child—as evidence in support of this theory. As we have seen,
the extant evidence does not support the hypothesis that cognitive capabilities
are unitary, but setting that problem aside, there are problems with Jensen’s
line of reasoning.
The alleles of perhaps several genes, transmitted independently, add up to
determine a polygenetic trait. Skin pigmentation represents such trait: if none
of the alleles for such pigmentation are transmitted, the individual will be very
white; if one gets all the alleles, pigmentation is very heavy and the person is
jet black; the colors of most people are between these extremes, distributed in
accordance with a symmetrical binomial, which is an approximation to a normal distribution.
There could be an attribute called intelligence that conforms to this kind of
theory, but finding of a symmetrical binomial (normal) distribution for measures of IQ neither supports nor threatens such a theory. Gene determiners produce the normal distribution of the theory, but responses to items used to measure ability produce the distribution of IQ scores. There is no known
isomorphism between these two kinds elements—alleles of genes and responses to items—and there are no compelling reasons to suppose that such isomorphism might exist. The influences that determine which items are put into an
IQ test are not at all similar to the influences that determine geneselection in
reproduction.
Environmental influences, too, can combine independently to produce a normal distribution, but in this case, too, a finding or an approximately normal
distribution for measures of IQ neither supports nor refutes a claim that the
trait is determined by environmental factors; there is no reason to expect that
the items of the IQ test are isomorphic to environmental influences.

The point is that the shape of a distribution of scores on a test provides no

evidence that the characteristic the scores are intendedto indicate eitheris or is
not determined by environmental or genetic influences. Shape of distribution is

irrelevant to the claims.

|

Similarly irrelevant is the finding of regression to the mean of high or low
measures of IQ on one class of people (e.g., children), relative to similar measures on another class of people (e.g., parents). Such regression is no more
than a restatement of the fact that the two arrays of measuresare less than perfectly correlated—thatis, are somewhat independent. The independence could
reflect the fact that genes are sorted independently in the two parents that
transmit genetic potential to a person, but it can reflect any of many other
influences, not the least being that environmental influences affecting a person
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are somewhat independent of the comparable influences affecting parents.
Regression, as such, is no more an indicator of genetic transmission than it is
an indicator or environmental influences. It is not evidence in support of a
polygenetic theory of IQ.
This is not to argue that there is no evidence that mixture measures of cognitive capabilities are inherited. There is such evidence. Relevant results
include correlations between IQ scores for people of different degrees of biological relationship. These are roughly in order of the extent to which people
are genetically related. For identical twins reared together (with the same
genetic structure) the correlations are about .8; for fraternal twins (who share
genes to the same extent as ordinary siblings, or a child and parent), the correlations are about .6—.7; for ordinary siblings and the parent child correlations
are approximately .5; for half siblings, the correlations are roughly .3-.4; the
correlations for first cousins, uncle-nephew, aunt—niece, child—grandparent are
lower than this, but larger than for unrelated people raised in the same home
(correlations between O and .3) or unrelated people randomly assigned to pairs
(correlations near 0.0).

Such results are consistent with an hypothesis that some of the individual
differences variability collections of cognitive abilities stem from genetic factors. But the order of similarity in genetic relationships is also the order of similarity one can expect for the environments in which people develop. The environments for identical twins are most similar, for fraternal twins next most
similar, for ordinary siblings next after this, and for other comparisons, too, the
similarities expected for environments decreases monotonically with decrease
in similarities in genetic structure.
Genetic and environmental influences thus are confounded. No way is
known in research design or analysis to unconfound the influences, and be sure
that they are unconfounded in results. This is true for the results summarized
in Figure 10 as well as for results for putative measures of general intelligence,
but the findings of Figure 10 indicate separate heritabilities for Gf and Gc,
which does not support the hypothesis that general intelligence is a polygenetic trait. The shared h in the model could indicate common genetic determiners,

but could just as well indicate inability to distinguish Gf and Gcinfallible
measurement.
All in all the evidence is consistent with an hypothesis that the different
mixture measures that are called general intelligence are mixtures of attributes
that ate inherited separately rather in the way that eye, ear, cheekbone, lip, and
nose characteristics of the face are inherited separately. Similarly, structures of
the brain are inherited separately and these support cognitive capabilities. The
brain structures are separately located, are functionally distinct, and genetically
independent.
For example, the norepinephrine system centers around the locus coeruleus,
branching largely into the hypothalamus and adjacent areas, is closely associ-
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ated with arousal of neurological functions—arousal such as appears to be

manifested in Gf (Iverson, 1979; Horn, 1982, 1985a, for review). The dopa-

mine system, on the other hand, centered around the substantia nigra and corpus striatum, is linked to a complex of events associated with such outcomes
as Parkinson’s disease. The serotonin system, also, has a distinct place of func-

tion in the brain and distinct associations in behavior.
Anatomical analyses also indicate distinct functions associated with differ-

ent sections of the brain. The left hemisphere, for example, is associated with

different aspects of intellectual function than is the right hemisphere, and a
growing mound of evidence suggests that the top-to-bottom and front-to-back
divisions of the brain are even more important indicators of distinct ability
functions than is the left-to-right division (Blackwood & Corsellis, 1976:

Bourne, Ekstrand, & Dominowski, 1971; Prohovnik, 1980).
The structures and functions of the brain thus are distinct, and derive from

different genetic determinants. The different structures and functions have a
different role to play in sensation, perception, and learning. Different configurations of these distinct features produce different cognitive capacities, different perceptions, and different ways to process the same information. Just as
there are many different configurations of facial features that provide examples
of a “beautiful face,” so there are many configurations of features of brains
that exemplify the “good brain” that underlies good intelligence. The terms
intelligence and beauty unite diversity in a single word in colloquial language,
but this is not the language of science. The words are not expressions of lawful functions. Studies of how the brain functions, and of different brains, do
not support any knowntheory of general intelligence. To the contrary, this evidence suggests that there should be several intelligences.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Evidence accumulated over the course of this century has madeit clear that the
phenomena of humanintelligence is multidimensional. The evidence of individual differences (structural evidence), of change from infancy to old age
(developmental evidence), of relationships to indicators of physiological and
neurological (neurocognitive evidence), and of relationship among persons
related biologically in different degrees (heritability evidence), indicate that
although one word, intelligence, is used to refer to human cognitive capabilities, a single scientific concept does not represent the phenomena. That which
is referred to as intelligence is a melange of many different cognitive capabilities.
Common factors among abilities have been found at four levels. The number of factors now established at what is knownas the primary mental ability
level is somewhat more than 40. These abilities account for redundancy in
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measures of many hundredsof tests. But these 40-plus abilities are not entirely independent: They, too, order individuals in somewhat the same way. When
the redundancy among these primary abilities is analyzed, evidence of 10 factors is found at what is known as the second-order. These factors also are not
entirely independent: when their redundancy is analyzed, two common factors
are found. These two factors are positively correlated, which indicates one
commonfactor.
A system for explaining this evidence is the theory of fluid (Gf) and crystallized intelligence (Gc), known simply as Gf—Gc theory. This theory has
changed with the accumulation of evidence. At first it was a theory of two
intelligences: today, it would be better labeled the theory of manyintelligences.
The principal concepts derive from structural evidence at the second-order.
These concepts are: Fluid Reasoning (Gf), Acculturation Knowledge (Gc),
Quantitative Knowledge (Gq), Visual Processing (Gv), Auditory Processing
(Ga), Processing Speed (Gs), Correct Decision Speed (CDS), Short-term
Apprehension-Retention (SAR), and Fluency of Retrieval from Long-term
Storage (TSR). Concepts of auditory and visual sensory detection, carefulness,
concentration, attention, incidental memory, speediness and hypothesizing also
are used in the theory, Each of the second-order abilities has, on its own, been

regarded as equal to, or central to, general intelligence (IQ or g). Indeed, Gf
and Gc have been discussed as if they are equivalent to each other—as if each
indicates the same IQ org, although the evidence indicates that these two factors have quite different construct validities. Short-term Apprehension and
Retrieval and Quick thinking, too, have been regardedas the central features of

intelligence. No one of these capabilities well represents all the others or is the
essence of all the phenomena referred to with the word intelligence. They are
better regarded as distinct intelligences.
The abilities of separate intelligences increase with learning, practice and
use. Without use (practice) they decline. They decline also with loss of neurological base. Over the ages of childhood the averages for all cognitive abilities
increase. As development continues through adulthood, the averages for Gc
and TSR continue to increase, but the averages for Gf, SAR, and Gs decrease.

The evidence is consistent for both cross-sectional and longitudinal data.
Gf and SARare said to be vulnerable abilities. Not only are these the abilities that decline first and most with age in adulthood, they are most irreversibly affected by—are most vulnerable to—injuries to the central nervous
system (CNS). In contrast to the vulnerable abilities, Gc and TSR are main-

tained abilities: they do not decline with age over most of adulthood. Also,
although these abilities are depressed immediately following by brain damage
(such as that produced bystroke) they spring back” to nearly preinjury level in
the weeks of the recovery period.
Early studies were directed at establishing the extent to which generalintelligence is inherited. The results were confusing, partly because the concept of
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general intelligence was poorly defined: measures were mixtures of different
intelligences. Cattell put forth hypotheses that helped focus research. He
suggested that Gf reflects primarily genetic influences, and Gc reflects mainly
environmental influences. The genetic potential of Gfas thought to be “‘invested” in Gc over the course of development, but Ge was also produced through

environmental conditions for which there are individual differences.
Therefore,

Gf and Ge would not be distinct early in development, but would becomedistinct as development proceedsinto later childhood and adulthood.
Most of the evidence bearing on these hypotheses does not support Cattell’s
main arguments. In 11 separate studies based on analyses of monozygotic and
dizygotic twins the heritability estimates for Gf abilities were not Systematically larger than the heritability estimates for Gc abilities. Other results indicate
that Gf and Ge are distinguishable in early childhood. The results are consistent with an hypothesis that Gf and Gc stem from different genetic determinants, the effects of which can be seen early in development.
The distinctiveness of separate intelligences thus has been demonstrated by
evidence that the different capabilities have different relationships with other
variables, develop differently, relate differently to variables of physiological
Structure and function, and to those of education and genetics. The different
capabilities thus appear to stem from different sets of determinants and to be
affected in different ways by influences associated with injuries, childrearing,
education, and the variety of practices that make up different lifestyles.
Wesee that some things are known about whatis called intelligence, but
that much more is not known. This large unknowncalls for new scientifi
c
research. '
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Chapter 8

Intelligence from the
Standpoint of a (Pragmatic)
Behaviorist’

Lloyd G. Humphreys
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Intelligence from the standpoint of even a pragmatic behaviorist may seem like
a contradiction in terms for many readers, but “proof of the pudding is in the
eating.” Any behavioristic approach seems outmodedin today’s climate of
opinion in which cognitive psychology is ascendant, but psychologyis still the
science of behavior, not of cognition per se. Our task is to explain and predict
behavior, with or without hypothetical mental constructs.
Behaviorism was emanentin the building of laboratories by universities.
The movement was well underwayat the University of Chicago in the writings
and research of Dewey, Angell, and Carr prior to the arrival of Watson.
‘The writing of this manuscript was supported by the Department of Psychology, University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. A nearly identical manuscript is being published with commentary in
Psychological Inquiry, Lawrence A. Pervin, Editor. This arrangement has been approved by both
editors.
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Following Watson, behaviorism developed many diverse shoots. The Gestalt
movement quickly became incorporated in a generic American behaviorism.
The commonstriving for objectivity, quantification, and control was an important legacy. I have no tolerance for the point of view that rejects for psychology the model of research of the physical and biological sciences.
A pragmatic behaviorist could also acquire serious reservations about a
great deal of psychological theory. Too many theories do not lead to specific
predictions of research outcomes that can potentially be disconfirmed. Global
theories are especially suspect. Theories should start with good data and are
necessarily small in scope in the beginning. Many psychological theories try to
explain too much and are unfortunate heritages of our philosophical past.
William of Occam’s razor is directly applicable to psychological theory: Do
not develop unobservable constructs unless they are required to explain the
phenomena, and do not use constructs that cannot enter the development of
testable hypotheses.
There is also a problem of the vocabulary to be used in psychological theories. Our vocabulary is shared with the humanities, theology, law, and people
at large to a greater extent than other sciences. There are two realistic choices:
either adopt a new vocabulary, or redefine words as necessary for scientific
purposes. A third alternative that requires molding psychological theory to fit
the definitions of the man in the street is not acceptable.

THE BASIC APPROACH
Intelligence will be defined as a phenotypic behavioral trait. A phenotypic trait
is an observable characteristic, such as height or length, of a biological organism. Sometraits can be directly observed and evaluated subjectively, others
require instrumentation. Physical traits differ in most cases from behavioral
ones, however, in being easier to define and measure. The former tend to stand
out perceptually from each other so that agreement on what is being measured
is more readily attained, but there are exceptions. The distinction between systolic and diastolic blood pressure and the importance of measuring each
required both research and conceptual development.
Measurement Methodology for a Behavioral Trait
Once a phenotypic trait has been tentatively defined and a measure proposed,
certain functional properties of the measure of the trait must be investigated.
Amongthese are the reliability of the measurements, the robustness of the
measurements under a variety of conditions, and the stability of measurements
over time as maturation and learning take place. Because behavioral traits are
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generally measured by psychological tests, a fourth category, the homogeneity
of the test items, must be added. Each item must measure a componentof variance commonto all of the items that have been proposedasindicators of the
trait. The trait variance in the items, as long as it is nonzero, is not required to
be of any minimum size. If it is small, the trait variance in the total score on

the test can be pushed to an acceptable level by adding the needed number of
parallel items. High correlations among items are not required, but high homogeneity of the total score (coefficient alpha) is needed for satisfactory measurement of a hypothetical trait.
Given a research basis for measurementofthe trait, the next step is to study
the correlates of the trait. Correlations are obtained with othertraits, including
both physical and behavioral ones, and with experimental treatments. Without
knowledge of measurement characteristics, interpretation of these correlations
is uncertain. Also, if it is possible to control environmental variation adequately, the genetic contribution to the total variance of the trait can be obtained.
If the estimate of heritability is greater than zero, covariances involving the
trait may also have a genetic component, and their interpretation affected. Even
if the controls are good enoughto justify a dependable point estimate of heritability, the estimation of an individual’s genotype is made with a great deal of
error for any heritability coefficient appreciably less than unity and adds nothing to the information about the individual furnished by the observed phenotypic score.
The goal of defining intelligence as a phenotypic behavioral trait is not a
substitute for understanding how people or other biological organisms solve
problems that are said to require intelligence. Neither is my goal a substitute
for understanding the anatomical and biochemical mechanisms underlying the
behavioral trait. These problemsare legitimate and important, but they supplement the present approach. Research in those areas, if it is to be related to a
behavioral trait, requires definition and measurementofthetrait.
Traits and Causality
A word about attributing causality to a present trait for some future achievementis in order. Height is positively correlated with achievement in basketball
among adults, but there are many exceptions. No one expects height to be
associated with all of the variance in basketball achievement. Predictions are
probabilistic, and probabilities change as measures of other traits are added.
Whatis aptitude for playing basketball? Is it height, or is it the most predictive
combination of traits that can be assembled? Whetherthe first or the second of
the preceding twodefinitions is used, the correlation with adult achievementat
18 is a good deal smaller when the trait is measured at age 6 than at age 18.
Furthermore, it is not merely the training that intervenes between 6 and 18
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(environmental variance) that reduces the correlations. Relative standing within an age group is not a stable characteristic of a person for most physical
traits. Perhaps aptitude serves to obfuscate rather than clarify thinking about
traits, and should be dropped from our vocabulary.
Outline of the Discussion that Follows

I shall define intelligence, describe how the construct is organized and measured, make some assumptions about its bases in development, and then
describe numerous hypotheses inferred from the ground work thus laid. I shall
conclude with remarks concerning the importance of the construct in human
activities.

THE CONSTRUCT OF INTELLIGENCE
I shall start with the definition of intelligence that appeared some years ago
(Humphreys, 1971). Intelligence is the acquired repertoire of information,
knowledge, andintellectual (cognitive) skills available to a person at a particular point in time. Individual differences in intelligence are monotonically related to the size of this repertoire. To avoid circularity, intellectual is defined by
the consensus among experts working in the area. The repertoire is acquired
during development, but it is acquired by a biological organism. Thus there is
both a genetic and an environmental substrate for the trait.
Measuring the Repertoire
The intellectual repertoire can only be known behaviorally: The examinee must
be both able and willing to produce the behaviors needed. Thus motivation of
examinees to do well is critical. Physical characteristics such as blindness and
deafness and psychoeducational characteristics such as bilingualism complicate
the problem of assessment.
The repertoire can be assessed in two different ways: with ratings made by
persons who have had ample opportunity to observe the relevant behavior of
the examinee, and bytests. Ratings made by different raters and scores
obtained on different tests are positively intercorrelated for each method and
are also correlated with each other. There are also unique components in ratings from rater to rater, in scores from test to test, and from rater to test. These

unique components tendto be larger in ratings than in tests because sources of
error are easier to control in tests.
The variability in ratings has many sources, but includes the kinds of opportunities to observe that raters have had and the implicit definitions of intelli-
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gence adopted by the raters. Ratings of classroom teachers tend to be morelike
each other than they are like those of athletic coaches or playground supervisors. Uniqueness can also be reduced by instructions to raters to exclude from
their definition of intelligence traits of character, work habits, sensory acuity,
and motor coordination. Specifying a standard test of intelligence such as the
Stanford-Binet or a Wechsler scale also reduces uniqueness on the test side of
the equation. As data are obtained under more controlled circumstances, corre-

lations between ratings and test scores converge on the same construct.
Inequality of Opportunity
The measurementofintelligence has been complicated by loose thinking concerned with opportunity to acquire the behaviors in the repertoire. Some have
defendedtests of intelligence on grounds that opportunity of potential examinees in a particular culture was approximately equal. Others have rejected the
tests because opportunity was clearly unequal. Still others have tried to devise
items that would be culture-free. All have missed an essential point: It is the
phenotype that is being measured. When height is measured and used for any
purpose, no assumption is necessary that there were no nutritional differences
among persons during development. Performance in life is a function of phenotypic traits, not estimated genotypes. This may not be fair, but the lack does
not invalidate measurement or theory. The behaviors observed and measured
when assessing the phenotypic trait of intelligence are acquired by a biological
organism dependent on the luck of the draw genetically. Developmentalso
occurs in widely different environments and in environments that are constantly changing. Opportunity is obviously not equal between or within any grouping of a population or for a given person over time. Whether phenotypictraits
can be modified by environmental manipulation, by how much, by what methods, in what period of time, at what point in development, and at what costs
are appropriate research questions.
Exposure to Content
Of course there is an experiential requirement for a valid test, although equality of experience is not necessary. If the test is in English, familiarity with that
language is required. If an examineeis multilingual, he or she should be asked
each question in the two or more languages and be given credit for a correct
answer in any one. An intellectual repertoire can be acquired in two or more
languages and the examinee can be unable to express the element in any language except that in which it was acquired. Beyond this, the examinee must
have been exposed to the information, knowledge, and skills. Exposure
requires little more than presence in the environment. Few dropouts occurprior
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to age 14. After spending 8 years in a nation’s school, the requirements of
exposure to the contents of intelligence tests have clearly been more than met.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPERTOIRE
Elements of the repertoire form a positive manifold (intercorrelations are positive), which is the sole basis needed for the use of “general” to describe intelligence (Humphreys, 1979). The correlations among individual acts or items
are, however, quite small. Intelligence is general, but at this level of detail the
amount of specificity in any element is far and away morein evidence thanis
generality. When test items are linearly combined to form a total score, or
when individual acts are summated in the form of ratings, grades in school,
performance in industrial or military training, or on-the-job proficiency measures, correlations among the aggregates of the elements become muchhigher.
There is still unevenness in the level of performance of persons from one
aggregate measure to another, but generality is now substantial. For example,
the correlation between total score on verbal and quantitative tests is larger
than the item correlations within either of the tests. Even so, verbal items are
more like each other than they are like quantitative items.
Factors in the Repertoire
The considerable variation in the size of the correlations among aggregates of
the repertoire is systematic so that multiple factors can be defined. The positive
manifold supports the use of the modifier “general” to describe intelligence;
the systematic variation in size defines multiple factors. That the mathematics
of factor extraction defines orthogonal factors from this systematic variation
has been widely misinterpreted. There have also been widely disparate claims
concerning their number. Unfortunately, the number depends on theselection
of the tests to be factored. I have described (Humphreys, 1981) a compelling
case for the numbers to be in the thousands if one starts with a wide enough
sample of tests and a large enough sample of examinees so that small differences in correlations become stable. This analysis indicates that a continuing
search for mental elements by means of factor analysis represents a dead end
psychologically.
There is a second way of describing the systematic variation in size of the
correlations in the intellectual repertoire that is independent of ordinary factor
analysis. This is the radex model of Guttman (1954). To a first approximation,
the elements of the repertoire can be located in two-dimensional space in
accordance with a small number of assumptions and principles. Each aggregate
measure is assumedto be error-free, and the sample of measures is assumed to
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be intensive as well as extensive. Intensive sampling has the effect of providing little room for nonerror specific variance, unless specificity is characteristic of the measure as distinct from being a function of the Sampling of tests.
The cognitively most complex measures are grouped Closely together in the

center of the space whether their content is verbal, numerical, or figural.

Variation in complexity is portrayed along radii leading out from the center
with the simplest measures in the periphery. True specifics are due to superficial aspects of measures and are, therefore, cognitively simple. Content does

have an effect on the size of correlations so that verbal, quantitative, and fig-

ural items are clustered in pie-shaped segments of the area of the Space.
Distance between points is inversely related to the size of the correlations
between measures. For example, a measure of quantitative reasoning would be
close to the center of the space, and accuracy in clerical number checking
would be in the same segmentof the space but close to the periphery.
Defining a General Factor

The intercorrelations of the elements of the repertoire define a general factor
on which every element has a positive loading. Also, when the contribution of

the general factor to covariation is held constant, there is no residual negative

covariation. The size of the loadings varies with the variation in size of the

mean correlations of the individual elements, which in turn are a function of

complexity. Given adequate methodology that I have described elsewhere
(Humphreys, 1982), the general factor can be defined uniquely from one sample of intellectual measures to another and from one sample of the general population to another. (Restriction of range of talent has effects on factors that are
beyond the scope of this discussion.) The general factor represents a substantial amount, but not all, of the common variance in the repertoire.

The construct of general intelligence does not necessarily represent anything
more than a mathematical dimension. As suchit is “real” even though it cannot be observed under a microscope. Knowing that there is a highly replicable
general factor that describes a substantial proportion of the covariance among
the elements of the repertoire is both a necessary and a sufficient condition for
the construct and for its measurement.
Tests of the General Factor

The general factor of intelligence cannot be measured directly because each
and every item contains variance that is orthogonal to the general factor. The
latter can only be estimated by a test, but given a sufficient number of items

that sample the domain with sufficient breadth, the “noise” in the items con-

tributes progressively less to their linear combination (the total score) as the
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numberof items increases. It may seem paradoxical, but the variance of the
total amount of noise shrinks, and the variance associated with the central construct increases as the numberof items increases, as long as each item measures the general factor to an appreciable extent and as the heterogeneity ofthe
residual noise is maximized. (For a fuller discussion see Humphreys, 1985.)
The indeterminancy in estimating the general factor can approach zero closely
if there is a sufficient number of carefully selected items.
The two-dimensional plot of the elements in the repertoire serves as a guide
to the selection of the most effective types of items to include in an intelligencetest. Items close to the centroid of the space have the highest loadings on
the general factor so that a relatively small number of them provide a valid
estimate of that factor. Tests of knowledge of the meaning of abstract words,
arithmetic reasoning, and spatial reasoning are close to the centroid. Itemslike
these appeared in the original Binet-Simonscale.
Alternative Samples from the Repertoire
Although the types of items included in so-called aptitude and achievement
tests are not identical, many tests labeled “achievement”lie very close to the
centroid of the space. Reading comprehension is the example par excellence. If
a composite is formed from the individual tests of a standard achievement
series, the correlation of that composite with a standardtest of intelligence will
be almost as high as the correlation between two standard tests. An achievement composite not fully representative of the space obtained from the 12thgrade data for Project Talent has a correlation with the intelligence composite
of .850 and .825 in males and females, respectively. These correlations are
evaluated in the light of the reliability of the intelligence composite, which is
estimated as .899 and .887 in the same two samples.
If one selects tests from an array somewhat removed from the centroid and
obtains a composite, another high correlation is obtained. Nonacademic infor-

mation tests are not near the centroid, but a composite of such tests from the
12th grade of Project Talent, also not fully representative of the space, has correlations with the intelligence composite of .787 and .777 in the two sexes, and
the correlations with academic achievement are .826 and .814. Furthermore,

most of the nonacademic information tests show substantial sex differences in
both directions, although there are more tests showing male than female superiority. Virtually every item contains a substantial systematic bias component
of variance.
Within each sex, as well as between sexes, there are wide differences in the
opportunity for a given person to acquire information about such topics as the
Bible, hunting, fishing, dance, exotic foods, and so on. Equality of experience
with the content of the items is not required in estimating the size of the reper-
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toire if the sampling is broad enough. Although it has not been done, a composite formed from an even larger numberof tests widely scattered around the
periphery of the space and heterogeneous in methodology as well as content
would produce similar correlations. Such a test would not be practical either in
time or conditions to administer, but it should be formed experimentally.
Because tests of short-term memory are prominent in the periphery, obtaining
the predicted outcome would have theoretical significance.
Ratings in the Test Space

Ratings of intelligence are also in the space defined by the test scores. Their
location depends on several factors. If the rater does not know the ratee well,
or if the acquaintance is based on a limited behavioral sample, the ratings are
likely to be peripheral. If raters are allowed to select their own individual definitions of intelligence, but are otherwise well qualified to rate, ratings will
scatter in the space as a function of the definition adopted. If well-qualified
raters are instructed to disregard desirable qualities of the ratee such as ambition, hard work, emotional adjustment, and morality, that are not a part of the
intellectual repertoire, and rate on use of symbols, solving problems, and so on,
ratings will be closer to the centroid of the space. Each of the ratings made
independently by n qualified raters will have a substantial correlation with the
test of intelligence and the aggregate of the n ratings will be more highly correlated with the scores on the standard test than the median of the individual
ratings. The gain will depend on the independenceof the raters and the breadth
of the behavior sampled.
Performance Measuresin the Test Space
Academic grades that are based on proficiency in the subject matter lie fairly
close to the centroid of the test space, but are also affected by content. English

grades lie in the verbal segment, arithmetic grades in the quantitative segment,
and engineering grades in design in the visual-spatial segment. If letter grades
had the same meaning for degree of proficiency in the course for all courses
and all instructors, which they decidedly do not, a composite of grades would
be closer to the centroid than grades in any single course. This does not deny
that grades based on proficiency include other variance, such as motivation and

hard work, but nonintellectual traits have limited impact in the short run on

level of proficiency attained in a new cognitive task. Individual differences on
the task are not static over time, but change in the cognitive domain takes
place slowly.
Measures of proficiency in occupations, including supervisor and peerratings, that include tasks from modest to high levels of complexity also appear
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in the test space. If performance on the job is cognitively complex, one knows
in advancethat correlations of that measure with scores on an intelligence test
will be positive and of a size influenced primarily by the reliability and validity of the performance measure. Performance in different occupations such as

mechanical maintenance and repair, on the one hand, and clerical occupations,

on the other, fall in different segments of the test space but are close enough
to the centroid in their respective segments that correlations with general intelligence are quite substantial.
Standard Tests of Intelligence
Although there are many tests that are labeled intelligence, two stand out from
the rest in terms of their item sampling as good approximations of the general
factor. These are the Stanford-Binet and the various Wechsler scales. Based on
content they can be called standard tests of intelligence, but both share a limitation. Neither furnishes a useful score that measures the intelligence herein
defined. Intelligence is the size of the repertoire, or the level on the general
factor that reflects the size of the repertoire. Both of these tests were designed
to furnish IQs, which are measures of relative intelligence and do notreflect
growth.
When IQs were computed by dividing mental age by chronological age,
mental age was a measure ofintelligence. An IQ is a useful addition, just as
knowledge of height relative to an age group is a useful addition to knowledge
of height. Mental age units were abandoned becauseit was difficult to meet the
requirements of an invariant scale for IQ with their use. The lack of a replacement is a serious gap because it confuses ability to perform with performance
relative to age. For children, one recourse is to multiply the obtained IQ by the
child’s chronological age. Mental age, of course, was also not useful for adults,

but a commonscale for all age groups that would reflect the size of the repertoire could be formed.It is fortunate that test publishers retained grade-equivalent scores for achievementtests: in spite of psychometric criticisms of their
measurement properties. They do define a scale on which growth can be measured.
The standard tests and their close relatives obtain high marks on the four
criteria described under the earlier heading of measurement methodology.
There is no problem in measuring estimates of the general factor reliably as
long as sufficient time and items are devoted to the task. Measuring a behavioral trait reliably is time-consuming and requires standardization of critical
conditions, but such measurement does not suffer otherwise in comparison to
the use of physical scales. If examinees are well motivated, a critical condition,
measurement is also remarkably robust to conditions in the examinee and the
environment that are considered stressful. Among these are minor illness,
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fatigue, loss of sleep, ambient temperature, and ambient noise. These are not

excuses for measuringintelligence unpleasantly, but they do showthatthetrait
itself is robust.
There is no requirementthat a behavioral trait be fixed and unchangingjust
as there is no similar requirement for a trait of physique. Information about stability is required for theoretical and applied interpretations and is available for
standard tests. Finally, the standard tests are approximately homogeneous with
respect to general factor content, but only because they are so heterogenous
with respect to the content introduced by their minor factors. The traditional
criticism that a given score can beattained by different patterns of response is
beside the point as long as the score is used andinterpreted only as an estimate
of the general factor.
It is fortunate in many ways that the two standard tests do a reasonably
good job in estimating the intellectual repertoire. Item types have been sufficiently constant over 80 years so that the large numberofcorrelates of scores
of these tests and their close relatives can be considered comparable over the
Same time period. At least for the foreseeable future, it is more fruitful to

retain the standard tests and to redefine what developers and most users
thought the tests were measuring than to continue the search for the Holy
Grail, the “real” intelligence.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT DEVELOPMENT

Mybasic definition of intelligence required a single paragraph. The subsequent
discussion depended very largely on empirical observations of correlations
among behaviors in fleshing out the construct. Still needed, however, are some

assumptions about human development.

The Genetic Substrate

The genetic substrate for general intelligence is polygenic. In a limited sense,
because intelligence is a behavioraltrait, the substrate includes the genetics of
the whole organism. Obviously, this point of view can be pushed too far. On
the other hand,it is simplistic to assume that the genetic substrate is restricted
to anything like a bodily organ. It seems more reasonable that the genetic subStrate is primarily that for the central nervous system, but the entire sequence
from stimulus through to response should not be forgotten. The assumption
that many genes are involved must be taken very literally.
An assumption that the genes in the substrate for intelligence do notall
“fire” at the moment of conception is also reasonable in the light of numerous
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late-appearing genetic effects. Relative individual differences in physicaltraits
are not stable during development and decay.
Although a great deal of evidence concerning the heritability of intelligence
has been published, behavioral geneticists have not considered adequately
whether group factors in intelligence have a specific genetic substrate or
whether the genetic contribution wasrestricted to the general factor content of
the measures of group factors. General intelligence tests cover the broadest
spectrum of behaviors, and every group test of a narrower factor such as verbal comprehension necessarily includes general factor variance.
Cardon et al. (1992) did claim substantial heritabilities for verbal, spatial,

and memory group factors, but their general factor was estimated by a methodology that underestimated the variance of the general factor. Humphreys
(1971), using a different methodology, obtained evidence for the heritability of
a spatial factor only in his sample of male twins.
Still narrower factors defined by the difference between a measure’s communality and its reliability (specifics) can be confidently assumed to be environmental in origin. Finally, item variance in standard tests of general intelligence is largely the product of multiple, independent environmental
determinants.
The Environmental Substrate

Elements in the repertoire are acquired. Learning is accordingly implicated, but
environmental influences can also have indirect effects. Both types of influences are multiple. Polygenic determination is accompanied by polyenvironmental determination. These separate effects will each be discussed briefly.
A detailed theory of learning and motivation is not required. If learning
takes place effectively, elements will be added to the repertoire more rapidly
than whenthe processis ineffective. If the content to be learned is cognitively
complex, general intelligence will benefit more than if the content is simple.
This does not mean that all persons acquire new elements in the repertoire with
equivalent speed and sureness. As described earlier, there is a genetic substrate
for the acquisition of the intellectual repertoire.
There is also an organic substrate that is environmental in origin.
Differential experience produces differences in dendritic growth. It also seems
probable that early experience is more effective than experience that comes
later in maturity. The extended period of infancy and dependency in the human
is accompanied by a high degree of plasticity but this property wanes with
increasing age. In addition, there are the accidents, diseases, and other physiological pathologies that affect the biological organism and may well affect in
turn the acquisition of the intellectual repertoire (Lubinski & Humphreys,
1990a). The problem of testing the repertoire in the physically handicapped
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was mentioned earlier, but the handicap can affect acquisition as well. The
objective in testing physically handicapped persons is to sample their repertoires, not to estimate their genotypes. Perinatal anoxia and early nutrition may
present similar problems.
Size of the Repertoire

By the age of two,the repertoire is already large. Responses to verbal stimuli
preceded use of words, and nonverbal problem solving has been prominent for
many months. Being attentive to changes in stimulation revealed by turning of
the head seems to belong in the intellectual repertoire. A student and I, as a
matter of fact, published data congruent with the hypothesis that the general
factor can be measured at 12 months (Humphreys & Davey, 1988). Although
individual differences on measures of the factor change fairly rapidly in the
early months and years, the change appears to be gradual and lawful. From this
point of view, the general factor gradually evolves into its later manifestations.
Growth is a process of continuous accumulation. With almost 100% of
American children in school from age 6 to 14 and exposed to a broad,relatively homogeneous curriculum, growth tends to take place on a broadfront.
Public education also requires continuous practice of earlier elements.
Differential experience in the home anddifferential reinforcement of early
school experiences provide a possible basis for the initial differentiation of
group factors as well.
The high school curriculum provides somewhat greater opportunity for specialized growth,although this is still around a common core. Additional group
factors do become defined during this period (Atkin et al., 1977). Specialization
becomes dominant in postsecondary education and growth in generalintelligence slows markedly. By age 18 the intellectual repertoire is huge.
Relation Between Repertoire and Gain

There is ample basis in the discussion of the genetic and environmental substrates for intelligence for the following conclusion: True score gains between
times 1 and 2 are necessarily imperfectly correlated with true score of the
repertoire at time 1. Another way of stating this involves the distinction
between reliability and stability over time. The latter statistic will always be
smaller than the root of the product of the reliabilities at times 1 and 2.
The correlations of scores at base periods with gains and the correlations
between successive gains can be quite small. Genes that “fire” late in development are determiners of bodily structures and functions, but being independent
of other determinants in their action, they introduce seemingly stochastic
changes in development. Similarly, the environment is constantly changing and
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to a large extent in a stochastic manner insofar as the individual child is concerned. Many years ago, following a proposal by Anderson (1939), Roff
(1941) computed raw score gains with raw score bases and largely found small
negative correlations. Because there is a bias in raw score data toward negative
values, it seems probable that the true score correlations might have been no
larger than small positives.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY

At this pointit is appropriate to discuss a theory aboutintelligence as opposed
to a definition. As such it should lead to testable hypotheses about relations
involving the trait. These relations constitute only a limited segmentof the
phenomena subsumed under the rubric of intelligence by psychologists. The
process by which elements of the repertoire are acquired or how the repertoire
is used in solving problemsare clearly important, but outside the scope of the
theory of the trait.
Data are available for many of the testable hypotheses aboutthetrait.
Eighty years of testing children with tests that differ little from what I have
called the standard ones have provided a wealth of information. In an important sense the theory was derived from the large body of data that has been
accumulated. This approach may differ from a great deal of psychological theorizing, but it provides a coherent structure for the data and leads to addition-

al research. It also reflects the biases concerning psychological theory that
were discussed earlier.
Hypothesesthat follow from the theory will be discussed under three headings: group means and changes in group means, stability and instability of relative intelligence of individuals, and concurrent and predictive correlates of

intelligence. Space will not permit a full discussion of the evidence relevant to
each hypothesis. The hypotheses that follow depend to some degree, heavily in
many cases, on the absolute size of the typical repertoire as it changes during
development. |

Group Means
These hypotheses are admittedly difficult to test with confidence. Imposition of
adequate experimental controls, of which random assignmentto treatments 1s
crucial, is not feasible. Statistical control is never completely adequate. Ability
to test latent trait models was an important advance, but such models only con-

trol the attenuation introduced by measurement error. There remain more
important problems of the construct validities of the latent traits identified and
whether an important one has not been identified.
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There are also problems with respect to units of measurement. Has Item
Response Theory (IRT), as implemented by several different computer programs, solved the problem of equal units for the measurement of growth of
intelligence or even a narrow elementof the intellectual repertoire? I remain
skeptical. Mental age and grade equivalent metrics are useful, but the units of
measurement are widely known to be unequal. Measuresof relative intelligence within a group homogeneous with respect to chronological age have
only limited uses.
Nevertheless, the problems of general intelligence are important. Inability to
do controlled research should not be the sole determiner of where resources
should be expended. Careful investigators need to do the best research possible
from the sampling of defined populations and choice of measurementinstruments to sophisticated use of modeling. In the end, furthermore, conclusions
should be as tentative as the data require.
1. The mean level of intelligence in a population can change over time. A
substantial increase in the population of young adults tested in World WarI
and World War II was reported by Tuddenham (1948). More recently increases in the perceptual-visual-spatial component of the repertoire were reported by
Flynn (1987). Critics use such data to denigrate intelligence tests, claiming that
“real” intelligence did not change, but their construct cannot be inferred from
any measurement operation. Suchcritics are implicitly hereditarians.
2. When the size of the intellectual repertoire changes, there will be corresponding changes in educational achievement and occupational proficiency.
World War II draftees would have been more able than their World War I
counterparts to acquire the cognitive knowledge and skills required in their
military assignments. To test this hypotheses it is essential to distinguish
between a gain in score based on practice or coaching on a given set of items
and a gain in the total repertoire. Current discussions concerning the importance of functional literacy training for employment and industrial productivity
assume the accuracy of the hypothesis.
3. Psychologically important gains in intelligence will occur only with the
expenditure of substantial effort in time and resources. If the gain between the
two world wars was due to the increase in years of education, as it probably
was, consider the economic cost of keeping a growing population of children
in school for approximately 3 additional years. One cannot expect to obtain a
large gain in intelligence from an experimental program whose duration is
measured in months.
4. For a givenlevel of effort there will be greater effects on young children
than on older children. Growth in intelligence is measured by growth in the
intellectual repertoire. Producing an increment to that repertoire by a given
intervention can be accomplished more easily when the repertoire is relatively
small.
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5. For effective growth in intelligence there must be a continuous supportive psychosocial substrate. Preschool intervention programs typically have
short-term effects. There must be continuing exposure and continuing effort,
but the latter requires effort on the part of the learner as well as by the society.
Social effort that does not affect individual effort is not sufficient.
6. Changes in intelligence are a function of the kind of intervening educational experiences. In the system of education studied by Harnquist (1968) students could be grouped in the following categories: compulsory level, vocational, lower secondary, and gymnasium. Estimated gains, after allowing for
either imperfect stability over time or imperfect reliability on pretest and
posttest, increase monotonically from compulsory level to gymnasium.
7. The chronological age at which the growth of intelligence in the general
population essentially levels off depends on the educational practices of the
society. There is no age set by biological growth processes. Terman used 16 as
the maximum age in computing IQs in 1916, 18 in 1937. Today, however, we
no longer try to measureintellectual growth, so today’s “maximum”is
unknown.

8. In the absence of specific biological deterioration, there will be little loss
in intelligence with increasing age. Thereis little forgetting of overlearned and
continuously practiced skills. Some elements may enter and later disappear, but
the total will rarely decrease. This hypothesis does require the distinction
between intelligence and relative intelligence, a distinction that is frequently
neglected. Thus, monotonic decrease in the mean IQs of rural southern black
children (Jensen, 1977) does not negate this hypothesis.
9. Intervention can change the level of an individual component of intelligence more rapidly than the total. Even so, some components such as aural
and visual comprehension of language, which are themselves highly correlated,
are so central to the repertoire that obtaining more growth than typically occurs
is slow at best. The intervention problem is quite different, however, among
the small number of individuals who are substantially retarded in reading as
comparedto their level of aural comprehension.
10. The components of general intelligence do not all grow at the same
rate. The age of leveling off varies from one component to another (Horn,
1989). These differences are correlated with differential exposure to the different types of content. Engineers and physical scientists, on the one hand, and
humanists on the other, will show different patterns of growth and decline for
verbal, quantitative, and spatial—-visual components. The last of these is prominently involved in measures of so-called fluid intelligence.
11. There are meandifferences in intelligence among groups defined demographically. These groups do not experience identical environments, and there
may be genetic differences as well. Groups defined by level of socioeconomic
status have a genetic component to the variance of their scores on standard
tests of intelligence. Groups whose gene pools have been partially segregated
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historically are likely to be genetically somewhat different. Whatever the causes may be, group differences have social consequences.
12. Among adult representatives of groups demographically defined it is difficult to overcome existing deficits in general intelligence. This hypothesis is
independent of how one viewsthe nature—nurture problem. It is not easy to
compensate in the adult for low levels on a phenotypic trait, even if the variance of the trait is largely or entirely environmental in origin. Observe the
many problems encountered by adults in the acquisition of a second language.
The popular view ofintelligence is one of innate power or capacity that can be
released at any time by providing opportunity and that quickly comesto full
flower. There are no data to support this view. Theintelligence I have defined
develops slowly with support from the society and with effort on the part of
the learner.
13. For effective growth in intelligence, the specific curriculum and standards of achievement should be set somewhat above the current mean level of
the group. Individuals in the group must be currently motivated or able to be
motivated to work at the learning of the material; whatever it may be. If the
students within the group are highly heterogeneous in preparation for learning
the material, both the highly prepared and the poorly prepared are disadvantaged. It is especially disadvantageous to be so far below the mean that competition is essentially impossible.
Stability of Individual Differences
Hypotheses in this area are concerned with changein relative intelligence over
time. Time is not, of course, the effective variable, but in the absence of infor-

mation about the actual determiners, time is the appropriate dependentvariable.
Longitudinal research over time does require examinees whoarerelatively
homogeneous in chronological age. Thus it is immaterial whether a growth or
relative score is used.
1. Scores on a test of general intelligence intercorrelated over occasions
will produce a quasisimplex matrix. Such a matrix tends to have its smallest
correlation in the upper right-hand (or lower-left) corner, and the largest correlations adjacent to the principal diagonal. If the obtained correlations are corrected for the attenuation produced by measurementerror, the preceding statements can be made without the qualification introduced by “tends.” If
standardized tests are used, reliabilities tend to be relatively constant from
occasion to occasion so that the quasisimplex pattern is obtained in large samples without reversals. Stability coefficients drop monotonically as time
between occasions increases.
2. After correction for attenuation the correlations will approximate a true
simplex pattern. The assumption of a zero correlation of true scores between
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base at time 7 and gain between i and j may not be veridical but it has resulted in acceptable fits of observations to model (Humphreys & Davey, 1988;

Humphreys & Parsons, 1979). Correlations with true score gains clearly do not
approach unity, which is required for a fixed intelligence.
3. Stability over time is a function of the initial age of the examinee. As the
repertoire increases in size, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain a gain
proportionate to the size of the base. The corollary of this hypothesis is that a
gain of the same absolute size will have a larger effect when the repertoire is
relatively small. It also follows, in the absence of special interventions, that the

stability of intelligence over a given unit of time should increase throughout
maturation.

.

4. Low correlations between intelligence in the first few years and adult
intelligence reflect the normal growth of intelligence. This is contrary to the
common assumption that early tests do not measure intelligence, but this alternative is viable (Humphreys & Davey, 1988).
5. Instability over time is as characteristic of physical traits as of intelligence. While there is a psychosocial substrate for height and weight, the genetic substrate for both, especially height, is more important than that for intelligence. Thestability of height from year to year during development may not
be much greater, however, than for intelligence when correlations have been

corrected for attenuation (Humphreys, Davey, & Park, 1985).
6. Change is more rapid for the narrow components of intelligence than for
the total score. There may be differences from one componentto another, but
the results of simplex-fitting attempts by Humphreys, Park, and Parsons (1979)
for 16 tests in male and female samples seem to be in line with this prediction.
7. Change is a function of the intervening psychosocial substrate. There
should be more change for students in an academic curriculum than in a trades
curriculum. Harnquist’s data (1968) support the hypothesis, but uncertainty is
introduced by differences in variance from group to group.
8. A highly competitive learning environment will produce more change
than a more placid one. If students are able to deal with the competition, more
gain overall will produce lowerstability. Verbal and quantitative college board
scores can serve as partial surrogates of general intelligence. Stabilities of these
scores, if the problem of restriction of range can be solved, should be smaller
at highly selective institutions than at state colleges (or universities) that only a
few years ago were teacher-training institutions.
9. Each continuously distributed psychological trait exhibits a modest
degree of similarity among relatives. Such traits have multiple determinants.
Without regard to the genetic-environmental mix, differences amongrelatives
produce resemblance coefficients that are a good deal less than unity after correcting for attenuation. Lack of identity requires that children of extreme parents regress toward the mean on each and every suchtrait as do the parents of
extreme children. For general intelligence, even though there is a good deal of
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variability reported, a correlation of .50 between either of the two parents and
a single child is a reasonable estimate. More distant relatives are more distant
both genetically and environmentally, so resemblance coefficients become
smaller with increasing distance.
Validities of Intelligence Tests

Test validities are usually described by correlations as are the stabilities of
individual differences in intelligence. Thus there is a good deal of similarity
among hypotheses in the twoareas.
1. Proficiency of any performance in education, industry, and the military
requiring intellectual (cognitive) tasks is correlated with scores on a standard
test of intelligence. Intellectual is again defined by consensus, and proficiency
is represented by an aggregate measure, not a single act. The “validity generalization” doctrine was established empirically (Hunter, 1980; Schmidt &
Hunter, 1977), but is readily derived from present theory. Educational and
occupational tasks that broadly sample the repertoire are necessarily highly
correlated with a test that also broadly samples the repertoire.
2. Maximum predictive validity is obtained when the repertoire sampled by
the test matches the repertoire sampled by the criterion performance.
Performance in a blue-collar mechanical occupation is predicted more accurately by tests of mechanical reasoning andspatial—visual problem solving than
by a test of general intelligence.
3. An R-matrix of measures of proficiency obtained over multiple intervals
of time will form a quasisimplex matrix. Neither achievement nor so-called
aptitude ever becomestable.
4. Performance measures at 18 are predicted with increasing error the earlier the age of administration of the predictor test. As predictors of a child’s
intelligence, parental intelligence and socioeconomicstatus are only moderately valid (.50 and .40, respectively), and the child’s intelligence at age 2 is no
more accurate. If a program is widely adopted in which parents are expected to
start saving for the expenses of higher education during the child’s preschool
period, problems will be created. Should all such children be admitted to college if they wish to attend and have a high school diploma? More importantly,
should children whose parents made no attempt to save be discriminated
against?
5. Predictions from intelligence tests at a given point in time are unlikely to
remain at a constant level of accuracy for early to late performance measures.
If neither the predictor nor the criterion is stable, correlations between the two
are unlikely to be stable.
6. A quasisimplex of criterion performance can arise from decreasing cognitive complexity of performance with practice. The increasingly narrower sam-
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pling of the cognitive repertoire produces late performancespecific to itself.
7. A quasisimplex matrix can also be explained by a gradual shift in the
abilities required to perform well. To test this explanation, a set of predictors
is required differing enough from each other that increasing and decreasing
gradients of predictive validities can potentially be found among the predictor
tests. An increasing gradient is required for at least one test to support a
change in ability.
8. Decreased accuracy of prediction over time also requires information
about the mean performance of the group. Decreasing accuracy results in
increasing amounts of regression of extreme persons toward the group mean.It
is widely overlooked, however, that the group mean at the end of the time
interval may itself be extreme with respect to the total population. The fundamental question is the following: Do the membersof a selected group regress
toward a superior mean or toward the mean of the population from which they
were selected? The level of performance in a select group is hypothesized to
remain high as long as there is appropriate institutional support. Thus the usefulness of the test whose predictive validity drops substantially with the passage of time cannot be evaluated solely by a correlation computed within the
group. There are numerous essentially stochastic events that occur during a
given interval of time, producing changes in individual performance, both up
and down, that reduce the within-group correlation.

9. Comparison of predictive and postdictive gradients of validities over time
provides information concerning the kinds of changes taking place. Humphreys
and Taber (1973) found different shapes of these gradients for broad measures
of abilities, on the one hand, and for the Advanced Test of the Graduate

Record Examination on the other.

|

10. Most predictive validities are gross underestimates of the importance of
generalintelligence in criterion performance. As students move up the educational ladder from kindergarten to graduate and professional school, the successive restrictions of range of talent along the way are primarily on the general factor in intelligence. Although there are wide differences from institution
to institution and from one curriculum to another within an institution, educational selection is substantial. For the high school class of 1962, for example,
boys who completed the PhD were 1.26 standard score units above the mean
of their 10th-grade class. Girls at the same level had a mean of 1.48. In the
same high school class there is ample evidence for curriculum differences, but
institutional differences were not available. Moving to the B. A. level in order
to obtain adequate Ns for both sexes, boys are 1.28 units above the male mean
in physics, and girls are 1.16 above the female mean in chemistry. In contrast,
means in physical education are .06 and .43 for boys andgirls, respectively.
Approximate means in the several social sciences are intermediate, being .70
for boys, .95 for girls.

11. Scores on an appropriate test have the same significance for criterion
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performance across different demographic groups. Appropriateness is judged
in terms of the exposure criterion, not the equality of opportunity criterion. It
is also judged in terms of the match in sampling the cognitive space ofthe test
and the performance required. This hypothesis translates into an expectation of
equality of intercepts in the regression of performance onthetest after
allowance is made for the effect on the intercepts of measurement error in the
predictor. If an intercept difference remains, it is more productive to search for
an additional valid predictor than for biased items in the present predictor.
12. There are differences among socially important criterion performances
in their predictability by an intelligence test or its most central components.
Among theseare artistic, musical, and athletic abilities. The expectation, however, is not that predictive correlations will be zero, but they will be much
smaller than those with achievementin the so-called learned professions. In
some cases lower correlations are not produced by specific abilities in the
periphery of the cognitive space but by traits more appropriately called personality or temperament. Success in certain kinds of selling or leadership are
examples. The importance of specifying kind is indicated by the difference
between leadership in a learned profession and in the commandof an infantry
platoon on the battlefield. Intelligence tests predict later ratings of officer
effectiveness, but do so less accurately than they predict either pre- or postcommissioning grades in technical training. The effectiveness ratings are also
knownto be predictable by rated differences in personalitytraits.

IMPORTANCE OF GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
General intelligence is one of many humantraits, but it is clearly an important
one. It is highly related to educational success and to occupational attainment.
The latter occurs in spite of inadequate educational guidance and inadequate
support in our society for children of high intelligence from working-class and
lower class family backgrounds. It is related to economic productivity, and
although it is a difficult research problem, it is undoubtedly related to the ability of a democratic society to function as such. Remember, in this connection,
that there is little difference between functional literacy and general intelligence.
Illustrating the Importance
The traditional method of presenting correlations between psychologicaltests,
including those that measure general intelligence, and important social criteria
has led the general populace, politicians, and reporters to underestimate the
importance of intelligence. Individual differences correlations between intelli-
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gence and various military performance criteria may, on average, be as high as
.70, while correlations with academic grades in college, a restricted range of
talent, may be represented by values around .40. In both cases standard errors
of estimate are large so that there is a great deal of uncertainty in predicting
individual performance.
Now consider an alternative. Divide the predictor test into multiple class
intervals and compute a mean criterion score in each class interval. If there is
adequate ceiling and floor for both the test and the criterion measure, the
regression of criterion score on the test will be approximately linear. Now
compute the product-momentcorrelation between the test and the criterion
based on the means only, which is what engineers and experimental psychologists do when they wish to express the functional relation between two variables when each data point represents several observations.
When the preceding steps are followed, it is not unexpected in large samples to find a correlation of .99 for the meansof tests andcriteria. If there are
12 intervals, an r of .99 is greater than .94 at p < .0O1. The sampling error of a
given mean is equal to the standard error of estimate in the distribution of individuals divided by the square root of the numberof observations in the mean.
These correlations have interesting properties. They are independent of the
size of correlations computed in samples of individuals, but they are dependent
on the accuracy of the assumption of linearity. If the regression is linear, or
approximately so, in the population, these correlations are also dependent on
sample size. Given linearity and large sample size, the squared correlation in
the sample of persons can be approximated quite accurately by the ratio of the
variance of the criterion means to the variance of persons. However, the corre-

lation based on individuals is not needed in making interpretations. The appropriate procedure is to make a judgment as to whether the gain in performance
for each unit of change in the predictor in the raw score regression equationis
important practically and theoretically. The question concerns the utility of the
test in making decisions about the groups or in forecasting social trends. The
utility judgment is not complicated by the need to balance the costs of false
negative and false positive errors in prediction. The regression estimate of a
performance mean is made with high accuracy in good data in both senses of
the use of that term: an almost-zero standard error of estimate and a small sampling error.
Given high confidence in the gain in performance that can be obtained by a
given increase in intelligence or a component ability, how does a democratic
society deal with individual differences produced by the combined genetic and
environmental determiners of intelligence? The problem may be in conflict
with the egalitarian ideal, but not with the basic democratic value that stresses
individual worth. Acceptance of the reality of the problem is the first step in
dealing with it democratically. The next step is to know its manifestations and
to deal with them rationally.
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Instability Over Generations

As discussed earlier, parents and children are only similar, never identical, with
respect to traits that are determined by many genes and many environmental
influences. Given correlations in the population between a selected parent and
a selected child of less than unity, and typically a good deal less, regression in
both directions from one generation to the other takes place. If the correlation
is .50, regression is halfway back to the population mean. If the generational
differences involverelatives less closely related genetically and environmentally, the resemblance coefficient is substantially reduced.
Persons with an emotional bias toward equality in outcomes are due to be
forever disappointed with respect to individual differences within and between
present social strata, but need not be disappointed with respect to equality of
outcomes of descendants two to three generations removed. Regression toward
the population mean is progressive. The key is to maximize equality of opportunity in each generation. Genetics alone cannot produce rigid class structure,
but social inventions can.
Misconceptions about Heritability

In considering the social consequences of some degree ofheritability of general intelligence, understanding the definition of the term is essential. Heritability
is the proportion of genetic variance in the total variance ofa trait in a defined
population at a particular point in time. Heritability of intelligence in our
species can vary from one population to another and from one time period to
another.
As long as there is a genetic component in general intelligence, the goal in
a democratic society is to reduce environmental variance as muchas possible.
Increasing opportunity forall citizens increases heritability. If the accurate fig-

ure were .80, as some have claimed, a democratic society could be proud of

whatit had achieved. If heritability in this country is lower today than it was a
generation ago, as others have suggested, liberals have no cause for rejoicing.
The probable explanation is that our class structure has become more rigid and
that freedom of opportunity has decreased.
Meanlevels do not enter the definition of heritability. Adding a constant
amount to each person’s intellectual repertoire by age 18 bystrictly environmental means would not changethe heritability coefficient. If we added a substantially larger amount to the intelligence of persons in the lower half of the
distribution, heritability would increase.
Some conservatives have argued that a revolution in an existing aristocratic
society would merely exchange one ruling class for another. Several comments
are pertinent to this assertion. If the prerevolutionary society had a rigid class
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structure, the new ruling class would be more able than the old. If the new

rulers formed a rigid class structure, in the generation of their grandchildren or
great-grandchildren the level of genetic endowment in the ruling class would
approach the society’s average. It is doubtful that environmental variance can
adequately compensate. It also follows that highly able persons by this time
have appeared in the lower classes. They are also frustrated by the shackles
imposed on them bythe class structure and are ready to lead a new revolution.
Perhaps the most dramatic evidence of genetic influence is typically overlooked. That it does not enter an estimate of heritability may be the explanation. The sheer number of children who exhibit high levels of talent and who
are found in the most unlikely environmental circumstances is very impressive
(Lubinski & Humphreys, 1990b).
Differences Among Demographic Groups
As I have defined intelligence, there is no doubt about the reality of demographic differences. A democracy must deal with these differences. Value
judgments can and should override at times the implications of quantitative

data, but such judgments should not ignore those data. Even worse is the

strong tendency among many policy makers and policy shapers to substitute
myths for data. More and better data are available concerning black and white
comparisons, so I shall limit my discussion to those two groups.
An important empirical generalization is known and widely accepted among
persons whoread and can understand the research literature. When blacks and
whites compete directly with each other and are evaluated by the same standard in education, industry, and the military services, blacks do not perform
quite as well generally as the estimate from their supposedly biased test scores
indicates (Hartigan & Wigdor, 1989; Linn, 1982). However, the differences

tend to be about the size expected from measurementerror in the predictor.
That is, there is not sufficient evidence for a second deficit over and beyond
that measured on a well-developed and well-researched predictive measure of
ability.
It also follows that use of a lower standard for the selection of blacks in
education, industry, and military service places blacks at a competitive disadvantage with whites on performance measures. I have described this practice as
the strong form of affirmative action in comparison with the original definition.
The latter required active recruiting of qualified minorities and selecting a
minority person when qualifications were equal. It seems highly probable that
strong forms of affirmative action are responsible for a substantial number of
racial incidents and increases in racist feelings on the part of both blacks and
whites (see Humphreys, 1990, 1991a, 1991b).
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A correlation between distributions of meansis also instructive for groups
demographically defined. For example, two races, two ethnic groups, and three
levels of socioeconomic status can be the basis for such a correlation with an
N of 12. The 12 groups replace the class intervals of intelligence, and each
group has meansonboth the predictor and the criterion. Correlations computed in this way will vary from test to test and from onesituation to another, but
they will be high, as long as the groups are exposed to the same content and

are evaluated on the same standard. That is, mean test scores of races, ethnic

groups, and social classes do predict quite accurately means of measures of
educational and occupational performance. The plot ofthe linear regression of
mean performance of mean test score will reveal errors of under- or overprediction, to the extent that such errors exist. Again, the regression equation in
raw score form enables one to judge the importance of a given difference on
the predictor.
There are, of course, many individual exceptions to group trends in all
groups demographically defined. As a matter of fact, the distributions of individuals about both sets of means are approximately equivalent from group to
group. These distributions about each mean in each set demonstrate the error of
substituting a stereotype for accurate information about individuals and the
need for the original definition of affirmative action. The high correlation
between the two sets of means shows the consequences of the use of a strong
form of affirmative action.
The important problem faced by a minority group is not a deficit on a predictor test, but a deficit in proficiency on a socially important performance. It
is as difficult to identify black exceptions to the expectation based on test score
as it is for whites. Discovery and use of tests that reduce the numberoferrors
of prediction for blacks would be desirable, but such tests would do the same
for whites. Present theory does not reject the possibility of an environmental
solution to the problem, but it does strongly suggest that intervention should
Start early in pregnancy and be continuous thereafter. Entrance in the first
grade is already late. Intervention should avoid the myths about self-concepts
as prime determiners and focus instead on the acquisition of comprehension of
oral and written language, writing, and skills in working with quantitative
materials and concepts.
CONCLUSION

I have defined the phenotypic behavioral trait of intelligence that is measured
by standard tests of intelligence. Genetic and environmental substrates affect
the acquisition, storage, and retrieval of the intercorrelated intellectual (cogni-

tive) knowledge, information, and skills that form a behavioral repertoire.
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Intercorrelations define a factor common to the elements of the repertoire that
support the designation of the trait as general intelligence.
With the addition to the definition of some assumptions about learning and
development, a numberof testable hypotheses can be derived. These are categorized into those that concern mean changes in intelligence in groups,
changesin individual differences on the trait, and correlates with performances
in various social roles.
Because intelligence is general, individual and group differences on the trait
have widespread effects on the individual and on the society. General intelligence is far from being of sole importance in humanaffairs, but it is one of a
relatively small number of important human traits. The numberoftraits that
have appreciable effects on behavior outside the room in whichtests are given
is far smaller than the numbers that some ability and personality theorists have

discussed.
Because intelligence is important, many liberals have felt pressure to reject
any importance of the genetic substrate in the formation of individual differences in the trait. They have added an assumption, frequently implicitly, that
environmental determination allows quick and easy compensation for earlier
environmental deficits. The definition and theory discussed herein reject the
latter assumption; and the theory does not require a resolution of the relative
contributions of nature and nurture to the development of individual differences in intelligence. A democratic society can deal with the reality of an
unknown, probably substantial, genetic contribution to variance. As a matter of
fact, the goal should be to maximize that contribution by increasing environmental opportunities.
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Chapter 9

Theoretical Models for the
Study of Intelligence*

Earl Hunt
The University of Washington

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF INTELLIGENCE

The term intelligence has been applied widely. Clearly it is something we want
to have; who wouldn’t want to beintelligent? But just what does “being intelligent” mean? Guilford (1967) identified over 100 separate humanabilities that
he regarded aspart of intelligence, and he confined himself solely to the intellectual realm. Some authors want to expand the term to encompassartistic and

even athletic ability (Gardner, 1983).

|

This will not do. Scientific analyses have to be limited to manageable sets
of variables. If we make “intelligence” coterminous with “all the nice abilities
a human might have”the topic will be so incoherent that it will never be
understood. In this chapter I will try to establish a reasonably important, but
not all-encompassing, sphere of human activity, and then try to define intelligence within that sphere.
‘The preparation of this chapter has been partially supported by the Office of Naval Research,
Contract N00014-86-000065 to the University of Washington; Earl Hunt principal investigator.
The opinions expressed are solely those of the author.
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Much of human activity is rational. Rational activity occurs when people
decide to attain a goal and choose actions intended to reachit. Problem solving in algebra is an excellent example; people who solve algebraic problems do
not write characters randomly, they plan their actions. They are fully aware of
the fact that they are trying to solve an algebra problem, and, at some level,
they are aware of how they are trying to solveit. To take a less academic

example, when stockbrokers choose a stock or doctors recommend a treatment

they are prepared to justify their recommendations.
Acts ofrational thought may or may notbe successful. A person who offers
an invalid proof is thinking just as much as one who offers a valid one, and
stockbrokers who recommend bad purchases are thinking as much astheir
more foresightful colleagues. They just are not thinking as well. When different individuals consistently display different levels of cognitive competence we
say that they differ in intelligence.
This term has cometo carry a good deal of excess emotional baggage,
which is unfortunate. The term will be used here solely as a shorthand for
“consistent individual differences in cognitive competence.” I will further limit

the term by admitting that consistent can mean consistent over time, but not

necessarily over domains. I, and many other people, can imagine stockbrokers
who are poor mathematicians and vice versa.
As I shall use the term, intelligence refers to the quality of a person’s goaldirected problem solving. I will not address the issue of why, in some larger
scheme, the person has chosen his or her particular goals. In addition, there
will be no discussion of whether or not the person’s goals fit into some social
structure where appropriate goals are chosen by another person. Although we

might not admire the goals of, say, a bank robber, we could still admire a

clever way of breaking into a vault.
Theserestrictions clearly rule out a lot of human mental behavior. There1s
no place for love, although there may be one for Machiavellian schemes for
obtaining sex and wealth. Moreseriously, it is easy to create borderline cases.
There probably was something to Freud’s claim that we are not always aware
of the goals we are pursuing. It is certainly true that we are not always aware
of the restrictions that we place on problem solving. It is also true that the success of intellectual efforts often depends upon others’ evaluations of the problem solver’s goal. Most professors at our great research universities make less
money than the football coach. This does not necessarily mean that the coach

is more intelligent than the professors.
It should be clear from these examples that I want to study an individual’s
problem-solving ability, more or less in isolation from the social setting in
which that ability is exercised. It can be argued that this is a mistake, because
intellectual competence is always exercised within a particular social context.
Several advocates of “situated cognition” have taken this approach. I disagree
and believe that it is sensible to study the mental capacities of a single indi-
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vidual, in isolation. In order to understand the person’s total behavior, you may

have to go beyond such studies, but the studies themselves are reasonable. Let

me offer an analogy.
Suppose that instead of studying the behavior of humans we were studying
the behavior of aircraft. We would soon find that the behavior of an aircraft
depends on two different modular subsystems: the aircraft and the aviator. The
total behavior of an aircraft in flight cannot be understood unless both are
understood. Nevertheless, aeronautical engineering and human factors are separate disciplines. They can each be studied on their own, and the interface
between them is also worth studying. Now let us look at this more formally.
A scientific analysis of any topic can only proceed if the topic approximates
what mathematicians call a closed system. Formally, a closed System is a set of
observed variables V = {v;} i, = 1. .K such that any one variable can be
expressed as a function of the others, that is:
Vi = f(V1...Vj...VK)

(1)

A system is open to the extent that there are unobserved variables X = {x-w }
w =1...£ not in V, such that some (possibly all) of the v;’s are also functions
of the x-w’s;
Vi = f(V1...Vj...VK, X1...XL).

(2)

Clearly if the unobserved variables exert a major influence on the observed
ones we will not be able to obtain orderly data, and therefore any scientific
endeavor is defeated to start with.
My contention is that the only way that we can define a manageable system
for individual differences in cognitive competence is to restrict our attention to
conscious, rational problem solving, being attempted by an individual. In fact,
this area itself will have to be broken into subfields. If we try to develop a
grand theory of social interactions and motivation at the same time, we will
simply get nowhere because weare studying open systems, and science cannot
do that.
The decision to restrict our attention to closed systems is not trivial. The
decision is valid only if an individual’s cognition can be treated as a module in
a complex network of modules that includes other individuals, the physical
environment, history, and so forth. In terms of the mathematical formalisms
just introduced, it assumes that we can profitably study the relationsh
ips
between the observed variables conditional upon certain (ranges of) values
of
the unobserved variables. The effects of changes in the unobserved X variables
(e.g., changes in social reward systems) are treated as interface problems
between the individual and the environment. As in the aircraft example,
we do

not want to confuse the study of the interface with study of the system.
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THE CRITERIA FOR SCIENTIFIC THEORIES

Just what does it mean to say that a theory of intelligence should be a scientific theory? There has been rather a lot of debate about just what a scientific
theory is. At the risk of sounding naive, I shall now attempt a small contribution to the topic.
Borrowing a term from modern cognitive psychology, a theory is a mental
model that people use to deal with the phenomenaat hand, here individual differences in mental competence. Mental models are handy because they let a
thinker understand variations in the world by making manipulations in his or
her internal representation of the world. This meansthat a theory is a tool, just
as much as a hammeris a tool. In order to be of any use to the person holding
the theory, the theory has to be comprehensible—so that it can be managed at
all—and the theory has to produce information that the person can use to
achieve his or her own goals.
These criteria are somewhat different from those conventionally taught in
logic of science courses. They make theory personalistic; a theory that is comprehensible to one person may not be comprehensible to another, and a theory
that is useful for one set of goals may not be useful for another. I think that
theories have to be personalistic in this sense. More strongly, I believe that a
certain amount of confusion has resulted because people have argued that theories of intelligence that are appropriate for some individuals and purposes are
appropriate for all individuals and purposes.
Scientific theories must be objective. They must be publicly stated, in such
a way that any appropriately trained individual can evaluate them as a model
for some objectively defined behavior. Going back to the formalisms introduced a few paragraphs ago, a scientific theory is a closed set of theoretical
variables, Y = {yy} v =1...M,that are interrelated, that is:

yy = g(y1-.-YM)

(3)

In addition, in order to be objective a theory has to be accompanied by a clearcut measurementprocedurerelating the y’s to the observable v’s. Thus for
every vj there must be a predicted value
vj = AYt...ym)

(4)

that it can be compared to. The closenessofthisfit determines the accuracy of
the theory.
Note that objectivity, as defined earlier, does not in any way conflict with
my emphasis on personalistic theories. For me, for instance, modern theories of
I do
cosmology are not a satisfactory personalistic model of the world because
them
nd
not understand them. I understand the procedure required to comprehe
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(i.e., study advanced physics for several years) and I will take on faith the
Statement that the measures of cosmological theory can be defined objectively.

I will also take on faith the assurance that cosmologists can, for instance, pre-

dict the bending of light around Jupiter more accurately than can be done by
Newtonian optics. In my mundane world, I have no utility for this level of
measurement; Newtonian optics will do just fine. Cosmology is objective but,

for me, it is not personalistic.

Finally, if a theory is to have any content it must be pragmatically true
rather than necessarily true. A pragmatically true statement is one thatis capable of disproof by some conceivable observation, while a necessarily true theory is one that makes only tautologically true statements about observables.
This last point may be so obviousthat it is hardly worth Saying, but unfortunately the history of the study of intelligence contains more than a few examples of necessarily true theories. For instance, a theory of insight that states
that insightful problem solvers retrieve the necessary background information
to solve a problem is necessarily true and tells us nothing. References have
been suppressed to protect the guilty.

TYPES OF THEORIES
The framework just described allows us to generate two different classes of
scientific theory: descriptive and causal theories.
Descriptive theories are stated in terms of a relatively small set of relationships, called Jaws, that constrain the observables to certain sets of values. No
causal mechanism is presented to explain why these laws hold, they just do.
The nature of gravity is explained this way. Studentsare told that gravity is
a relationship between objects that depends on the masses of the objects
involved and their distances from each other. No explanation is given of why
gravitational forces exist, they just do.
Summarizing laws can be found in psychology. B. F. Skinner’s formulation
of behaviorism is the most obvious example. Another good example can be
found right in the study of intelligence. Factor analytic theories are descriptive
theories. To illustrate, consider Thurstone’s (1938) famous principal factors
model.' Thurstone asserted that data resulting from measurement of N individuals on K measures of mental competence could be summarized by stating
positions for each of the N individuals on M < K factors. He also provided a
method for going from observable to factors and back again. The modelis
objective and, in a wide range of situations, comprehensive and useful. It is a
collection of laws, rather than a collection of explanatory statements.
‘I could have used any other factor analytic model in this example. Thurstone’s was chosen
solely because it seemed easiest to describe.
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Causal theories go beyond descriptive theories by providing an explanation
for observations in terms of some mechanism that forces a relationship to exist.
Often causal relationships will be defined in terms of a morebasic theory that
is descriptive at its own level. For instance, ballistics treat gravity as a causal
force determining the flight path of an object, although within the framework
of Newtonian mechanics, gravitational relations are descriptive.
There are similar theories in psychology. Genetic models of intelligence
imply certain statistical relationships between degree of family relationship and
performance on cognitive tests. The direction of causation is clear. Genetic
models themselves may be derived from causal theories in molecular biology,
but at the Mendelian level, genetics is descriptive.
There is a third class of “intellectual objects” that are sometimes referred to

as theories, but that I refer to as world views. A world view is a way of gen-

erating specific theoretical statements. Three examples from the study of intelligence should illustrate what I mean. Factor analytic theories of intelligence
begin with the statement that an individual’s performance ona test battery will
be represented as a vector of real numbers. Specific theories are then generated by stating restrictions on the relationships between vectors (cf. the characterization of Thurstone’s theory). Let me call this the Euclidean world view. It
is a particular way of representing the data to be explained. It is not a theory
itself, but it can be used as the starting point for generating theories.
A similar remark can be made about Sternberg’s (1985, 1988) highly publicized Triarchial “Theory” (quotation marks very much mine). The triarchial
theory defines three aspects of cognitive behavior: performing a cognitive act,
monitoring one’s actions (metacomponents) and acquiring new problem-solving skills. The triarchial theory fits into previous work (Sternberg, 1977) in
which Sternberg has argued for a componential world view in which different
types of cognitive actions are isolated and treated as separate topics of investigation, perhaps using different theoretical mechanisms. Here it is sufficient to
note that this is a world view about how to represent cognitive behavior. It
may or may not be useful. It is clearly different from the Euclidean view.
In the following section I shall offer what I will call a computational world
view. To foreshadow, I shall argue that cognition is best thought of as a computation; that is the manipulation of a physical symbol system that is supposed
to represent external reality. This idea is originally due to the pioneering work
of Allen Newell and Herbert Simon (Newell & Simon, 1972). I then consider
different aspects of a cognitive computational system, and argue that different
theories of intelligence are needed to account for individual differences in each
aspect of cognition.
World views are sometimes looked upon as almost religious belief systems.
They cannot be verified or disproved, you either have to believe them ornot. I
am going to take a somewhat different approach. I believe that world views
can be accepted orrejected, but not directly. Instead, a world view rises orfalls
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on the merits of the theories that it generates. Does a world view generate the-

ories that meet the criteria enumerated for them? This is a matter of consensus,

rather than something to be determined by a crucial test of a hypothesis.
This concludes my somewhat lengthy preamble. Next, let us turn to considering somespecific aspects of the study ofintelligence.

A THEORY OF COGNITION AND INTELLIGENCE
Scope of the Theory
This section will present a world view that attempts to unite theories ofintelligence and cognition. In this world view intelligence is viewed as the product
of cognition rather than the other way around.I object to a description of a
person’s cognition that says “X thinks that way because X is(oris not) intelligent.” That is putting the horse before the cart. X is intelligent because of the
way X thinks. Therefore a theory of intelligence should explain how variations
in the parameters of cognition produce individual differences in mental competence.
My approach will emphasize causalrelationships, explained in terms of psychological theory. Thus phrases like “genetic constitution causes intelligence”
have no place in this approach (although they may well be true) because they
are statements about how biological phenomena produce psychological phenomena, rather than statements about how one psychological phenomenonproduces another.
Figure 1 shows the argument in diagrammatic form. Biological phenomena
establish a basic cognitive capacity. This capacity is the topic of theories of
cognition. Social experiences interact with the basic cognitive capacity to pro-

Biological Effects

|
Basic Cognitive
Mechanisms
|

}Social

Processes

|

Individual Mental
Capacity

L
Individual Accomplishments
(Including test scores)

Figure 1. The relationship between biological and social influences, information processing, and demonstrated mental competence.
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duce individual mental competence (i.e. intelligence). Mental competence, in
turn, interacts with the social environment to produce indications of individual
ability, including, but certainly not limited to, scores on intelligencetests.
A Model for Cognition

Since the 1950s, virtually all psychologists have accepted the proposition that
thinking is a species of computation, and that the concepts applicable to computing systems are appropriate for the analysis of human thinking.’ A particular model of computing, called the blackboard architecture model, has proven

to be particularly useful (Hunt, in press; Hunt & Lansman, 1986; Klahr,

Langley, & Neches, 1987). The basic idea behind the model can be grasped by
a metaphor, which is portrayed in Figure 2. Imagine a stage—called working
memory—in which all active thought takes place. This stage is divided into at
least three smaller stages: auditory working memory, visual working memory,
and an abstract memory for reasoning. These stages are where “conscious
thought” takes place. In more computational terms, the temporary data structures required to solve the problem currently being worked on are stored in the
various working memories.
The stages are viewed, if you will, by the contents of a very large long-term
memory. The long-term memory contains rules for problem solving. These can
be very simple, as in the rule “When driving and yousee a red light and stop.”
Note that this rule contains two parts, a pattern and an action to be taken when
an example of a pattern is recognized in the appropriate part of long-term
memory. Simple rules like this are called productions. There is an extensive
literature on their use in psychological modeling, so there would belittle sense
in repeating the argumenthere.
Productions are themselves organized into larger units, called schemata. Just
what a schemais has been the topic of a great deal of debate. For our purposes, a schema can be thought of as an organization of simple problem-solving
steps (the productions) into an orchestrated but specialized problem-solving
method. Here a metaphor to the use of a schema “outside the head” may be
useful. The Internal Revenue Service’s famous IRS 1040 form is a schema.It
tells you how to compute your incometax, in step-by-step fashion. Most of the
steps are defined by the production rules for ordinary arithmetic.
The basic assumption behind this model of thinking (and that of many other
people’s) is that the behaviors we call thinking depend very heavily on
This basic proposition has been questioned by proponents of Connectionist theories of cognition, who wish to tie human thought directly to mathematical models of brain systems (Rumelhart,
McClelland, & Hinton, 1986). Although this approach may be useful in the future, at presentit has
not been developed to the point at which it could reasonably be used to develop a theory of intelligence. See Hunt (in press) for a further discussion.
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Figure 2. A hierarchial organization of problem-solving schema. This was
suggested by Larkin’s FERMI model, and subsequently amplified as a
result of the works my colleagues and | have done on the psychology of
physics instruction.

schematic reasoning. Such reasoning makes two qualitatively different
demands upon the mind. The mind must have access to appropriate information, and the mind must have an adequate information-processing capacity,
defined independently of the schemata themselves, to execute the computational steps the schemata demand.
To see this, let us go back to the IRS example. Form 1040 provides an economic way of calculating your incometax. If you do notbelieve this, imagine
what would happen if you were provided with copies of the relevant tax law
and nothing else! However, the form clearly assumes that you have certain
information available: Form 1040 itself and a large array of bookkeeping doc-

uments. At a more basic level, it assumes that you know howto do arithmetic.

In addition, the form implicitly assumes that you have certain information-processing capacities. It assumes you have access to a physical table or desktop
sufficiently large to put the appropriate information down onit. It assumesthat
you have a device for writing down numbers, and that you have filed documentation for all your claims. Individual differences in these mechanistic
processes of information handling, which are used for other schemata beside
the tax forms, are an essential part of cognition.
The analogy is exact. We can think of a person’s mental capacity as being
determined by the schemata, the information available to fill in those schemata and by the person’s capacities for manipulating information in the abstract.
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To make things more confusing, “intelligence” (i.e., individual mental capacity) is not determined by any simple summation of schematic knowledge, information, and information handling. Some schemata can only be executed by
people who have substantial information-processing capacities. Others determine the way in which different pieces of information are seen as relevant to
each other. And finally, schematic reasoning can increase the efficiency of
information processing capacity.
Hierarchies of Schematic Reasoning: An Example from Physics
There is a tendency to fall into the trap of saying that we “use schematic reasoning” and then let it go at that. This is not very informative. In the extreme,
we have all acquired “automated” reasoning systems that are so overlearned
that they act almost like conditioned reflexes. At the other extreme, we have
developed schemata for reasoning that can solve a wide class of problems.
Stopping your car at a stop sign is a good example. This is something we
do virtually automatically. We also clearly use schemata that are not automatized, but certainly do guide our actions. To continue with the driving example,

driving over familiar routes, becomes schematized, to the point that it is rather

easy to take the normal turns, even when you intended to deviate from the
route on that particular day. We also have generalized schemata for finding
street addresses in new locations.
Our minds seem to be organized into a lattice of schemata of varying
degrees of generality. To illustrate this in a somewhat more academic setting
‘than driving, let us consider a computer program developed by Jill Larkin and
her colleagues (Larkin, Reif, Carbonell, & Gugliotta, 1988) to simulate reason-

ing in elementary physics. The program, called FERMI for a variety of reasons, could solve problems in circuit electricity and hydrostatics. As will be
seen, other areas of physics could be addedrather easily.
FERMIcontainsa lattice of reasoning systems that operate at varying levels
of generality. An example is shown in Figure 2, which illustrates a fraction of
the FERMI scheme. At the lowest level, FERMI has schemata that are highly
specific to the problem being worked on, such as a schemafor solving circuits
with single resistors, or pressure differential problems in which one object is
over another in a uniform media. At a higher level, FERMI contains schemata
for combining quantities linearly. Thus the pressure drop problem shown in
Figure 3 can be solved by FERMIby combining its simple schemaandits linear reasoning schema.Finally, at the highest level FERMI contains a general
problem-solving schema, modeled on Newell and Simon’s (1972) GPS algorithm, that can be used to plan its attack on a variety of problems.
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Figure 3. A pressure drop problem. What is the difference in pressure
between the pressure on the ship and the pressure on the fish? The problem can be solved by applying hierarchial schematic reasoning.

The FERMI model could easily be extended to other domains. In fact, this
is shown in Figure 2, which lists probability problems as a subset of the
schema that use multiplicative combination rules. Probability theory was not

part of, but clearly wouldfit into it.

Within its range of competencies FERMI was presented as a theory of perfect reasoning, rather than as a psychological model. To make theory a psychological model, and certainly in order to understand intelligence, we have to
admit the fact that the schemata people have are not all as correct as the
schemata nor are they that neatly related to each other. People may use
schemata beyond their range of application, or they may fail to have correct
schemata atall.
Indeed, there is considerable data from the study of physics indicating that
much of the reasoning of elementary physics students is guided by what we
could call “inconsistent” or “limited” reasoning. We see an example of this in
the history of physics. Aristotle believed that objects had natural states, and
that they tended to return to them. The natural state of a heavy object is to be
at rest, and therefore heavy moving objects return to their resting position.
Although Newton’s laws of motion are valid in all Situations, Aristotle’s
schema does provide a guide for predicting effects in a friction-filled world.
The idea that people often rely on schemata that have limited validity ties
into a second important point about schematic reasoning and indeed, aboutreasoning within any blackboard architecture model. Localized schemata triggered
by concrete events, are favored over general schemata. There is a good example in carpentry; the “3-4-5 rule.” This rule states that if you wantto construct
a triangular joint the relation between the shortest side of the right angle to the
other side and to the diagonal should be 3:4:5. This works for, say, building a
table. It is a special case of the Pythagorean theorem; C*? = A? + B®. The
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Pythagorean theorem is itself a special case of Euclid’s laws of geometry. But
a carpenter does not want to have to rederive the Pythagorean theorem every
time a triangular joint is needed. Remembering the 3:4:5 relationship is much
easier.
If you could predict the world that you were goingto live in there would be
no point in having generalized reasoning schemata. It would be much more
efficient to have highly efficient, localized schemata that worked in specialized
situations. Indeed, there is considerable evidence showingthat this is what people do. The implication relationship of logic, for instance, seems to be understood by most people in terms of locally valid specializations rather than as a
general schema (Cheng & Holyoak, 1985). Attempts to train logical reasoning
are more effective if they build on the specialized schema, rather than if they

attempt to teach logic in the abstract (Cheng, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Oliver,

1986).
To summarize, I propose that cognition is guided by a hierarchy of specialized and general reasoning schemata. Individual differences in cognition are a
product of changes in the parameters of this hierarchial system. “Parameter”
has to be understood as a very general term. It can refer either to the schemata that people possess, the factual knowledge that they use when they activate
the schemata, or to the basic information-processing capacities that are
required to activate the schemata. The link between cognition and education is
provided by the schemata, while the link between cognition and biology is provided by the information-processing capacities. However, the linkage is not a
matter of simply connecting systems together. Schematic problem solving is
permitted by the information-processing system, and it determines how the
information-processing system is used. Therefore it is not possible to say, in
general, how well person Y will do on task X, given Y’s intelligence. We have
to have a model of the cognitive demands of task X and a fairly sophisticated
view of the mental capacity of person Y.
THE RELATION BETWEEN A SCHEMATIC REASONING
MODEL AND THE CLASSIC FINDINGS ON INTELLIGENCE

There are certain “classic” findings that any theory of intelligence must deal
with. In this section I will consider how these findings can be explained within the frame of a theory of schema-controlled cognition.
The Distinction Between Verbal Intelligence, Visual—Spatial
Intelligence, and Reasoning

Theories of cognition and intelligence both differentiate between visual—spatial
and verbal reasoning. Theories of intelligence do so on statistical grounds. The
correlations between tests of verbal reasoning and visual—spatial reasoning are
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substantially lower than the correlations between different tests of
reasoning
within each of these two domains. Cognitive psychology bases its distincti
on
on rather more direct evidence. The two domains exhibit minimal interfere
nce.
It is possible to perform verbal and visual—spatial tasks simulta
neously,
although it is quite difficult to perform two verbal or two visual—spatial
tasks

at the same time (Brooks, 1968; Wickens, 1980). There is also
a great deal of

neuropsychological evidence showing that verbal and visual—spatial reasonin
g
can be selectively damaged by brain injuries (Shallice, 1988).
Blackboard architecture theories (of which schematic reasoning theories are
one variety) handle this by assuming that working memory is divided
into
three separate parts: an auditory store that quite literally holds an “echo”of
words that are either heard or generated internally, a more generalized working
memory for reasoning, without a strong auditory component, and a specialized
visual—spatial “scratch pad” storage area (Baddeley, 1986; Hunt, in press).
Within each of these areas different information-processing mechanismsare
required and, not surprisingly, individuals who are skilled in one type of processing may notbe skilled in another.
This observation is fortified by a very large body of evidence showing that
there are separate but correlated “abilities” (i.e., dimensions of individual differences) within each domain. Studies of spatial—visual reasoning show that at
least four different abilities exist: the ability to keep a numberof figures in
memory at the same time, the ability to rotate objects “in the mind’s eye,” an
ability to make judgments of motion, and an ability keep track of one’s posi-

tion in very large space (Eliot, 1987; Hunt, Pellegrino, Frick, Farr, & Alderton,
1988) These abilities are distinct, but related (i.e., the statistical relationship is
neither zero nor one).

Much the same can be said about verbal reasoning. It appears to be broken
down into two correlated components: roughly, the ability to retrieve relevant
information and the ability to manipulate verbal expressions in working memory (Hunt, 1987; Palmer, MacLeod, Hunt, & Davidson, 1985). As in the case

of the various spatial abilities, the verbal abilities are distinct, but related.

These results are well known. They also fit in well with the cognitive theory espoused in the previous sections. The various tasks used to measure different aspects of spatial—visual and verbal ability all call on several informationprocessing capacities (e.g., the ability to hold an image in working memory),
but the mix of capacities required varies from task to task. The situation is
analogous to a carpenter who uses different tools to build different things. In
the mind, our tools appear to fall into two broad categories: tools for manipulating verbal or visual—spatial working memory. There seem to be individual
differences in ourfacility for dealing with each tool.
Statistically, deductive reasoning ability stands somewhat apart from both
verbal and spatial—visual reasoning. As is well known, abstract deductive reasoning is extremely difficult. Even very bright university students whoare not
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mathematicians have trouble with conditional reasoning in the abstract (Wason
& Johnson-Laird, 1972). Similar difficulties are found with arithmetic reasoning. Paradoxically, though, anthropologists have observed that people who are
not at all skilled at formal mathematics do reasonably well when mathematical
problems are presented to them in a familiar, everyday context (Lave, 1988).
Grocery shoppers, for instance, perform quite well in the context of shopping,
but may do poorly on an abstract test of arithmetical reasoning.
This finding fits well with the schema-theoretic approach. Recall my earlier point that if you can anticipate all the problems you are going to face, special-purpose schemata are actually more useful than (computationally intense)
general-purpose schemata. Yet when academics evaluate reasoning ability, they
are interested in general reasoning. This does not mean that the academics are
wrong; general reasoning is a very good thing in the appropriate context. The
demand for general reasoning ability may not be as widespread as a university
general studies curriculum would lead you to believe.
The Gec-GfDistinction

There is a great deal of research supporting Cattell (1971) and Horn’s (1985)

distinction between fluid and crystallized intelligence—Gf and Gc. Roughly
speaking, fluid intelligence is the ability to reason about unfamiliar problems,
while crystallized intelligence is the ability to apply, in Cattell’s terms, culturally approved problem-solving methods to previously encountered problems.
This distinction clearly maps onto the distinction between specialized and general problem-solving schemata.
Horn and Cattell’s argument for the Gf—Gce distinction was based onstatistical evidence. A schematic theory of intelligence complements their observations by describing why the Gf—Gcdistinction occurs. It also carries a further
implication: that Ge will be relatively impervious to minor variations in information-processing capacity, whereas Gf will not. The reason is that Ge is a statistical manifestation of the exercise of highly efficient concrete schema, while
Gf is a manifestation of the use of general but computationally intense problem-solving schema.
Oneof the classic findings in gerontological research is that Gf declines in
the later adult years, while Gc does not. According to schematic reasoning theory this decline can come about for two reasons. One is simply the dominance
of concrete over general schemata. As a person comes to acquire more and
more specific schemata, there is less need to use general schemata. Horn has
made the same point in several of his publications. He points out that as peo-
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ple acquire Gc, they have less need for Gf. This is particularly true if
one lives
in a fairly stable cognitive environment.
This raises an interesting question. Why should Gf skills (general
ized
schema) atrophy as Gc abilities become paramount? Of course, one
possibility
is that they are forgotten. But what does it mean to forget? The
simplest
answeris that the skills are simply lost. Another possibility is that
the skills are

not lost, but the cues for using them are. For instance, the
schemata required

for algebra, a very general problem-solving method, seem to be
retained for
most of the adult lifespan (Bahrick & Hall, 1991). It would be
interesting to
know whetherthere is a decrease in the use of general problemsolving methods over the adult lifespan, conditional upon a demonstration that
the abilities
are present to be used, if the situation elicits them. At present such
data are
lacking.
There is another, somewhat less benign, reason for the decline of
general
reasoning skills. Cognitive gerontologists have documented a generali
zed slowing in information-processing capacity with increasing age. This is
generally
considered to indicate reduced efficiency in information processing
(Cerella,
1985). Reduced information processing would impact most severely
on the
computation-heavy general reasoning processes than it would on the more
efficlient specialized schemata.
While the Gc-Gf distinction is usually made to illustrate the effects
of
aging, it is worth considering what it means for society. Not all societies value
abstract thought. Concrete specialized reasoning is moreefficient in situation
s
Where the same problems occur over and over again, and in situations where
problems have to be solved quickly. Two quite different studies provide illustrations.
In the 1920s the great Soviet neuropsychologist Luria conducted some
extensive ethnographic studies in Soviet Central Asia (Luria, 1976). His work
in many ways foreshadowed more recent studies by American cognitiv
e
anthropologists. Luria found that in the moretraditional societies people were
decidedly deficient in the use of what I have called general problem-solving
schemata. Indeed, there was antipathy and sometimes downright hostility to the
idea that people should rely on reasoning rather than experience.
We do not have to go to exotic, non-Western lands to see this sort
of rea-

soning. It occurs in our ownsociety. Scribner (1984) reports an interesti
ng and
instructive example. She observed the reasoning processes used by diary
workers when they loaded supplies for retail orders onto trucks. In theory,
this is a
problem in arithmetic. In practice, the more efficient workers visualiz
ed the
movement of containers from opened cases onto the truck beds. The
visualization strategy worked more quickly than the arithematical one. Of course,
the
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visualization strategy would have to be relearned if the containers changed in
size, but so long as this did not happen visualization was more rapid and as
accurate as the general arithmetic strategy.
My point is that general reasoning skills are devices that let a culture go
about its business. There is no difference, in principle, between an intellectual
tool and a physical tool. In many settings general reasoning is a very useful
tool, but it is not an essential one. People who are raised in a society that does

not value generalized reasoning probably will not develop the skill. This does
not mean that they are mentally inferior, in a biological sense. If does mean
that they lack certain mental competencies.

THE STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
This section deals with three findings from statistical studies of intelligence.
Two of the findings are somewhat paradoxical. The third, although long suspected in some quarters, has only recently been well documented. I will argue
that they can be tied together by schematic theories of intelligence.
The statistical existence of general intelligence (g) is well known. Virtually
all tests of cognitive competence bear somerelation to each other. Since there
is clearly a commonstatistical componentto tests with widely different content, there is a temptation to concludethat variations in general intelligence are
due to variations in a biological componentof intelligence (Eysenck, 1986).
A biological cause for intelligence would have to act on information-processing capacity rather than knowledge. We do not inherit knowledge about
arithmetic, but we may inherit the information-processing capacity required to
learn arithmetic. Paradoxically, though, the best statistical markers for g are not
tests of information-processing capacity. General intelligence is best evaluated
by complex reasoningtests, such as the Raven Matrix test (Snow, Kyllonen, &
Marshalek, 1984).

The mathematical model behind psychometric theories of intelligence generally assumes that test scores are multivariate and normally distributed. This is
probably not the case. Detterman and Daniel (1989), in a very carefully done
study, showedthat the correlations between conventional tests of intelligence
are higher at the lower end of the general competence scale.
A good way to visualize these results is to consider what they mean for a
graphic illustration of “the distribution of intelligence.” Let us assume that
intelligence can be measured by two separate abilities (€.g., verbal and visual-spatial ability). Figure 4 plots the distribution of measures on two such vari-

ables, under two different assumptions. Thefirst, in panel (a), is that the two

measures are distributed normally, with some unknown butpositive correlation
between them. The key point is that the correlation is assumed to be the same
at all levels of each variable. A lessstatistical way of saying this is that low
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Figure 4. Distributions of scores on two different measure
s of mental
capacity that would be obtained if different models of intellige
nce were
true. The upper panel shows the scattergram if the standard
multivariate
model were true. Note that the points fall in a roughly elliptical
pattern.
The lower panel shows the scattergram that would result
if poor performance on the first test accurately predicts poor performance
on the second, but good performanceis not predictive of good performa
nce.

scores on one variable predict low scores on the other, and that high
scores on
one variable predict high scores on the other. As the figure shows,
the data
points lie in a roughly elliptical pattern, with very few points
representing
(high-low) or (low-high) pairs.
To relate to theories of intelligence, this is the pattern that would
be expected if all test scores were determined by something like Spearma
n’s (1927)
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Recall that schematic reasoning theory postulates two causes for Gf and Ge:
and
individual differences in the possession of generalized reasoning schemata
g
individual differences in the possession of the information-processin capacig
ties required to use them. At moderate to high levels of information-processin
nes
capacity (i.e., where most of us are); the possession of schemata determi
reasoning ability. Since schemata possession 1s determined by social experiences, we would anticipate people displaying reasoning abilities in some fields

and not in others.
At the low end of information-processing capacity, things change. Consider
an extreme. Suppose that someone had no ability to hold temporary information in working memory. The person would be like my hypothetical taxpayer
but without a desk. The taxpayer could not complete IRS 1040 or any other
form. In the more psychological case, absence of any working memory capacity would make it difficult to use any sort of schematic reasoning outside of
highly stereotyped, automatic behavior.
Biological Influences on Thought

One of the oldest arguments in psychology is the debate over the role of biological differences as determinants of individual differences in cognition. There
are several subsidiary questions: How much of individual differences in psychology are due to biology? What biological variables are important? How do
they exert their effects? The first question is one that is relevant to populations
is associated
An example of this sort of question is “How much of the variance in IQ scores
Herrnstein
instance,
For
population.
the
upon
with biological measures?” The answer depends
the heritability coeffi(1977) pointed outthat if all children were raised in identical environments
some reason, provoked extreme
cients for that population would increase. This statistical fact, for

for an individual. For
anguish and even charges of racism. A “how much” question could be posed
an adept politician
was
England
of
VIII
Henry
King
instance, during most of his early adulthood,
Catherine of Aragon. His
and, contrary to popular belief, apparently had a quite stable marriage to
he received a severe
political judgment became impulsive, and his wives became legend, after
of Henry’s impulsive
blow to the head while jousting. It is an interesting question how much
much” question, but
behavior, including all the wives, was due to forebrain injury. This is a “how
it is not a question about variances across individuals.
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rather than individuals.’ Therefore, it will not be discussed here. The
other

questions are questions that can be addressed within the context of a schematic theory of intelligence.
In discussing biological effects, one overarching principle has to be kept in
mind. Biological variables influence information processing. They do
not
directly influence the content of the schemata that a person acquires.
Nevertheless, the presence of biological effects may be best revealed by looking at complex rather than simple tests of elementary information.
The argument has been put well in a theoretical paper by Meyerson, Hale,
Wagstaff, Smith, and Poon (1990). They began with the previously observed
fact that there is a linear relationship between the time that it takes
old and
young individuals to do a task. That is
RTold =A + B(RTyoung)

(5)

where RT stands for reaction times of old or young people on sometas
k, and
A and B are positive real values. Now Suppose that a task can be characte
rized
by k stages, each taking the same approximate amount of time. Then
for any
group, x, that takes time Ty to complete a stage, a task will be
completed in

time

RT,(k stage task) = A + kT,

(6)

Meyerson et al. (1990) argue that as people age, their information processi
ng
within each stage becomes unreliable. Therefore the time required to
pass successfully through stage(i.e., with reliable results) increases with age,
because
some form of recomputation is required to extract signals from noise.
Now
consider the problem of “achieving reliable results” in discriminating
between
data sets obtained from young and old subjects. The expected differen
ce for a
task with k stages is
E(RTold - RTyoung) = K(Tola - Tyoung),

(7)

which clearly increases with k. In more general terms, the more
complex the

cognitive task, the more likely the task is to show age differen
ces, even though

the “real” difference between old and young is in a simple act
of information
processing.
Very much the same argument can be applied to studies of the
biological
heritability of intelligence. Massive evidence has shownthatintel
ligence test
scores behave as if they were measures of an inheritable trait, with
heritability
factors on the order of .5 or greater (Bouchard, Lykken, McGue,
Segal, &
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Tellegen 1990; Plomin, 1988). This is somewhat puzzling on logical grounds,
since clearly the behavior exhibited on intelligence tests cannot be inherited in
the sense that eye color is inherited. No one acquires vocabulary knowledge as
part of his or her genetic inheritance. A similar argument can be made for the
sorts of complex visual-spatial and logical reasoning required to solve “culture-free” intelligence tests, which have sizable heritability coefficients.
The argumentjust given for age can be applied to the heritability data. The
more complex a problem-solving procedure is—and the less problem solving
has become schematized—the moresensitive behavior is to variations in the
underlying information processing actions. Thus the best measurements of
genetic variation may involve complex tests, even though, on logical grounds
alone, we know that the behaviors and knowledge needed to solve the test
problems could not possibly be genetically acquired. The reason is that studies
of the genetic basis of intelligence have been based on descriptive rather than
causal theories.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the great mistakes of educators in psychology was to split the study of
intelligence—individual differences in cognition—apart from the study of cognition itself. It is easy to understand why the split occurred during the heyday

era of
of behaviorism; it is less clear why it has been maintained during the

cognitive psychology.
In this chapter, I have argued that the theoretical structure of cognitive psychology provides a world view that can be used to structure findings about
used to
individual differences. A world view is not itself a model, but it can be

generate testable models. As such, it is very, very useful.

intelliI have said very little about testing (i.e., about the measurementof

gence). The omission wasintentional. According to the world view espoused
here, testing is an engineering operation. It does not make sense to measure
to
cognitive processes until you have some idea of which processes you wish
measure and why.
Testing is done for one of two purposes: either to determine whateffect
to
some independent variable has had upon mental competence, or in order
specific
a
f
predict how an individual will respond to the cognitive demandso
by
environment. According to the cognitive viewpoint, one cannot do this
the
say,
of,
study
a
,
“testing intelligence.” Indeed, from the cognitive viewpoint
effect of improved nutrition upon intelligence test scores is close to pointless.
are many
But this does not mean that the study is silly in the absolute. There
thing to
te
appropria
an
be
contexts in which establishing the relationship would
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do. Measurementis an engineering operation. A measurement is good or bad
depending upon whether ornotit fulfills its purpose.
One of these purposes is to understand how some independentvariable
works. Since we seldom, if ever, choose our independent variables at rendom,

it makes sense to consider how the independent variable in question is supposed to work, and to choose one’s dependent variables accordingly.
A study on the psychopharmacology of cognition illustrates this point.
MacLeod, Dekaban, and Hunt (1978) were interested in the relationship

between phenobarbitol and cognition. Their interest stemmed from someclinical observations. Epileptic patients who received phenobarbitol to control
seizures had reported that they felt “befuddled.” Further inquiry suggested that
they had trouble remembering things, especially in situations where events
were moving rather quickly. Accordingly, MacLeodet al. (1978) studied the
effect of the drug on the ability to retrieve information from short-term or
long-term memory. They found that only short-term memory retrieval was
affected.
The samesort of observation can be made about educational interventions.
Minstrell and I have been studying the effects of a “cognitive science oriented”
approach to teaching the concepts of physics areas (Hunt & Minstrell, in
press). We are now trying to determine the extent to which instruction in
physics generalizes to reasoning about topics in physics that were not part of
the instruction, and even; further to analogous situations outside of physics
itself, other investigation are involved in similar projects. For instance, Nisbett
and his colleagues (Nisbett, 1992) have reported similar generalizations in the
use of statistical reasoning beyondthe area of original instruction.
I am afraid that too many psychologists would say that neither of these
Studies were studies of “intelligence” because they did not involve an intelligencetest. I believe that the objection uses a particular measurement device to
reify a concept. The studies cited were certainly studies of causes of individual
difference in mental competence. If that is not intelligence, what is?
Furthermore, the measurements used were chosen becausethey fit into a theo-

ry of how cognition is influenced by drugs, on the one hand, or the possession
of schemata, on the other.
A second purpose for measuring intelligence is to predict how well a person
is likely to do in some important setting (e.g. in school or in the workplace).
Related to this purpose, there are some situations in which the intelligence
measure may serve as a Surrogate for real-world cognitive variables that are
difficult or impossible to predict. Return to the hypothetical study ofthe relation between intelligence and nutrition. Such a study would be quite reasonable
if the purpose wasto assess the costs and benefits of, say, an enhanced nutritional program for young children. However, the purpose of the study would
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be to let us make a more educated guess about how the children might do in
the real world, not to learn about the mechanisms of individual differences in

cognition.’
However, we should not make the mistake of thinking that theories of intel-

ligence are solely of interest to academicians, while tests are the province of
hard-headed, practical clinicians, educators, and industrial-organizational psychologists. Whenever possible, theory ought to be applied to situations in
which tests are used as predictive devices. Now too much of present practice
involves taking an omnibus measure of “intelligence” and correlating it with
some equally omnibus (and often highly suspect) measures of criterion performance. From the viewpoint of cognitive psychology, it would make more
sense to analyze the criterion situation and determine the sorts of cognitive
demandsit places on the individual. The next step is to determine howto evaluate a person’s ability to respond to these demands, rather than to determine
how they “think in general.” This is precisely what Binet did for the French
school system, and his test was a good onein that setting. His example should
be followed more widely.
Of course, this means a good deal of work. In order to produce predictive
tests, psychologists will have to learn as much about behavior in the criterion
situation as they do about behavior in the test situation. But what is wrong
doing a bit of human engineering? Indeed,it is rather arrogant of psychologists
to claim that they can predict success in jobs X, Y, and Z unless they know
rather well what jobs X, Y, and Z are. This is more than a call for obtaining

validity coefficients. Validating a model of criterion performance ought to be a
prerequisite for any test developmentproject.
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Chapter I 0

Phlogiston, Animal Magnetism,
and Intelligence

Arthur R. Jensen
University of California, Berkeley

Q: What do the terms in the abovetitle have in common?
A: From scientific standpoint, they all have proved unsatisfactory.
In 18th-century chemistry, phlogiston was a hypothetical element, the pure
essence of fire that remained latent in combustible material and escapedasvisible flames in the process of burning. Hence, materials were reduced in substance and lost weight as they burned, usually. Certain kinds of matter gained
rather than lost weight in burning, an observation that complicated phlogiston
theory, and made it necessary to hypothesize that phlogiston is a substance
having a negative weight. Without any operational means of defining and measuring phlogiston, it was impossible for the early chemists to get an empirical
handle on it for scientific study that could resolve disputes about its nature.
Phlogiston theorists could not move beyond merely pointing at the various

manifestations of fire; that is, the observable phenomenatheir theory was sup-

posed to explain. Perennial arguments over the phlogiston concept, however,
fueled the drive of early chemists to seek a better explanation for the obvious257
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ly real and observable phenomenon of fire. When finally the nature of combustion was correctly explained in terms of rapid oxidation, the phlogiston theory was completely abandoned and is now just a quaint relic in the history of
chemistry.
Animal magnetism, a theory put forth by Anton Mesmer, supposedly
explained certain phenomena of what, in the 18th century, was called “mesmerism,” and later become known as “hypnotism.” By analogy with the “lines
of force” that a magnet exerts at a distance on objects made of iron, Mesmer
explained that a similar force, which he called “animal magnetism,” flowed
from the mind of the hypnotist to that of his subject, inducing a trancelike state
and allowing the hypnotist to take control of the subject’s subconscious mind
and behavior. Numerous investigators, including Benjamin Franklin, could find

no evidence for the existence of animal magnetism or any correlates ofit
beyond the particular hypnotic phenomenait tried to explain. In fact, so lacking was animal magnetism in any real explanatory power, it soon became no
more than merely a synonym for hypnosis. The notion of animal magnetism
was later supplanted by more fruitful theories that related hypnosis to other
psychological phenomena and were couched in empirically testable terms.
The term intelligence shares many of the samescientifically unsatisfactory
characteristics of phlogiston and animal magnetism. The parallels are so close
that, as our science advances, we might expect intelligence to be abandoned as
a concept in scientific discourse, as were phlogiston and animal magnetism.
Although the worditself may eventually slip from the technical vocabulary of
differential psychology and psychometrics, it will most likely survive in the
popular vernacular. But I would prefer that, as psychologists, we immediately
drop this phlogistonlike term in any scientific context.
How much more evidence do westill need that psychologists are unable to
reach agreement on the meaningofintelligence after nearly a century of trying,
unsuccessfully, to “define” it and “theorize” about it (see Jensen, 1987a;

Sternberg & Detterman, 1986)? The operational definition originally suggested
by Boring (i-e., “Intelligence is what intelligence tests measure”) In no way
solves the problem, and is now generally recognized as patently vacuous, not
to say fatuous. Shouldn’t this be sufficient warning that a “theory of intelligence” has about as much chance of success, scientifically, as phlogiston or
animal magnetism? The hopelessly muddled concept of intelligence is at best
useless and at worst a hindrance to efforts by behavioral and brain scientists
who would advanceinvestigation of what is obviously an important realm of
phenomena,certainly one of the most important in the province of psychology.
Abandoning the fruitless quest for intelligence in no way negates the actual
phenomenaof interest, any more than scraping phlogiston negated the phenomena of combustion. But making concessions to the recognized inadequacy
of intelligence by mere lexical modifications surely does not go far enough.
Confusion is only compounded by adopting the plural form of the word—intel-
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ligences—or by attaching various adjectives (e.g., verbal intelligence, practical
intelligence, social intelligence, global intelligence, etc.). Nor should we adopt
any new term to substitute for intelligence. The word and the conceptalike
should go completely. As I hope to explain, scientific psychology can get
along very well without intelligence.
Andso, having discardedintelligence, including all its synonyms as well as
the concept itself, what are we left with and where do we begin? Obviously,
with the observable phenomenaofinterest, as must every science.

THE EMPIRICAL PHENOMENON OF VARIANCE IN MENTAL
ABILITIES

Ability can be defined objectively as anything a person can do with some consistency. But its definition must have three limiting aspects: (a) It is consciously or voluntarily initiated behavior, which excludes involuntary reflexes
and behavioral effects resulting from emotional states, dreaming, trauma,

fatigue, disease, or drugs; (b) It has some quantifiable reliability or temporal
stability, that is, a better than chance repeatability (within a specified time
frame) under similar circumstances; and (c) The behavior can be assessed in
terms of an objective standard. Objective here simply means high agreement
among observers or recording instruments. Standard implies some index of the
performance in terms of accuracy (i.e., degree of approximation to a Clearly
defined criterion) or time taken (e.g., response latency). Jumping over a 2-foot
hurdle, lifting a 20-pound weight, answering “35” to 5 x 7 = ?, spelling the
word for “‘a large pachyderm that has tusks and a trunk,” pressing a button as
quickly as possible (measured in milliseconds) when a particular light goes on,
throwing a baseball x numberoffeet, solving a given problem in calculus, and
parking one’s car parallel to the curb in a space between two other cars—each
of these performances qualifies as an ability, assuming it can be done with bet-

ter than chance consistency. Obviously, the numberofabilities is virtually infi-

nite, and one could make up “items” to “test” every known or conceivable
ability. The number of possible tests would be limited only by the imagination

and inventiveness of test makers. Thus the domain of abilities, by this defini-

tion, is completely open-ended, although boundedby thethreecriteria listed
above.
A mental ability can also be defined objectively. First, it must meet the
three limiting conditions for defining ability (see above). Second, it must be an
ability for which an insignificant part of the total variance in the particular
ability in a given population is associated with individual differences in sensory acuity or motor strength and dexterity per se. At least in principle, a mental
ability can be demonstrated by some kind of performance that obviates or minimizes the role of any particular sensory or motor mechanism. A blind person,
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for example, can understand a question that is spoken as well as a sighted person can, although the sighted person may also be able to read the question
whenit is presented in a written form. Understanding the question, as indicated by making an appropriate response to it, is what qualifies the demonstrated
ability as mental; the modality of presentation and the particular effector mechanisms involved in responding are nonessential features of the demonstrated
mental ability. Individual differences in a particular mental ability are demonstrable without their having any correlation with individual differences in sensory-motor functions per se.
FROM ABILITIES TO TESTS AND FACTORS
It seems obvious that many abilities, tested by means that would permit their
objective demonstration by an individual, would, when tested in a heterogeneous population, show individual differences, which may be expressedstatistically as variance. If, for example, 60% of the adult population are able to
jump overa 2-foot hurdle fairly consistently (say, on any 4 out of 5 trials) and
40 percent are unable to do so, this item of ability would have a variance of .6
x .4 = .24. The population could similarly be divided by many other possible
hurdle heights, each with some variance. And,in all likelihood, there would be

some positive covariance (and hence correlation) among all the different hurdles, so the total variance for hurdle jumping in the population would be equal
to the sum of the variances of each of the hurdles plus twice the sum ofall
their covariances. If there are many items (say, n items), and if they are positively correlated, twice the sum ofall the item covariances, of which there are

n(n - 1)/2, will be much greater than the sum of the item variances.
Now, this sum of all the covariance terms represents a low-level abstraction,

which we could call variance in general hurdle-jumping ability. An individual’s raw “score” would be, say, the height of the highest hurdle that could be
cleared in 4 out of 5 trials, when, say, 100 hurdles are graduated in half-inch
steps. Or the person’s raw score could be the average height of each of the

hurdles that was cleared on onetrial. In either case, it should be noted that the

variable of general hurdle-jumping ability in this case is an abstraction one
step removed from the person’s ability to jump a particular hurdle. It is no
longer an observed ability (as here defined), but an inferred ability factor,
albeit a quite low-order factor. By low-order I mean that it may have only
quite limited generality in the whole domain of physical abilities. | should
emphasize that there is nothing at all “good” or “bad” or in any other way valuative implied by the definitions of ability and of lower order and higher order
factors—terms that imply only different degrees of generality. Generality, as
applied to factors, simply refers to the numberof abilities that are correlated
with the factor.
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A factor represents some degree of association between abilities, quantitized by a correlation coefficient. The overall score (i.e., number of passing
performances on the separate items) on a set of abilities in which all of them
are highly correlated with one another forms a low-order factor. By obtaining
individual measurements of a great manyabilities in a population, we can form

numerous sets, or clusters, each composed of the abilities that are the most

highly correlated with one another. A single such collection of highly intercorrelated ability items constitutes a homogeneous test. Obviously, the degree of
homogeneity will vary depending on thesize of the correlation coefficients
specified as the criterion for inclusion of a given ability item in the set. If the
criterion correlation is relatively high, there will be many sets with relatively

few ability items in each one, and eachset will be quite homogeneous. If the
criterion correlation is low, there will be fewer sets with more ability items in
each one, and each set will be less homogeneous.

A set of positively intercorrelated ability items is called a test. An individual’s raw score on the test is the number of items (or trials) on which the individual’s performance passes someobjective criterion or is expressed as the
average (over itemsortrials) of some metrical variable, such as response time
or speed. A test composed ofability items that meet the stated criteria of ability and mental is a mental ability test. Because a person’s score on such test
1s not the person’s observed behavior on any particular ability item but is

derived from a collection of such items, it represents an ability factor, which

may be narrow or broad, depending on thetest’s homogeneity, so long as it
has some degree of homogeneity.
The total variance of raw scores (or any linear transformation of them, such
as standard scores) on a test so defined can be decomposed into true score
variance and error variance. The proportion of the total variance that is true
score variance is expressed asthe test’s internal consistency reliability, usually measured by the Kuder—Richardson formula (KR-20). It is monotonically

related to the test’s homogeneity or average interitem correlation, and, because

the internal consistency reliability represents that proportion of the total variance composed ofall the item covariances, it is an increasing function of the
number of items in the test. The well-known Spearman-Brown formula is a
precise expression of this relation between the numberof items in test and its
internal consistency reliability. Hence a test can be made to be just as reliable,
in this sense, as the test maker wishes it to be. Since the reliability coefficient
asymptotically approaches unity by increasing the length of the test, practical
considerations must dictate the optimum reliability for any given purpose.
The main purpose of this discourse so far is to remove any mystery that
may beattached to the essential idea of a mental ability test and to show that
such tests can be formed in a systematic fashion by assorting together correlated ability items from the theoretically unlimited pool of performances (poten-
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tial test items) that meet the stated objective criteria for classification as “ability” and as “mental.”
It comes as a surprise to many people, including psychologists, that abilities, as here defined, are as unique as they in fact are. That is, ability items
(hereafter referred to simply as items), if selected at random from a large and
diverse pool, show quite low correlations with one another; correlations
between such items are typically in the +.05 to +.15 range, averaging about
+.10. In the most internally consistent tests, those expressly constructed by
psychometricians to maximize item homogeneity, the average item intercorrelation seldom exceeds +.20. Yet, if there is a fairly large number of items in
such a homogeneoustest, its internal consistency reliability (i.e., the proportion
of true score variance) can go well above .90. (A 100-item test with an aver-

age item intercorrelation of +.20 would have an internal consistency reliability
of .99.) But it is important to realize that an overall score on a multiitem test
is one step removed from an observable ability, which itself exists only at the
level of item performance. Anything we may say beyondthat level of observable behavior is an abstraction, or inferential. Thus even a single test score is
an inference. Until it can be properly described or interpreted within an explicit objective framework of analysis, it is no more than a test score. What such
scores may mean is a question that can only be answered empirically and at a
number ofdifferent levels of analysis.
Factor analysis, of one type or another, is an essential method for classifying mental abilities or the tests made up of them, much as Mendeleev’s periodic table of the elements has been essential to chemistry. (This analogy, however, should not be carried much further.) Factor analysis is essentially a

method for partitioning the total variance (or individual differences) of a large
numberofabilities (or tests) into a much smaller number of different “sources”
of variance called factors, which may be correlated (oblique factor axes) or
uncorrelated (orthogonal axes) with one another.
Without going into the methodology of factor analysis, suffice it to say that
all of the correlations among a number of homogeneoustests can be analyzed
into a smaller number of factors that represent sources of variance the tests
have in commonto varying degrees. Some of these sources of variance, or factors, are more general than others. The generality of a factor refers to the number of different tests in which it is represented and also to the amountof the
total true score variance it accounts for in the whole collection of tests.
Because the factors extracted from mental ability tests differ in generality, they
can be thought of hierarchically, going from the least general factors at the bottom of the hierarchy to the most general at the top. Such a model issaid to
represent the factorial structure of abilities. It is important to emphasize that we
are speaking here only of covariance structures, that is, the pattern of intercorrelations among individual differences in the measured abilities. At this point,
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there is no reference to causal mechanisms. Covariance structures and factors
per se have no direct implications concerning the nature of either the cognitive
processes or the brain processes that mediate performance and are the ultimate

loci of individual differences. A hierarchical factor Structure, however, does

suggest that individual differences in the cognitive processes and brain processes that underlie performance on mental tests most probably also differ in generality. The covariance structure of abilities, represented in the case of mental
abilities by a hierarchical factor analysis, is simply a point of departure for
empirical investigation of the cognitive processes and neural mechanismsthat
are responsible for the factor structure. Before arriving at that point, however,
a few more points about the factor analysis of mental abilities are in order.
First of all, a hierarchical factor structure, indicating different levels of generality, could not adequately represent the covariance structures in the mental
abilities domain were it not for an important empiricalfact, namely, the phenomenon of positive correlation among all mental abilities. This phenomenon
is also called positive manifold when it is represented in terms ofa correlation
matrix of all positive correlations. I have found no evidence of any two or
more mental abilities that are consistently uncorrelated or negatively correlated
in a large unrestricted or random sample of the population. The few observed
exceptions to this most important empirical generalization are entirely explainable in terms of measurement error, sampling error, biased sampling of the
population, restriction of the range of ability in the sample, and inclusion of
test items which represent types of performance that do not meet the essential
criteria for a mental ability. The phenomenon of positive manifold in mental
abilities is one of the most important facts to be explained by any theory of
human mental ability.
Second, we can divide up the total variance obtained in a large battery of
tests in a numberofsteps, as follows:
1. At the item level: (a) the sum of the item variances, which constitutes the

error variance, and (b) the sum of the item covariances, which constitutes the
true score variance.
2. The total true score variance can be divided into (a) commonfactor vari-

ance, or the variance that different items or tests have in common, and
(b)

specificity, or that proportion ofa test’s true score variance that is not common
(i.e., uncorrelated) with any othertests in the battery.
3. The total commonfactor variance can be hierarchically analyzed into a
numberof factors of varying degrees of generality, from narrow to broad, with
the numberof factors decreasing at each level, thus forming a triangular structure. At the lowest level are (a) first-order factors (also called primary factors
or group factors). These first-order factors are Closely identified with different

types of tests, such as verbal, numerical, spatial, and memory, to
name a few.

The fact that even the most homogeneous ofsuchtests areall positively
corre-
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lated with one another indicates that there are more general, or higher order,

factors that they have in common. All factors beyond the first-order factors are
termed higher order factors. After the first-order factors, at the next higher
level of generality are (b) second-order factors, which represent very broad
categories of tests, such as those that depend largely on previously learned
knowledgeorskills (i.e., so-called crystallized ability) as contrasted with those
that involve the solution of relatively novel problems(i.e., so-called fluid ability). These second-order factors are also correlated, indicating a third-order
level of generality. Although there is usually only one third-order factor, namely, the single most general factor of the matrix, it is possible, with enough
tests of sufficient diversity, to obtain two or three third-order factors. Even
higher order factors beyond the third are a theoretical possibility, but they
seldom occur in factor analyses of mental ability tests. Usually, at the thirdorder (occasionally at the fourth order), only a single factor emerges, called
the general factor, or g (also known as “Spearman’s g” and “psychometric g’”’).
This g factor, which is the apex of the factor hierarchy, has the greatest
generality of any factor, in the sense that it is represented in every test.

Also, it often accounts for more of the total common factor variance than
any of the lower order factors, or, in some cases, even more than all of them

combined.
It would take us too far afield to describe the various mathematical models
and methods by which a hierarchical factor analysis can be performed. The
main methods in current practice, however, yield quite comparable solutions.
The two main types of analysis can be described briefly as (a) “top-down,” in
which the g factor is extracted first and the remaining commonfactor variance
is analyzed into a number of primary factors; and (b) “bottom-up,” in which
the correlations between the first-order factors are themselves factor analyzed
to yield second-order factors, and the process is repeated until g emergesat the
highest level. It is rare that both methods do not yield the samefactors.
It is mathematically possible to scatter and submerge the variance of the g
factor in the several primary factors and to constrain these factors to be perfectly orthogonal(i.e., uncorrelated), so that no higher order factors can be
extracted. This is accomplished by an orthogonalrotation of the original factor

axes, using, for example, the Varimax criterion. In such a case, the absence of

higher order factors (including g) is a purely mathematical artifact. A strong
argument can be made that orthogonal rotation of the first-order factors, such
as Varimax, is entirely inappropriate when applied to the factor analysis of
abilities. In fact, any method that would hide the g factor (i.e., by distributing
its variance amongall of the primary factors and mathematically forcing them
to be uncorrelated) when a general factor actually exists in the correlation
matrix, is simply wrong. To elaborate this argument properly would involve
technical issues that are beyond the scope of this chapter (see Jensen & Weng,
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in press). Here I can only emphasize that a bottom-up method of hierarchical
factor analysis cannot possibly yield a g factor that is not actually latent in the
zero-order correlations among the original variables (or tests, in this case).
Therefore, it is the best method in an exploratory factor analysis of abilities.
To summarize, the results of factor analysis make it possible to represent
the total variance of a given test as comprising the following components: gt
one or more first-order (and possibly high-order) factors + specificity + error.
(The first two terms together are called the test’s communality; the last two
terms together are called the test’s uniqueness.) Factor analysis yields quantitative estimates (i.e., proportions of total variance) of these terms for all of the
tests subjected to the factor analysis. Like any otherstatistics, the estimates are

generalizable, with a determinable standard error and with reference to the

population on which they are based.
It is important to consider two entirely independent sources of sampling
error in factor analysis: (a) subject sampling from some specified population,
as in every statistic; and (b) psychometric sampling, or the selection of mental
tests that enter into a factor analysis. The latter is more problematic, because
there is no extant “population” of all possible mental tests from which we can
draw random samples. The theoretical population of mental tests is unlimited,
and investigators are free to invent whatever varieties of mentaltests they
please, so long as the items meetthe stated criteria for mental ability. When
we draw more or less random samplesof tests from the entire catalog of existing tests, however, a hierarchical factor analysis always yields a g factor, and
the g is remarkably similar from one sample of tests to another. The number
and nature of other factors besides g that emerge depends on the number of
types of abilities or homogeneous tests (e.g., verbal, numerical, spatial, etc.)
that enter into the factor analysis. The g factor, on the other hand, always
emerges provided there are a fair numberof tests and enough variety among
the tests to allow the extraction of other factors besides g to prevent the g from
being heavily admixed with anyparticular group factor. Poor psychometric
sampling, in this respect, results in a somewhat “contaminated” g factor; the

“impurities” can be removed by adding moretests to the battery that will form
additional primary factors.
In innumerable factor analyses of mental ability tests, the ubiquity of g and
the remarkable constancy of g across so many different batteries of diverse
tests strongly suggest that theoretically there exists a “true” g, whereas the g
extracted from any given battery oftests is simply statistical estimate of it, in
the sense that the “true” measurement of any quantitative variable can be con-

ceived of as the mean of an unlimited numberof measurements, each of which

is an estimate of the true value. (By “estimate” is meant the true value plus
random error.) Hence the g factor of abilities especially commands scientific
interest.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE G FACTOR
Psychometric g is both more mysterious and more challenging for scientific
study than most other factors, because it cannot be described in terms of any
particular knowledge content, skill, type of test, or observable behavior.It is
whatever causes even the most dissimilar tests, to all outward appearances, to
be positively correlated. It is intuitively rather easy to see why two verbal tests
are correlated, or two tests of spatial visualization, or two of numerical manipulation. It is harder to understand why dissimilar tests, say, vocabulary and
block design, are correlated; or such dissimilar tests as choice reaction time,

backward digit span, and pitch discrimination. The amazing fact thatall of
these tests (and innumerable others) are positively correlated is reflected in
their g loadings. The general factor extracted from a variety of measures of
conscious or voluntary /earning (which may exclude certain formsof classical
conditioning of autonomic andinvoluntary reflexes) is factor analytically indistinguishable from the g of psychometric tests (for a recent review of thisliterature, see Jensen, 1988).

A major task of any theory of mental ability is to explain g, which is the
most important and central fact about human abilities. But other factors are
also essential features of a comprehensive map of humanabilities. Their num-

ber is unknown andtheoretically indeterminable, but a numberof distinct

group factors, independent of g, are now well established by a multitude of
studies. (This literature has been comprehensively reviewed by Carroll, 1993.)
Every highly replicable factor eventually must be studied in its own right and
explained in a theoretical context, much as I and others have been trying to do
in the case of g. It is important to study the nature of these non-g factors independently of g, that is, with g held constantstatistically or by subject selection.
The explanations of various factors and their properties may differ consider-

ably, of course.
Before considering a theoretical explanation of g, I should mention some of
the most salient facts about its relation to other variables, most of which I have

discussed in detail in other publications listed in the present bibliography.
1. In the predictive validity of tests—for scholastic achievement, college
grades, job performance, occupational category, success in various armed
forces training schools—the chief “active ingredient” is g. Removing g from
tests (or their validity coefficients) that have demonstrated their practical utility would render them virtually useless, because it is the g factor that accounts
for most of the practical predictive validity of the tests used for educational
and employmentselection (Jensen, 1993a; Ree & Earles, 1992).
2. A necessary corollary of the first point is that schooling, academic performance, job performance, and various occupational categories are themselves
g loaded to varying degrees. The size of their g loading depends on the extent
to which they involve types of performance that qualify as mental abilities, as
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previously defined. Hence, g is more predictive of success in training and performance in most professional and managerial occupations than in types of
work that make less complex demands on mental abilities, such as manual
labor and unskilled jobs. Creating selection tests that minimize g would be the
surest way to damagetheir validity for any real-life criteria involving mental
abilities (Schmidt, Ones, & Hunter, 1992).
In types of work that involve special talents and particular highly developed
skills, such as musical, literary, and artistic performance, g usually acts as a
threshold variable. That is, the probability of successful development of the
special talent falls off precipitously for individuals who fall below somecritical or threshold value on g. Hence it would be exceedingly unlikely to find the
full range of g in any random sample of, say, musically accomplished performers or composers. In fact, just about every kind of occupation has critical threshold on the distribution of g, although this threshold differs markedly
for different occupations. The IQ is a rough index of g, and occupational categories differ markedly in the lowest IQs found among persons whoare
employed in the various occupations, indicating differing thresholds on the
scale of g for successful performance in different occupations (Jensen, 1980a,
Chap. 8).
3. Psychometric g is also related to a number of variables completely outside the province of mental tests or any variables that are thought of as abili-

ties. One way of showingthis is to obtain the correlations, r, between a num-

ber of different mental tests and some other nontest variable (call it x), and

then to determine the rank-order correlation, rho, between (a) the set of corre-

lations of the various tests with x and (b) the g loadings of the varioustests.
(Both the correlations and g loadings are corrected for attenuation, so variation
in the tests’ reliability will not systematically affect the rank-order correlation

between a and b.) For various batteries of tests, such as the 12 subtests of the

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Adults, very substantial correlations, ranging
from about +.50 to +.95, have been found between variables a and b (above)

whenvariable x is one of the following: (a) the heritability coefficient (i.e., the

proportion of genetic variance in test scores), (b) the correlation between a
number of different genetic kinships on the various tests, (c) the correlation
between spouses on the varioustests, (d) the magnitude of inbreeding depression of test scores, and its genetic counterpart, (e) outbreeding enhancement
(heterosis) of test scores, seen in the offspring of racial crosses, (f) habituation

of the amplitude of auditory evoked cortical potentials recorded from a scalp
electrode affixed at the vertex of the skull, (g) a measure of the complexity of
the wave form of the average evoked potential, and (h) various paradigms of
choice and discrimination reaction time measurements.
One of the probably important ways that g differs from all lower order factors is this: These x variables (listed above) that are related to g are found to
be unrelated, or in some cases only slightly related, to other well-established
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ability factors independent of g, such as verbal and spatial factors. (More
detailed descriptions and references to these various studies are in Jensen,

1987b.)
Total scores on standard IQ tests, which are quite highly g loaded, are also
correlated with a host of physical variables, such as height, weight, brain size,
certain blood antigens, serum uric acid level, vital capacity, basal metabolic
rate, myopia, asthma and various allergies, and a number of other physical
variables. (This literature has been reviewed by Jensen & Sinha, 1993.) Also
the rate of glucose metabolism in certain regions of the brain, as measured by
positron emission tomography (PET scan), is correlated (negatively) with

scores on Raven’s Progressive Matrices, a highly g-loaded nonverbal test
involving inductive and deductive reasoning (Haieretal., 1988).

The origins of these correlations between g and various physical variables
are only scarcely understood, if at all. But the evidence leaves no doubt that
the population variance on mental ability tests reflects latent variables, predominantly g, that are profoundly enmeshed with organismic structures in
complex ways. A comprehensive theory of abilities must eventually account
for the observed relationship between g and these anatomical and physiological
variables. Some of these connections between g and physical characteristics

have undoubtedly come about in the course of evolution, whereas others may

reflect environmental effects, such as nutrition, that affect certain physical variables, including the neural anlage of abilities, during ontogenetic development.
Also, certain of these correlations between g and physical traits are due in
large part to cross-assortative mating; that is, persons of above-average g
selecting mates who are above-average in, say, height, or physical attractiveness, or any other visible features popularly deemed desirable in any culture
that also values the salient achievements associated with a higher level of g. A

methodology, based onstatistical manipulations of sibling data, that assists in

analyzing the nature of all these kinds of physical—-mental correlations, has

been explicated elsewhere (Jensen, 1980b; Jensen & Sinha, 1993). Study of the

relationship between g and physical or other nonpsychometric variables seems
quite germaneto research on the biological evolution of mental abilities. For
example, the relation between inbreeding depression and g, according to genetic theory, suggests that g, more than any other mental ability factor, reflects a
fitness character in the Darwinian sense; that is, it has been subject to natural

selection during some period in the course of human evolution (Jensen, 1983).
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS GERMANETO THE
EXPLANATION OF G

Attempts to explain g in terms of the information content or specific skills
involved in ability measures or tests must be completely dismissed. These fea-
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tures are merely the vehicles for the ordinal measurement of individual differences in g (Jensen, 1992a). We increasingly approximate the “true” g (analogous to a “true” score in classical test theory) as we add more and more measures of diverse mental abilities to the correlation matrix. Hence, as the

obtained g factor more closely approximates the hypothetical true g, it is
increasingly stripped of those properties that can be described in terms of the
specific characteristics of the tests. What is reflected by g, ultimately, is individual differences in some general property or quality (these should be stated
in the plural as well) of the brain. The brain, of course, is the one and only
organ that, if made nonfunctional, would preclude any kind of behavior that

meets the definition of a mental ability. A theory of mental ability, therefore,
must ultimately be a theory of the brain, its anatomical structures, and neurophysiological processes. Psychometrics and experimental cognitive psychology,
however, provide important hypotheses and techniques for research at the
interface of brain and behavior.

REACTION TIME (RT) INELEMENTARY COGNITIVE
TASKS (ECTs)

When I began mysearch for the causal underpinnings of g, I harkened back to
one of the earliest hypotheses, originally suggested more than a century ago by
Sir Francis Galton, to the effect that individual differences in general ability
are to a large degree due to differences in the speed of brain processes, which
are reflected in the speed of simple mental activity such as reaction time (RT)
to an external stimulus (called the reaction stimulus, or RS). My research over
the past decade, as well as that of many other investigators, on the relation
between RT and g has amply proven that Galton’s hypothesis is essentially
correct, with certain qualifications.

RT is an especially useful technique in this type of research, because it permits highly reliable ratio-scale measurement of the speed with which a person
can perform extremely simple mental tasks, called elementary cognitive tasks
(ECTs), that are within the capability of virtually all persons over a wide age
range whoare notafflicted by gross sensory-motor or neurological impairments. RT also has the virtue of permitting comparison of performances in a
considerable variety of ECTs measured on a commonscale of real time (typically measured in milliseconds). ECTs are specially devised to tap one or more
hypothesized information processes (also called cognitive processes) presumed
to be necessary for performance of the particular ECT, such as stimulus appre-

hension, encoding of a stimulus and discrimination between stimuli, retrieval

of information from short-term memory (STM) or from long-term memory

(LTM), choice, decision, or other mental manipulation of the input, response

selection, and response execution, to list some of the hypothesized information
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processes. In my chronometric laboratory, we have studied many of these
ECTs, especially those involving the fewest and simplest processes, such that
the average RT is usually in the range of 200 to 600 msec and seldom aslong
as 1000 msec on any ECT. It turns out that the most interesting correlations
with g are found with those ECTs to which most subjects respond in this range
of relatively short RT G.e., 200-600 msec). More complex tasks, resulting in
longer RT, apparently leave more room for idiosyncratic variation in cognitive
Strategies or other vagaries of performance than the simpler ECTs. These erratic sources of variance in RT actually reduce the correlation between RT and
psychometric g. The most likely reason for this is that g itself does not reflect
individual differences in strategies or idiosyncratic aspects of problem solving,
but reflects individual differences in the speed of certain elementary mental
operations and their neural basis.
Without reviewing the manystudies of the relation between psychometric g
(or scores On one or another psychometric test that is highly g-loaded) and RT
measured in many different ECTs, I shall briefly mention the principal findings
that seem most important for a theory of g. (More comprehensive reviews and
additional references are provided in Jensen, 1982, 1987b, 1987c, 1992b,

1993b.)
1. In simple RT (1.e., a single response to a single stimulus) very little information processing is involved, the only uncertainty in the task being the precise time when the reaction stimulus (RS—a green light going on) will occur
at random within the 4-second interval following the preparatory stimulus (a
beep). RT is the interval between the onset of the RS and the subject’s removing his finger from the pushbutton (called the “home” button). Movement time
(MT)is the interval between release of the home button and touching the RS
(green light), which turns it off.

Simple RT generally shows correlation with g between zero and -.20, averaging about -.10. The correlation is usually smaller in high g groups and, controlling for reliability, is larger in young children and in the mentally retarded.
Our explanation for this lies in the fact that simple RT comprises two main
components: (a) a peripheral component consisting of sensory lag, or stimulus
transduction, motor nerve conduction time, and muscle lag; and (b) a central

component due to information processing in the brain, involving neural conduction time and synaptic delays. The peripheral component of simple RT,
which is not directly involved in information processing, constitutes a relatively large proportion of the total variance in simple RT. Asthe peripheral component does not reflect speed of information processing, its variance attenuates
the correlation between simple RT andg.
2. Choice and discrimination RTs, of course, involve the same peripheral
component as simple RT, but the greater complexity of the choice and discrimination RT tasks requires more information processing, which is reflected
in the longer RT in these more complex forms of RT andin the greater vari-
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ance attributable to central processes. Hence RT to more complex ECTs has
higher correlations with psychometric g. For single ECTs, these correlations
are generally in the -.20 to -.50 range, averaging about -.35. By combining the
RTs from several different ECTs, the correlations with g go up to about -.70;
that is, about half of the variance in psychometric g is accounted for by a composite of RTs on a variety of ECTs, any of which can be performed in less
than one second by the vast majority of subjects (usually college undergraduates). Moreover, the information content of these ECTs consists of nothing that

could be called “intellectual” in the ordinary sense of that term, and if the
ECTs were taken as nonspeeded tests and the responses scored “right” or
“wrong,” there would be zero variance in the populations studied. In fact, prior
to administering certain ECTs, potential subjects are screened with an untimed
paper-and-pencil version of the ECT and those who miss a single item are dismissed. Hence the RT variance on these ECTsreflects individual differences in
the speed of information processing rather than in acquired information content.

3. When simple RT is removed from various forms of choice or discrimination RT, either by simple subtraction or by statistical partialling, the correlation
between the difference (i.e., choice RT-simple RT) and psychometric g is larger than are the correlations for either simple or choice RT alone. In other
words, the peripheral component that simple RT shares with choice RT acts as
a suppressor variable in the correlation between choice RT and g (Jensen &
Reed, 1990).

4. An experimental manipulation that increases the RT-g correlation consists of presenting subjects with a dual task; that is, while the information of
one task is being held in STM, the subject has to perform some RTtask. For
example, the subject is presented a series of five or six digits to memorize in 3
seconds, then the subject must perform a choice RT task, andfinally, the subject must repeat the memorized digits. Under this condition, both tasks, digit
span and choice RT, will each show a higher correlation with g than when

either task is performed separately. The dual task paradigm, which has been
studied most extensively in relation to g by Stankov (1988) and Vernon (1983),
suggests that a concept of STM capacity, in which there are individual differences, must be a necessary ingredient of the explanation of g. If by straining
the capacity of working memory (WM)the rank-ordercorrelation between RT
and g is significantly increased, it necessarily means that some additional
source of variance besides sheer processing speed is involved—variance associated with the capacity of WM. A theory of individual differences in WM
capacity, therefore, is a necessary adjunct to a theory of g. I will say more
about it later on.
5. Another aspect of RT that must be taken into account is intraindividual
variability in RT acrosstrials, measured as the standard deviation (SD) of RTs
on n trials, henceforth called SDRT. It would simplify matters if SDRT were
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completely redundant with the mean or median RT overtrials, but it is not
(Jensen, 1992c). Although RT and SDRTare highly related, with correlations
ranging between about +.5 and +.7 in different samples and for different ECTs,
it turns out that RT and SDRTare not perfectly correlated after correction for
attenuation, and when both are entered into a multiple regression equation to
predict psychometric g, each variable makes an independent contribution to the
multiple correlation. SDRT usually makes the larger contribution, despite its
considerably lower reliability. With correction for attenuation, SDRT almost
always correlates more with g than the median RT on the samesetoftrials. In
other words, high g persons, as well as having faster overall RTs, also have

more consistent RTs (hence smaller SDRT) from trial to trial. In a study of
simple RT, for example, the mean SDRT for 46 mildly retarded young adults
was 108.1 msec, for 218 vocational college students 48.8 msec, and for 280
university students 29.8 msec (Jensen, 1982, Table 1). (The groupsalso differ
in the coefficient of variation, that is, SDRT/RT: .23, .14, .10, respectively.)

For all subjects, the longer RTs in a given numberoftrials have the largest
variance and are the most highly correlated with g, but the higher correlation is
not simply an artifact due to their larger variance (Kranzler, 1992; Larson &
Alderton, 1990). In brief, there is an intrinsic relation between individual differences in RT variability, or SDRT, and g, independently of the average RT.
So there are these two elements, median RT and RTSD, that must enter into a

theory of g. An individual’s median RT could be said to reflect the speed of
information processing, or of the neural transmission of information in the
brain, while SDRT could be said to reflect oscillation or random “noise” in the
transmission and processing of information.
6. A direct measure of nerve conduction velocity (NCV) in the central nervous system is theoretically valuable for establishing that speed per se is an
element of g. It could be the case, for example, that the speed of processing
reflected in RT is merely a derivative of the intraindividual trial-to-trial variability of RT. Since there is some physiological limit to the speed of reaction
(somewhere around 170 msec), and if everyone has pretty much the same
physiological limit, large individual differences in SDRT could arise only by
the production of a certain numberof relatively long RTs, more for some subjects than for others. The resulting skewness of individuals’ distributions of
RTs would, of course, produce corresponding differences in the means or
medians of the RT distributions, and thus median RT would be merely a deriv-

ative of the intraindividual variability in RTs, and thus only intraindividual
variability, rather than speed per se, would be responsible for the correlation of
RT with g. That this is not the case is shown by the correlation between direct
measurements of the speed of neural conduction, or NCV, in a single nerve

tract and g.
Trying to find a physiological basis for the considerable genetic heritability
of general mental ability, Reed (1988) hypothesized that nerve conduction
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velocity (NCV) is the causal factor. To test this hypothesis, short latency visually evoked potentials (VEPs N70 and P100) in response to pattern-reversal
stimulation and recorded over the primary visual cortex were obtained on 147
male college undergraduates. The latencies of the earliest clearly defined neural impulses transmitted from the retina through the visual tract to the visual
cortex are quite short—only 70 to 100 msec. Dividing the individual’s head
length by the mean latency of his VEP gives an estimate of NCV. These
approximate measures of NCV (labeled V:N70 and V:P100) were significantly
correlated with IQ scores on Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, a highly
g-loaded, nonspeeded, nonverbal test of complex reasoning ability. The correlation between Raven IQ and NCV was +.18 (p = .025) for V:N70 and +.26 (p
= .002) for V:P100. Correction for restriction of range of IQ in the college
sample raises these correlations to +.27 and +.37, respectively, and correction
for attenuation (which was not attempted) would raise the correlation to per-

haps as high as +.50 (Reed & Jensen, 1992). Figure 1 shows the mean IQ
within each quintile of the V:P100.
This finding means that the speed of neural transmission in a single, welldefined nerve tract that involves no more than four synapses and that is not a
derivative of intraindividual variation in VEP latencies is correlated with a
measure of g based on a nonspeeded,self-paced test of complex reasoning.
The theoretical significance of this finding extends to another issue as well:
that is, the question of whether individual differences in such basic neural

processes as NCV cause individual differences in the higher mental processes
involved in g (i.e., the “bottom-up” hypothesis) or vice versa (the “top-down”
hypothesis).
The “bottom-up” hypothesis holds that there are stable individual differences in relatively simple but pervasive neural processes, such as NCV and
synaptic delay, which govern the speed andefficiency of information transmission in the whole central nervous system, and that these properties are involved
at all levels of information processing, from relatively simple tasks, such as
choice RT, to the much more complex problems in conventional IQ tests.
Because individual differences in these neural properties are involved at all
levels of information processing, individual differences in, say, choice RT are
correlated with scores on complex psychometrictests.
The “top-down” hypothesis, on the other hand, holds that individual differences in higher level mental processes, strategies, and various other
metaprocesses that are obviously involved in the kinds of problem solving seen
in most highly g-loaded psychometric tests are also solely responsible for individual differences in RT in relatively simple ECTs, and that this top-down
influence accounts for the correlation between performance on ECTs and the
complex problem solving in psychometrictests.
The “top-down” hypothesis is contradicted by the finding of a correlation
between NCVin the visual tract and g. The latency of the neural impulses in
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Figure 1. Distribution of mean IO scores in V:P100 quintiles. The distribution of V:P100 values (i.e., the NCV based on the P100 latency) of the

147 students, from the lowest NCV (1.75 m/sec.) to the highest (2.22

m/sec.) was divided into quintiles. Quintile 1 contains the 20% of students
with the values, quintile 2 contains the 20% of students with V:P100 values between the 20th and The linear regression of individual 10 on quintile number(1,2 ...) has a slope of 2.21 IO points per quintile, with no significant deviation from linear trend.
From “Conduction Velocity in a Brain Nerve Pathway of Normal Adults Correlates
with Intelligence Level,” by T. E. Reed & A. R. Jensen, 1992, Intelligence, 16,

259-278. Reprinted by permission.

the visual tract (recorded over the visual cortex) is much shorter than the total
amount of time needed for neural impulses to reach the higher cortical centers
involved in solving Raven Matrices problems, and in fact it is even much
shorter than the time needed for a subject to gain conscious awareness of an
external stimulus. Therefore, the VEP latencies cannot be controlled by the
higher mental processes.
The explanation for the observed correlation between NCV in the visual
tract and g is based on the reasonable hypothesis that, since the neurons in the
visual tract and in the cortex share a common origin and have commonfeatures (e.g., small caliber axons and similar conduction speeds), they are very
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similar, and thus individual differences in visual tract NCVs and cortical NCVs

are correlated. Because information is transferred from one cortical region to
another via axons at some velocity and across synapses with somedelay, the
mean NCV and cumulative synaptic delay would affect the speed of information processing at every level of cognitive complexity. Individual differences in
meancortical NCV, therefore, appear to be a basic componentof g.
Certain structural design features of neuronal organization or architectonics
are probably involved in some of the major group factors independent of g—
what Spearman referred to as the specialized “engines” of the brain in which
there are distinct individual differences in addition to individual differences in
the properties they all share in common, such as NCV,andthat accountforg.
It is here taken for granted that specific neural structures with complex functional organization and patterning are essential for information processing at
any level. But at present there is a dearth of empirical knowledge of just how
or to what degree these design features of the cortex contribute to individual
differences in cognitive abilities. However, we do have some evidence now
that NCV in the brain may alone account for as much as perhaps 25% of the g
variance in the general population (Reed & Jensen, 1992). To becomea pillar
in the theory of mental ability, of course, this finding will need ample replication. If it holds up, it would be a crucial step indeed toward understanding
variation in human mental ability.
Whythe ApparentCeiling on the RT-g Correlation?

It is common knowledge in RT research that RT based on any particular ECT
seldom correlates more than about .3 to .4 with g, and that the multiple correlation based on the RTs from a number of ECTs designed to measure different
cognitive processes seldom exceeds about .6 or .7, when corrected for attenuation. This ceiling on the RT-g correlation may lead us to think that somefairly large part of the g variance, perhaps as much as half of it, must be due to
some source of individual differences besides the mental speed variable reflected in RT. This additional source of g variance has been attributed to differ-

ences in knowledge base, attentional resources, motivation, problem-solving

strategies, executive processes, and other metaprocesses, to name the mostfrequently mentioned.
Still another hypothesis has been suggested by a factor analysis of RT data
on a number of ECTs along with a diverse battery of psychometric tests
obtained on 100 students tested in my chronometric lab (Kranzler & Jensen,
1991; see also Carroll, 1991). But first, it is important to know the leading

alternative to this hypothesis, which has been most clearly enunciated by

Detterman (1987). As shown in Figure 2, the RTs of a numberof distinct

ECTsrepresenting different processes (P) are each correlated with psychomet-
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diverse ECTs, in which some unspecified number information
(P) tapped by the ECTs accountsfor all of the variance in psyg.

ric g. If each process is independently correlated, say, .30 with g, then each
one accounts for .09 of the variance in g and it would take (on average) about

11 such processes to account for all of the g variance. The problem is, when
we actually include more and more different ECTs in a multiple regression to
predict psychometric g, the squared multiple correlation (R*) rapidly approaches some asymptotic value that falls closer to .50 than to 1.00, even with correction for attenuation. Another problem with Detterman’s hypothesis is that,
unless we can actually find a number (any number) of ECTs that in combination can account for all of g, one could always argue that the right ECTs had
not been tried or that some of the crucial cognitive processes had not yet been
discovered.
These apparent problems, however, might simply evaporate if the hypothesis suggested by a factor analysis of the Kranzler and Jensen (1991) data (see
Carroll, 1991) becomes well established by further evidence. The main features
of the factor structure of these data are depicted in Figure 3. The total RT variance of the battery of ECT variables splits into two nearly equal parts when the
ECTsare factor analyzed in conjunction with a battery of standard psychome-
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Figure 3. Representation of the factor structure of RT measures on various ECTs in which only part of the RT variance is associated with information processes (IP) and part of it is due to noncognitive factors. Only
the cognitive or information processing (IP) part of the total RT variance
is related to psychometric g.

tric tests. Nearly half of the RT variance on the various ECTs (information
processing speed, or IP in Figure 3) is found on the factorthat is clearly identified as psychometric g, while the remaining RT variance is located on a separate group factor (RT in Figure 3), which might be called noncognitive RT, or
certainly non-g RT. The more complex ECTs haverelatively higher loadings
on the information processing (IP) component of RT and hence also on g,
while the simpler ECTs haverelatively larger loadings on the noncognitive RT
factor, on which the psychometric tests have near-zero factor loadings. It is not
known for certain what the noncognitive component of RT consists of: most of
it is probably variance in the purely sensorimotor aspects of RT performance.
This may also account for the generally higher g loading—about -.50—of
inspection time(i.e., the speed of making a simple visual or auditory discrimination, which involves no motor component) than of RT based on any single
ECT. (For a meta-analysis of research on inspection time correlations with g,
see Kranzler & Jensen, 1989.) If this finding holds up in future studies, it may
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be the case that we are already accounting for nearly all of the true g variance
in terms of the speed of information processing component of RT measured on
only a small number(8 in the Kranzler and Jensen study) of ECTs that involve
several distinct information processes (in this study, stimulus apprehension,
choice, discrimination, retrieval of information from STM, and retrieval from

LTM). The g loadings of some of these RT variables are as large as the g loadings of some of the standard psychometric tests. Theoretically, if it were possible to rid the RT measurements entirely of their noncognitive variance, it
should be possible to measure g solely with the RTs obtained from a small battery of ECTs just as well as by meansof a large battery of psychometric tests
that sample subjects’ repertoire of past-acquired knowledge and complex reasoning and problem-solving skills. I expect that eventually we will be able to
assess g directly from measurements of neural activity in the brain.
The possibility of such measurements would be a boon to those who wish
to study secular changes in the overall level of general ability in the population. Measurements derived from ordinary psychometric tests are more orless
context bound, hence scores are influenced by time and place. The information

subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, for example, is quite highly g
loaded in the test’s standardization population, yet some of the greatest intellects of the past—Plato and Archimedes, for instance—could not possibly give
correct answers to more than three of the information items, which is an imbe-

cile level of performance in the present standardization sample. Although the
variance in psychometric test scores remains pretty much the same acrosstime,
and certain population groups seem to remain in the same relative positions,
the overall central tendency of the score distribution may shift rather markedly
over a period of two or three decades (Flynn, 1984, 1987).
Psychometric measurements are something like measuring the height of
people by the length of the shadow they cast when standing in the sunlight. If
all of the people’s shadows are measured at the same time of day and at the
same location on the earth, the measurements will be perfectly correlated with
the direct measurements obtained in the usual way with a yardstick or tape
measure, which of course would remain the same regardless of time andplace,

unless there were a true change in people’s height. If we measure people’s
shadowsat different times or locations, however, we could nottell if heights
have really changed, unless we knew precisely how to take account of time
and place in making the measurements. Or, still better, we could measure
height directly with a ruler. Similarly, if we observe secular shifts in the overall distribution of our psychometric measurements in the population, we have
no way of knowing to what extent the shift reflects some change in the biological anlage of ability, and to what extent it is due to some other type of
effect, such as people having learned the particular test items, or acquiredrelevant information, or practiced similar cognitive skills. Improved nutrition of
the population might be the cause of change in the one case, improvements in
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education in the other. A possible solution to this problem would be to develop multiple regression equations that would anchor the psychometric test
scores (or derived factor scores) to RTs on certain ECTs and to neurophysiological measurements afforded by evoked potentials, neural conduction velocity, the metabolic rate of cortical glucose, and the like—variables already found
to be correlated with psychometric g. Such anchored scores would greatly
aid analysis of the nature and causes of the secular changes in the overall
distribution of scores on conventional mental tests in the population
(Jensen, 1991).

A THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF G
WhyIs Speed of Information Processing so Important?

The answer to this question rests on two empirically well-established facts: (a)

the limited capacity of working memory (WM), and (b) the rapid loss of infor-

mation in WM. Most probably these two facts are causally related; WM has
limited capacity because of the rapid loss of information in WM. WM hasbeen
referred to as the “scratch pad” of the mind. Its functions consist of encoding
incoming information, manipulating or transforming it as the task requires,
rehearsing it for consolidation in long-term memory (LTM), and retrieving certain information stored in LTM demandedbythe task at hand. It must perform
any one or a combination of these functions before the neural traces of the
recently received information have decayed beyondretrieval. Otherwise there
is a loss of information, a “breakdown” in processing, and the input of infor-

mation must be repeated if the problem is to be solved. Hence we must write
down overly long phone numbersand solve complicated arithmetic problems
with paper and pencil, because the amount of information involved and the
number of mental operations that must be performed exceed the capacity of
our working memory. Faster speed of information processing is advantageous
because more information can be processed before it decays beyondretrieval.
Some problems can be solved only by manipulating a number of items of

information more orless simultaneously, so that if one item is lost, the prob-

lem cannot be solved or the necessary “insight” needed to achieve the solution
cannot occur. Hence greater speed of processing information is a distinct
advantage in any intellectually demanding pursuit.
Speed of processing is not necessarily related to the speed of selecting the
correct answers in a multiple-choice test or even to the speed of solving complex problems, because in such cases there are differences in the depth and
thoroughness of processing, which may take place rapidly but also extensively,
thereby consuming moretotal time than a faster but more superficially derived .
response. High g individuals, therefore, usually display fast RTs to ECTsthat
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make minimal demands on the capacity of WM,and, at the other extreme, they
can learn especially complex subjects, solve complex problems, and perform
other complex mental feats that are beyond average and low-g persons, regardless of the amountof time allowed. In tasks of intermediate complexity, highg persons usually process problemsin greater depth (and hence have more correct solutions), but the solution to many such problems can be reached also
with more superficial processing, though with greater risk of error, and so the
average solution time per problem will not be highly correlated with RT to relatively simple ECTs or with g. Yet the average amount of time that it takes a
group of subjects to solve each of a numberof problems of varying complexity (e.g., the items of Raven’s Matrices), given without time limit, is almost
perfectly correlated with the difficulty of the problems, as indexed by the percentage of persons who fail to get the correct solution. This indicates the
importance of speed in problem solving, even when speedis not ostensibly a
requirement of the task, which is given with explicit instructions to take as
much time as neededto attempt all the problems.
Imposing a strain (just short of the point of a “breakdown”of information
processing) on WM capacity in ECT tasks (in which performance is measured
by RT) rank orders subjects differently from the rank order of their RTs
derived from ECTsthat scarcely tax WM. Also, RT is more highly correlated
with g when WMistaxed.It is necessary, therefore, to take WM capacity into
account in our theory of g. At this point, a formulation of WM capacity by
psychologists in Erlangen, Germany, which has some empirical support, seems
to fill the bill (Lehrl & Fischer, 1988). In their formulation, the capacity (C) of
WMis a function of the speed (S) of processing and the duration time (D) of
information in STM, absent rehearsal. If amount of information is measured in

bits (i.e., the binary logarithm of the number of choices or response alternatives), then C bits = S bits/sec x D sec. The Erlangen psychologists have
empirically obtained estimates of these parameters in average adults, approximately, of S = 15 bits/sec, D = 5 to 6 sec, and C = 80 bits. Assuming positive
(but not perfect) correlations among S, D, and g, the measure of C theoretical-

ly should be more highly correlated with g than is RT or processing speed
alone. Studies by the Erlangen group bear this out. Their measure of C, for
example, correlated +.67 and +.88 with scores on a vocabularytest (a highly gloaded variable) in two samples of adults, with Ns of 672 and 66, respectively
(Lehrl & Fischer, 1988).
In addition to WM capacity, formulated as C = S x D, we also must take
into account oscillation in speed of processing, indexed by SDRT. This is
because SDRT,although highly correlated with RT or processing speed, is correlated with g independently of RT (Jensen, 1992e). The behavioral manifestation of oscillation is an empirical fact, but its causal mechanism is speculative
at present. It most likely has some neurophysiological basis. For instance, we
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know that neurons are periodically excitatory and refractory, and that large
numbers of neurons may show synchrony in their oscillation in excitatory
potential, which may be detected by electroencephalography. This could be the
basis of the overt oscillation we see in RT measured as SDRT.
According to this theory, then, there are three properties of the brain that
constitute the physiological basis of g, the general factor of mental abilities: (a)
the speed of neural conduction (including synaptic delay) in the brain, (b) the
rate of oscillation of excitatory potential in individual neurons and groups of

neurons acting in phase, and (c) the duration (or conversely, the rate of decay)

of the traces of recently input information in neural assemblies. Accordingly, a
higher level of g is the result of faster neural conduction (NCV), a faster rate

of oscillation, and a slower rate of decay of neural traces. While the evidence

from RT studies indicates that speed and oscillation, though highly correlated,
are also each independently correlated with g, suggesting that they are due to
different properties of the nervous system,the relation between oscillation and
the rate of decay of neural traces is more speculative. The decay of information
in neural assemblies could be merely a product of oscillation. Oscillation may

be thought of as neural “noise” in the transmission of information, which

would reduce the overall efficiency of information processing and impair the
capacity of WM.
Although oscillation of excitatory potential is a property of every nervous
system, one might wonder whya rapid rate of oscillation is more favorable to
g than a slowerrate. If we think of oscillation as a neuronal “shutter,” analogous to the shutter of a camera, and if the “open” and “shut” phases of the

shutter are rapid (i.e., of short duration), then little moment-to-moment detail
will be lost, or shut out, from the continuous input of stimuli and the chaining

of operations while processing information in WM.In the RT paradigm, for

instance, if the onset of the reaction stimulus occurs during the subthreshold, or

“off”, phase of neural oscillation, the signal will take longer for processing,
which cannot be completed until the “on” phase occurs. Individuals with con-

sistently more rapid oscillation of the “off” and “on” phases, therefore, will

show less variability in RT over a numberoftrials. It is this variability that is
negatively correlated with g.

DISCLAIMER

The proposed theory of g is not a theory of individual differences in achievement or success in life. Although it is certainly true that g is related to certain
types of achievement and to somecriteria of success, it is but one, albeit an
often important one, of the many different elements involved in these complex
outcomes. It is granted that no conscious, voluntary behavior, including any act
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involving mental ability, ever occurs in isolation, but always issues from a
matrix of experience and knowledge, interests, motivation, values, and person-

ality variables, as well as specific contextual or situational influences. It is
granted also that, provided the level of g exceeds the level necessary for
acquiring the knowledge and technical skills required for the person’s particular pursuit, outstanding achievement dependson other ingredients more than on
g per se, such as the development of specialized abilities, assiduous practice
and the automatization of essential subskills, unflagging motivation, persistence
in the face of difficulty, self-confidence, and a negligible fear of failure.

Nevertheless, the general factor of mental ability, g, can be distilled from
this seeming welter of variables. The correlations of g with a host of “real-life”
variables that, throughout the history of civilization have been regarded as
important, not only to the individual but to society as a whole, makeit probably the most significant factor of the human condition.
The long-sought explanation of g must eventuate as a specialized aspect of
a theory of the human brain—its neurological structure, its physiology, its evolution, its ontogeny, and the genetic mechanisms involved in its variation.
Pursuing this most fundamental goal should not, of course, preclude studies
and theories of the multifarious manifestations of g in human behavior: (a) its

interaction with other behavioral traits and the many environmental, experiential, and educational variables that may influence the expression of g; (b) the
study of various group differences in g and examination of the sociological,
educational, and economic consequencesof the wide range of variation of g in
the population; (c) the developmentof cost-efficient tests of g for practical
applications; (d) the investigation of other well-recognized mental ability factors independent of g; and (e) the discovery of further authentic ability factors
that are uncorrelated with presently established factors.
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INTRODUCTION
Consider the following scenario: At a public elementary school in downtown
Indianapolis, children take classes not just in reading, arithmetic, and social
studies, but in music, dance, visual arts, computing, and Spanish. These latter
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subjects are not considered “extra” or frills, but are given the same amount of

support and time as the more standard curriculum. On a given day, a visitor to
the schoolis as likely to find children engaged in learning a sequence of dance
steps or composing a simple tune as puzzling out a word problem or answering questions on a social studies chapter. The children also work on projects
related to schoolwide themes, which are subsequently videotaped and become
part of a “video portfolio.” The portfolio documents a child’s development
throughout her tenure at the school.
Next consider an elementary school in Gloucester, MA, where children in
kindergarten engage in an unusually wide array of activities. In one classroom,
children participate in activities related to the music and art areas; in another,
social and math activities are provided; in the third, mechanical and movement

activities are primary. Language development is encouraged throughout the
curriculum. The areas for each class are chosen based on teacher interest and
confidence in working in the domain. Many of the activities relate to a common theme, such as “community” or “time.” Parents, businesses, and local

museumsalso serve as resources for the classroom. For example, as part of a
community unit, children visit the local fisheries, and parents working in the
fishing industry visit the classroom to talk about their experience.
Finally, consider a program for gifted children who are also disadvantaged.
Rather than relying on traditional measures of intelligence which focus on language and logic to determine entry into the program, admission is based on
performance on a wide range of measures. For instance, children are asked to
tell stories, using a small storyboard; they take apart and put together mechanical objects; and they sing a song and match pitches played on a xylophone.
Once children are identified as exhibiting strengths in one or more of these
areas, the program provides experiences andactivities which support the developmentof the different competencies that have been identified.
What do these three scenarios have in common? First, they each describe a
program which both exposes children to and encourages developmentin a variety of areas. Second, in each scenario, children are working on projects and
activities which are easily translated into products and experiences of realworld significance. Third, and most important for our present purposes, each
one of the above scenarios is motivated in part by the theory of multiple intelligences put forth by Howard Gardner in 1983.
In this chapter, we describe a pluralistic theory of intelligence which suggests that our view of competence should be expanded to include domains
beyond those typically examined in mostintelligence tests. Although multiple
intelligences theory as originally set forth located intelligence inside the heads
of individuals, recently Gardner, among others, has begun to considerthe intel-

ligences and their combinations across a range of contexts. After summarizing
the main components of the theory of multiple intelligences, we present our
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revised theory of contextualized intelligence. Finally, we consider the implications of our theory for assessment and education.
In most Western cultures, intelligence has traditionally been considered a
biological or psychological potential, situated inside the individual’s head,
which can be measured through standardized tests. While this line of thought
can be traced as far back as Plato, a significant step in the measurement of
intelligence was taken at the beginning of the century by the French psychologist Binet. Binet was given the task of identifying different degrees of mental
retardation in French school children. He devised a set of test items, ranging
from sensory discrimination to sentence completion, which becamethe proto-

type for subsequent scales for measuring mental ability (Sattler, 1988).
Although Binet believed that intelligence was too complex to capture with a
single number, and did not think his scale should be used to rank students on
a continuum of mental worth, the notion of intelligence as an entity with an
independent existence readily gained prominence in this country (Gould,
1981). Terman at Stanford University adapted and normed the Binet-Simon
scales for widespread administration. The revised Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scale, along with other IQ measures, is currently used in a variety ofsettings
ranging from schools to the military. Although such tests have been shownto
be reasonably reliable predictors of scholastic success, they do not yield
impressive correlations with performances in the work world (Ceci, 1990:

Jencks, 1972; Okagaki & Sternberg, 1990; Sternberg & Wagner, 1986).

Indeed, most IQ items can only with difficulty be related to desirable realworld consequences, and the results of these tests have hadlittle implication
for designing and structuring educational curriculum.

THE THEORY OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

The theory of multiple intelligences (hereafter referred to as MI theory) challenges the notion that intelligence can be considered a general ability, which
cuts across all domains of competence. Rather, Gardner argues for the existence of seven relatively autonomousintellectual competences, which inhere in
varying degrees in all individuals: linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical,
spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Although there
have long been competing views on whetheror not intelligence could be con-

sidered one entity (Eysenck, 1981; Jensen, 1969: 1980; Spearman, 1923) or
many (Guilford, 1967; Thorndike, Bregman, Cobb, & Woodyard, 1926;

Thurstone, 1938), what is unique about Gardner’s theory are the types of evidence he examines to derive his candidate intelligences.
According to Gardner, an intelligence can be defined as the capacity to
solve problems or fashion products which are valued in one or more cultural
settings. This definition reflects the idea that intelligence cannot be considered
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apart from the uses to whichit is put or the values of the surrounding community. Intellect cannot be conceptualized or assessed in the abstract. All intellectual activities take place in a particular domain or discipline. Indeed, as we
shall maintain, a theory of context is needed to complementa theory of individual competence in order to describe fully and accurately the range of human
intelligences.
To determine whether or not a particular capacity qualifies as a “human
intelligence,” Gardner took into account eight different criteria. The first source
of evidence he considered wasthe potential isolation of an intellectual competence by brain damage. To the extent that an ability could be destroyed or
spared by conditions of brain damage, in isolation from other abilities, its relative independence as an “intelligence” seemed likely. The specificity of certain kinds of cognitive functioning can be tied quite precisely to particular
regions of the brain. For example, damageto the left frontal lobe produces difficulty in grammatical speech, while comprehensionis relatively preserved. On
the other hand, damage to the left temporal lobe yields difficulty in language
comprehension, while sparing the production of grammatical speech. As we
shall see, findings from neuropsychology support the existence of relatively
autonomous spheres of human intellectual functioning.
The second source of evidence is the study of special populations such as
idiot savants, prodigies, and autistic children. These individuals exhibit a highly unevenprofile of abilities, thereby allowing us to examinean intelligence in
relatively pure form. As the work of Feldman (1980, 1986a) has shown,

although prodigies may progress through one or more domains with rapid
speed, their development in other domainsis typically unexceptional. Neither
traditional IQ theory nor Piagetian theory can adequately account for the existence of prodigies.
Anothercriterion is whether an intelligence has one or more basic information-processing mechanisms which operate on various kinds of input. These
core operations can be defined as neural mechanisms or computational systems
which are genetically programmedto be activated by particular kinds of information. For example, linguistic intelligence encompasses syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic capacities, while musical intelligence includes both rhythmic
and pitch abilities.
A fourth criterion is the existence of a distinctive developmental history,
through which all normal and gifted individuals pass. The developmental trajectory of each intelligence is relatively independent of the others. So although
language develops to a fairly high degree of competence in almost all human
beings, artistic skill may require more nurturance to reach an equivalentlevel.
Moreover, the rates of development also vary. Thus, prodigies before the age
of ten are more commonly found in some domains, such as music or mathematics, than in others, such as language or art (Feldman, 1986a, 1986b). Each

intelligence should also be linked to an identifiable set of “endstates,” or expert
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performances which represent valued roles in the society. For example, endStates in music include composer, instrumentalist, conductor, andcritic.

Fifth, Gardner examined the plausibility of an evolutionary history for each
intelligence. A candidate intelligence gained credibility if its evolutionary
antecedents could be identified, including whether there existed capacities
which could be shared with other organisms. For example, tool use in higher

primates, an antecedent of bodily and mechanical skill, dates back several million years (McGrew, 1977). With regard to music, recent studies indicate that

parallels can be drawn between the mechanisms underlying developmentof
human musical capacities and the development of birdsong (e.g., Nottebohm,
1980).
A sixth kind of evidence comes from the results of studies of transfer and
generalization of skills. Many experimental tests show the difficulty of establishing transfer of learning across tasks (see Pressley, Snyder, & Cariglia-Bull,
1987; Scribner & Cole, 1981; Thorndike & Woodworth, 1901; but cf. Perkins

& Salomon, 1989). And psychological processes such as memory and perception may well turn out to be specific to various kinds of input(see, e.g., Fodor,
1983; see also Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992; Warrington, 1986).
A seventh source comes from psychometric findings. Theoretically, tasks
that are designed to assess one typeofintelligence or its core operations should
correlate highly withone another. Of course, the interpretation of psychometric findings is not always straightforward. Manytests call for the use of linguistic and logical-mathematical skills in the solution of the test items, regardless of the type of ability they are designed to measure. In addition, many tasks
can be solved using meansother than those they are intended to tap. For example, identifying rotations of a figure can be solved by logical-mathematical or
linguistic as well as by spatial reasoning.
Finally, an intelligence must also be susceptible to encoding in a symbol
system—a culturally contrived system of meaning which captures important
forms of information. All humans communicate and construct meaning through
the use of such symbolic forms as words, gestures, numbers, and musical patterns. Examples of symbol systemsrelated to the different intelligences include
language, mathematics, and picturing.
Based on the abovecriteria, Gardner identified seven discrete intelligences.

The term intelligence can be used in two senses: as a capacity which weall
have, for example, each one of us has the seven intelligences to varying
degrees; and as an honorific, tor example, some of us may exhibit high musical or spatial intelligence. These meanings should not be conflated. It is important to keep in mind that, except for unusual populations such as those mentioned above(e.g., idiot savants), intelligences never operate in isolation. In
any adult role of significance, one is always looking at a combinationof intelligences. For example, skilled lawyers draw uponlinguistic, logical-mathemat-
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ical, and interpersonalintelligences, while carpenters use a combination of spatial, logical-mathematical, and bodily skills.

Before describing each of the intelligences, it may also be useful to distinguish our use of the term intelligence from the concepts of domain andfield.
In his 1983 book, Gardner did not sufficiently differentiate the three concepts,
a lapse which led to unnecessary confusion. Thanks to our continuing collaboration with David Feldman and Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi, we can now make a
systematic distinction (Csikszentmihalyi, 1987; Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson,

1986; Feldman, 1986a). Domain refers to the structure of an area of knowledge

or human accomplishment, such as mathematics, chess, or literature. These

bodies of knowledge develop and change over time. For example, advances in
technology may fundamentally alter the nature of a domain such as neuroscience or artificial intelligence. Some domains are well-defined and maprela-

tively directly onto an intelligence, such as mathematics or music; others like

politics or the visual arts are not as easy to define and do not lend themselves
as well to analysis and evaluation in terms of specific intelligences.
The characteristics of a domain also change over the course of one’s development. Thus, in music, talented adolescents must makethe transition from an
intuitive understanding of musical properties to a more formal knowledgeif
they are to advance in the domain (Bamberger, 1982). This formal analysis
may draw on linguistic or logical-mathematical as well as musical intelligences.
The field refers to the social organization of a domain—the roles, behaviors,

institutions, and standards related to a domain in a particular society. For
instance, the field of music includes the subdivisions of composing, perform-

ing, conducting, musicology, and music education. Professional associations,
competitions, conferences, journals, awards, andtraining institutes also make

up part of the social organization of the music field. A further component 1S
the people whoinfluence the structure of the domain. Musicians in our culture
are influenced not only by other musicians, teachers, and critics, but by orchestra managers, recording producers, public and private funding sources, and the
media.
The relation among intelligences, domain, and field can perhaps be best
conveyed through an example. Because of our genetic potential to realize “‘logical-mathematical intelligence,” individuals all over the world explore the
numerosity of objects. Many cultures have developed a formal discipline which
encompasses the study of number and number-related topics; in the West, this
domain includes arithmetic, algebra, calculus, topology, and the like.
Individuals with high potential in the logical-mathematical area are often
drawn to these topics, which are encountered in school or through the study of
texts. Determination of who is most accomplished in the domain of mathematics, decisions about what constitutes breakthroughs in knowledge, and even the
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determination of who should make judgments about quality are all the concern
of the field of mathematics.
Thus, while all of the intelligences build on biopsychological potential, they
can only be realized in specific tasks embedded in the domains andfields of a
culture. We therefore include in our introduction of each intelligence examples
of the endstates which depend upon a high degree of a given intelligence, such
as poets in language or composers in music. We now briefly describe each
intelligence in turn.
Linguistic Intelligence

Linguistic intelligence is the most universally shared and most thoroughly studied ofall the intelligences. By the age of 4 or 5, all normal children learn to
speak with relative fluency. The core operations of language includesensitivity to the meaning of words (semantics), the order among words (syntax), the
sounds and rhythms of words (phonology), and the different functions of words
(pragmatics). While syntactic and phonological processes are more Strictly “linguistic” operations, semantics and pragmatics likely include inputs from the
other intelligences (e.g., logical-mathematical and interpersonal). The autonomy of linguistic intelligence is most clearly demonstrated by the specific localization of the brain mechanisms underlying language in the left hemisphere.
Moreover, one can specify lesions in the brain that cause particular difficulties
in phonological discrimination, in the pragmatic uses of speech, and in the
semantic and syntactic aspects of language. Linguistic intelligence takes different forms in different cultures, ranging from the Koranic scholar to the literary
critic. The set of endstates in our culture includes poet, novelist, lawyer, and

historian, among others.

MusicalIntelligence

Musical intelligence develops earliest of all the intelligences—the talents of
musical prodigies are often apparent by the age of 2 or 3. The core Operations
of music include sensitivity to pitch, rhythm, and timbre. Studies of the brain
indicate that the processes and mechanisms underlying music are localized in
most normal individuals in the right hemisphere. Different cultures may
emphasize one component over another, for example, rhythm is central in subSaharan Africa, whereas pitch proves dominant in some Asian cultures.
Because music is not as valued in our culture as linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence, there is little nurturance of musical ability after formal
schooling begins, except for children with unusual talent or opportunities.
However, in cultures such as China, Japan, and Hungary, musical competenc
e
is highly prized: Children are expected to develop proficiency in singing and,
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if possible, in instrumental performance as well. In Japan, the Suzuki method
is responsible for training large numbers of children to play musical instruments to a fairly high degree of mastery. As noted above, musical intelligence

is evident in such endstates as composers, instrumentalists, singers, and sound

engineers. Birdsong suggests an apparent link to other species.
Logical-Mathematical Intelligence

Unlike music and language, logical-mathematical ability is not linked to the
auditory/oral system. Although many people have speculated about the possible
link between musical and logical-mathematical ability, the core operations of
each intelligence are fundamentally different. The development of logicalmathematical intelligence has been most thoroughly studied by Piaget (1983).
According to Piaget, the basis for all logical-mathematical thought inheres initially in the manipulation of physical objects. Eventually, these actions become
internalized and can be conducted inside one’s head. In the final stages of
intellectual development, the child is able to operate not only on objects or
mental images of objects, but on words and symbols as well. Such symbolmanipulating capacities are critical to higher branches of mathematics, where
symbols can represent objects, relations, functions, or other operations.
The domains of numbers, mathematics, logic, and science, although not
equivalent, do seem to entail related competences. However, while mathemati-

cians are interested in exploring abstract systems for their own sake, scientists
are more interested in coming up with ways to model and to explain physical
reality. In contrast to language and music, we know comparatively little about
the evolutionary antecedents of mathematical ability and its organization in the
brain. Endstates in our culture include physicist, chemist, computer programmer, and accountant.

Spatial Intelligence

Both logical-mathematical and spatial intelligences are “object-based” competences. Core capacities of spatial intelligence include the ability to perceive
forms and objects, the ability to manipulate or transform the objects or forms,
and the ability to produce a graphic likeness of one’s visual experience, even
without reference to the original stimuli. Thurstone (1938) was one of a number of psychometricians who argued for the existence of a separate spatial ability. Indeed, this is the one intelligence, apart from linguistic and logical-mathematical, which most students of intelligence testing concede should be
considered a discrete form of intellect.
The processing of spatial information involves the posterior portions of the
right hemisphere of the brain. Lesions to the right parietal regions cause diffi-
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culties in visual attention, spatial representation and orientation, imagery production, and memory. Right hemisphere patients whotry to use linguistic
Strategies to aid themselves rarely succeed. Few child prodigies are found
in

this intelligence, although there are occasional idiot savants, such
as the autis-

tic child artist, Nadia. In terms of evolutionary history, spatial skills were
primary to the group life of many primates for such purposes as hunting, gathering, and traversing wide spaces. Endstates for this intelligence include
architect, navigator, sculptor, chess player, painter, and carpenter.
Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence

This is the third form of intelligence connected to the use of objects.
The two
core components of bodily intelligence consist of the ability to use
one’s body
for expressive or goal-oriented purposes, and the capacity to work
skillfully
with objects, through either fine or gross motor movements. Skilled
use of
one’s body has been important in the history of the species for thousand
s of
years. Higher primates have been using simple tools for several million
years.
Although in the West the physical and mental realms are often divided,
with
the body considered inferior to the mind, other cultures do not make
such distinctions. In Bali, where all individuals learn to focus attention on
bodily features, a sense of balance and fine motor control develop to a high
level in

almost everyone. In our society, dancers, athletes, actors, artisans,
and inven-

tors exhibit aspects of this intelligence.
With regard to neurological evidence, the left hemisphere controls
motor
activity in most individuals. Injuries to selected areas of the left hemisph
ere
can Cause apraxias of great specificity. Apraxic individuals are cognitiv
ely and
physically capable of carrying out a sequence of actions, but are nonethel
ess
unable to do so. On the other hand, wefind neuropsychological patients
whose
linguistic and/or logical capacities have been severely impaired, but
who are
capable of performing highly skilled motoractivities.
The Personal Intelligences

Gardner also proposes the existence of two personal intelligences.
The core
capacity of interpersonalintelligence is the ability to understand
other individuals, particularly their moods, temperaments, motivations, and
intentions. The
ability to work with and relate to others, whether in the capacit
y of leader,

negotiator, facilitator, caregiver, or friend, is central to
this intelligence. We

find examples of interpersonal intelligence in politicians, religiou
s leaders,
therapists, teachers, and actresses.
Intrapersonalintelligence involves having a veridical picture
of oneself,
including one’s strengths, weaknesses, hopes, and desires.
It includes the
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capacity to operate adaptively based on such self-knowledge. It can also refer
to the ability to draw upon one’s affects or emotions as a means of understanding and guiding one’s behavior. We see instances of this intelligence in
people who are highly knowledgeable abouttheir likes, dislikes, and intellectual profile, and whoare able to use this knowledge in directing their life course.
Intrapersonal intelligence is also evident in artists, writers, and other individuals who retain ready access to their inner lives and are able to reflect on and
express their understanding in meaningful and insightful ways.
With regard to neurological research, the personalintelligences appear to be
localized in the frontal lobes. Although our knowledge aboutthe localization of
the personal intelligences in the brain is less extensive than our understanding
of some of the more standardly computational intelligences, defects in the
frontal lobes can interfere with the development of inter- and intrapersonal
knowledge. Autistic children seem to suffer from a deficient interpersonal
intelligence, while children with Down’s syndromeare surprisingly capable of
establishing effective relationships relative to their impaired linguistic and log-

ical abilities.
Studies from other cultures present highly contrasting views of the “self.”
For example, in Bali, virtually all aspects of personal existence are stylized:
Individuals are often conceived of in terms of the masks they wear inritual
activities. While the Balinese emphasize the public side of the self, in Morocco
the private side of the individualis strictly guarded. Activities such asreligion
and marriage are carefully insulated from the public realm. While the two personal intelligences are clearly linked in many ways, each one has an identifiable core, a typical pattern of development and breakdown, a range of identifiable endstates, and a characteristic neurological representation.
These, then, are the seven proposedintelligences. Thelist 1s not intended to
be definitive, but rather to reflect the range of human cognitive potentials as
well as the range of roles and products which have come to be valued in our
various cultures. The development of the intelligences in different individuals
always reflects a combination of environmental influences and hereditary factors. Although the intelligences are rooted in biological potential, to understand
individual competence fully, we also need to take into account the cultural context in which the individual is working. It is to this more contextualized aspect
that we now turn.

CONTEXTUALIZING THE THEORY OF MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES

Recently, scholars in the cognitive sciences have proposedthat intelligence or
cognition is better described as “contextualized” or “distributed,” rather than as
an entity that operates in isolation in the individual, irrespective of the locale
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in which he or she lives (A. Brown, 1990;
J. S. Brown, Collins, & Duguid,
1989; Pea, 1990; Perkins, 1990). Let us first
outline the various ways in which

intelligence can be considered contextualized
(or situated). Learning and
knowledge cannot be separated from the activity and
culture in which they take

place (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989: Rogof
f & Lave, 1984). For example,

intelligences can be situated in a variety of contex
ts ranging from home,

school, and the workplace, to the wider commu
nity and nation. One would not

expect to find the spatial and logical-mathematical
abilities of a chess master in
a culture which did not include chess among its
cultural offerings. Moreover,
even if chess were part of the general culture, but
was not included in a child’s
home or community, the chances of a child reveal
ing an intellectual proclivity
for chess would be slim.
Another way in which intelligence can be consid
ered contextualized is to
view it as the product of an interaction between the
biological proclivities of
individuals, on the one hand, and the needs, values,
and opportunities provided

by societies, on the other. As we saw earlier,
different cultures emphasize dif-

ferent sets of intelligences. Thus, in traditional societi
es, which depend on
cooperative efforts to secure such basic needs as food
and Shelter, intelligence

iS associated with the ability to maintain social ties.
However, in modern liter-

ate societies, intelligence is associated more with linguis
tic and logical abilities. The manifestation of intelligence can perhaps best be
thought of as a
dynamic between individual competences and the social struct
ures and institutions that do (or do not) Support the development of those
competences
(Kornhaber, Krechevsky, & Gardner, 1991).
A third way in which intelligence is contextualized is via the
evaluative
judgments formed by a culture or subgroup regarding both the
areas of knowledge and the quality of performance in a particular domain (Good
now,1990).
For example, mathematics in our society is often considered
the province of
males rather than females. This is conveyed in both subtle and
not-so-subtle
ways—from the young schoolgirl whotries to hide her mathem
atical aptitude
in order to remain popular with her peers to those of us who
unconsciously
direct our questionscalling for quantitative knowledge to men.
Related to the idea of intelligence as contextualized is the notion
ofintelligence as distributed. In the latter view, intelligence is seen not
as residing only

in the head of the individual, but rather as distributed
among other people,
resources, and artifacts (Pea, 1990; Perkins, 1990). When
individuals attempt

to solve a problem of some complexity, we characteristic
ally turn to cultural
tools and aids of the domain—materials, Strategies, and
techniques—which
play a critical role in carrying out the task. Except perhap
s in school, individuals rarely engage in meaningful problem solving in isolati
on from one another (Resnick, 1987). For instance, in figuring out a budget
, one might use a calculator or computerized spread sheet, look at past budget
s, confer with other

knowledgeable individuals, and so on. Indeed, our
skills to some extent can be
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(Rogoff, 1990). To
considered specific to the tools which we have inherited
representations of
take one example, Japanese abacus experts use internalized
tions (Hatano, 1982;
an abacus to perform complicated mathematical calcula
Stigler, Barclay, & Aiello, 1982).
intelligence is intiThe relationship between contextualized and distributed
of intelligence as conmate, but the two concepts are not identical. In speaking
mances are an intertextualized, we highlight the fact that all intellectual perfor
nities (cf. Olson,
action of cognitive potentials and societal needs and opportu
that nearly all intel1970). In speaking of intelligence as distributed, we stress
cultural materials that
lectual performances involve the use of physical and
of the distribution of
exist in the community—and that these artifacts are part
gence which are conintelligence. In theory, one could have theories of intelli
not contextualized; in practextualized, but not distributed; or distributed, but
tend to co-occur.
tice, however, contextualized and distributed views

of a contextuHow might we then go about envisaging MI theory in terms
is falls on
emphas
alized framework? In traditional intelligence testing, the
d quesermine
solving isolated problems or providing short answers to predet
, but
context
school
tions. This might be adequate preparation for testing in the
perour
in
and
ace
it is of limited relevance outside of school. In the workpl
on-spesituati
ar,
sonal lives, the projects we undertake are often tied to particul
way to concific goals, which involve collaborative effort over time. Thus, one
a range
across
ed
textualize the intelligences is to look at how they are deploy

es. Rather
r
of settings, including school, work, home, and extracurricula activiti
the comhow
e
examin
than examining intelligence in the abstract, we need to

binations of intelligences are used in carrying out tasks in a variety of circumstances.
A theory of multiple intelligences in context also implies that notall intelliance
gences are drawn upon equally in all settings. For example, the import
for
Thus,
.
context
the
on
ing
placed on the social intelligences differs, depend
public
the
in
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nt
importa
example, interpersonal intelligence plays a more
or
workplace than in the case of the poet in her chamber. But even occupations
ing,
compos
or
poetry
writing
vocations which are primarily solitary, such as
require interpersonal savvy in seeking funding, working with an agent or man-

works that
ager, or establishing contacts in the field—and of course, the actual

human
are produced depend on the creator's knowledge of the world of other

tions with other
beings. Certainly, most aspects of human life involve interac

people, whether family, friends, co-workers, or neighbors.
own
Another aspect of context concerns the extent to which an individual’s
In
culture.
lar
particu
a
within
uence
conseq
views about self are considered of
is
ions
limitat
and
hs
strengt
own
one’s
tand
our culture, the ability to unders
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is useful in
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than
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almost any learning situation. A related Capaci
ty is the ability to reflect on
one’s progress, and to use that information in plann
ing subsequentsteps, or in
rethinking and revising past ones. As we shall see,
one way schools can foster
the developmentof intrapersonalintelligence is
to help children discovertheir
particular intellectual profile in a broad range of
areas, rather than just linguistic and logical-mathematical. In a culture which
values original work, intrapersonal intelligence is particularly crucial. Howev
er, in a culture which is
primarily mimetic, or where the role of self
is deliberately downplayed,
intrapersonal intelligence will be less valued or
will have to be exercised with
caution.
A theory of contextualized intelligences also unders
cores the importance of
considering which intelligences and roles should
be emphasized, given a particular culture’s priorities. If school is designed
to prepare students for life
upon leaving school, then certain implications follow
. For example, althoughit
is important for schools to recognize the various
kinds of intelligence which
each one of us exhibits, and to give all children a
chance to succeed, we also
have to consider the contextof the field. If only a limite
d numberofslots exist
for aspiring singers, dancers, or painters, then it is questi
onable whether students should be encouraged to pursue related career paths.
Andif linguistic and
mathematical competence doin fact represent important skills
for many aspects
of adult life, then a relative emphasis on thoseintelligence
s might not be misplaced. Thus, considerations of the field must be taken into
account when
deciding which intelligences will be of primary concern in an
educational SySs-

tem.

INTELLIGENCESIN SPECIFIC CONTEXTS
The theory we have presented has a number of implications for
different contexts including, but not limited to, the school setting. In any use
of the concept
of intelligence, a context is always either stated or assumed. Somecul
tures
consider slowness and care to be a sign of intelligence, whereas
cultures like
our Owntypically associate intelligence with speed. Beginning
with Binet’s
intelligence tests, the context for intelligence in the West has been
school-related tasks and knowledge. However, although academic intellig
ence may be of
critical importance to those who are charged with devising
such instruments
(1.e., psychologists and other research scientists), it does not
have the same
importance across the range of worthwhile endeavors (Neisser
, 1976). Thus,
for example, if businesspeople, religious leaders, heads of househo
lds, orartists
had createdthe first intelligencetests, they would have devised
very different
kinds of instruments—if they would have favored instrume
nts atall.
Perhaps reasons still exist to create a test which will better
predict successful performance in school. But we think that a sufficient
number of such tests
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limited resources
have already been invented, and it does not pay to devote
effectively. What
toward designing a test to predict academic success 1% more
across differmind
we do not have are ways of thinking about the uses of the
entthat
assessm
of
ent contexts. MI theory suggests a radically different notion
igence is
“intell
that
has important implications, given Boring’s (1923) old saw
telassessin
to
mean
it
simply whatthe tests of intelligence test.” What would
ligences that are contextualized and distributed?
on, already highHumanactivities outside the school setting are, by definiti
interaction with
ences,
intellig
ly contextualized: Most involve a combination of
physical aids.
other
and
tools
of
other individuals, timely feedback, and the use
remote from
often
are
which
They are also tied to specific needs and goals,
berelatmay
gence
intelli
of
s
scholastic concerns. Although traditional theorie
intellito
t
relevan
less
even
are
ed to certain kinds of school knowledge, they

in the home. MI theory
gences in operation at the workplace, on the street, or

one of these setprovides a framework which should allow us to analyze each
tings in its own terms.
person, it is
For example, in many work settings involving more than one
of each
profile
tual
intellec
the
y
potentially of great use to be able to identif
ted
delega
be
then
could
Tasks
person as well as of the group as a whole.
be
would
mance
Perfor
sses.
according to each person’s strengths and weakne
various
the
ing
reflect
ons,
dimensi
of
evaluated not on one, but along a number
be
types of intelligence called on for the particular job. The groupprofile could
The
.
needed
were
se
experti
of
forms
surveyed to determine whether other
range of intelligences could also be drawn upon for determining the most
effective training strategies. Some employees might learn or work better
through spatial or experiential means, whereas others might prefer verbal
explanations. Finally, as noted earlier, certain intelligences such as the interpersonalare likely to be highlighted in the workplace. Getting along with one’s

critical to
supervisor orstaff, with customers, clients, and colleagues can all be

effective job performance. No matter how skilled a person is at working alone,
at some point oneis likely to have to depend on others for successful comple
tion of a task or product.
Cultural values also influence what is considered superior job performance.
Certain forms of thinking or approaches to problem solving are judged more
elegant or productive than others. As Goodnow (1990) points out, among
are
Anglo-Saxons, ideas which are expressed in a cool and rational fashion
In
ion.
express
of
forms
al
emotion
and
ive
discurs
than
considered more elegant

material
this country, maximized efficiency, individual competition, and
workthe
in
ement
achiev
Japan
in
s
wherea
ethic,
work
the
te
reward domina

place is linked to identification with one’s firm and a sense of personal responsibility to society.
In such nonwork contexts as family and recreation, the personal intellid to be
gences will also assume great importance. Family members are expecte
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responsive to each other’s needs, an important component of
interpersonal
intelligence. A new parent must be sensitive to the nonverbal
signals of the
infant, while the person wholives alone benefits from an intraper
sonal awareness of her ownlifestyle preferences. In team sports, players must
work together to capitalize on the strengths of each individual. No single
person is expected to embodyall of the qualities which make up a successf
ul team. Thus,
although bodily-kinesthetic intelligence may be at a premium in
a sport such as
basketball, interpersonal and logical-mathematical compete
nce may also be
called into play. There are also a number of physical, mental,
and human tools
which aid effective performance: video replays, strategy plans,
coaches, managers, team members, and other vehicles of distributed intellig
ence.
MIin the School Context

In our own laboratories, we have explored various options
for transporting a
contextualized and distributed view of intelligence to
the school setting (see,

e.g., Gardner, 1993: see also Kosslyn & Koenig
, 1992). In this regard, our

work can be compared with other efforts to assess
scholastic intelligence.
However, in contrast to previous efforts, we favor a far
more expanded view of
performances of significance in school. In particular,
we are interested in
schools which develop a range of human competencies
, which give students
numerous ways in which to display their strengths, which
foster growth in
domains and disciplines valued by the culture, and which
develop abilities that

can be of use not only in school, but in other context
s of society. In light of

these considerations, any treatment of intelligence in the
context of school

ought to encompass four issues, which we discus
s below with reference to

some current examples of alternative assessment and curric
ulum efforts.
What opportunities currently exist for engaging the variou
s intelligences?
As we saw in the opening scenarios, some schools are already
attempting to
broaden the areas of knowledge to which children are expose
d. However, particular consideration needs to be given to whether some
intelligences, or
aspects of intelligences, merit greater attention than others.
Project Spectrum, a
collaboration between Harvard Project Zero and Tufts Univers
ity, is a curriculum and assessment project that was designed to elicit a broad
range of capabilities in preschool children (see Krechevsky, 1991; Kreche
vsky & Gardner,
1990a; Malkus, Feldman, & Gardner, 1988, for details)
. Spectrum developed
15 different assessments in the areas of math, languag
e, science, music, move-

ment, art, and social understanding. These measures,
ranging from structured
tasks to observational checklists, are administered in the
child’s classroom over
the course of the school year. The collection of inform
ation over time in the
child’s own environmentis a deliberate attempt to blur
the line between curriculum and assessment. At the end of the year, all of
the information on each
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child’s
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of Brown and Palincsar (1989) on the teaching of recipro
cal reading, and
Lampert (1986) and Schoenfeld ( 1985) on mathematical proble
m solving,
among others, provide good examples of the powerof collabo
rative learning
and group interaction. These projects incorporate a variety
of collaborative
learning techniques, such as small-group discussion, brainst
orming, and peer
critique. The potential benefits of collaborative learning are many:
it emphasizes the active and constructive nature of learning; it provoke
s discussion and
articulation of positions; it encourages the use of metacognitive
skills; and it
helps students appreciate the various roles and processes involve
d in complex

problem solving (see Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989,
for a full discussion

of successful collaborative learning projects). This kind of group
exchangeis
also critical to many worksituations. Group problem solving fosters
the awareness that we all have different intellectual profiles, and that a person’
s contributions cannot be judged along a single dimension. A contextualized
MI theory provides a framework for identifying alternative ways to explore
problems
via the seven intelligences.
Is there sufficient scaffolding for children’s growth in a domain, in particular, with regard to distributed cognition? Children need help in knowin
g
how to draw upon other “distributed” resources, whether they are human—
teachers, librarians, specialists—or material—books, calculators, written docu“ments, or computer databases. It is helpful in this regard to consider Greeno’s
(1990) definition of a subject-matter domain as a collection of resources for the
cognitive activities of knowing, understanding, and reasoning, rather than
a

Structure of facts, concepts, and principles. The Practical Intelligence for

School Project (PIFS), a collaboration between Harvard Project Zero and Yale

University, represents an attempt to help children in middle school understand
and managethe distributed aspects of intelligence. The goal of the PIFS
Project is to teach students strategies for negotiating the complex demands of
school (see Gardner, Krechevsky, Sternberg, & Okagaki, 1993; Krechevsky &

Gardner, 1990b: Sternberg, Okagaki, & Jackson, 1989; Walters, Blythe, &
White, in press, for fuller discussion).

Many of the PIFS units focus on the distributed nature of intelligence by
explicitly addressing the topic of human and material resources. These units
encourage students to consider the types of resources available for writing a
paper or working on a math problem, the reliability of using different
resources, their particular advantages and disadvantages, and so on.
Comparisons are drawn between resources which weuse in our daily lives
(books, television, recipes, maps) and those needed for a particular school subject, like math. Students are also asked to reflect on their personal experiences
and interests outside of school, and to consider similarities and differences with
their scholastic experiences. The units also foster such practical skills as revising a paper, choosing a project, taking notes, and organizing and present
ing
one’s work. In line with the notion of distributed intelligence, PIFS emphasi
zes
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the importance of drawing on human, personal, and physical resources as an
important part of problem solving, both in and outside of school.
CONCLUDING NOTE

theoIn conclusion, we attempt to situate MI theory both with respect to other
Standard
theory.
nce
intellige
of
ons
applicati
other
ries of intelligence and to
intelligence theory has emerged out of psychometrics, with its attendanttraitcentered view of cognition. Many students of intelligence think of intelligence
as composed of different factors, which they then try to isolate through administering various tests and applying correlational procedures. MI theory stretches in the direction of three other disciplines: neurobiology—the brain sources
of cognition; cognitive science—identification of modules and their constituent
processes; and cultural studies—ethnographic sensitivity to the abilities valued
elsewhere. MI theory also attempts to capture new conceptualizations of cognition, such as the modularity of specific cognitive faculties and the notion of
intelligence as distributed, as well as insights from the study of different cultures and contexts. Overall, we intend our theory to be an expanding and unifying conception, rather than one which directly confronts or refutes psychological trait and factor analytic approaches.
As for the practical side, in contrast to most traditional conceptions and
assessments of intelligence, which may bear only limited relevance to curriculum planning and design, Gardner’s theory has turned out to be applicable to
educational practice. The theory also provides a framework for analyzing the
range of roles and skills valued in a society and determining whether some
intelligences are being neglected (for instance, most cultures would likely profit from a balanced emphasis on intra- and interpersonal intelligences). Third,
the theory enables us to consider whether individual intellectual profiles in a
society match the roles and functions important to that society, with implications for such policy-level determinations as allocation of resources and establishment of educational priorities. Finally, the MI framework pluralizes the
endpoints of development, increasing the chances that each person will have
his or her own profile of abilities recognized and valued.
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Chapter I 2

CAM: A Theoretical

Framework for Cognitive
Abilities Measurement

Patrick C. Kyllonen
Armstrong Laboratory, Human Resources Directorate

INTRODUCTION

Overthe past several years, I and my colleagues in the Armstrong Laboratory’s'
Learning Abilities Measurement Program (LAMP) have been conducting basic
research on individual differences in cognition. This chapter reviews some of
that work, discusses weaknesses in our current understanding of human abili-

ties, and proposes a new theoretical framework for cognitive abilities measurement. Although the research discussed here is broad, I believe it retains a very
simple focus. Quite simply, all our research has been directed towards developing a comprehensive battery of ability tests. On first consideration, this may
seem rather atheoretical. One does not need a theoretical framework to assemble a batch of off-the-shelf tests for various purposes, but this is not our intention. Our goal is to articulate principles for what we should measure and how
‘Formerly, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory.
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we should measure it, with a special emphasis on comprehensiveness. The battery is a realization of those principles. In this way, the battery is like a theory. It is available to be inspected, criticized, elaborated upon, rejected, and
revised, both in its underlying foundations and in its current realization.
The construction of a principled test battery requires addressing several
basic research issues. First, we need to determine whatabilities there are. Then,

once we have identified an ability, the question is, how general is it? Is the
ability something that only comes into play on a few highly specialized tasks,
or is it a ubiquitous ability, something that enters into a broad range of tasks?
Finally, once we have identified an ability, and determined that it is a fairly
general one, the question is, what is the most efficient way to measure it in
individuals?

Components of Individual Differences in Cognition
Whatexactly is an ability? As I define it here, an ability is a kind of component, which is simply a source of individual differences variance.’ Components
include broad ability components, knowledge components, task-specific performance components, error components—any person (as opposed to task) variable that produces individual-differences variance. Psychologically, components may be defined as relatively autonomous Structures (e.g., declarative
memory) and mechanisms (e.g., storage mechanism in short-term memory) that
operate together in accomplishing cognitive activities, such as learning,
remembering, problem solving, and decision making. The integrity of these
components, that is, their suitability for accomplishing cognitive activities, will
vary from one person to the next. Some individuals may be relatively strong in
some components, weak in others. The environment may also affect the
integrity of the components. People may be less capable of certain kinds of
cognitive activities (e.g., problem solving, learning) in certain kinds of environments (e.g., speed-stress, weightlessness, the deep sea) due to component

degradation.
An important issue concerns the scope of the components. Components can
be identified narrowly, as they are in current neuropsychological work (Posner,
1978). Conversely, components can be identified broadly. Spearman’s (1904,
1927) two-factor theory of cognition, for example, identified the g factor as a
broad component involved in virtually any cognitive activity. A productive
framework might run somewhere between these two extremes. It would be useful to identify a set of components such that if we could measure the efficiency of each of them, for a given individual, in a given environment, we could
ably. I tend
Throughout the chapter, I use the terms components and factors almost interchange
sense as
technical
more
the
in
factors
use
to
tend
I
term.
general
more
to use components as the
performance on
latent variables that appear in factor analysis models, which causally influence
particular tasks.
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predict reasonably well whether that individual could perform a set of characteristic tasks. Characteristic tasks could be defined as those an individual might
actually be called upon to perform in some routine classroom, training, or performancesetting.
Methodology

A key theoretical issue concerns methodology for identifying cognitive components. It is convenient to separate past investigations into top-down andbottom-up approaches (Table 1). The top-down approach, historically aligned with
confirmatory, experimental psychology, and more recently with artificial intelligence investigations, involves rational analyses of performance tasks. The
task analyst addresses the question: What components must be posited for
such-and-such task to be accomplished? A classic example ofthis approachis
Gagne’s (1965) learning taxonomy; a contemporary version is Anderson’s
(1983) task analysis of problem solving in geometry and computer programming. The advantage to the top-down approach is that components identified
through careful task analyses and validated over experimental manipulations
are precise and well understood, to the point where simulation programs
embodying these components can be developed (e.g., Anderson’s ACT* system). The disadvantage is that what is gained in depth is achieved at the cost
of breadth. Rational task analyses yield in-depth descriptions of performance
components, but on a narrowly defined universe of tasks. Consequently, the
field knows a great deal about a small numberof tasks—arithmetic, geometry,

programming. How the components of these tasks map on to others is a question awaiting considerable research effort.
The bottom-up approach involves exploratory individual-differences investi-

gations. Factor theorists (e.g., Carroll, 1989; Cattell, 1971; Guilford, 1967:
Spearman, 1927; Thurstone, 1938) have attempted to define the core factors of

a broad range of human cognition through exploratory factor analysis of matriTable 1.

Comparison of Approaches to ComponentIdentification

approach to

top-down

bottom-up

identifying
components

rational,

empirical,

confirmatory

exploratory

methodology

experimental

correlational

acceptance
criterion

sufficiency

necessity

advantage

depth

breadth

disadvantage

narrow

blind

component
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ces of cognitive test intercorrelations. The advantage of this approach lies in its
breadth. Rather than limiting their scope to accounts of performance on a small
numberof tasks, factor theorists posit broader components to accountfor variability on a wider variety of intellectual tasks. The chief disadvantagesrelate to
the exploratory nature of these efforts. The constitution of components identified through factor analytic investigations depends to some degree on the tasks
for which they are found to account. Different sets of tasks yield different
components—such is the nature of bottom-up empiricism. Further, the components that are robustly identified in study after study, such as reasoning ability,
are derided for being poorly understood (Johnson-Laird, 1985).
There can be a fruitful synthesis of the top-down and bottom-up approaches. Individual-differences (correlational) methods can be employed to validate
components arising from psychological theory associated with experimental
approaches. This differs from traditional abilities investigations in that correlational methods are used in primarily a confirmatory fashion. The logic, elucidated by Underwood (1975) is this: If x is a general component of human cognition, then (a) it should be possible to measure x in a context outside that in

which it was originally developed, and (b) different measures of x should be
correlated over persons. Failing to satisfy either condition casts doubt on the
premise.
Top-down and bottom-up approaches provide complementary perspectives
on component necessity and sufficiency. Top-down approaches, through
detailed modeling of performance on individual tasks, generate lists of components necessary for performance of those tasks. Bottom-up approaches, by
attempting to account for performance on a broad range of tasks, conversely
address the question of whether the positing of a particular set of components
is sufficient, or comprehensive, for accounting for a broad range of cognition.
A Consensus Information-Processing Model
A consensus information-processing model would be an ideal source from
which to hypothesize components. Figure | displays the outlines of a model
that has been employed by a number of cognitive researchers (e.g., Anderson,
1983; Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983; Langley, 1983). This framework has

served as the basis for our own research over the last several years. The system includes a short-term working memory and two long-term memories, procedural memory and declarative memory. Information from the environmentis
interpreted by the perceptual processing system, and a record of that information is deposited in working memory. Information in working memory activates related information in both declarative and procedural memory. This is
equivalent to saying that information in those long-term memoriesis retrieved
into working memory by the cognitive processing system. One type of infor-
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mation that can be active in working memory 1s an instruction for the system
to take some overt action, such as pressing a response key. The motor processing system handles the chore of interpreting the instruction and executing

the response.

|

In generating a model of individual differences from the consensus information-processing model, we need to keep in mind two overarching considerations. First, are the componentslisted in Figure | sufficient for characterizing
(or accounting for) processing on a diverse sample of cognitive tasks? Or
are
there important components or subcomponents missing from the
figure?
Second, given a list of components, such as those identified in Figure 1,
what
is the range of individual differences observable on each one? Document
ing
these differences is required for developing adequate models of task performance. And noting covariances in individual differences over different
components in the consensus processing model should shed light on the underlyin
g
structures and mechanismsgiving rise to those differences.
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THE FOUR-SOURCES MODEL
Ourinitial theoretical framework for abilities measurement, which wecalled

the four-sources model, was based on the idea that the most important (ubiquitous) sources of individual differences on cognitive tasks were the components
of the consensus information-processing model (Kyllonen & Christal, 1989).
Specifically, we proposed that individuals differ in four basic ways: the capacity of working memory, the execution speed of the various processing systems
(cognitive, perceptual, motor), the breadth of declarative knowledge, and the

breadth of procedural knowledge.
The four-sources model was developed from a rational analysis of the
requirements of an information processing system. We intended that it be used
as a starting point for thinking about what kinds of abilities to test for in studies that investigate the correlations between basic humanabilities and accomplishment in natural (ecologically valid) training and on-the-job performance
situations (cognitive correlates studies). This heuristic function of the foursources framework has served us well, at least in the sense that it has stimulated the developmentof literally hundreds of novel ability tests (Kyllonen, in
press). We have argued (Kyllonen, 1990; Kyllonen & Christal, 1989) that not
only can many of the individual differences factors long recognized by psy-

chometricians be mapped onto the four-sources factors, but the four-source

model suggests new factors.
To validate the four-sources framework, with respect to comprehensiveness,
my LAMPcolleagues and I have conducted a number of studies examining
how muchofthe individual-differences variability on a variety of short- and
intermediate-term learning and performance tasks can be accounted for by
four-sources measures. We have examined learning logic gates (Christal, 1990;
Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990; Kyllonen & Woltz, 1989), computer programming

(Pena & Tirre, 1990b; Shute & Kyllonen, 1990), if—then rule learning
(Chaiken, 1990; Woltz, 1988), paired-associates learning (Kyllonen, Tirre, &
Christal, 1991; Kyllonen & Tirre, 1988; Tirre, in press), and reading comprehension tasks (Tirre, 1990; Woltz, 1990a). On average, we find that we can

account for 40% to 50% of the individual-differences variance on such learning tasks. Most encouraging, from an applied perspective, is that the foursource measures typically account for substantially (10% to 30%) more of the
between-subjects variance in learning than do conventionaltests (i.e., the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery, ASVAB) currently used operationally for personnel selection and classification (Christal, 1989).
This constitutes a validation of sorts for the four-sources model. On the
other hand, accounting for 40% to 50% of the variance is a long way from providing a full account of individual differences in learning. Ideally, we would
like to account for all the individual differences variance on any kind ofintel-

lectual task. It may be absurd to think that we can achieve this goal; still, there
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are some benefits in identifying a clear-cut target to strive toward. The utility,
as a cognitive task analysis system, of any component taxonomyis only as
good as its ability to predict how well any random individual will perform on
any arbitrary cognitive task. Providing fairly complete accounts of individual
differences variance on a diverse set of cognitive tasks is a prerequisite to
developing such a system.

PROBLEMS WITH THE FOUR-SOURCES MODEL

The problem with the four-sources framework is that it is too simple. It is predictably wrong that people differ in just four basic ways, and ourfailure to
account for much more than half the variance on various learning tasks supports this prediction. The implication is that we must develop a more elaborate
taxonomy of sources of individual differences. It is instructive to review a prediction model from one of our studies (Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990) as a way
of identifying specific loci of the inadequacies of the four-sources framework.
Figure 2 shows the path diagram identifying the relationships among foursource and learning variables in a study on acquisition of skill in solving logic
gate problems. Following convention, circles denote latent factors; squares
denote observed variables; e represents error in the variables; D represents disturbances (error) in the factors; arrows denote the causal direction of the
regression: independent variable (source of variance) to dependent variable.
Note that we included seven learning variables, all of which we let load on a
general Declarative Learning (DL) factor, and three of which welet load additionally on an orthogonal procedural learning (PL) factor. We included two

variables to measure each of the four source factors (WM = working memory,

PK = procedural knowledge; DK = declarative knowledge; the processing
speed factor was dropped from the analysis). The depicted model fit the actual
data (variance-covariance matrix of all 13 measures) fairly well as indicated by
the standard goodness-of-fit criteria y? = 10.4, p = .312).
The four-source factors together accounted for 56% of the variance in the

DL factor (1 - D’), and (coincidently) 56% of the variance in the PL factor. In

both cases, almost all of the prediction accuracy was due to the WM factor.
While intriguing in its own right (for a discussion, see Kyllonen & Woltz,
1989), this is not directly pertinent to the issue at hand. This indicates that

there is a considerable amount of uniqueness (44% of the variance) in the DL

and PL factors, independentof anyreliability problems with the particular tests

we used as four-source measures and learning indicators. Thatis, learning abil-

ities on the logic gates task are related to but also somewhatdistinct from nonlearning cognitive abilities (WM, PK, DK, and PS). An obvious question is
this: How much moreof the variance in the DL and PL factors, which are specific to the logic gates domain, would be accounted for if we had included a
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and learning variables from the Kyllonen-Stephens study on acquisition of
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general DL and general PL factor in the model? (The DL and PL factorsin the
model are specific to learning logic gates.) Presumably, considerably more.
Thus, an obvious improvement to the four-sources model would be the inclusion of additional general-DL and general-PL factors. At the very least, inclu-

sion of such factors would enable us to determine how muchof the individualdifferences variance in learning a particular task is predictable from individual
differences in general learning ability (as opposed to domain-specific learning
abilities).
Another feature of the figure is that it indicates two (in some cases three)

sources of variance for every test: error and factor (in some cases two factors).
Error constitutes anywhere between 9% (Symbol-Name-Definition Matching
Pretest) and 93% (Single-Gate Instructions) of the variance, averaging roughly
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50%. Although not indicated on the figure, this 50% “error variance” can be
further subdivided into test unreliability and test uniqueness (bias or method
variance; Humphreys, 1976). In addition to factor uniqueness (discussed in the
immediately preceeding paragraph), these two sourcesoftest uniquenessrepresent additional inadequacies in the four-source model. Ideally, we wouldlike to
account for a considerable chunk of the 50% error variance in terms of a priori, specifiable factors.
Need More Components

In addition to general learning factors there may be other general factors whose
inclusion would similarly improve the four-sources model. Carroll (1990) has
identified 16 factors in an analysis of the ETS kit of cognitive referencestests,
a widely used battery in research settings. Some of those factors may be
mapped to four-source factors. For example, Raymond Christal and I have
demonstrated that working memory capacity and general fluid reasoning ability are largely indistinguishable (Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). But many of the
conventional factors (e.g., closure speed) may not map onto the four-source
framework (Kyllonen, 1990). Still other factors, besides those identified by
Carroll, have been identified in the performance literature, such as temporal
processing (e.g., dynamic spatial ability; Hunt, Pellegrino, Frick, & Alderton,
1988) and time-sharing (or multitasking, or information coordination;

Brookings, 1990; Pellegrino, Hunt, & Yee, 1989) ability. An obvious way to
improve the four-sources model, with respect to comprehensiveness, is by
appending these other factors to the four-sourceslist.
Need More Subcomponents

Positing additional components to account for more criterion task variance is
only one approach to increasing variance accounted for. A complementary
approach, which has motivated much of the newer work on information processing conceptions of intelligence, is based on the idea that criterion and predictor tasks already are samples from the same task space. The reason for lack
of perfect prediction is that every task is a different mixture of more basic subcomponents. For example, suppose that in a given study there is a predictor task
measuring working memoryandthere isa criterion task that also reflects working memory. Suppose that the two tasks are not perfectly correlated after controlling for measurement error. One explanation is that the criterion task reflects
additional components. This explanation motivates a search for those additional
components. Another explanation is that the two tasks vary in their mixture of
subcomponents. For example, if working memory Capacity is a composite of
more basic, separable subcomponents (e.g., momentary Capacity, decay, and
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resistance to interference), an individual’s scores on two working memory tests
could differ depending on how the twotasks reflected the subcomponents. The
degree of difference between the two tasks would depend on the degree to
which the subcomponents are separable (independent), and the degree to which
the tasks varied in the importance of the different subcomponents.
Content (Domain) Distinctions

Researchers conducting exploratory factor analyses of multiple aptitude test

batteries (e.g., Thurstone, 1938; Wothkeetal., 1990) have typically identified

at least some factors dominated by the content feature of tests (e.g., the verbal
factor, the quantitative reasoning factor), but have downplayed or overlooked
the possibility that pure content factors per se could be identified. A pure content factor would be a source of variance independentof, rather than confounded with a process source (e.g., working memory, processing speed).
Exploratory factor analysts have typically identified confounded process-content factors (e.g., quantitative reasoning). Psychologically, a pure content factor
would reflect the possibility that people differ in relative knowledge (e.g., verbal vs. quantitative) independently of general knowledge differences, and that
these relative knowledge differences affect performance on all kinds of processing tasks (memory, decision making, reasoning, etc.).
Reanalyses of multiple aptitude batteries using methods other than
exploratory factor analysis can identify content sources of variance. For example, a multidimensional scaling reanalysis of Thurstone’s (1938) primary mental abilities matrix reveals separate process and content dimensions along
which tests can be arrayed (see Figure 3; adapted from Snow, Kyllonen, &
Marshalek, 1984). I have repeatedly found that confirmatory factor-analytic
models of the interrelations among cognitive tests are improved with the inclusion of domain factors (e.g., verbal, spatial, quantitative). For example, consider Figure 4, which shows the results for a model of the interrelationships
between Reasoning (R and RA), Working Memory (WM), General Knowledge
(GK), and Processing Speed (PS) factors (from Kyllonen & Christal, 1990).
The model was improved significantly when verbal and quantitative content
factors, orthogonal to the factors depicted, were added. For example, verbal
analogies and 3-term series, both verbal content tests, were allowed to load

additionally on a verbal content factor (not shown). Augmenting the model
with content factors yielded a significantly better fit to the data.
Input Modality Distinctions

According to the consensus information-processing model (Figure 1) individuals perceive information from the environment, then encode a representation of
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Figure 3. Multidimensional scaling reanalysis of Thurstone’s (1938) primary mental abilities correlation matrix (adapted from Snow,Kyllonen, &

Marshalek, 1984). Coefficients next to test namesarefirst-factor loadings

from an unrotated principal axis factor analysis of the matrix. Lines encircle variables with same-magnitude loadings. Wedges (Verbal, Spatial,
Quantitative) are based on inspection of tests’ contents.

that information in working memory. The four-sources model treats the perceptual encoding process as a given, ignoring any variance in test performance
attributable to the perception process itself. This is clearly an expedient simplification. It is likely that people vary in how adeptly they encode information
(i.e., how quickly they form a working memory representation, and how rich
that representation is), and such differences are likely to vary by modality.
That is, skillful visual encoders may be poor auditory encoders, and vice versa.
Thus far we have not collected data on how input modality affects processing, partly because we expect that this variance source is not as important as
more purely cognitive sources are. But another reason is primarily technological: Until recently, we simply did not have voice recognition capabilities on
our systems (we now do). Modality will probably not make any difference for
some processes. For example, examinees are unlikely to be affected differen-
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tially by whether they are asked “What is the name of the process by which
plants make food from sunlight?” (a declarative knowledge item) by the computer display screen or through headsets. For other tasks, such as working
memory capacity tasks, input modality may affect examinees differentially.
Reading and listening comprehension scores are highly correlated (r = .7 to .9;
Gernsbacher, Varner, & Faust, 1990; Palmer, MacLeod, Hunt, & Davidson,
1985; Sticht, 1972), but not so highly as to preclude the identification of vari-

ance attributable to modality.
Response Format Distinctions
For most kinds of tasks of interest to us, variance produced by individual differences in motor responding skill is undesirable. In these cases, we seek
response formats that minimize individual differences. Touch-screen responses
are direct and natural for examinees (albeit tiring), and requiring them may
eliminate nuisance variance due to subjects occasionally forgetting the arbitrary
response mappings that must be assigned when using keyboards (Detterman,
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personal communication, June, 1990). Vocal responding is another minimal
variance response format: For manytasks, issuing voice commands(true, false,

three, high) is probably more automated than is pressing keys on a keyboard.
This would result in fewer “inadvertent” errors, and consequently “cleaner”
scores. The research question is this: For what tasks are scores contaminated
by the existence of inadvertent errors induced by response format? A useful
study would identify the kinds of cognitive tasks for which response format
(voice vs. touch-screen vs. keyboard) affects scores, and properties of those
scores such as reliabilities and validities.
In some cases, response variance is theoretically interesting. For example,
psychomotorabilities have historically played an important role in air crew
selection research (Bordelon & Kantor, 1986; Carretta, 1989). Part of psychomotor ability is purely cognitive (i.e., response-format independent), but
another part is undoubtedly response-specific. The four-sources model ignores
motor response variance as well as input modality variance. Yet, here again,
there may be response components, and there may be differential response
components, such that some performersare relatively adept at discrete motor
responses (e.g., pressing keys), whereas others are relatively adept at continuous motor responses, and still others are relatively adept at voice responses.
Most generally, response format is a potential source of variance independent
of the process, domain, and modality sources thus far discussed. It is an open
question how many response format sources there may be (e.g., continuous vs.
discrete, fine vs. gross).
ComponentInteractions
Interaction factors are sources of individual differences independent of the
component factors that make up the interaction. For example, an individual
may berelatively adept (skillful compared to others) at performing continuous
tracking tasks (e.g., tracking a moving object on the display screen with a
mouse), and relatively adept at a spatial working memorytask, yet be poor at
performing the two tasks simultaneously, compared to other individuals. In
fact, there is a suggestion in the literature that coordination of multiple information sources and response requirements is an ability fairly independent of
one’s ability to perform the tasks independently (Brookings, 1990; Pellegrino,
Hunt, & Yee, 1989; cf. Ackerman, Schneider, & Wickens, 1984). Any of the

components thus far discussed could theoretically interact with any other component (e.g., working memory xX processing speed; knowledge x input modality). An interaction exists to the extent that scores on tasks performed in isolation do not predict scores on a task that combines the two (or more)

component tasks. Because many real-world tasks are essentially multiple component tasks, it is important to document the circumstances under which such
interactions emerge.
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Table 2.

Types of ComponentInteractions
locus of effect

forms of interaction

task

individual differences

superadditive

WM x PS

WM x TPs

subadditive

WMs x WMv

WMv x GKv

It is useful to organize the kinds of interactions that could occur between
tasks in the form of a 2 x 2 table (Table 2). There are two possible forms an
interaction may take. A superadditive interaction is one in which the two components have an effect greater than the sum of their individual effects; a subadditive interaction is one in which the two components have an effect less
than the sum of their individual effects. The effect could be observed as
changes in mean performance on a task, or it could be observed as an orthogonal individual differences factor (i.e., where interaction task performance was
not predictable from an additive combination of component task performances). Cell entries in Table 2 are the kinds of components that we predict
might lead to such interaction effects.
For example, consider a superadditive interaction realized on a task
(Working memory [WM] x Processing Speed [PS]). Suppose the probability of
error (Pe) on some working memory task were .3, and Pe on some processing
speed task were .1. An error on a combined task could be a result of either an
error on the WMtask, the PS task, or both, and thus by simple probability, the

expected Pe (combined) = | - (.7 * .9) = .37. A superadditive interaction would
be demonstrated if Pe (combined) > .37. This could happen,if for example, the
PS task requirements constituted a significant enough increase in working
memory load to “push people over the threshold” of what they could temporarily store, in a “chaos-type” process. In the same way, combining a dynamic
spatial task (“space invaders” type task) with a working memory task has been
shown to produce a superadditive interaction; but in addition, individual differ-

ences in performance of this kind of combined task have been shown to be
independent of performance on the componenttasks (Pellegrino et al., 1989).
Subadditive interactions are probably rarer, but they could result from situation in which (a) performance on a task is not impaired much (if at all) in
the presence of having to perform another task; and (b) performance on one
task actually facilitates performance on the other, in some sense. For example,
two working memory tasks performed simultaneously, one with spatial stimuli,
one with verbal stimuli, might not interfere with one another, and might even

be mildly facilitative if the stimuli can be integrated somehow. Anindividual
differences factor might emerge if some were more skillful at the integrative
process, for example.
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Test Scores and the Speed—Accuracy Problem
In four-source investigations, we typically measure accuracy (e.g., percent correct) on tests of working memory, declarative knowledge, and procedural
knowledge, and we measure response /atency on tests of processing speed. Yet
subjects can almost capriciously raise their accuracy scores by simply choosing
to spend more time on problems, or lowertheir latency scores by choosing to
respond less accurately. Subjects’ ability estimates in these investigations are
thus biased to the degree that subjects vary in where they position themselves
on their own, personal speed—accuracy tradeoff functions. For example, suppose subjects cleanly divided into “botton pushers” and “compulsives.” Button
pushers would consistently score poorly on tests and compulsives would consistently score well. We would thus find high intercorrelations amongtests,
and conclude there was a strong general ability factor. If so, we would have
committed the mistake of attributing performance commonality to ability when
it should have been attributed to speed—accuracy tradeoff (i.e., a button-pushing versus compulsive style). More generally, if positioning is stable across
tasks we end up with an inflated general factor estimate (i.e., inflated relative
to what it would be if everyone positioned themselves at the same accuracy or
latency point on the speed—accuracytradeoff); if positioning is stable across
task groups (e.g., working memory tasks) we estimate an inflated group factor,
if positioning changes from test to test, we overestimate the uniqueness component of a test; and so on.
Ideally we would like a single proficiency score on an individual for a test.
This involves holding either accuracy or latency constant, then treating the free
variable as the score. In conventional testing (paper-and-pencil), this is accomplished by scoring numbercorrect per unit time (e.g., 5 minutes). In computerized testing, there are more possibilities (see Kyllonen, 1991). We can fix limits (deadlines) at the item or the test level, we can model tradeoff Statistically

(because item response time information is available), we can vary deadlines
and statistically model the effect on accuracy over the various deadlines, or we
can use payoffs and feedback interactively to get subjects to perform at a target accuracy or latencylevel.
In addition to the single proficiency score, it may be useful to determine
where subjects choose to position themselves when left unconstrained. We
simply do not know whether such positioning is habitual (general across all
tests) or local to particular types of tests, local to particular tests, or completely haphazard. It may be that some individuals are generally careless (sacrifice
accuracy to go fast), others are generally careful (sacrifice speed to be accurate); it may be that these patterns change over time (e.g., day-to-day); orit
could be that task characteristics govern these patterns in either general oridiosyncratic ways.
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Modeling Error of Measurement: The Causes of Unreliability
Error variance arises from the choice of a particular set of items and from
moment-to-momentfluctuations in performance. It has no special theoretical
interest. (Cronbach, 1970, p. 320)

A fairly exhaustive list of possible sources of test score variance is provided in Table 3 (adapted from Thorndike, 1947). Sources are either general
(across all items that could have been developed for this particular test) or specific (to the particular test administered); and either /asting (affecting performance equally today vs. next week) or temporary (affecting performance only
today). A table similar to this one could be developed to identify sources of
factor variance as well as test variance. For example, a specific/lasting source
of variance in a factor, such as working memory, is the particular set of tests
we develop to measure that factor.
Generally, we interpret a test score as an indicator of ability, but as Table 3
shows, there are numerous other influences on that test score. The challenge is
to identify these sources, determine the magnitude of their effect, then develop
procedures for either eliminating their influence (if indeed they are of no theoretical interest), or reliably identifying and measuring them in different contexts. For example, the effects of guessing are minimized with many alternative
multiple-choice tests, free recall tests, or by lengthening the test. The effects of
test wiseness (or general sophistication in understanding test instructions) are
minimized by making test instructions extremely simple and straightforward.
General and specific affective sources (e.g., general confidence in test-taking
ability; a good feeling about this particular test) might not be easily eliminated,
but might be identified through a study habits survey (e.g., Dixit, 1991), or
through manipulations of goals and feedback (e.g., Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989,
1990).
General vs. specific (item) effects. Internal consistency reliability indicates
the effect of the particular items administered. Form-to-form variability is due
to the idiosyncracies of items. In a recent study (from data collected in Shute,
in press) we administered 30 four-sources tests, on two occasions, separated by

4 to 5 days. This allowed the computation of two reliability estimates: an internal consistency estimate, and a test-retest estimate. Averaging overthetests,
internal consistency reliability (for percentage correct scores) was about .8,
indicating that about 36% of the variance was item-specific. Interestingly,
internal consistency reliability for latency was much higher (average around
.95). That is, very little of the latency variance was due to item idiosyncracies—most of the variance was due to general subject characteristics.
It may be possible to predict item idiosyncracy, to some degree. An account
of item effects would essentially be a theory of what makes a good item.
Currently, test development relies on empirical trial and error. We design a set
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Sources of Test Score Variance
General

Lasting

Temporary
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Specific
(to the set of items)

Abilities
Affect
Test-wiseness

Abilities
Affect

Health, fatigue,

fatigue/

emotional strain
motivation/rapport
practice

motivation

heat/light/ventilation

practice

Note. Adapted from Essentials of Psychological Testing (p. 175) by L.J.
Cronbach, 1970, New York: Harper & Row. Reprinted by permission.

of items, according to a test definition, then collect data on those items, then
discard items with poor psychometric properties, specifically, low item total

correlations, restricted variance, extremely high or low mean performancelevels, and so on. In numerous studies, we have informally investigated good ver-

sus bad items as determined by item-total correlation data. For example, we
recently analyzed a general knowledge survey and a working memorytest.

From casual inspection, two item features stood out as correlates of item badness. Manyof the bad items were either close to the floor (too hard), or close

to the ceiling (too easy). Other bad items had an oddness property, where a fix
to the item is almost immediately suggested. A challenge is to develop a priori
principles for good items, thereby reducing the cost of the test—revise cycle,
and at the same time expanding the capability for conducting cognitive task
analysis.
A parallel analysis can be applied on tests at the factor level. What features
make a particular test a good or poor test of working memory capacity? What
are the features associated with test uniqueness? We find that some working
memory tests consistently load highly on a working memoryfactor, others do
not. Besides average difficulty (as with items, easy and hard tests are more
likely to have high uniqueness), a test feature that seems to be associated with
uniqueness is the degree to which the operations in the test are “natural,”that
is, Operations similar to those people perform in their normal training, academic, or workplace environments. An example of a test with high uniqueness is
the silly syllogisms test from the ETS kit (e.g., all horses grow in forests, a
peach is a horse, therefore all peaches grow in forests, true or false?). The
premises given in this test are absurd, and conflict with everyday knowledge.
Stable vs. temporary (occasion) effects. Test-retest reliability indicates the

effect of occasion. In the study discussed above, we found a rather large occasion effect: On average, test-retest reliabilities were about 20% lower than
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internal consistency reliabilities. Latency is particularly sensitive to occasion—
the discrepancy between the tworeliabilities was greater for latency than for
accuracy. Some of the variance resulting from retesting is due to the same
sources as test-retest consistency variance—that is, forms are not the same, and

thus may measureslightly different abilities. (If the same forms are readministered, then there might be learning effects.) According to Table 3, effects
unique to occasion are (a) change of environment (e.g., retesting is done in
another room with better lighting); and (b) the general phenomenonof subjects
having good and bad days. Because we held environmentfairly constant, the
good versus bad day source is worth pursuing.
Test scores for a subject on a good dayare slightly inflated; test scores for
a subject on a bad day are depressed. The question is, can we determine good
versus bad days for a subject independently of their score (if we cannot the
explanation is tautological)? A possibility that we have not explored systematically is that mood, as measured by standard surveys (Watson, Clark, &
Tellegen, 1988), is a valid indicator of the affective variables that influence the

day-to-day fluctuations in test scores. There also is research suggesting that
personality interacts with time-of-day and caffeine use to influence test scores
by up to .5 standard deviation (Revelle, 1989).
Need Explicit Causal Connections
The four-sources model allows for correlation among the components, but does
not specify causal directionality in intercomponent relationships. Nor is the
four-sources model specific in how multiple factors can contribute to variance
in a particular test. A more complete cognitive abilities model is not simply a
more exhaustive list of variance components; rather, it is additionally a specification of how those components are causally connected, and of how any particular test can be analyzed with respect to multiple sources. The specifics of
causal models organizing componentinterrelationships and variance sources in
tests are touched upon in the second half of this chapter. However, there are
several issues that can be discussed in the abstract.
A distinction that can be made in causal modeling is between indicator and
composite factors (cf., Cohen, Cohen, Teresi, March, & Valez, 1990). Both

kinds of factors are identified by their tests, but the relationship between the

tests and the factors differs. Indicator factors, which are independentvariables,

determine (causally govern) test performance; composite factors, which are
dependent variables, are determined by test scores. Tests associated with indicator factors must be intercorrelated; if they are not, the factor does not have
much explanatory power. Tests associated with composite factors do not have
to be intercorrelated, and they can even be negatively correlated. An idea that
we have been considering is that it may be theoretically productive to mix indicator and composite factors in abilities models to represent which factors are
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fundamental, basic level and which are derived. Basic level components would

appear as indicator factors; derived components would appear as composite
factors. For example, working memory capacity might be treated as a composite factor, with subcomponents of working memory capacity, such as central
executive capacity, or verbal articulatory loop capacity, treated as basic, indicator factors. An idea worth pursuingis that an appropriate distinction between
indicator and composite factors can “explain” test and factor uniqueness.
Another issue is hierarchical modeling. There is a naive dichotomy sometimes expressed (albeit more likely in face-to-face encounters than in print)
between general ability and special abilities models. The four-sources modelis
seen as a special abilities model, which invalidates it primafacie in light of the
evidence for a general ability. But this is a false dichotomy, and it is easy to
show how mixed models that posit both general and special abilities are not
only possible but desirable (Gustafsson, 1989; see also Kyllonen & Christal,
1990, appendix). A general ability can be assumed to underlie or determine
performance onall tests administered in a battery; orthogonal special abilities
can be assumed simultaneously to determine performance on subsetsoftests.
Absolute Versus Relative Measurement

Absolute measurement of ability components is the missing puzzle piece in a
theory of abilities. The four-sources model as well as any other contemporary
abilities “theory” specifies variance sources, and allows for comparing individuals to other individuals with respect to those sources. But extant theoriesfall
Short of specifying in any absolute sense what an individual can do. An
absolute measurement system would provide component (factor) scores tied to
absolute capabilities, such as “can hold three items in working memory,”
“takes 200 msto retrieve an item from long-term memory,” “has a working
vocabulary of 20,000 words” and the like. What current systems provide
instead are statements such as “is at the 55th percentile in reasoning ability” or
“1s two standard deviations below the meanin verbal ability.” Competency
testing provides absolute measurement, but is atheoretical, and disconnected
from the abilities literature.
|
Atthe risk of inviting philosophic argument, I believe that an inability to go
beyond relative measurement precludes the development of a true theory of
abilities, as opposed to merely a taxonomic list of variance sources. Therelative-measurementlimitation also thwarts progress in applying abilities theory
as the basis for a task analysis system. To be useful for designing instruction,
task analysis must identify knowledge and skill requirements in an absolute
sense (e.g., “can use an oscilloscope’). An abilities theory based on absolute
measurement would (ideally) be capable of specifying both (a) the knowledge

and skill requirements of a task in an absolute sense, and (b) the knowledge

and skill possessed by an individual in an absolute sense. From this informa-
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tion, individualized training plans could be developed or, at a minimum,
required training time, given task requirements and individual capabilities,
could be estimated.
The establishment of an absolute measurement system would incorporate
individual-differences research into mainstream cognitive science. In a sense,
the advancement to absolute measurementrelies on advances in cognitive theory. For example, once we knowthat learning is characterized by power law
improvement, we can estimate and interpret individual differences in absolute

rate of improvement(e.g., Woltz & Shute, 1991). In this sense, a true theory of

intelligence will be a superset of a general theory of cognition (or some aspect
of cognition, such as learning). This is not to say that intelligence research 1s

forever relegated to a derivative role. For, in another sense, individual differ-

ences research can inform cognitive theory by identifying components, that 1s,
by specifying what “constants” in human performance we ought to be measuring in the first place.
The goal of absolute measurement of ability components, like the goal of
accounting for all the variance in test performance, seems out of reach at present. Still, we can gauge progress by how much weapproximate that goal. An
absolute measurement orientation can influence one’s approach to identifying
components. For example, although working memory capacity and reasoning
ability are similar factors (Kyllonen & Christal, 1990), working memory capacity is the more useful construct by the criterion of amenability to absolute measurement. An absolute measurement orientation can also influence one’s
approach to investigating components. One concerned with absolute measurement seeks psychological explanations for why a facet manipulation of a task
(e.g., an increase in study—test delay) results in an average response time
increase of, say, 700 ms. To one concerned only with relative measurement,
such differences reflect a diverse item pool, with respect to difficulty, but are
of no theoretical consequence. With an absolute measurement orientation,
explaining task-to-task variability is on par with explaining person-to-person
variability. This leads to an attitude shift—one constantly seeks to tie any task
facet manipulation to an ability component rather than simply use it as a convenient wayto alter difficulty level.

Summary

Although the four-sources model has proved useful in motivating the development of tests, and in accounting for more of the variance in various learning
criteria than can be accounted for by some conventional aptitude batteries, the
model is fairly sketchy and far from complete. The model would be improved
3] put constants in quotes to signify the stance that these would be individual difference variconables rather than constants, although the average value of such variables might be treated as
stants in human engineering or other applications.
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by positing additional components and subcomponents, and by considering
input modality, response format, and content features oftests. It might also be
that components interact with one another in subadditive (compensatory) and
superadditive (amplificatory) fashion. Test (and factor) scores may be made
more reliable by controlling speed—accuracy tradeoff, and, more generally, by
systematically identifying variance sources that are presently labeled error.
Oneutility test for a model of ability components is whether it can serve as
the basis for a cognitive task analysis system. We would like to be able to
inspect a cognitive task, and identify a priori the sources of variance that influence individuals’ ability to perform on it. This capability requires that wefirst
identify potentially important variance components (i.e., sources of variance),
particularly, knowledge andskill categories, and develop causal models of
how
those components influence scores. But in addition to specifying component
s,
a task analysis system must ultimately specify training requirements. To
do
this, an ability components model must, at a minimum, be capable of specifying task requirements and ability component proficiencies on an absolute
scale.
THE CAM TAXONOMY

So far I have discussed the theoretical framework that guided the LAMPpr
oJect’s earlier research on individual differences in cognition, and I have
discussed some of the limitations of that framework. Some, but not
all, of these
limitations are resolved in our current framework, which wecall
the Cognitive

Abilities Measurement or CAM framework, which supersedes the four-sour
ces
framework.
Figure 5 presents a proposed four-dimensional taxonomy of cognitive abili-

ties, which we can refer to as the CAM Taxonomy. The vertical
dimension

lists cognitive processing factors. These include the four-source factors,
plus
declarative and procedural learning factors, temporal processing, time sharing,

a set of unspecified interaction factors, and a set of unspecified other
factors.

The horizontal dimension specifies three broad knowledge domains—verbal
,
quantitative, and spatial—which are completely crossed with the cognitive
processing factors. Auditory versus visual input (stimulus) modality is specified
in
the orthogonal third dimension; and response type (keyboard, mouse,
voice) is
a fourth orthogonal dimension. The cognitive process and domain dimensio
ns
of the taxonomy are suggested by past LAMP work; the other dimensio
ns are
adapted from Wickens’s (1980, 1984) attentional taxonomy.

CAM Taxonomyversus the SOI

The three-dimensional taxonomic diagram invites comparisons with
Guilford’s
(1967, 1985) Structure-Of-Intellect (SOD model. Recall
that Guilford orga-
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nized tests in a content (visual, auditory, symbolic, semantic, behavioral) by
operations (cognition, memory, divergent production, convergent production,

evaluation) by product (units, classes, relations, systems, transformations,

implications) taxonomy. The CAM knowledge domain is similar to the SOI
content dimension, except that we omit a behavioral category, replace quantitative for symbolic, and unconfound domain and modality. CAM’s cognitive
process is similar in spirit to the SOI operations dimension, but the cells are
quite different. The CAM taxonomy has nothing analogous to the product
dimension.
The CAM and SOIproposals are similar in that both can be used to specify tests. That is, given a description of a particular taxonomiccell, one should
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be able to develop test for that cell. For example, in the SOI, combining cognition operations, semantic content, and a relations product gives a verbal
analogies test. In the CAM taxonomy, a test involving working memory, in the
verbal domain, with visual stimuli, and a keypress response could also be a
verbal analogies test. In both systems numerous othertests could be developed
to fit those specifications. The key point is that under both systems, tests can
be developed from the specifications contained within the taxonomyitself (cell
definitions for the CAM taxonomy are discussed throughout the remainder of
the chapter). Conversely, any existing test can be located within the taxonomy
by noting its cognitive processing requirements, the domain from whichtest
stimuli are drawn, and so on.

The two proposals differ in the specifics. Still, given that the SOI projectis
regarded in somecircles as a modest failure (Cronbach, 1970; Horn, & Knapp,
1973; McNemar, 1964), a question is why we propose a modelthat is formulated at least in the same spirit. One response is that access to large numbers
of subjects, and a wide community of investigators afforded by Air Force projects (of which the SOI project is an instance) compels this kind of systemslevel (some may prefer “grandiose”) thinking. More seriously, let us consider
criticisms of the SOI, which cluster into four groups:

1.
2.

3.
4.

SOI cells do not map onto constructs used in cognitive psychology.
The procrusteanstatistical methods used to validate the SOI are flexible
enough to confirm any hypothesis (Horn & Knapp, 1973), and are
therefore inappropriate for theory confirmation.
Abilities are organized hierarchically, rather than in accord with a facet
model (Cronbach & Snow, 1977),
The SOI makes unimportantdistinctions.
The first criticism is deserved, but at the same time, the CAM taxonomyi
s

immuneto this criticism. The CAM taxonomy better reflects current thinking
in cognitive psychology insofar as the cognitive process distinctions either are
derived from standard information processing models (the 4 sources and the
2
learning factors) or have emerged in individual differences studies (temporal
processing and time sharing). In contrast, many of the distinctions in the
SOI,
such as those in the Products Classification, appear to be rooted
in a logical

rather than psychological analysis. Empirical analysis confirms this suspicion
(e.g., Cronbach & Snow, 1977, p. 157). This criticism of the SOIis not
new,

but on the other hand, there has been noserious attempt to update
the SOI in

accordance with developments in cognitive psychology (Guilford, 1982).
The second criticism is specific to a particular method of factor analysis
(procrustean) that is no longer viable. But viable, Statistically sound
validation
methods now exist due to developments in confirmatory factor analysis
since
the time of Guilford’s original work. Regarding the third criticism,
confirmato-
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ry factor analysis is also simultaneously capable of reflecting (and testing the
validity of) a hierarchical organization of abilities and a facet structure (e.g.,
Gustafsson, 1989; see also Kyllonen & Christal, 1990, Study 4), as I discussed

previously. Thus, facet and hierarchical abilities models are compatible. It
becomes an empirical rather than a methodological issue whether either or both
representations are appropriate.
Criticism 4 warrants careful consideration. Cronbach (1970, p. 343)
expressed it concisely: “Guilford’s distinctions, then, reflect very subtle differences between tasks. The fine subdivision appears to add very little to our ability to explain or predict.... Guilford’s is a fine-grain analysis, and fine-grain
analyses are not necessarily useful.”
Indeed, for many practical purposes, such as personnel selection decisions,
it may not be necessary to collect any more data on a person than an estimate
of general ability (Ree & Earles, 1990). But the utility of fine-grain distinctions
does not rely only on whether additional factors predict more criterion variance. There are other possible applications, including personnel classification
(“person-job match”), training treatment assignment or aptitude-treatment interaction studies, cognitive skills training, and performance assessment. Andindependently of practical issues, it can still be theoretically important to integrate
individual-differences work with the main body of cognitive research. One way
to attempt this is to represent the constructs of cognitive research in an individual-differences framework, such as is done in the CAM taxonomy.

Evaluation of the CAM Taxonomy

Wehave nowcollected data on 59 tests developed to fit into 18 of the CAM
taxonomycells, as indicated by the pins in Figure 5. Table 4 lists the names of
these tests. Tests were either adapted from the literature or were developed inhouse based on their tractability to taxonomic definitions (see Table 5). Each
test consists of two parallel forms, which were administered to approximately
600 subjects on two separate occasions (four days apart). We have not yet fully
analyzed these data.
Note in Table 4 that within each cell there are 3 or four test paradigms(e.g.,
rapid serial classification, verification span). Paradigms are constant across
columns. For example, consider the four-term order paradigm (Figure 6).
These tests require the examinee to order two elements according to a set of
transformation rules, then to order two other elements according to those rules,

then to order the two element sets according to those same rules. The verbal
domain version of the test involves verbal operations (linguistic transformation) on sentence stimuli; the spatial version involves spatial operations (move-

ment) on spatial stimuli (Wechsler-like blocks), but both tests are identical at

the paradigm level (e.g., the experimental design for both tests is the same,
manipulating voice, negation,etc.). This design enables a clean test of domain

Table 4.

CAM Taxonomy and CAM Battery Test Names
Domain

Factor

(PS)

Working Memory

Capacity
(WM)

1:Two-term Order
2: Verification
3: X Assignment
4: Single Opposites
: 4-Term Order

B& Wh

Processing
Speed

Paradigm

: Verification Span

: XYZ Assignment
: Contnu’s Opps

PSV3: Common Category

PSV4: Up-Down

WMV 1: Furniture-Animals

WMV2: Silly Sent+Words
WMV3: Categories

Quantitative (Q)

PSQ1: (10 .. 90)
PSQ2: 3-Number-Facts
PSQ3: Hard Number-Facts
PSQ4: 10-minus-n
WMQ1: (10 . .90)

WMQ2: 3-Num-Facts+Dig

Spatial (S)
PSS1: Blocks
PSS2: Synthesis +

PSS3: Synthesis +PSS4: Opp Matrx Sqr
WMSI: Blocks)

WMS2: Synth+/Matrix
WMS3: Synthesis +-

WMQO3: Hard Num-Facts
WMQ4: 10-minus-n

WMS4: Opp Matrx Sqr

FLV1: Word Pairs
FLV2: Word Blocks
FLV3:Noun-Pair Lookup

FLQ1: 2-digit Pairs
FLQ2: 2-digit Blocks
FLQ3: Digit-Pair Lockup

FLS1: Palmer-Fig Pairs
FLS2: Bruce-Fig Blocks
FLS3: Fig-Pair Lookup

SLV1: Sub-Verb-Adv
SLV2:Future-Past-Pres

SLV3:Edible-Living

SLOQ1: Hi-Lo Num Patrns
SLQ2: Odd-Even
SLQ3: Odd-Big

SLS2: Circles

SLS3: Shaded Square

Procedural Knowledge 1: Sets
(Induction)
Series
(IN)
: Matrices

INV1: Word Sets
INV2: Word Series
INV3: Word Matrices

INQ1: Number Sets
INQ2: Number Series
INQ3: Number Matrices

INS2: Figure Series
INS3: Figure Matrices

Declarative
(General) Knowledge

GKV1: Nelson-Narens
GKV2: Abstract Facts

GKQ1:
GKQ2:
GKQ3:
GKQ4:

Procedural

3: Symbol Pairs

1: Rap. Ser. Cl’sfn
2: Reduction
3: If-Then

Wn

(Skill)
Learning
(SL)

: P’rs-Cued-Recall
: Block-Old-New

NO

(Fact)
Learning
(FL)

—_

WMV4: Up-Down

Declarative

(GK)

LEE

Verbal (V)
PSV1: Furniture-Animals
PSV2: Silly Sentences

(no paradigm
manipulations
in this category)

Distances
Counts & Prob’ities
Measurements
Dates

SLS1: 4-Square

INS1: Figure Sets

GKS1: City Directions
GKS2: Len’s & Angles
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CAM Factor Definitions
PROCESS

Processing Speed:
Working Memory Capacity:

Speed of retrieving, transforming, or responding
to stimuli
The ability to process and store information
simultaneously

Declarative Learning

Ability to acquire new declarative knowledge
(commit a novel fact to memory, then strengthen
it with use, and minimize decay over time)

Procedural Learning:

Ability to acquire new rules and skill

Declarative Knowledge:

Depth, breadth, accessibility, and organization of
declarative knowledge base

Procedural Knowledge:

Depth, breadth, accessibility, and organization of
procedural knowledge base

DOMAIN
Verbal:

Naturally verbal operations (e.g., linguistic transformations, category and synonymy judgments,

part-of-speech classifications) performed on verbal stimuli (e.g., words, sentences)

Quantitative:

Naturally quantitative operations (e.g., arithmetic
operations, sign reversals, high-low and odd-even
judgments) performed on quantitative stimuli
(e.g., digits, numbers)

Spatial:

Naturally spatial operations (e.g., rotation, reflection, physical matching, synthesizing) performed

on spatial stimuli (e.g., Bruce figures, Palmer figures, partly filled matrices, Wechsler blocks)

effects because domain is unconfounded with paradigm. Previous individual
differences studies of this type confound the two.
The validation of the CAM taxonomyas a whole involves two major steps:
1.

Compute proficiency scores for each of the tests (and compute internal

2.

Compare various models of the variance—covariance matrix for those
scores.

consistency and test-retest reliabilities of those scores); and

Scoring

The main issue in scoring concerns how weuse accuracy and latency information. The simplest possibility is to compute accuracy scores and ignore latencies for all tests except those in the Processing Speed (PS) category, for which
we compute latency scores and ignore accuracies. Another possibility is to
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Working Memory Capacity Tests
(4-Term Order)
Verbal
Select one:

.

1. dog cat desk chair

Quantitative

2. dog cat chair desk

3. cat dog desk chair

Selectone:

4. cat dog chair desk

Spatial

1. (10 30 60 80)

fete.)

2. (10 30 80 60)

4. (30 10 80 60)
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Figure 6. CAM tests based on the 4-term order paradigm. Tests require
the examinee to order two elements according to a set of transformation
rules, then to order two other elements according to those rules, then to
order the two element sets according to those same rules. The verbal-

domain version of the test involves verbal operations (linguistic transformation) on sentence stimuli; the spatial version involves spatial opera-

tions (movement) on spatial stimuli (Wechsler-like blocks), but both tests
are identical at the paradigm level(e.g., the experimental design for both

tests is the same, manipulating voice, negation, etc.).

covary out latency (or some transformation, such as log latency) in computing
accuracy scores (e.g., percent correct, d’, log errors) and to covary out accuracy in computing latency scores (for the PS tests). Still another possibility is to
compute ratio scores, such as accuracy per unit time (e.g., percent correct
divided by average responsetime).
For any of these scores, an issue is what latency score to use in the computations. Average latency overall items has the problem of mixing “time to ter-

mination” (for incorrect items) and processing time (for correct items).

Latencies on corrects only has the problem of confounding item-difficulty level
with subject (subjects who only get easy items correct will have a low latency
because hard items require more processing and consequently take longer). An
interesting latency score we have used with some success (Christal, personal

communication), which minimizes the effects of the subject x item-difficulty
confound is item-standardized latency. This is a person’s average standardized
latency for correct items, where each standardized latency is with respect to
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only those subjects who got that item correct. A variant on this score that
removes the confound altogether is difficulty-adjusted latency. This method
essentially treats latencies on incorrect items as missing values. We compute
missing value estimates using other information about subjects and items,
employing standard linear modeling techniques (and either least-squares or
maximum likelihood estimation procedures).
Estimating a proficiency score is clearly a problem in itself. A particular
problem is determining which of these andstill other possible proficiency
scores is best. An ideal validation study would compare these various scores
against scores estimated by deadline methods (e.g., Lohman, 1989, 1991). A
less expensive approach to validation is simply to determine which of these
various scores has the best psychometric properties (internal consistency reliability, test-retest reliability, and factor validity).
Modeling
Assuming success in developing good proficiency scores for each ofthe tests,
the second step is to evaluate alternative models of the variance—covariance
matrix of those scores. Our initial model assumes that the commonvariance of
each score can be partitioned into four sources: general (affecting all scores),
process, domain, and paradigm factors. The error variance can be partitioned
into occasion, measurementerror, and unique(test-specific) sources. (Paradigm
could alternatively be considered error, albeit correlated error since each para-

digm is represented three times; it is a matter of semantics.)
There are actually many ways to implement this model as described. Oneis
as follows. All scores load on the general factor (one factor). All scores except
WMadditionally load on a process factor (e.g., PS, FL, GK; five more factors
total). We equate g with WMin this modelto identify the model. Domain cannot be represented by three separate factors because that would give a linear
dependency with the g factor. In analogy with dummy modeling in regression
analysis, domain could be represented by two factors. S domain tests load on a
spatial (as opposed to articulatory) factor (one more factor), and Q domain
tests load on a quantitative knowledge (as opposed to verbal knowledge) factor
(one more factor). This equates g (WM) with the verbal domain. There will

also be 12 paradigm factors (number of paradigms in each cell minus 1, for
identification purposes). There is no paradigm manipulation in the GK cells
however. This gives a total of 19 common variance factors. All these factors
are orthogonal to each other (the variance commonto all scores is represented
in the general factor), with the possible exception of the paradigm factors.
They would be orthogonal to the g, process, and domain factors, but in some
cases they could be correlated with one another. Each PS paradigm maps onto
a corresponding WM paradigm, for example (this could be modeled hierarchi-
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cally rather than as a correlation, however). The error variance factor modeling
is straightforward and not worth elaborating here.
This degree of precision in variance partitioning on this heterogeneous a
collection of test performances goes beyond anything ever attempted in psychology, to my knowledge. Consequently, virtually everything welearn in conjunction with fitting this model should be a contribution to the literature.
Among the issues that can be examinedare these: (a) how much ofthe vari-

ance is due to the general versus the process factors? (b) how muchofthe variance in working memory capacity is due to processing speed? (c) are the
domain factors more important for some factors than for others, as the radex
Suggests (see earlier discussion)? (d) which factors (as opposed to tests)
are

most stable over occasions? (e) does it matter which paradigm one uses to
measure the various factors? (f) which factor is more important to determining
learning ability, knowledge or working memory capacity? (g) or is learning
ability a very separate (independent) kind of ability? (h) is the proceduraldeclarative distinction justified?
Alternative Approaches

A criticism of Guilford’s approach was that procrustean methodology, unlike
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), is weak in its ability to reject models and
consequently exposes the analyst to hypothesis confirmation bias. I believe that
confirmatory factor analysis methods are relatively immuneto the flexibility
criticism. Still, I concur with Glymour, Scheines, Spirtes, and Kelly (1987) that
a more subtle confirmation bias can still exist when using CFA methods.
Researchers typically evaluate two or three models derived from some “pet”
theory or variants of that theory, and compare these to “null models” or to the
theoretically perfect model (i.e., the one that fits the data to the limits of the
stability or precision of the data). What CFA researchers (including myself)
usually fail to consider is the legion of causal models that could have generated the data matrix as well as or even better than did the chosen model. Thus
confirmation bias exists not in the statistical machinery, which is perfectly
capable of rejecting inappropriate models, but in the choice by the researcher
of which models to evaluate in the first place, and in the choice to avoid considering alternative models that might be unrelated to extant theory.
To loosen oneself from this kind of confirmation bias, it would be useful
to

conduct a somewhat serendipitous pursuit of alternative models for any correlation matrix, such as one generated by the CAM taxonomy data set.

Specifically, it would be informative to compare a CAMmodel, such
as the

one discussed several paragraphs back, to models Suggested by alternativ
e
approaches, such as exploratory factor analysis (Carroll, 1989) and TETRAD
(Glymour et al., 1987). TETRAD is a computer program that builds
multiple
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causal models for a correlation matrix from scratch. It does this by searching
the matrix for two kinds of correlation patterns, (a) zero semipartial correlations among three-variable triads, and (b) vanishing differences among fourvariable tetrads. Both these patterns are consistent with certain causal models
of the variables (for triads, A causes B causes C; for tetrads, a general latent
factor affects all four variables).

It would also be useful to assess the generality of the CAM model by applying it to other data sets. For example, Wothkeet al. (1990) have administered
the ASVABandthe ETS kit of cognitive reference tests to a common subject
pool. Exploratory factor analysis of their correlation matrix has yielded a 16factor solution (Carroll, personal communication, November 1990). A question
is whether a CFA based on CAMfactors could provide an equally goodfit to
the data.

CAM TAXONOMY COMPONENTS AND SUBCOMPONENTS
Models based on the CAM taxonomyidentify components at the level of taxonomy rows and columns, or possibly cells. But as I argued in an earlier section of this chapter, it may be fruitful to consider subcomponents, that is, multiple variance sources within each of the CAM taxonomycells. In this section,
I consider some of the major CAM row components (“cognitive processing
factors”), review what we have learned about them, and then discuss possible

subcomponent decompositions of those row components.
Working Memory (WM)

We have developed numerous, diverse working memory tests conforming to
Baddeley’s (1986) definition that they “require the simultaneous processing
and storage of information” and “measure various contents” (pp. 34-35).
Althoughthis definition is rather broad, it has turned out to be useful in developing tests, and in evaluating whether an existing test was a “good” measure
(in the sense of high convergent and discriminant validity) of working memory capacity. The following is a summary of our main findings regarding working memory:
1. WM tests, that is, those developed on the basis of Baddeley’s general definition, form a coherentfactor. That is, WM tests, despite being diverse in form
and content, are more highly correlated with one another than they are with
other kinds of tests, such as knowledge tests (e.g., vocabulary) or processing
speed tests (e.g., arithmetic operations) (e.g., Kyllonen & Christal, 1990).
2. WM tests are maximally valid, that is, they correlate more highly with
just about any kind of learning criterion than any other kind of test does. It
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does not seem to matter much whetherthe criterion is initial learning, rate of

improvement, or final learning level.

3. WM capacity is an ability almost identical to general reasoning ability.
The only difference is that reasoning tests tend to draw little more on (or, in
a theoretically more neutral vein, be more highly correlated with) general
knowledge (Kyllonen & Christal, 1990).
4. WM tests systematically vary in validity. The most valid WM indicator
we have thus far developed is the ABC numerical assignmenttest (example

item at the median difficulty level: A = C + 3; C = B/3; B=9: C=? [3]; A
= ? [6]; B = ? [9]). Other fairly good measures are alphabet recoding (exam-

ple item: J; P; C; + 2 = ? [L R E]); and mental math, when problemsare fair-

ly hard (e.g., 16 x 12 = ? [192]); and continuous paired associates (A = 14; B
= 23;C =6; D=12; A=?; A=51; D=?; D = 35, etc.). All these tests show

consistently high loadings on a working memoryfactor, regardless of what
other tests are taken as indicators of the factor (Kyllonen & Christal, 1990;

Pena & Tirre, 1990a).

5. Simple span measures are valid, certainly not as poor as Daneman and

Carpenter (1980) suggest (see also Engle, 1988; Turner & Engle, 1989). Still,
of the WMtests we have evaluated, the less valid ones are the Span measures,

both simple span (digit, word) and sentence span, and 4-term ordering (e.g., A
precedes B; C follows D; Set 1 [A and B] does not precede Set 2 [C and D];
Which ordering is correct? [DCAB]). These tests tend to have higher uniquenesses (i.e., lower average correlations with other working memory tests), and
higher correlations with the general knowledge factor than other working memory tests. The problem is that a non-working-memory component, specifically
knowledge, affects people’s scores. This can be demonstrated both correlationally and experimentally (Tirre & Pena, 1990).
What do these observations tell us? Perhaps most importantly, they argue
against the idea that working memory capacity isstrictly domain-specific (cf.,
Carpenter & Just, 1988). Certainly one can increase one’s effective working
memory capacity by increasing (strengthening and broadening) one’s relevant
knowledge base. But the coherency of a working memory factor, working
memory’s high correlations with performance on diverse learning tasks and
reasoning tasks, and the finding that the best measures of working memory are
those that are relatively independent of knowledge suggest this. It should be
fruitful to investigate the components of a general working memory system; a
system that is not domain-specific. Our findings also argue against the idea that
working memory reflects multiple specialized capacities, as some have argued
(Carlson, Khoo, Yaure, & Schneider, 1990). It may be useful to attempt to disentangle working memory subcomponents, but there is a strong suggestion in
what we have found that working memory capacity may be the general (g) factor in cognition.
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Thus far we have not systematically investigated possible subcomponents of
working memory, but we have a variety of ideas on how to proceed in that
direction. One proposal is to start with the components of Baddeley’s model:
The central executive, the visual—-spatial scratch pad, and the verbal—articulatory loop might each have independent capacities. Also, the functions of the central executive—scheduler, strategy selector, information integrator, storage—
might be independent sources of individual differences. In any event, a more
refined WM model would enable the exploration of WM’s relationship with
other factors, such as reasoning ability, processing efficiency, and knowledge,
in an attempt to pin down the locus of correlations we have noted in prior
research. An independent research stream would involve an error analysis of
working memory failures. It might be interesting to develop a taxonomy of
error types and to identify task and individual characteristics that lead to particular errors. This work could establish bridges to cognitive task analysis.
Processing Speed (PS)

Muchofthe initial work on the LAMPproject (1983-1985 period) centered on
measuring processing speed. As discussed elsewhere (Kyllonen & Christal,
1989), there were three primary reasons: (a) computer testing madeit feasible,
(b) successful performance in manycritical specialties (air crew, controller)
obviously depended on processing speed, and (c) processing speed is a more
sensitive variable than is accuracy—opening the possibility of identifying separable information—processing abilities more precisely than had been done in
the past. Further, much of the cognitive and individual differences literature in

the late 1970s and early 1980s focused on the measurement of processing
speed. This madeavailable a fairly sophisticated methodology for its measurement. And there was (and to a lesser extent there still is) considerable optimism that broad ability factors would eventually be understood in terms of
more basic processes that were revealed through processing speed measurements. The following summarizes results from these investigations of processing speed:
1. There is a general speed factor. In countless published (Kyllonen, 1985)
and unpublished studies, we have found that an exploratory factor analysis of
accuracy and latency scores from set of tests yields separate speed and accuracy factors at the highest order. We also have demonstrated that processing
speed influences learning independently of knowledge level (Christal, 1990;
Kyllonen et al., 1991), indicating that processing speed is more than simply a
reflection of knowledge. And in other studies (Chaiken, 1990; Woltz, 1988) we

have encountered the nuisance of method overlap: Latency measuresreflecting
one process correlate with latency measures reflecting supposedly independent
processes even when care is taken to statistically remove obvious sources of
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overlap, such as button-pressing latency. Considered together, these observations point to the existence of a general speed factor—a broad, independent
source of individual-difference variance.
2. On the other hand, the speed factor is not that critical to learning (at
least the kinds we have looked at so far). We have foundthat processing speed
does not predict learning, once the effects of incoming knowledge and working
memory capacity are statistically controlled for (Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990;
Shute & Kyllonen, 1990). In the one study where we did find that processing
speed predicted learning, we did not assess working memory (Kyllonen etal.,
1991). Furthermore, processing speed predicted learning only when study time
was extremely short. These observations suggest the following linkage:
Processing speed determines working memory which determines learning; processing speed does not independently influence learning unless the learning
task is one of high information flow.
3. Latency scores are stable within a session; unstable over sessions. We
have found that internal consistency reliability of latency scores tends to be
extremely high; generally above .95. Test-retest correlations tend to be lower;

typically below .70. More complex processing tasks (e.g., Semantic matching)
are more stable than simple tasks (e.g., choice reaction time).
4. Accuracy scores from processing speed tasks are more valid predictors of
learning criteria than are speed scores. We have foundthis result in a couple
of studies. Christal (1990) identified a “processing accuracy” factor loaded by
accuracy scores from processing speed tests (physical, name, and meaning
identity, and choice reaction time), all of which had very high mean accuracy
levels (ranging from 93% to 98% correct). This factor was found to be independent of both a working memory factor and a processing speedfactor, and it
correlated (r = .20 to .30) more highly with success on a procedural (logic
gate) learning task than did the processing speed factor. Tirre (in press) found
a similar result on a paired associates learning criterion. Tirre’s processing
speed tasks were meaning identity, lexical decision, and an orthographic processing task (“Which soundslike a real word, lekchure or lakchure?”’).
5. Latency variance is more valid than latency means. On choice reaction

time tasks, one can compute, for each subject, mean RT and the variance of

RT overtrials. Jensen (1987) has shownthat the variance measure often correlates more highly with an external criterion (such as a measure of general intelligence) than does mean RT.Fairbank, Tirre, and Anderson (1991) replicated
Jensen’s finding on a wide variety of processing speedtasks.
6. There is evidence for at leastthree fairly independent dimensions of processing speed. Multidimensional scaling analyses of information processing
tasks suggests two fairly independent dimensions of processing speed: the
degree of perceptual processing involved in the task and the degree of memory search required (Kyllonen, 1985). Other research suggests an independent
motor processing dimension (e.g., Ackerman, 1988). Coincidently, this tri-
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chotomy corresponds to the perceptual-semantic-motor breakout in cognitive
architectures in the human performance literature (e.g., Card, Moran, &
Newell, 1983).
7. Latency is determined by two factors; carefulness and processing speed.
Wehave replicated a curious finding in a number of unpublished studies. On
various (but not all) working memory tasks, we find a positive correlation
between latency and accuracy: Those who take longer do better. Yet when we
enter latency and accuracy in a regression equation predicting some third variable, such as a general ability composite, we get a positive regression weight
for accuracy and a negative regression weight for latency. That is, at a given
accuracy level, high-g subjects are faster. This pair of results suggests separable carefulness and processing speed factors. Carefulness (slow latency) determines accuracy on the task, but controlling for accuracy, processing speed (fast
latency) is an independent predictor of externalcriteria.
Although these seven results are intriguing, our efforts admittedly encountered some obstacles—the first, methodological, the second more conceptual.
The methodological problem was speed—accuracy tradeoff. Comparing
response time for individuals who are responding at different accuracy rates iS
problematic to say the least. The conceptual problem concerned disentangling
a speed factor per se from other influences on response time, such as knowledge. One can respond quickly because the knowledge required to respond is
well practiced. But to what factor should speedy responses then beattributed,
knowledge or processing speed? Andis this distinction psychologically fundamental or is processing speed simply a convenient dependentvariable, an indicator of something, such as knowledge, but not a source of individual differences in its own right?

Oneidea is that for any task, there are two determinants of latency: pro-

cessing speed and persistence (or carefulness). A goal would be to develop a
methodology for separating them. I suspect that many of the confusions and
inconsistencies in our previous investigations of processing speed (e.g., observations 3, 4, and perhaps 2) have resulted from our confounding the two components. For example, it could be that processing speed on any task is a fairly

stable factor, but that carefulness fluctuates by the hour. I see the settling of

the speed—accuracy tradeoff problem as a prerequisite to further work on processing speed, such as the identification of subcomponents.
But assuming wecan resolve the speed—accuracy problem, a question iS
whether there is a single processing speed factor or whether it is more appropriate to posit multiple dimensions of processing speed. The generic information processing model and previous empirical investigations (Kyllonen, 1985)
converge in suggesting three processing cycles: one each corresponding to perceptual encoding, semantic retrieval, and response execution. There may be
justification for a further decomposition. Perceptual encoding can be broken
down into attention orienting and attention shifting; semantic retrieval can be
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broken downinto transformation, matching, and decision phases; and response

execution can be broken downintoinitiation, movement, and completion phas-

es. A second and orthogonal components-of-processing speed distinction is
designed to account for a ubiquitous characteristic of response time distributions not yet discussed—their inevitable positive skewness. Deadline methodOlogy yields a comparable result: Accuracy (percent correct) over systematically increasing deadlines shows negatively accelerated growth as a function of
exposure. Following Pieters and van der Ven (1982), one might suspect that
the processing cycle (and it could conceivably be any of the processing cycles)
could be dividedinto on versus off time. If so, this might explain observation
5, at least partially.
Declarative Learning (DL)

Weinitially treated the ability to learn as an ability to be accounted for by
other abilities (e.g., working memory capacity, processing speed) rather than as
a unique ability in its own right. However, in several studies on procedural
learning (Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990; Shute & Kyllonen, 1990), we found that
learning the propositional foundations of some skill (i.e., declarative learning)
predicted subsequent acquisition of the skill itself (i.e., procedural learning),
controlling for other cognitive factors. An obvious follow-up question is
whether the fact that associative learning predicts procedural learning is due to
item effects (strong items are more easily proceduralized) or a mechanism
effect (associative learning ability per se is related to procedural learning ability per se). To test this question it is necessary to measure associative learning
on one set of items, and procedural learning on anotherset. Consequently, we
have developed “stand-alone” associative learning tests that we now can
administer in procedural learning studies. The followingis a summary of some
of our key findings regarding associative learningability.
1. There is a general associative (declarative) learning factor. The psychometric literature suggests a general associative memory factor (the Ma factor:

French, 1951; Thurstone, 1938), which we and others have verified (Kyllonen
& Tirre, 1988; Tirre, 1990; Underwood, Boruch, & Malmi, 1975). The key

finding is that the factor is quite broad (i.e., general). Most of the variance in
performance on quite diverse associative learning tasks (study test, trials to criterion, paired associates, free recall), is determined by a general associative

learning ability rather than by any paradigm-specific factors.
2. Associative learning ability is moderately related to working memory
capacity and to general knowledge, and somewhat less related to processing
speed. We have found correlations in the .30s to .50s range between associative learning ability, working memory capacity and general knowledge factors
(Kyllonen et al., 1991; Tirre, in press). Note that these are far from perfect correlations, suggesting that there is an associative learning ability independent of
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other cognitive factors. Associative learning ability is related to processing
speed only when study time is short. We have also found that knowledge of
mnemonics, while important in determining performance on certain associative
learning tasks, is independentof associative learning ability per se (Kyllonen et
al., 1991), and thus is essentially a nuisance factor.

3. Decay over time is not distinguishable from general associative learning
ability. It has been claimed that there are no individual differences in retention

(Shuell & Keppel, 1970; Underwood, 1954). However, we have found individual differences in retention (Kyllonen & Tirre, 1988; Woltz, 1990a; Woltz &

Shute, 1991), a discrepency due to how individuals are equated for initial
learning. However, even these individual differences appear to be predictable
from initial learning rate, and thus there is yet little evidence for a decay factor independent from a learning factor.
4. Resistance to interference (susceptibility to fan) is not a very reliable
individual differences dimension. There also is scarce evidence for a resistance
to interference (RTI) factor independent of general learning ability. Chaiken
(1989) estimated an RTI factor on a “fan task,” but found that such a factor
had fairly low reliability (7-xx' = .30).
5. Incidental learning strongly predicts intentional learning. Intention does
not affect learning (Anderson, 1985). An individual differences corollary
would be that intentional and incidental learning are the sameability, a prediction supported by someresearch (Tirre, 1990). Tirre had subjects verify
(true/false) sentences such as “plumbers work with pipes,” then, after 50 such
trials, gave them a cuedrecall test (e.g., plumbers = ? [pipes]). He created two
versions of the task, the only difference being that in the version administered
first (the incidental learning version), subjects were not told they would betested, whereas in the version administered next (intentional learning version),
subjects were told. The correlation between the two versions (r = .70) was
close to the reliability of the twotests.
The existence (observation 1) and importance (observation 2) of a general

associative learning factor seems clear. But our (and others’) past research is
limited in a numberof ways. First, we have focused mostattention on the initial stage of associative learning, the probabilistic transfer of a trace to longterm memory on initial exposure. Models of associative learning from the cognitive literature (e.g., Anderson, 1976) posit a number of additional
independent parameters governing declarative learning besides transfer to longterm memory (p), most notably strengthening (s), decay (d), and interference,
or fan (f). The individual-differences question is whether these parameters correspond to independentabilities. That is, do those whoinitially learn a fact easily (i.e., high p subjects) also benefit most from repeated exposures (high s
subjects), experience the least decay over time (low d subjects), and suffer
least from interference from related material (low f subjects)? Or are these
learning parameters uncorrelated?
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A secondlimitation to our past research is that we have focused on a rather
narrow range of associative learning tasks, particularly, paired associates
tasks
with verbal materials. Examining other kinds of learning tasks and other
kinds
of stimuli, such as figural stimuli, might enable identifying parameter abilities

(viz., decay [d], and resistance to interference, or fan [f]) that we
havefailed to

clearly identify in our previous work with verbal stimuli (observations
3 and

4). We also suspect that besides the nature of the stimuli, another
reason we

may have failed to identify a clear decay factor is that we have focused
on
short-term retention (less than 3 hours), primarily for pragmatic reasons.
Procedural Learning (PL)

We have conducted a number ofstudies investigating correlates of
the ability
to acquire cognitive skill in procedural learning tasks. These include
logic,
computer programming, electronics troubleshooting, and if-then decision
making. In these studies, we treated procedural learning as the dependent
variable,
the variable to be accounted for by other cognitive factors (Chaiken
, 1990;
Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990; Shute & Kyllonen, 1990; Woltz, 1988). However
,
as with declarative learning, an obvious prior question is whetherthere
exists a
general procedural learning ability at all, that is, a common thread running
across diverse cognitive skill-acquisition tasks. If so, that would Suggest
that
general procedural learning ability ought to be treated as an independent
variable (perhaps measured by a battery of short, procedural learning tasks)
in
Studies of the determinants of learning on specific procedural tasks. Treating
procedural learning as an independent variable (or set of variables) would
enable conclusions such as “what determines how quickly one will learn
to
program a computer is (a) the degree to which one possesses general procedural learning ability and (b) specific knowledge about mathematics concepts
,”
for example. The question of the determinants (or subcomponents) of general
procedural learning wouldstill be an interesting, but independent question.
On the other hand,if there were no general procedural learning factor, then,
of course, procedural learning ability could not be a predictor of success
on
particular procedural learning tasks, such as programming. There are two
ways
in which a procedural learning factor could fail to materialize. One is that
procedural learning could be found to be highly task specific, a conclusion hinted
at by some research on psychomotor learning (Ackerman, 1987, 1988). Or,
procedural learning could be found to be indistinguishable from general
asso-

Clative learning (or, obviously, a little bit of both). We have
not conducted

definitive research yet on these issues, but what follows summarizes
what we
have found so far.
|. There may or may not be a general procedural learning factor
independent of declarative learning ability. In a series of studies (Kylon
en &
Stephens, 1990; Shute, 1991; Shute & Kyllonen, 1990; Soule,
1990), we taught
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various cognitive skills (logic gates, programming, graph reading) by first
teaching the declarative facts underlying the skill, then providing practice solving problemsin the skill domain. Ourinitial expectation was that performance
on the declarative part would be predictive of performance on the later procedural (problem-solving) part, but we have been quite surprised at the degree to
which declarative acquisition predicted procedural acquisition. Depending on
the study, and psychometric details of how procedural learning is operationalized, we have found that either there is no procedural learning factor independent of declarative learning, or that such a factor is fairly weak, that is, not
uniquely accounting for much of the variance on the procedural learning por-

tion of the task.
2. Early procedural learning is strongly dependent on working memory
capacity. Perhaps one of the reasons for our failure to identify a general procedural learning factor is that procedural learning, at least initially, is entirely a
function of working memory capacity. We (Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990; Shute,
in press; Shute & Kyllonen, 1990; Woltz, 1988) and others (Ackerman 1988)

have found that working memory capacity is highly correlated with initial procedural learning.
3. Late procedural learning may be governed by factors other than working
memory capacity, such as processing speed and a memory strengthening ability. It may be that procedural learning only becomesa unique ability after individuals have gotten past the initial, working-memory intensive phase of learning. For example, some research has shown that processing speed becomesthe
factor governing performance after subjects are reasonably well acquainted
with the task (Ackerman, 1986, 1988; Chaiken, personal communication,

December 1990). Other research has shownthat a kind of memory strengthening ability governs later learning (Woltz, 1988).
It seems that the best way to clear the emerging confusion regarding a procedural learning factor is to focus first of all on its theoretical similarities to
and differences from a declarative learning factor. In particular, what declarative and procedural learning might have in commonare the p, 5, and d parameters. What seems to be unique to procedural learning is the importance of
grouping related problem-solving activities into unified sequences in memory—a process that has variously been called chunking, composition, or the cre-

ation of “macro-operators.” It would be useful to seek to identify a chunking
factor in procedural learning, then to determine the correspondence between
declarative and procedural learning parameters.
It may be that we will not make much progress in identifying a procedural
learning factor until we have a solid theoretical foundation for describing procedural learning. To date, our thinking on procedural learning, and the way in
which we have sought a procedural learning factor, has been heavily influenced by Anderson’s (1983, 1987) ACT™* theory. But recently, a competing
“instance theory” of procedural learning has been articulated (Logan, 1988).
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Although both theories can account for the major findings in procedural
learning, the theories are expressed in quite different ways. If Logan’s theory
turns
out to be a better description of procedural learning phenomena, we might
have
to rethink our approach to identifying procedural learning factors.
Declarative Knowledge (DK)

We have conducted numerous investigations of the influence of knowled
ge in
learning and performance. Following is a summary of our main findings.
1. There is a strong easy-to-measure general declarative knowledge factor.
Wehave foundthat scores on standard vocabulary tests and general knowledge
Surveys are highly intercorrelated, often to the limits of their reliability.
Further, informal (unpublished) item analyses of such tests generally yield
either a single factor solution or a multifactor solution in which all but the first
factor are weak and mostly uninterpretable.
2. General knowledge predicts learning (independent of specific knowledge). In almost every cognitive correlates study we have conducted, we find
that general knowledge predicts learning, controlling for other cognitive factors, such as working memory capacity, processing speed, and general learning
ability. Presumably, the knowledge base provides the essential material to
which new knowledgeis “tied.” A dense compared to an impoverished base
provides more material to which new material can be related (Kyllonenet al.,
1991). The perhaps unexpected finding is that the possession of broad general
knowledge predicts learning after controlling for the amount of domain-relevant, specific knowledge (Shute & Kyllonen, 1990).
3. Specific knowledge predicts learning (independent of general knowledge).
In a series of studies of significant learning (learning tasks that take several
days), we have found that knowledge of domain-relevant concepts (e.g., in
computer programming, knowledge of the concepts “string,” “integer,” “variable,” etc.) affects both initial learning and how muchis ultimately learned.
4. Specific knowledge predicts effective working memory capacity and effective processing speed in the specific domain.It is fairly simple to show thatif
subjects are exposed to a particular fact, they will perform better on either a
processing speed test (Woltz, 1990b) or a working memory capacity test (Pena
& Tirre, 1990) that involves that fact. The expertise literature also seems to
Suggest that cognitive feats involving tremendous memory capacity and lightning-fast access to knowledge(i.e., improved processing speed) can be traced
to extensive domain-specific knowledge. An interesting aside is that these feats
do not necessarily result from high general knowledge, nor do they transfer to
domainsoutside the specific area of training.
There clearly is a general knowledge factor, and that factor is an important
determinant of learning (observations 1 and 2). The looming questioni
s
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whetherthere are additional specific knowledge factors, such as science knowl-

edge, social knowledge, or knowledge of history, independent of general
knowledge. On the one hand, we have observed specific knowledge effects
(observations 3 and 4). On the other hand, we have failed to identify specific
factors from analyses of general knowledge surveys (observation 1). We can
design specific knowledge tests, but they suffer from an ad hoc quality. What
would be most useful would be a broad knowledge taxonomy, which could
serve as the basis for the development of principled specific knowledgetests.
The current CAM framework contains a very simplistic knowledge taxonomy—verbal, quantitative, and spatial. It clearly would be worthwhile to elaborate on this tripartite taxonomy, perhaps beginning with the verbal portion ofit.
For example, if one could generate numerous, diverse knowledge items, it
would be interesting to note whether items cluster into interpretable specific
knowledge groups, such as science, math, and so on. The obvious (but incorrect) way to test this would be to compute a correlation matrix over subjects
from question response data and conduct a factor or cluster analysis on that
matrix. Unfortunately, correlations do not adequately reflect question similarity, for various technical reasons. In particular, questions can be similar (or dissimilar) because either they are at the same (different) difficulty level or
because they tap the same (different) specific knowledge, factors we would
have to be able to separate before we could identify specific knowledge factors. Thus the question similarity matrix will have to be something other than
a correlation matrix. Similarity indices other than correlations have been developed in the occupational survey literature. There they must determine the similarity between any two jobs on the basis of overlap in tasks performed on the
job, whereas weare trying to determine the similarity between questions on the
basis of overlap in who successfully answers those questions.
Procedural Knowledge (PK)

Procedural knowledge (know how) is knowledge of how to solve problems. It
ranges from very specific (how to solve this particular problem) to very general (how to go about solving never-before-encountered problems). The imparting of specific problem-solving skill is the goal of training, and thus we have
focused on the assessment of very general procedural knowledge, which should
be more amenable to testing. Besides, according to current conceptions(e.g.,
Anderson, 1983; Langley, 1985; Newell, 1990) the path to specific procedural
knowledge begins with general procedural knowledge, which is transformed
with experience. Thus assessing general procedural knowledge seems like the
right place to focus attention. Unfortunately, there is a problem with measuring
procedural knowledge—by definition it is not readily accessible (Squire, 1986).
Thus, unlike with declarative knowledge, where one can simply ask a person
whether they know this or that fact, with procedural knowledge, this approach
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will not work. We cannot assumethat people can easily talk or
introspect
about their problem-solving knowledge. We can only measure procedu
ral
knowledge indirectly, by having people solve problems.
In our past research (e.g., Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990), we have foundit
quite difficult to identify a procedural knowledge factor. Either the
factor is
indistinguishable from working memory capacity, or, if it can be distingu
ished,
it is not uniquely related to procedural learning. At this point, we can
either
conclude that there is no such an entity as a general procedural knowledge
factor, or that we have simply failed to test for it properly. Given the promine
nt
role general procedural knowledge plays in theories of cognition
(e.g.,
Anderson, 1983; Newell, 1990), we are willing to accept that we simply
have
not tested for it properly.
To establish whether there is a general procedural knowledge, I think a
fruitful path would be to administer batteries of novel problem-solving tasks
arising from three disparate bodies ofliterature, and look for unities in performance. The first group of tasks, developed from the psychometric literatur
e,

are the inductive reasoning (I) tests. These are the standard series, sets,
and

matrices tests. The second group of tasks comes from the information processing literature which has sought an explanation for how people (or how
machines can be made to) solve novel problems for which algorithms do not
yet exist. The belief is that people rely on “weak methods,” very general problem-solving strategies that can be applied to a wide variety of situations, but
that are slow, effortful, and error prone. The tasks typically employed in these
kinds of investigations include the missionaries-and-cannibals task and the
tower-of-Hanoi problem. The third group of tasks are insight tasks (Davidson
& Sternberg, 1984; Sternberg, 1986), of the kind one typically finds in problem-solving puzzle and game books. These differ from other problem-solving
tasks in being accompanied by what Metcalfe (1986) has called “a subjectively catastrophic insight process,” in which subjects do not experience a gradual
closing in on a solution, but rather a dramatic leap between being in a subjectively “not even close” state to a solution state in a short period of time.
NEW COMPONENTS

The CAM taxonomyincludes rows for tasks on which we have not yet systematically collected data. These represent tentative additions to the CAM taxonomy. In this section I discuss the empirical and theoretical motivations for
these additions.
Temporal Processing (TP)
Recently, there have been a number of investigations conducted both in
our

laboratory (Yee, Hunt, & Pellegrino, 1991: Snow, Chastain, & Jackson, 1992)
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the
and elsewhere (Irvine, Wright, Dennis, & Gould, 1991) that have examined

ability to track objects dynamically in space. Two kinds of tasks have received
most of the attention, which I will refer to as the “horse race” and “intercept”
tasks. In the horse race task, two objects are shown moving across the screen
in the same direction along parallel paths. They disappear behind a wall, and
the subject is to estimate which object will be first to reach a finish line. To
make the task challenging, the two objects can moveat differing rates, but the
slower one will start closer to the finish line to make it a close race.
In the intercept task, two objects are shown moving toward each other on
intersecting paths (perpendicular or oblique), and the subject is asked to deter-

mine whether they will collide or miss each other. Or, in a related version, the

subject will have control over the release of the second object, and the task is
to release the object at the proper time so as to intercept the first object. In
both these kinds of tasks, various features can be manipulated (e.g., speed of
the objects, relative speed, distance to target, length of the occluding wall), and
there has been some work on determining which are most critical in determining task difficulty.
There is some preliminary evidence that the ability to perform well on the
horse race kind of task (and its variants) is correlated with the ability to perform well on the intercept kind of task (and its variants), indicating that there
might be a general “dynamicspatial ability.” Interestingly, this dynamicspatial
ability is somewhat independentofthe ability to perform well on standard (sta-

tic) tests of spatial ability (Hunt, Pellegrino, Frick, & Alderton, 1988). From

casual analyses, it seems that a numberofcritical specialties (e.g., pilot, controller) routinely require the exercise of a dynamic spatial ability, and thusit
seems important to investigate this ability in more depth.
From informal observation, I believe there might be a correspondence
between dynamic spatial tasks and a class of tasks, which I will refer to as
counting tasks, that require brief-duration time keeping. An example of a
counting task is this: Subjects are shown a sequence of ascending digits (1, 2,
3, ...), each of which is presented for only a brief period of time (e.g., 200
msec, with, say a 200 msec blank between each digit). The effect is similar to
observing the tenths counter on a digital stop watch, although notas fast. After
the sequence reaches 40 the screen goes blank. The subject’s task is to press
the space bar when the sequence would be expected to reach 100. The task
seems similar to the dynamic spatial tasks—both involve estimating when the
object (the spatial object or the counter) will hit a “finish line,” and in both, the
object is occluded during the final half or so of its “run.” The difference is that
there is no spatial processing involved in the counter task.
It is interesting to imagine counting tasks that are isomorphic to the dynamic spatial tasks. For example, a counting isomorphto the horse race task would
present two counters, one perhapsstarting at 20, the other at 0, and they would

count at different rates (the 0 counter moving faster). Both counters would
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blank at, say, 50, and the task would beto indicate which counter would
reach

100 sooner. A counting isomorph to the intercept task might involve starting a
slow counter (from 0), then allowing a subject to start a faster counter (also

from 0) at such as time as to force a “collision” (1.e., a point at which
both
counters coincided at the same number in some range (say, 60 to 80). Because

it is so easy to imagine counting-task isomorphs to dynamic-—spatial tasks, I
Suspect there very well might be a general “temporal processing”ability.
Time-Sharing Ability (TS)

The notion of a general time-sharing ability has considerable intuitive appeal.
The idea is that some individuals, those with ample time-sharing ability, might
be able to perform two tasks simultaneously, and suffer little deterioration in
their performance on either task. Others, while equally capable of performing
the two tasks when performing them separately, might “fall apart” when having to do them at the same time. More formally, the time-sharing ability
hypothesis is that performance on some kind of combined task is independent
of (unpredictable from) performance on the two tasks making up the combined
task when each of them were performedseparately (controlling for task reliability, and ideally, task uniqueness). As was the case with dynamic spatial ability, job—task analyses suggest that certain critical specialties (e.g., pilot and
controller) might heavily tap such an ability, if it exists.
Unfortunately, there is little, if any evidence for the existence of a timesharing ability. Some of the older literature has been justly criticized on
methodological grounds (Ackerman, Schneider, & Wickens, 1984). One problem is that researchers have failed to examine whetherthere is any uniquevariance in the combined task performance,that is variance unrelated to single task
variance. Even when this has been done, a second problem is that researchers
have uncritically accepted uniqueness on the combined task (that portion of
combined task variance that is unpredictable from constituent single-task performances) as evidence for a time-sharing factor. In fact, there are many potential reasons for task uniqueness(e.g., unreliability, subject-to-subject variability in allocation strategy). To demonstrate the existence of a factor, it is
necessary to show that the variance unique with respect to the constituent single task performances is common with something else—ideally a “uniqueness”
from a second combined task performance.
A distinction is sometimes made in the literature between dual tasks and

coordination tasks (Pellegrino, Hunt, & Yee, 1989). A dual task is one in

which an individual performs two independent tasks; in some cases one of
these is designated a primary task, the other a secondary task, but such a designation is not critical. A major problem with dual tasks is scoring them.
Subjects might differ in their attention allocation Strategy, so that some devote
more attention to task A, others to task B. At that point, the scoring system
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will determine who performed better on the combined task: If the scoring system weights task A performance more heavily, those who devoted more attention to task A will benefit and will appear to have performed better on the
combined task. But this is clearly a scoring artifact as opposed to an unbiased
indication of better performance.In this regard,it is interesting that at least one
good study of time-sharing, one that avoided the obvious methodological problems listed in the previous paragraph, identified what was labeled a time-sharing factor. The problem is that the factor was identified by only one (of four
investigated) constituent tasks, and was identified by both positive and negative loadings, indicating that the factor merely reflected subjects’ proclivity to
allocate their attention either toward or away from the particular constituent
task (Brookings, 1990).*
An alternative to the dual task is what Pellegrino et al. (1989) call the coor-

dination task. A coordination task is one in which the constituent component
tasks are logically related (rather than logically independent), so that both tasks
must be performed accurately for the combined task to be correctly performed.
An example is a horse race task (see “Temporal Processing” discussion) in
which the subject indicates which object will reach the finish line first by providing a true or false verification to a sentence (task 2) such as “the black

object will be beaten by the white object.” Pellegrino et al. (1989) recommend
the investigation of coordination tasks over dual tasks on ecological validity
grounds, but perhaps an even greater benefit is that the problem of differential
attention allocation is greatly reduced with coordination tasks. With a coordination task, the issue of whether to allocate more attention to task A or B is
not simply a capricious choice for a subject, but rather is integral, in a way
transparent to the subject, to overall success.
The ambiguity of past research on time sharing may well be the result of
methodological shortcomings, including the use of dual rather than coordination tasks, and the statistical problems. But these now can be overcome,and I

believe that time-sharing should be investigated as an ability. Selecting cognitive tasks from a comprehensive taxonomy, such as the CAM taxonomy,
would be a goodplace to begin.° It still might turn out that there is no general
time-sharing factor, but if so, its dismissal could be on the basis of theoretical
rather than methodological or statistical grounds. In particular, a reason one
might not expect there to be a time-sharing factor is that time sharing (or, more
generally, resource allocation) is putatively one of the functions of the central
executive of working memory, according to Baddeley’s (1986) model.
Therefore, according to the model, time-sharing ability is a determinant of
‘This is not actually a criticism of the Brookings study; Brookings seemed to have been well
aware of this problem with his “time-sharing” factor.
‘Studies conducted have not been atheoretical. For example, many have made use of Wickens’
(1980, 1984) attentional resources taxonomy.
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working memory capacity, which would make it difficult to identify independently of the working memoryfactor.
Interaction Factors (IN)

One kind of interaction factor is a time-sharing factor which I just discussed.
Another kind of interaction factor is a product of two other factors. This is analogous to a product variable, such as X; * X2 included in a regression model,
such as Y = biX1 + b2X2 + b3 (X1 * X2). To identify an interaction factor, one
would augment the variable matrix with multiple product variables from the

indicators of two (or more) factors. For example, if X1, X2, and X3 were indicators of Factor 1, and X4, X5 and X6 were indicators of Factor 2, then (X1 * X4),

(X1 * X5),..., (X3 * X6) would be the nine indicators of the productfactor, say
Factor 3. It is empirical whether the variance of Factor 3 is reliably greater than

zero. If it is greater than zero, a product factor has been identified. Going back

to the regression model, this would be analogousto finding that the regression
weight for the interaction variable is significantly different from zero.
One can imagine natural product factors. For example, there might be a
modest correlation between a processing speed and a working memoryfactor,
but that correlation could mask some nonlinearities in the relationship.
Consider this: To a point, greater capacity could allow for faster processing,
but after that point, extra capacity could result in no additional benefits in processing speed (or even slower processing) because the working memory system
would have to perform more maintenance activities. This kind of relationship
could be captured by a product factor. We have not investigated factor interactions such as these, but they would befairly simple to investigate because they
involve no additional data collection, only additional analyses. An intriguing

empirical issue is whether factor interactions, if they exist, are independent of

corresponding time-sharing factors. Indeed, in any evaluation of the existence
of a time-sharing factor, one should rule out the hypothesis of a corresponding
factor interaction. To my knowledge,this has never been done.
Other Factors

In the cognitive literature, one finds manyinteresting tasks or theoretical constructs that have not been examined by individual-differences researchers. A
question is whether these tasks or constructs qualify as components in the sense
used in this chapter—as sources of individual differences variance. In this section I review someof these tasks and constructs that I believe may prove to be
components, or at the very least, are worth examining in that respect.
Probabilistic Category Learning. In probabilistic category learning tasks,
subjects must learn to associate exemplars (or exemplar configurations) to cat-
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egories (e.g., symptomsto diseases) where the relationship of exemplarsto categories is only probabilistic (“fuzzy”) rather than exact. An intriguing feature
of this kind of task is that it bears at least a superficial similarity to lots of
everyday learning and performance tasks. For example, troubleshooters learn to
associate states of the machine to particular fault diagnoses, and what makes
troubleshooting hard is that such associations are often probabilistic rather than
exact. There are now models in the cognitive literature that suggest that probabilistic category learning is essentially associative (Gluck & Bower, 1988);
the individual-differences prediction that we will test is whether the seemingly
inductive ability involved in category learning is really nothing more than simple associative ability, or whether it reflects a unique mental skill.
Implicit Learning. Implicit learning tasks are ones in which learning is
measured not by one’s ability to consciously recollect what was studied, but by
one’s improved performance on sometest that uses what wasstudied in some
indirect way (e.g., word fragment completion). The literature is replete with
demonstrations of the disassociation between regular explicit learning measures
and implicit learning measures (Schacter, 1987), but it is probably still an open
question whether implicit learning tasks are simply more sensitive memory
measures rather than qualitatively different ones. The fact that performance on
implicit learning tasks seems to be uniquely predictive of later procedural
learning (Chaiken, 1990; Woltz, 1988) suggests that implicit learning might be
qualitatively different from explicit learning.
Decision making under speed stress. From personal experience I have
noticed that when tasks have fairly strict time deadlines they seem to induce
mild emotional stress. We occasionally administer tasks with deadlines to minimize variance in response time (presumably, everyone will wait until the
deadline before responding), and maximize variance in accuracy, as a way of
bypassing interpretation difficulties stemming from the use of two dependent
variables (i.e., latency and accuracy). It might turn out that this manipulation
actually taps an independentability (decision making under speed stress) rather
than simply serving to put all the performance variance on the accuracy variable. We have not examined this effect, but it might be fairly easy to with data
already in hand.

SUMMARY
The CAM frameworkis definitely work-in-progress, rather than a fully articulated “theory” of individual differences in cognition. Nevertheless, I and my

LAMPcolleagues intend to rely heavily on the CAM framework in conducting
basic research on the identification and assessment of cognitive components
over the next several years. It is useful to divide this research into two parallel
activities which we hope will simultaneously inform and benefit from each
other.
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Oneactivity, centered around the CAM Taxonomyas a whole, is concerned
with evaluating global models of the relationships among ability components
through confirmatory factor analysis. Alternative models can be constructed on
the basis of the CAM taxonomy framework, and compared using data from the
particular tests that have been developed to fit into CAM taxonomy cells. At
any given time, the taxonomy, along with its associatedtests, accompanied by

models of their interrelationships, stands as our current view on how abilities

are organized and on how they can be measured. The taxonomyserves as both
an outline for a theory of abilities and as a sampling plan from whichtest batteries can be constructed. As new data and new analyses come in, we expect
significant modifications to the CAM taxonomy, its models, and its measures.

The other activity is concerned with refining the ways in which we measure
CAMtaxonomyabilities. Here the goalis to develop and evaluate specific psychologicaltests. We do this by conducting correlational analyses of those tests
or by testing detailed models of the information-processing activities involved
in test performance. A result of studies conducted underthis activity will be
the nomination of particular tests administered in particular ways for inclusion
in future versions of the CAM battery. This is why I stated in the very beginning of this chapter that research directed toward the construction ofa test battery does not have to be atheoretical.
It is reasonable to expect both basic and applied benefits resulting from a
program of research based on a theoretical framework such as CAM.Thebasic
research benefit is that the framework is a necessary first step toward a model
or theory for characterizing humanintelligence, that is, individual differences
in cognition. Along the way, we might also expect to improve our understanding of particular CAM components, such as working memorycapacity, procedural learning, and the organization of declarative knowledge. Applied research
benefits include the specification of a framework for aptitude testing (e.g., the
CAM taxonomy), along with a battery of validated aptitude tests (the CAM
battery). We might also anticipate additional spinoffs in the form of potential
applications in the areas of performance assessment, training-embedded testing,
and cognitive task analysis.
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Chapter I 3

Human Intelligence: Its Nature,
Use, and Interaction with
Context’
Robert J. Sternberg
Yale University

If conventional intelligence tests can predict only 5%—-10% of the variation in
various measures of life adjustment and success (see Sternberg & Wagner,
1986; Wigdor & Garner, 1982), what happened to the other 90%—-95%? This
chapter is an attempt to answerthis question.
The main thesis of the chapter is that conventional tests are only poorly predictive of life adjustment success for at least three reasons (doubtless among

others). First, the theories of intelligence on which the conventional
tests are
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based are too narrow. To predict beyond school, we need to understand intelligence more broadly. Second, better prediction would require us to take into
account not only the levels of various aspects of intelligence, but also how
these aspects of intelligence are brought to bear on the world at large through
styles of thought. Two people could have very similar profiles of intelligence,
but different ways of exploiting these profiles. Third, we need to take into
account the kinds of contexts in which intelligence is used: Some contexts are
more favorable to the exploitation of intelligence than others, or at least may
be differentially favorable to different uses ofit.
In this chapter, I deal with each of these three issues, first discussing the
nature of intelligence; second, styles for exploiting it; and third, the kinds of
contexts with which it interacts. The argumenthere is that intelligence can be

fully understood only if we view it broadly, understand how itis exploited, and

understand how it interacts with the environment.

THREE PROFILES OF INTELLIGENCE
Alice was the admissions officer’s dream. She was easily admitted to the graduate program at Yale. She came with stellar test scores, and a nearly perfect
record. Alice proved to be, more or less, what her record promised. She had
excellent critical and analytical abilities, which helped her earn outstanding
grades in her course work during the first two years at Yale. Whenit came to
taking tests and writing course term papers, she had no peer among her classmates. During her first couple of years in the graduate program, she was an
outstanding success. Butafter the first two years, Alice no longer looked quite
so outstanding. In our graduate program, as in most, emphasis shifts after the
first couple of years. It is not enough just to criticize other people’s ideas, or
to study concepts that other people have proposed. You muststart coming up
with your own ideas, and figuring out ways of implementing them. Alice’s

synthetic abilities were far inferior to her analytic ones, but there would have

been no way of knowing this fact from the evidence available in the admissions folder. For although conventional measures can give us a good reading
on analytic abilities, they give virtually no reading on synthetic abilities. Thus,
Alice was “IQ-test” smart, but she was not equally intelligent in the synthetic
or practical areas of intelligence.
People like Barbara are the admissions officer’s nightmare. When she
applied to Yale, she had good grades, but abysmal aptitude test scores, at least
by Yale standards. Despite these low scores, she had superlative letters of recommendation, which described her as an exceptionally creative young woman,
who had designed and implemented creative research with only the most min-

imal guidance. Moreover, her resume showed her to have been actively
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involved in important research. Unfortunately, people like Barbara are rejected
from many graduate programs. Asa result, they either have to enter a program
that is much less competitive or enter a different field altogether.
This pattern of events is not limited to graduate school. There are thousands
of people like Barbara whoare rejected in a similar way from law schools,

medical schools, business schools, education schools, and the like.
Some of

them never even get to this point, having been rejected earlier from competitive colleges. However, sometimes there are exceptions and in these instances
people like Barbara often show themselves to be fine students possessi
ng
excellent research abilities. These people may not excel in course performance,
although they might do much better than test scores predict. But when
the
demands of the graduate program shift, for example, to an emphasis on synthetic abilities, people like Barbara are in their element. They may not have
Alice’s analytic abilities, but they greatly Surpass Alice in synthetic abilities.
Celia, on paper, appeared to be somewhere between Alice and Barbara in
terms of suitability for admission to the graduate program. She was good
on
almost every measure of success, but not truly outstanding on any of them.
We
admitted her, expecting her to come out near the middle of theclass. This
did
not happen. Celia has proved to be outstanding, although in a waythati
s quite
different from Alice or Barbara. Celia’s expertise is in figuring out
and in
adapting to the demands of the environment. Placed in a new kind of setting,
she can figure out what is required of her, and then go ahead and doit
just
right. She knows exactly what to do to get ahead. In conventional parlance,
Celia is “street-smart.” She excels in practical intelligence.
Just how might one characterize the similarities and differences among
Alice, Barbara, and Celia? Clearly, all of them are exceedingly intelligen
t,
although in very different ways. People like Alice excel in conventional
academic or analytic intelligence. To the extent that one seeks to understand
intelligence in terms of the conventional factors or information-processing
compo-

nents that researchers have used to characterize intelligence, individua
ls such

as Alice would be viewed as very, very smart. Thus, if one looks at the
relationship between intelligence and the internal world of the individual,
people
like Alice excel. Individuals like Barbara do not look nearly so intelligen
t in
terms of conventional notions of academic intelligence. Where they excelis
in
synthetic ability, or the ability to deal with novelty—to view new thingsin
old
ways or old things in new ways. Hence, these people come out
looking
extremely intelligent if one looks at the relationships ofintelligence
to experience, and particularly, novel experience. People like Celia have neither
Alice’s
nor Barbara’s patterns of strength. Instead, they excel in terms ofthe
relationship betweenintelligence and the external world of the individual. Their
excellence is in practical intelligence, or in applying their mental abilities
to everyday kinds of situations. Their street smarts are not measured
by conventional
tests, but quickly show up in their performance in real-world settings.
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THE TRIARCHIC THEORY OF HUMANINTELLIGENCE

The triarchic theory of human intelligence seeks to explain in an integrative
way the relationship between(a) intelligence and the internal world of the individual, or the mental mechanisms that underlie intelligent behavior; (b) intelli-

gence and the external world of the individual, or the use of these mental

mechanisms in everyday life in order to attain an intelligent fit to the environment; and (c) intelligence and experience, or the mediating role of one’s passage through life between the internal and external worlds of the individual.
Consider some of the basic tenets of the theory.
Intelligence and the Internal World of the Individual

Psychometricians, Piagetians, and information-processing psychologists have
all recognized the importance of understanding what mental states or processes underlie intelligent thought. In the triarchic theory, this understanding is
sought through the identification and understanding of three basic kinds of
information-processing components, which are referred to as metacomponents,
performance components, and knowledge-acquisition components.
Metacomponents. Metacomponents are higher order, executive processes
used to plan what one is going to do, to monitor it while one is doing it, and
g
to evaluate it after it is done. These metacomponents include (a) recognizin

the existence of a problem, (b) deciding on the nature of the problem confronting one, (c) selecting a set of lower order processes to solve the problem,
(d) selecting a strategy into which to combine these components, (e) selecting
a mental representation upon which the components and strategy can act, (f)
allocating one’s mental resources, (g) monitoring one’s problem solving as it is
happening, and (h) evaluating one’s problem solving after it is done. Consider
some examples of some of these higher order processes.
Deciding upon the nature of a problem plays a prominent role in intelligence. For example, with young children as well as older adults, difficulty in
problem solving often lies not in actually solving a given problem, but in figuring out just what the problem is that needs to be solved (see, for example,
Flavell, 1977; Sternberg & Rifkin, 1979). A major feature distinguishing
retarded persons from normal ones is the retardates’ need to be instructed
explicitly and completely as to the nature of the particular task they are solving and how it should be performed (Butterfield, Wambold, & Belmont, 1973;
the
Campione & Brown, 1979). The importance of figuring out the nature of
have
(1976)
Glaser
and
problem is not limited to retarded persons. Resnick
argued thatintelligence is the ability to learn from incomplete instruction.
Selection of a strategy for combining lower order components is also a critintelliical aspect of intelligence. In early information-processing research on
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gence, including my own(e.g., Sternberg, 1977), the primary emphasis was
simply on figuring out what subjects do when confronted with a problem.
What components do subjects use, and into what Strategies do they combine

these components? Soon, however, information-processing researchers began

to ask the question of why subjects use the strategies they choose. For example, Cooper (1982) has reported that in solving spatial problems, and especially mental-rotation problems, some subjects seem to use a holistic Strategy of
comparison whereas others use an analytic strategy. She has sought to figure
out what leads subjects to the choice of one Strategy or another. Siegler (1986)
has actually proposed a model of strategy selection in arithmetic computation
problemsthat links strategy choice to both the rules and mental associations

one has stored in long-term memory. MacLeod, Hunt, and Mathews (1978)

found that high-spatial subjects tend to use a spatial strategy in solving sentence—picture comparison problems, whereas high-verbal subjects are more
likely to use a linguistic strategy. In my own work, I have foundthat subjects
tend to prefer certain strategies for analogical reasoning over others because
they place fewer demands upon working memory (Sternberg & Ketron, 1982).
Similarly, subjects choose different Strategies in linear—syllogistic reasoning
(spatial, linguistic, mixed spatial—linguistic), but in this task, they do not
always capitalize on their ability patterns so as to choose the strategy most
suitable to their respective levels of spatial and verbal abilities (Sternberg &

Weil, 1980). In sum, the selection of a strategy seems to be at least as impor-

tant for understanding intelligent task performance as is the efficacy with
which the chosen strategy is implemented.
Intimately tied up with the selection of a Strategy is the selection of a mental representation for information. In the early literature on mental representations, the emphasis seemed to be on understanding how information is represented. For example, can individuals use imagery as a form of mental
representation (Kosslyn, 1980)? In more recent research, investigators have
realized that people are quite flexible in their representations of information.
The most appropriate question to ask seems to be not how is information represented, but which representations are used in what circumstances? For example, Sternberg (1977) found that analogy problems using animal names can
draw oneitherspatial or clustering representations of the animal names. In the
studies of strategy choice mentioned earlier, it was found that subjects can use
either linguistic or spatial representations in solving sentence—picture comparisons (MacLeod et al., 1978) or linear syllogisms (Sternberg & Weil, 1980).
Sternberg and Rifkin (1979) found that the mental representation of certain
kinds of analogies can be either more orless holistic, depending upon the age
of the subjects.
As important as any other metacomponentis one’s ability to allocate one’s
mental resources. Different investigators have studied resource allocation
in
different ways. Hunt and Lansman (1982), for example, have concentrated
on
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the use of secondary tasks in assessing information processing, and have proposed a modelofattention allocation in the solution of problems that involves
both a primary and a secondary task. In my work, I have found that better
problem solvers tend to spend relatively more time in global strategy planning
(Sternberg, 1981). Similarly, in solving analogies, better analogical reasoners
seem to spend relatively more time encoding the terms of the problem than do
poorer reasoners, but to spendrelatively less time in operating on these encodings (Sternberg, 1977; Sternberg & Rifkin, 1979). In reading as well, the better readers are better able than the poorer readers to allocate their time across
reading passages as a function of the difficulty of the passages to be read, and
of the purpose for which the passages are being read (cf. Brown, Bransford,
Ferraro, & Campione, 1983; Wagner & Sternberg, 1987).
Finally, monitoring one’s solution processes is a key aspect of intelligence

(see also Brown, 1978). Consider, for example, the Missionaries and Cannibals
problem, in which the subjects must “transport” a set of missionaries and can-

nibals across a river in a small boat without allowing the cannibals an opportunity to eat the missionaries, an event that can transpire only if the cannibals
are allowed to outnumber the missionaries on either side of the river bank. The
main kinds of errors that can be madeare either to return to an earlier state in
the problem space for solution, or to make an impermissible move (Simon &

Reed, 1976; see also Sternberg, 1982b). Neither of these errors would result if

a given subject closely monitored his or her solution processes. For young children learning to count, a major source of errors in counting objects is to count
a given object twice, an error that, again, can result from a failure in solution

monitoring (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978). The effects of solution monitoring are

not limited, of course, to any one kind of problem. One’s ability to use the

strategy of means—endsanalysis (Newell & Simon, 1972)—thatis, reduction of

differences between where one is in solving a problem and where one wishes
to get in solving that problem—depends on one’s ability to monitor just where
one is in problem solution.
Performance components. Performance components are lower order
processes that execute the instructions of the metacomponents. These lower
order components solve the problems according to the plans laid out by the
metacomponents. Whereas the number of metacomponents used in the performance of various tasks is relatively limited, the number of performance components is probably quite large. Many of these performance components are
relatively specific to narrow ranges of tasks (Sternberg, 1979, 1983, 1985a).
Oneof the mostinteresting classes of performance components is that found
in inductive reasoning of the kind measured by tests such as matrices, analogies, series completions, and classifications. These components are important
because of the importance of the tasks into which they enter: Induction problems of these kinds show the highest loadings on the so-called g, or general
intelligence factor (Jensen, 1980; Snow & Lohman, 1984; Sternberg &
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Gardner, 1982). Thus, identifying these performance components can give us
some insight into the nature of the general factor. In saying this, I am not arguing for any one factorial modelof intelligence (i.e., one with a general factor)
over others: To the contrary, I believe that most factor models are mutually
compatible, differing only in the form of rotation that has been applied to a
given factor space (Sternberg, 1977). The rotation one uses is a matter of theoretical or practical convenience, not of truth or falsity.
The main performance components of inductive reasoning are encoding,
inference, mapping, application, comparison, justification, and response. They
can beillustrated with reference to an analogy problem, such as LAWYER:
CLIENT :: DOCTOR: (a) PATIENT, (b) MEDICINE. In encoding, the sub-

ject retrieves from semantic memory semantic attributes that are potentially relevant for analogy solution. In inference, the subject discovers the relation
between the first two terms of the analogy, here, LAWYER and CLIENT.In
mapping, the subject discovers the higher order relation that links the first half
of the analogy, headed by LAWYER,to the second half of the analogy, headed by DOCTOR.In application, the subject carries over the relation inferred in
the first half of the analogy to the second half of the analogy, generating a possible completion for the analogy. In comparison, the subject compares each of
the answer options to the mentally generated completion, deciding which, if
any, is correct. In justification, used optionally if none of the answer options
matches the mentally generated solution, the subject decides which,if any, of
the options is close enoughto constitute an acceptable solution to the examiner, whether by means of pressing a button, making a mark on a piece of paper,
or whatever.
Two fundamental issues have arisen regarding the nature of performance
components as a fundamental construct in humanintelligence. The first, mentioned briefly above, is whether their number simply keeps expanding indefinitely. Neisser (1983), for example, has suggested that it does. As a result, he
views the construct asof little use. But this expansion results only if one considers seriously those components that are specific to small classes of problems
or to single problems. If one limits one’s attention to the more important, general components of performance, the problem simply does not arise, as shown,
for example, in Sternberg and Gardner’s (1982) analysis of inductive reasoning, or in Pellegrino and Kail’s (1982) analysis of spatial ability. The second
issue is one of the level at which performance components should be studied.
In so-called “cognitive correlates” research (Pellegrino & Glaser, 1979), theorists emphasize components atrelatively low levels of information processing
(Hunt, 1978, 1980; Jensen, 1982). In so-called “cognitive components”

research (Pellegrino & Glaser, 1979), theorists emphasize components at
relatively high levels of information processing (e.g., Mulholland, Pellegrino,
&

Glaser, 1980; Snow, 1979; Sternberg, 1977). Because of the interactive
nature

of human information processing, it would appear that there is no right
or
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wrong level of analysis. Rather, all levels of information processing contribute
to both task and subject variance in intelligent performance. The most expeditious level of analysis depends upon the task and subject population: Lower
level performance components might be more important, for example, in studying more basic information-processing tasks, such as choice reaction time, or in
studying higher level tasks, but in children who have not yet automatized the
lower processes that contribute to performance on these tasks.
Knowledge-acquisition components. Knowledge-acquisition components
are used to learn how to do what the metacomponents and performance components eventually do. Three knowledge-acquisition components appear to be

central in intellectual functioning: (a) selective encoding, (b) selective combi-

nation, and (c) selective comparison.
Selective encoding involves sifting out relevant from irrelevant information.
When new information is presented in natural contexts, relevant information
for one’s given purpose is embedded in the midst of large amounts of purposeirrelevant information. A critical task for the learner is that of sifting the
“wheat from the chaff”: recognizing just what information amongall the pieces
of information is relevant for one’s purposes (see Schank, 1980).
Selective combination involves combining selectively encoded information
a way as to form an integrated, plausible whole. Simply sifting out relsuch
in
evant from irrelevant information is not enough to generate a new knowledge
structure. One must know how to combine the pieces of information into an
internally connected whole (see Mayer & Greeno, 1972).
My emphasis on components of knowledge acquisition differs somewhat
from the focus of some contemporary theorists in cognitive psychology, who
emphasize what is already known, and the structure of this knowledge (e.g.,
Chase & Simon, 1973; Chi, 1978; Keil, 1984). I should point out, again, there-

fore, that these various emphases are complementary. If one is interested in
understanding, for example, differences in performance between experts and

novices, clearly one would wish to look at the amount and structure of their

respective knowledge bases. Butif one wishes to understand how these differences came to be, merely looking at developed knowledge would not be
enough. Rather, one would have to look as well at differences in the waysin
which the knowledge bases were acquired. It is here that understanding of
knowledge-acquisition components will prove to be most relevant.
We have studied knowledge-acquisition components in the domain of
vocabulary acquisition (e.g., Sternberg, 1987; Sternberg & Powell, 1983).
Difficulty in learning new words can betraced,at least in part, to the application of components of knowledge acquisition to context cues stored in longterm memory. Individuals with higher vocabularies tend to be those who are
better able to apply the knowledge-acquisition components to vocabulary-learning situations. Given the importance of vocabulary for overall intelligence,
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almost without respect to the theory or test one uses, utilization of knowledgeacquisition components in vocabulary-learning situations would appear to be
critically important for the development of intelligence. Effective use of
knowledge-acquisition componentsis trainable. I have found, for example, that
just 45 minutes of training in the use of these components in vocabulary learning can significantly and fairly substantially improve the ability of adults to
learn vocabulary from natural-language contexts (Sternberg, 1987).
To summarize, then, the componentsofintelligence are an important part of
the intelligence of the individual. The various kinds of components work
together. Metacomponents activate performance and knowledge-acquisition
components. These latter kinds of components in turn provide feedback to the
metacomponents. Although one can isolate various kinds of information-processing components from task performance using experimental means, in practice, the components function together in highly interactive, and not easily
isolable, ways. Thus, diagnoses as well as instructional interventions need to

consider all three types of components in interaction, rather than any one kind
of componentin isolation. But understanding the nature of the components of

intelligence is not, in itself, sufficient to understand the nature of intelligence,

because there is moreto intelligence than a set of information-processing components. One could scarcely understandall of what it is that makes one person
more intelligent than another by understanding the components of processing
on, say, an intelligence test. The other aspects of the triarchic theory address
some of the other aspects of intelligence that contribute to individual differences in observed performance, outside of testing situations as well as within
them.
Intelligence and Experience

Components of information processing are always applied to tasks with which
one has somelevel of prior experience (including the null level) and in situations with which one has somelevel of prior experience (including the null
level). Hence, these internal mechanisms are closely tied to one’s experience
.

According to the experiential subtheory, the components are not equally good
measures of intelligence at all levels of experience. Assessing intelligence
requires one to consider not only components, but the level of experience at
which they are applied.
During recent years, there has been a tendency in cognitive science to study
script-based behavior (e.g., Schank & Abelson, 1977), whether under the
name

of “script” or under some other name, such as “schema” or “frame.” There is
no longer any question that much of our behavioris scripted, in some sense.
However, from the standpoint of the present subtheory, such behaviori
s

nonoptimal for understanding intelligence. Typically, one’s actions when
one
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goes to a restaurant or a doctor’s office or a movie theater do not provide good
measures of intelligence, even though they do provide good measuresofscripted behavior. What, then, is the relation between intelligence and experience?

According to the experiential subtheory, intelligence is best measured at
those regions of the experiential continuum that involve tasks or situations that
are either relatively novel, on the one hand, or in the process of becoming
automatized, on the other. As Raaheim (1974) pointed out, totally novel tasks

and situations provide poor measures of intelligence: One would not want to
administer, say, trigonometry problemsto a first-grader of roughly 6 years of
age. But one might wish to administer problems that are just at the limits of a
child’s understanding, in order to test how far this understanding extends.
Related is Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of the zone of proximal development, in
which one examinesa child’s ability to profit from instruction to facilitate his
or her solution of novel problems. In order to measure automatization skill, one

might wish to present a series of problems—mathematical or otherwise—and

to see how longit takes for solution of them to become automatic, and to see

how automatized performance becomes. Thus, both slope and asymptote (if
any) of automatization are of interest.
Ability to deal with novelty. Several sources of evidence converge upon the
notion that the ability to deal with relative novelty is a good way of measuring

intelligence. Consider three such sources of evidence. First, we have conducted several studies on the nature of insight, both in children and in adults
(Davidson & Sternberg, 1984; Sternberg & Davidson, 1982). In the studies
with children (Davidson & Sternberg, 1984), we separated three kinds of

insights: insights of selective encoding, insights of selective combination, and
insights of selective comparison. Use of these knowledge-acquisition components is referred to as insightful when they are applied in the absence of existing scripts, plans, frames, or whatever. In other words, one must decide what
information is relevant, decide how to put the information together, or decide
how new information relates to old in the absence of any obvious cues on the
basis of which to make these judgments. A problem is insightfully solved at
the individual level when a given individual lacks such cues. A problem is
insightfully solved at the societal level when no oneelse has these cueseither.
In these studies, our hypothesis was that children who are intellectually gifted
are gifted in part by virtue of their insight abilities, which represent an impor-

tant part of the ability to deal with novelty.
Children were administered quantitative insight problems, of the kinds
found in puzzle books, that measured primarily either selective encoding skill,
selective combination skill, or selective comparison skill. We manipulated the
need for such insights experimentally. Problems were either administered
uncued (standard format) or precued. The form of precueing depended upon
the kind of insight being assessed. For selective encoding, we precued what
information was relevant for solving a given problem by highlighting all infor-
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mation that was relevant for solving each problem. Thus, we eliminated the
need for selective encoding by pointing out to the children just what information was relevant for each given problem. In the selective-combination condition, precueing consisted of information telling the children how to combine
the given information selectively. For example, a table might be drawn showing how the various terms of the problem interrelated. In the selective-comparison condition, the need for selective comparison was manipulated by varying
the examples in the introduction to the problems. Precued conditions ranged
from one in which examples were given but their relevance to thelater problems not pointed out, to examples that were explicitly stated to be relevant for
solution of the later problems, to examples that were indicated as relevant to
designated problemsin the set of problems that needed to be solved. The basic
design, therefore, was to test children either identified as gifted or not so identified, and to administer problems that either required insights of one of the
three kinds or that did not require such insights because the insights were provided to the children.
The critical finding was that providing insights to the children significantly
benefited the nongifted, but not the gifted children. (None of the children performed anywhere near ceiling, so that the interaction was not due to ceiling
effects.) In other words, the gifted children spontaneously had the insights and
hence did not benefit from being given these insights. The nongifted children
did not have the insights spontaneously, and hence did benefit. Thus, the gifted children were better able spontaneously to deal with novelty.
In a very different paradigm, adult subjects were given whatI call conceptual-projection problems (Sternberg, 1982a). In these problems, one has to
make predictions about future states of objects based upon incomplete and
sometimes partially faulty information about the current states of the objects.
These problems generally employed a science-fiction type of scenario. For
example, one might be introduced to four kinds of people on the planet Kyron:
One kind of person is born young and dies young, a second kind of person is
born young and dies old, a third kind is born old and dies old, and a fourth
kind is born old and dies young. Given incomplete information about the person in the present, one has to figure out what kind of person the individual is
(names such as “kwef,” “pros,” “balt,” and “plin” were used) and determine
what his or her appearance would be 20 years later. Performance on the conceptual-projection task was experimentally decomposed, and the mathematical
model of task performance accounted for most of the stimulus variance (generally 90+%) in task performance.
Each of these component scores was then correlated with performance on a
variety of psychometric tests, including tests of inductive reasoning ability,
which are primary measures of general intelligence. Thecritical finding
was
that the correlation of overall response time (generally at the level of about
-.6,
negative because response times were correlated with numbers correct)
with
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psychometric test scores was due to correlations stemming from those performance components tapping the ability to deal with novelty, for example,
changing conceptual systems from a familiar one (born young and dies old) to
an unfamiliar one (e.g., born old and dies young). These correlations held up
without regard to the particular surface structure of the problem, of which the

scenario about birth and death states was only one of four. Thus, it was the

ability to deal with novelty, rather than otherabilities involved in solving the
problems, that proved to becritical to general intelligence.
A third source of evidence for the proposed hypothesis derives from the
large literature on fluid intelligence, whichis in part a kind of intelligence that
involves dealing with novelty (see Cattell, 1971). Snow and Lohman (1984;
see also Snow, Kyllonen, & Marshalek, 1984) have multidimensionally scaled
a variety of such tests and found the dimensional loadings to follow a radex
structure. In particular, tests with higher loadings on g, or general intelligence,
fall closer to the center of the spatial diagram. Thecritical thing to noteis that
those tests that best measure the ability to deal with novelty fall closer to the

center, and tests tend to be greater removed from the center as their assessment

of the ability to deal with novelty becomes more remote. In sum, evidence
from the laboratories of others as well as myself supports the idea with the various components of intelligence that are involved in dealing with novelty, as
measured in particular tasks and situations, provide particularly apt measures
of intellectual ability.
Ability to automatize information processing. Although we are only now
testing the second aspect of the experiential subtheory, that of the ability to
automatize information processing, there are several converging lines of evidence in the literature to support the claim that this ability is a key aspect of
intelligence. For example, Sternberg (1977) found that the correlation between
people-piece (schematic-picture) analogy performance and measures of general
intelligence increased with practice, as performance on these items became
increasingly automatized. Skilled reading is heavily dependent upon automatization of bottom-up functions, and the ability to read well is an essential part
of crystallized ability, whether as viewed from the standpoint of theories such
as Cattell’s (1971) or Vernon’s (1971), or from the standpointof tests of crystallized ability, such as the verbal portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test. Poor
comprehenders often are those who have not automatized the elementary, bottom-up processes of reading, and hence who do not have sufficient attentional
resources to allocate to top-down comprehension processes.
Theorists such as Jensen (1982) and Hunt (1978) have attributed the correlation between tasks such as choice reaction time and letter matching to the
relation between speed of information processing and intelligence. Indeed,
there is almost certainly some relation, although I believe it is much more
complex than these theorists seem to allow for. But a plausible alternative
hypothesis is that at least some of that correlation is due to the effects of
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automatization of processing: Because of the simplicity
of these tasks, they
probably become at least partially automatized fairly rapidly
, and hence can
measure both rate and asymptote of automatization of perfor
mance. In sum,
then, although the evidenceis far from complete, there is
at least some support
for the notion that rate and level of automatization are
related to intellectual
skill.
The ability to deal with novelty and the ability to automat
ize information
processing are interrelated, as shown in the example of reading
above. If one is
well able to automatize, one has more resourcesleft over
for dealing with novelty. Similarly, if one is well able to deal with novelty, one
has more resources
left over for automatization. Thus, performanceat the various
levels of the
experiential continuum are related to one another.
These abilities should not be viewed in a vacuum with respect
to the componential subtheory. The components of intelligence are applied
to tasks and
situations at various levels of experience: The ability to deal with
novelty can
be understood in part in terms of the metacomponents, perfor
mance components, and knowledge-acquisition components involved init. Automat
ization,
whenit occurs, is of these components. Hence, the two subtheo
ries considered
so far are closely intertwined. We need now to consider the applica
tion of
these subtheories to everyday tasks, in addition to laboratory ones.
Intelligence and the External World of the Individual
According to the contextual subtheory, intelligent thought is directed toward
one or more of three behavioral goals: adaptation to an environment, shaping
of an environment, or selection of an environment. These three goals may be
viewed as the functions toward which intelligence is directed: Intelligence is
not aimless or random mental activity that happens to involve certain components of information processing at certain levels of experience. Rather, it is
purposefully directed toward the pursuit of these three global goals, all of
which have more specific and concrete instantiations in people’s lives.
Adaptation. Most intelligent thought is directed toward the attempt to adapt
to one’s environment. The requirements for adaptation can differ radically
from one environment to another—whether environments are defined in
terms

of families, jobs, subcultures, cultures, or whatever. Hence, although
the com-

ponents of intelligence required in these various contexts may be the same
or

quite similar, and although all of them may involve, at one time
or another,

dealing with novelty and automatization of information processing, the
con- |
crete instantiations that these processes and levels of experience take may
differ substantially across contexts. This fact has an important implication
for our
understanding of the natureof intelligence. According to the triarchic
theory, in
general, and the contextual subtheory, in particular, the processes and
experi-
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ential facets and functions of intelligence remain essentially the same across
contexts; but the particular instantiations of these processes, facets, and functions can differ, and differ radically. Thus, the content of intelligent thought
and its manifestations in behavior will bear no necessary resemblance across
test
contexts. As a result, although the mental elements that an intelligence
ment may
should measure do notdiffer across contexts, the vehicle for measure

or
have to differ. A test that measures a set of processes, experiential facets,
measureadequate
equally
provide
not
intelligent functions in one context may
may
ment in another context. To the contrary, what is intelligent in one culture
be viewed as unintelligent in another.
A nice example of this fact can be found in the work of Cole, Gay, Glick,
and Sharp (1971). These investigators asked adult Kpelle tribesmen to sort 20
familiar objects into groups of things that belong together. Their subjects separated the objects into functional groupings (e.g., a knife with an orange), as
children in Western societies would do. This pattern of sorting surprised the
investigators, who had expected to see taxonomic groupings (e.g., tools sorted
together and foodssorted together) of the kind that would be foundin the sortings of Western adults. Had the investigators used the sorting task as a measure of intelligence in the traditional way, they might well have labeled the
Kpelle tribesmen as intellectually inferior to Western adults. However, through
persistent exploration of why the Kpelle were sorting in this way, they found
that the Kpelle considered functional sorting to be the intelligent form of sorting. When the tribesmen were asked to sort the way a stupid person would,
they had no trouble sorting taxonomically. In short, they differed on this task
not in their intellectual competence vis a vis Western adults, but in their conception of what was functionally adaptive. Indeed, it takes little thought to see
the practicality of sorting functionally: People do, after all, use utensils in conjunction with foods of a given category (e.g., fruits) on a frequent basis.

In the case of Kpelle tribesmen, different contextual milieux resulted in a

different conception of what constitutes intelligence: The particular difference

illustrated earlier is in what is considered to be adaptive, rather than in the abii-

ity to act adaptively. But different contextual milieux may result in the development of different mental abilities. For example, Puluwat navigators must
develop their large-scale spatial abilities for dealing with cognitive maps to a
degree that far exceeds the adaptive requirements of contemporary Western
societies (Gladwin, 1970). Similarly, Kearins (1981) found that aboriginal chil-

dren probably develop their visuospatial memories to a greater degree than do
Anglo-Australian children, who are more likely to apply verbal strategies to
spatial memory tasks than are the aborigines, who employspatial strategies. In
contrast, participants in Western societies probably develop their abilities for
thinking abstractly to a greater degree than do societies in which concepts are
rarely dealt with outside their concrete manifestations in the objects of the
everyday environment.
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One of the most interesting differences among cultures and
subcultures in
the developmentof patterns of adaptation is in the matter of
time allocation, a
metacomponential function. In Western cultures, in general,
budgeting of time
and careful allocation of one’s time to various activities is
a prized commodity. Our lives are largely governed by careful scheduling at
home, in school, at
work, and so on. There are fixed hours for certain activities,
and fixed lengths
of time within which these activities are expected to be complet
ed. Indeed, the
intelligence tests we use show our prizing of time allocat
ion to the fullest.
Almost all of them are timed in such a way as to make complet
ion of the tests
a nontrivial challenge. A slow or very cautious worker
is at a distinct disadvantage.
Notall cultures and subcultures view time in the same way
that we do. For
example, among the Kipsigi, schedules are much more
flexible, and hence
these individuals have difficulty understanding and
dealing with Western
notions of the time pressure under which people are expected
to live (Super &
Harkness, 1980). In Hispanic cultures, such as Venezue
la, my own personal
experience indicates that the press of time is taken with
much less seriousness
than it is in typical North American cultural settings.
Even within the conti-

nental United States, though, there can be major
differences in the importance

of time allocation. Heath (1983) describes young childre
n brought up in the
rural community of “Trackton,” in which there is very
little time pressure and
in which things essentially get done when they get done.
These children can
have great difficulty adjusting to the demands of the school,
in which severe
time pressures may be placed upon the children for the
first time in their lives.
The point of these examples has been to illustrate how
differences in environmental press and people’s conceptions of what constit
utes an intelligent
response to it can influence just what counts as adaptive
behavior. To understand intelligence, one must understand it not only in relation
to its internal
manifestations in terms of mental processes, and its experien
tial manifestations
in terms of facets of the experiential continuum, but also
in terms of how
thought is intelligently translated into action in a variety
of different contextual settings. The differences in what is considered adaptiv
e and intelligent can
extend even to different occupations within a given cultural
milieu. For example, Sternberg (1985b) has found that individuals in differen
t fields of endeavor (art, business, philosophy, physics) view intelligence
in slightly different
ways that reflect the demands oftheir respective fields.
Shaping. Shaping of the environmentis often used when
adaptation fails, as
a backup strategy. If one is unable to change oneself
so as to fit the environment, one may attempt to change the environment so
as to fit oneself. For
example, repeated attempts to adjust to the demands of
one’s romantic partner
may eventually lead to attempts to get the partner
to adjust to oneself. But
shaping is not always usedin lieu of adaptation. In
some cases, Shaping may
be used before adaptation is ever tried, as in the case
of the individual who
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attempts to shape a romantic partner with little or no effort to shape him or
herself so as better to suit the partner’s wants or needs.
In the laboratory, examples of shaping behavior can be seen in strategy
selection situations where one essentially molds the task to fit one’s preferred
style of dealing with tasks. For example, in comparing sentence statements to
pictures that either do or do not accurately represent these statements, individuals mayselect either a verbal or a spatial strategy, depending upon their pat-

tern of verbal and spatial abilities (MacLeod, Hunt, & Mathews, 1978). The
task is “made over” in conformity to what one doesbest. Similarly, I find that

in multivariate statistics, my graduate students tend to view problems either
algebraically or geometrically, depending upon their pattern of abilities and
preferences. My ownpresentation of the subject is, again, “made over” to conform to their needs and desires.
Because people operate in groups as well as in isolation, attempts by group
members to shape in different ways can result in products that either profit or
lose from the group effort. I have recently attended a rather unstructured meeting in which a group ofindividuals attempted to accomplish a variety of agendas. But because of limited resources, not all of the agendas could be realized.
The result was that practically none of them were, because of attempts by individuals to realize their own agendas at the expense of other people’s. A more
salutary result has eventuated from my collaborations with one of my graduate
students. In research, I tend to be a “selective comparer,” constantly seeking to

relate new theories and facts to old ones. I am probably less careful, however,
at
about selective combination, that is, about fitting together the various facts

my disposal. As a result, I may neglect to deal with those facts that do not
quite fit into the framework I establish for them. My graduate student tends to
be more a selective combiner than comparer. She is less concerned with relating new facts to old facts or theories, but more concerned with making sure
that the various new facts can be fitted together into a coherent account that
deals with them all. In our collaborations in research, we each attempt to shape
the outcomesof the research in accordance with our preferred style of working.
In this case, the two styles complement each other, as one individual makes

sure that the research is not conducted in isolation from past research or ideas,
whereas the other individual makes sure that inconvenient experimental results

are not shunted aside. Indeed, it is such results that may eventuate in the true

breakthroughs in research. Thus, in this case, the attempts to shape the environment in two different ways result in a healthy tension that improves rather
than harmsthe final outcome.
In some respects, shaping may be seen as the quintessence of intelligent
thought and behavior. One essentially makes over the environmentrather than
allowing the environment to make over oneself. Perhapsit is this skill that has
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enabled humankind to reach its current level of scientific, technological, and

cultural advancement(for better or for worse). In science, the greatest scientists
are those whoset the paradigms (shaping), rather than those who merely fol-

low them (adaptation). Similarly, in art and in literature, the individuals who

achieve greatest distinction are often those who create new modes and styles
of expression, rather than merely following existing ones. It is not their use of
Shaping alone that distinguishes them intellectually, but rather a combination
of their willingness to do it with their skill in doingit.
Selection. Selection involves renunciation of one environment in favor of
another. In terms of the rough hierarchy established so far, selection is sometimes used when both adaptation and Shaping fail. After attempting both to
adapt to and shape a marriage, one may decide to deal with one’s failure in
these activities by “deselecting” the marriage, and choosing the environmentof
the newly single. Failure to adjust to the demands of work environments, or to
change the demands placed upon one so as to make them a reasonable fit

to one’s interests, values, expectations, or abilities, may result in the decision
to

seek another job altogether. But selection is not always used as last resort.
Sometimes one attempts to shape an environment only after attempts to leave
it have failed. Other times, one may decide almost instantly that an environment is simply wrong for oneself, and feel that one need not or should
not
even try to fit into or to change it. For example, we get, every now andthen,
a new graduate student whorealizes almost immediately that he or she came
to
graduate school for the wrong reason, or who finds that graduate school
is
nothing at all like the continuation of undergraduate school he or she expected.
In such cases, the intelligent thing to do may be to leave the environmen
t as
soon as possible, in order to pursue activities more in line with one’s goals
in
life.
Environmental selection is not usually directly studied in the laboratory,
although it may have relevance for certain experimental settings. Perhaps
no
research example of its relevance has been moresalient than the experiment
al

paradigm created by Milgram ( 1975), who, in a long series
of Studies, asked

subjects to “shock” other subjects (who were actually confederates
and who
were not shocked). The finding of critical interest was how few subjects
either
Shaped the environment by refusing to shock their victims, or employed
the
device of selection by simply refusing to continue with the experiment
and
walking out of it. Milgram has drawn an analogy to the situation
in Nazi
Germany, where obedience to authority created an environment
whose horrors
continue to amaze usto this day, and always will. This example
is a good one
in showing how close matters of intelligence can come to matters
of personality. In fact, many Jews refused to leave Nazi-occupiedterritories
for fear of
losing their property, their peers, and so on. Their refusal may
have been due
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to personality factors, but for many of them, their decision to stay was in some
respects the supreme act of unintelligence, as it resulted in their death, not
through choice, but later through having no choiceatall in the matter.
To conclude, adaptation, shaping, and selection are functions of intelligent
thought as it operates in context. They may, although they need not, be
employed hierarchically, with one path followed when another one fails. It is
through adaptation, shaping, and selection that the components of intelligence,
as employed at various levels of experience, become actualized in the real

world. In this section, it has become clear that the modes of actualization can

differ widely across individuals and groups, so that intelligence cannot be
understood independently of the ways in which it is manifested.

The goal of the triarchic theory is not to replace previous theories of intelligence, but rather, to incorporate them, and particularly, their best aspects. I
argued earlier that most theories of intelligence are intercompatible, and this
argument applies to the triarchic theory as well, vis-a-vis other theories of
intelligence. Consider why.
The earliest psychometric theory was Galton’s. Galton placed heavy stress
on psychophysical measures, and many ofthese, such as strength of grip, are
given no credence today, except perhaps in Gardner’s (1983) description of
multiple intelligences, according to which strength might be part of kinesthetic
intelligence. However, Galton’s mental measures of attributes such as reaction
time were a step in the right direction. These measures probably assessed, in
some degree, speed of performance-componential functioning as well as speed
of performance component execution, and both of these attributes are of some
importance to intelligence. If Galton’s and, later, Cattell’s measures were not
highly correlated with anything else, one would expect such low correlations
due to the very narrow aspect of intelligence that these measures assessed.
The triarchic theory is more in line with the theory of Binet and Simon
(1973), with its emphasis upon judgment. Binet emphasized higher order thinking in his theory, and his tests involved substantial investment of both metacomponents and performance components. Some of these tests, moreover,
apply these components in novelsituations. A few even apply them in contextually relevant ones. Hence, Binet’s theory was more in the spirit of later theories of intelligence, including the triarchic one.
The first major factor theory of intelligence was that of Spearman (1923,
1927). Spearman’s theory had twoparts, the purely psychometric part, according to which intelligence is understood primarily in terms of a general factor,
and an information-processing part, which specified three of the mental
three
processes Spearman believed to be central in general intelligence. These
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processes—apprehension of experience, eduction of relations, and
eduction of
correlates—are essentially identical to the performance compone
nts of encoding, inference, and application, respectively, that appear in the
componential
theory of induction. We, too, have found these components
to be of central
importance in the understanding of general intelligence (Sternbe
rg & Gardner,
1982). We believe, with Spearman, that there is more to general
intelligence
than these three processes, however. This something more would
include metacomponential functioning as well as the execution of general
components of
information processing (including components from all three
categories) that
are common across almostall information-processing tasks.
Thurstone’s (1938) theory of primary mental abilities was original
ly seen by
many as conflicting with Spearman’s theory. It has becomeclear
in recent hierarchical theories, and especially Gustafsson’s (1984), that
Spearman’s and
Thurstone’s theories may be viewed as compatible, simply
because they deal
with factors at different levels of a hierarchy of decreasing
generality. I view
Thurstone’s theory as tapping primarily the class componentsth
at apply to certain classes or groups of tasks (e.g., spatial tasks, verbal compreh
ension tasks,
memory tasks) but not others (Sternberg, 1980). The perform
ance component
involved in mental rotation of objects is limited to spatial
tasks and reasoning
tasks that involve mentally rotating figures. Thus, this theory,
too, is in some
sense a subset of the triarchic one.
Probably the most well-known hierarchical theories are
those of Cattell
(1971) and of Vernon (1971). The theories are rather similar,
revealing Burt’s
influence, and I shall not try to deal with all aspects of
either theory. In
Cattell’s theory; the most well-known part of it deals with two
subfactors of
general intelligence, fluid ability and crystallized ability. Fluid
ability is best
measured by tasks requiring abstract reasoning, whereas crystall
ized ability is
best measured bytasks requiring demonstration of accumulated
knowledge,
such as vocabulary. From the standpoint of the triarchic theory,
fluid ability
tests measure primarily metacomponential functioning, perform
ance-componential functioning (and particularly, the performance compone
nts of induction), and the application of these various components to relative
ly novel situations. The tasks may or may not be novel to particular individu
als, depending
on their past history and experience with such tasks. Crystall
ized ability tests
measure primarily the products, rather than the processes of knowled
ge acquisition. They are thus indirect measures of componential function
ing. I believe
it is because these tests emphasize the measurement of product
s rather than
processes that they are relatively more immune to age-related
decline than are
fluid ability tests (Horn, 1968).
Guilford’s (1967) theory of intelligence has always been
something of an
anomaly. The factor-analytic evidence that has been offered
in favor ofit is of
questionable validity (Horn & Knapp, 1973), and henceit
is easy to dismiss
the theory. But Guilford’s theory makes certain important
contributions that are
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unusual in factor-analytic theories. First, it explicitly builds the notion of
process into the factors ofintelligence, something no previous theory had done.
Although the various postulated processes may not all be independent psychofacmetric factors, they are at least recognized as distinctly contributing to the
a
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nism of equilibration (i.e., the balance between assimilation and accommod
a-

tion) thus highlights the role of dealing with novelty in ecologically valid situations. The triarchic theory does not have two processes that directly corre-

spond to assimilation and accommodation. Rather, it has three componen
ts of

knowledge acquisition—selective encoding, selective combination, and selective comparison—that can be applied to tasks andsituations at differing levels
of novelty and cognitive preparedness. Whether or not a given processresults
in a new cognitive structure is viewed as a representational issue rather
than
one of process: In the triarchic theory, application of a process of knowledg
e
acquisition may or may not change one’s mental representation or structures
without changing the process involved. But this theory, like Piaget’s,
deals
with the aspect ofintelligence involving learning new information in tasks
and
Situations that are relatively novel, and that are ecologically valid.
The triarchic theory does not postulate Stages of intellectual developm
ent,
although it does postulate a series of mechanisms by which cognitive
development takes place (see Sternberg, 1985a). I doubt that anything like
discrete
Stages exist in cognitive development, and the bulk of recent evidence
seems

consistent with this doubt (see, e.g., Gelman & Baillargeon, 1983).
In the tri-

archic theory, it is possible for sets of components to become available
or

increasingly accessible at about the same time, and suchincreases
in availabil-

ity and accessibility might render an appearance, atleast in a rough sense, of a
Stagelike progression of cognitive development.
Some theorists of intelligence have emphasized the role of environmental
context both in determining whatintelligence is and in shaping one’s level and
kinds of intelligence (e.g., Berry, 1972; Laboratory of Comparative Human
Cognition, 1982). These theories are partially consistent with the contextual
subtheory of the triarchic theory, which also emphasizes how context shapes
intelligence and intelligence shapes context. If there is a difference, it is in the

triarchic position, shared by Irvine (1979), that there are constancies in intelli-

gence across cultures that can help protect us from a position of total relativism.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The triarchic theory consists of three interrelated subtheories that attempt to
account for the bases and manifestations of intelligent thought. The componential subtheory relates intelligence to the internal world of the individual. The
experiential subtheory relates intelligence to the experience of the individua
l
with tasks and situations. The contextual subtheory relates intelligence to the
external world of the individual.
The elements of the three subtheories are interrelated: The components
of
intelligence are manifested at different levels of experience with tasks and
in
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situations of varying degrees of contextual relevance to a person’s life. The
componentsofintelligence are posited to be universalto intelligence: Thus, the
components that contribute to intelligent performance in one culture do so in
all other cultures as well. Moreover, the importance of dealing with novelty
and automatization of information processing to intelligence are posited to be
universal. But the manifestations of these components in experience are posited to be relative to cultural contexts. What constitutes adaptive thought or
behavior in one culture is not necessarily adaptive in another culture.
Moreover, thoughts and actions that would shape behavior in appropriate ways
in one context might not shape them in appropriate ways in another context.
Finally, the environment oneselects will depend largely upon the environments

available to one, and the fit of one’s cognitive abilities, motivations, values,

and affects to the available alternatives.
The triarchic theory has certain implications both for the assessment and the
training of abilities. With regard to assessment, a full assessment battery would
necessarily tap all of the abilities specified by the triarchic theory, something
no existing test even comesclose to. Although I am pursuing the development
of a triarchic test of intelligence, even a test explicitly designed to measure
intelligence according to the triarchic theory will be only an approximation to
an ideal test, if only because the relativity of the contextual subtheory renders
any one test adequate only for a limited population. Similarly, I have developed a training program for understanding and improving intellectual skills
based on the theory (Sternberg, 1986). But the training program could not possibly develop all of the skills posited by the theory, especially because contextual skills can be so variable across environments.
In conclusion, the triarchic theory offers a relatively complete account of
intelligent thought that draws upon andpartially subsumes many existing theories. This new theory, like all other theories, is only an approximation, one that
will serve a constructive purpose if it, too, is eventually subsumed by a more
complete and accurate theory of humanintelligence. But it does not deal with
styles in the way intelligence is actually used. For such an issue, one needs a
separate theory, one of intellectual styles.
INTELLECTUAL STYLES THREE PROFILES OF STYLES

Throughout my four years in college, my two roommates and I remained
together. The roommates—Alex, Bob, and Cyril (only one of these namesis
unchanged)—seemed remarkably similar intellectually when they entered college. All had high Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, excellent grades in high

school, and similar intellectual strengths and weaknesses. For example, all
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three were more verbal than quantitative, reasoned well, but were rather weak

spatially. Thus, in terms of standard theories of intelligence, the three roommates had similar intellectual abilities. Moreover, today, all three roommates
are successful in their jobs, and have achieved some national recognition for
their work, showing that the three roommates were similar in motivational lev-

els as well.
If one looks beyondthe intellectual similarities of the three roommates, one
cannot help but notice somesalient differences that have profoundly affected
their lives. Consider some of the differences between Alex, Bob, and Cyril.
Alex, a lawyer, is admittedly fairly conventional, rule-bound, and comfort-

able with details and structure. He does well what others tell him to do,
as a

lawyer must, and has commented to methat his idea of perfection would be a
technically flawless legal document or contract whereby those who sign on the
dotted line are boundto the terms of the contract without loopholes. In a nutShell, Alex is a follower of systems, and follows them extremely well, as
shown bythe facts that he was formerly a Rhodes Scholar andis today a partner in a major national law firm. Alex can figure out a system and work excellently within it.
Bob, a university professor, is quite different stylistically from Alex. He is
fairly unconventional, and unlike Alex, dislikes following or even dealing with
other people’s rules. Moreover, he has relatively few rules of his own.
Although he has somebasic principles that he views as invariants, he tends not
to take rules very seriously, viewing them as conveniences that are meant to be
changed or even broken as the situation requires. Bob dislikes details, and generally is comfortable working within a structure only if it is his own. He does
certain things well, but usually only if they are the things he wants to do,
rather than what someone else wants him to do. His idea ofintellectual perfection would be the generation of a great idea and a compelling demonstration

that the idea is correct, or at least, useful. In brief, Bob is a creator of systems,

and has designed somefairly well-known psychological theories that reflect his
interest in system creation.
Cyril, a psychotherapist, is like Bob but not Alex in being fairly unconven-

tional. Like Bob, he dislikes others’ rules, but unlike Bob, he has a numberof

his own. Hetends to be indifferent to details. He likes working within certain
Structures, which need not be his own, but the structures have to be ones he

has adjudged to be correct and suitable. Cyril does well what he wants to do.
His idea of perfection would be a difficult but correct psychological diagnosis,
followed by an optimal psychotherapeutic intervention. In sum, Cyril is a judge
of systems. His interest, perhaps passion, for judging was shownearly in his

career, when, as a college student, he constructed test (which wecalled the

“Cyril Test”) to give to others, and especially to dates, to judge the suitability
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of their values and standards. Cyril was also editor of the college course critique, a role in which he took responsibility for the judgment and evaluation of
all undergraduate courses at the university.
Although Alex, Bob, and Cyril are all intellectually able and similarly com-

petent, even these brief sketches serve to illustrate that they use their intelligence in different ways. Alex is a follower or executor, Bob, a creator or legislator, and Cyril, a judge of systems. They differ in terms of their intellectual
style, or ways in which they direct their intelligence. A style, then, is not a
level of intelligence, but a way of using it—a propensity. When oneis talking
about styles rather than levels, one cannot talk simply about better or worse.
Rather, one must speak in terms of better or worse “for what?”

THE MODEL OF INTELLECTUAL STYLES AS
MENTAL SELF-GOVERNMENT

I am proposing here a model ofintellectual styles as mental self-government
(Sternberg, 1988). The basic idea is that governmental structures may be external, societal manifestations of basic psychological processes that are internal

and individual (see also Bronfenbrenner, 1977). Seeds of this notion can be
found in the writings of political theorists, such as Plato, Hobbes, Locke, and

Rousseau, whose political theories were based on psychological theories of
what people are like. The difference here, perhaps, is that rather than attempting to understand governments in terms of the psychology of human beings,
we try to understand the psychology of human beings in terms of governments.
From this point of view, governmentin society is a large-scale, externalized
mirror of the mind. People are systems, just like societies (Ford, 1986), and
they need to govern themselves just as do societies. Mental incompetence
results from a breakdownof self-regulating functions, and high levels of mental competence derive in part from superior self-regulation.
The view of intellectual styles as mental self-government focuses more on
styles than on levels of intelligence. In standard theories of intelligence, including recent ones (Gardner, 1983; Sternberg, 1985a), the emphasis is on levels of
intelligence, of one or more kinds. Measuring intelligence thus entails assessing how muchofeach ability the individual has. In contrast, the governmental
model leads to assessment not of how muchintelligence the individual has, but
rather of how that intelligence is directed, or exploited. Two individuals of
equal intelligence, by any of the existing theories of intelligence, might nevertheless be viewed by the theory as intellectually quite different because of the
ways in which they organize anddirect that intelligence. In the next part of the
chapter, the implications of the mental self-government model as a basis for
understanding intellectual styles are explored in some detail.
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Governments have many aspects, such as function, form, level, scope, and
leaning. Three major functions of government are the legislative, executive
,
and judicial. Four major forms of government are the monarchic, hierarchi
c,
oligarchic, and anarchic. Twobasic levels of governmentare the global
and the
local. Two domains in the scope of government are the internal
(domestic

affairs) and the external (foreign affairs), and two leanings
are conservative

and progressive. In this part of the chapter, the implications of each
of these
aspects for understanding intellectual styles are explored. People do not
have—
exclusively—one style or another, but rather, show preferences for
styles that
result in different preferred ways of using their intelligence.
The Functions of Government

Governments may be viewed as having three primary functions: legislati
ve,
executive, and judicial.
The legislative style characterizes individuals who enjoy creating, formulat
ing, and planning for problem solution. Such individuals, like Bob,
the university professor described earlier, like to create their own rules, enjoy
doing
things their own way, prefer problems that are not prestructured or prefabric
ated, and like to build structure as well as content in deciding how to approac
h
a problem. People with legislative tendencies prefer creative and construc
tive
planning-basedactivities, such as writing papers, designing projects, and
creating new business or educational systems. They tend to enter occupations
that

enable them to utilize their legislative style, such as creative writer,
scientist,
artist, sculptor, investment banker, policy maker, andarchitect.

Individuals with an executive style are implementers. Like Alex, the lawyer
described earlier, they like to follow rules and work within existing systems,
preferring prestructured or prefabricated problems which allow them tofill
in
content within existing structures. They prefer predefined activities such
as
solving algebra-word problemsor engineering problems, giving talks or lessons
based on others’ ideas, and enforcing rules. Executive types gravitate toward
occupations such as lawyer, policeman, builder (of others’ designs), surgeon,
soldier, proselytizer (of others’ systems), and manager (lowerechelon).
The judicial style, as shown by the psychotherapist, Cyril, described earlier,
involves judgmental activities. Judicial types like to analyze andcriticize,
preferring problems in which they evaluate the structure and content of existing
things and ideas. They prefer activities that exercise the judicial function,
such
as writing critiques, giving opinions, judging people and their work, and
evaluating programs. People with a primarily judicial style tend to gravitate
toward
occupations such as judge, critic, program evaluator, admissions Officer,
grant
or contract monitor, systems analyst, and consultant.
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People do not have one or another style exclusively—rather, they tend to
specialize, some people more than others. For example, one individual might
be strongly legislative and only weakly executive and judicial, whereas another individual might be approximately equally balanced among the three functions. Thus, people differ not only in their direction of specialization, but in the
degree to which they specialize. People will gravitate toward problems whose
solutions require the people’s preferred styles of functioning. They may also
use certain styles in the service of other styles. A primarily legislative type, for
example, may use judicial functions primarily to further legislative ends.
Weneed to distinguish the proclivity toward a style from people’s abilities
to implementthat style. It seems likely that most people will prefer styles that
capitalize upon their strengths. But there is no logical or psychological reason
why preferences and abilities will always correspond. Some people may prefer
styles that are not as well suited to their abilities as are others. In measuring
styles, it is important to measure both predilections toward styles and abilities
to implement them, in order to determine how well an individual’s predilections and abilities match.
An important implication of these differences is that although style is generally independent of level of intelligence, it probably is not independent of
level of perceived intelligence within a particular domain. The same individual
who might be thoughtto be a brilliant science student because he is a legislative type might be thought to be somewhatduller in business courses that more
emphasize executive skills.
Forms of Mental Self-Government

Governments come in different forms. Four of those forms are the monarchic,

the hierarchic, the oligarchic, and the anarchic. Logically, any form may be

paired with any function, although psychologically, certain pairings are likely
to be more commonthan others. People prefer to organize their experience in
ways that correspond to the various forms of government.
People who exhibit a predominantly monarchic style tend to be motivated
by a single goal or need at a time. Single-minded and driven, they often
believe that the ends justify the means and attempt to solve problems, fullspeed ahead—damnthe obstacles. They may tend to oversimplify problems,
often being more decisive than the situation warrants. In a limited sense they
may be systematic, however, they may neglect variables not obviously perti-

nent to their goal.
Individuals preferring a hierarchic style tend to be motivated by a hierarchy
of goals, with the recognition that not all goals can be fulfilled equally well
and that some goals are more important than others. They take a balanced
approach to problems, believing that ends do not justify means, and viewing

|
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competing goals as acceptable (although they may havetrouble if
the priorities
come too close ( allow for formation of a hierarchy). Hierarchic
types seek
complexity and tend to be self-aware, tolerant, and relatively flexible.
They
have good sensés of priorities, are usually decisive, unless priority
setting
becomes a substitute for decision or action, and are systematic in problem
solving and decision making.
Individuals preferring the oligarchic style tend to be motivated
by multiple,
often competing, goals of equal perceived importance. Plagued
by multiple,
possibly competing approaches to problems, they are often driven
by goal conflict and tension arising out of their belief that satisfying the constraints
is as
important as solving the problem itself. They usually believe
that ends do not
justify means, and find that competing goals and needs tend
to interfere with
task completion, because each goal and needis seen as of
roughly equal
importance. Oligarchic types seek complexity (sometimes to
the frustration
point), and are self-aware, tolerant, and very flexible. They tend
to have trouble setting oriorities because everything seems equally important,
and thus they
are rather indecisive and multiply systematic, with the multiple
systems competing with each other because of the need to Satisfy multiple
equally important goals.
Anarchic stylists tend to be motivated by a potpourri of needs and
goals that
are often difficult for themselves, as well as others, to sort out.
They take a
random approach to problems, driven by what seems to be a muddle
of inexplicable forces. They mayact as though endsjustify means. They
may believe
that anything goes, and have trouble setting priorities because they
have no
firm set of rules upon which to base them. They tend to be extreme,
being
either too decisive or too indecisive, and are thoroughly asystematic.
Somegeneral issues arise with regard to formal style of mental self-government. Monarchists may be too single-minded for the likes of most teachers
and
even social acquaintances. But in later life, their single-minded zeal may
render them among the most successful of entrepreneurs or goal attainers.
Often,
their memories of school will not be fond, because they will believe that
their
talents went unrecognized. Monarchists can also be difficult to live
with
because of their single-mindedness.
Hierarchical types can probably solve the widest variety of problems
in
school life and beyond, because most problems are probably best
conceived of
hierarchically. They will generally achieve a good balance between
thought
|

and action, but they must remember that the existence of
priorities does not

guarantee that those priorities are right. When there is a serious bottom
line, or
pressing goal, hierarchists may get lost or sidetracked in their own
hierarchies,
whereas the monarchist mayblitz through and attain the goal.
Oligarchists will often frustrate themselves and others, in school
and in

careers, because of their indecision andhesitation. Because
they tend to assign

equal weights to competing means and goals, they may appear
to be “lost in
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thought” and unable to act. They can act, but they may needothers to set their
priorities for them.
Anarchists are at risk of becoming educational as well as social misfits, and
their talents may actually lead them into anti- rather than prosocial paths.
Properly nurtured, they may have the potential for truly creative contributions
al
to the world,if their anarchic style is combined with the necessary intellectu
chala
quite
be
may
e
nurturanc
proper
But
ce.
talents for creative performan
lenge because of the anarchists’ unwillingness to work within existing systems
in order eventually to go beyond these systems. Rather than working within
existing systems, anarchists may end up attempting to destroy them.
Levels of Mental Self-Government

to
Globalists prefer to deal with relatively large and abstract issues. They tend
the
in
work
and
alize
conceptu
ignore or dislike detail, choosing instead to
who
world of ideas. Their weaknesses are that they may be diffuse thinkers,
the
always
not
but
forest
the
see
can get lost on “Cloud 9,” and that they may
trees within it.
In contrast, localists like concrete problems requiring detailed work, and are
is
often pragmatically oriented and downto earth. Their weakness, however,
trees.
that they may not see the forest for the

Cyril—
In terms of the three individuals described earlier—Alex, Bob, and

Bob and Cyril tend to be globalists whereas Alex tends to be a localist. The

has
local style is not, however, inextricably linked to the executive style Alex

shown. Some executive types may prefer only to work at a broaderlevel,
accomplishing the main tasks in a project while relegating the more local
details to others. Similarly, a legislative or judicial type could be more local
than either Bob or Cyril.
Although most people prefer to work either at a more global or a morelocal
level, a key to successful problem solving in many situations is being able to
traverse between levels. If a person is weak within a given level, it is often
helpful to pair up with someone whose strengths are complementary. In particular, although we often value most people who are most like ourselves, we
actually benefit most from people who are moderately unlike ourselves with
respect to preferred level of processing. Too much overlap leads to some levels of functioning simply being ignored. Two globalists, for example, may do
well in forming ideas, but will need someone to take care of the details of
implementing them. Twolocalists may help each other in implementation, but
need someoneto set down the global issues that need to be dealt with. Too litwho
tle overlap, however, can lead to a breakdown in communication. People

do not overlap at all in levels may not be able to understand each other well.
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Scope of Mental Self-Government

Governments maybe internally oriented and isolationist, or external
ly oriented
and collaborative with the other nations. Similarly, mental self-go
vernments

need to work both alone and with others.

Internalists tend to be introverted, task-oriented, aloof, socially
less sensitive, and interpersonally less aware than externalists. They also
like to work
alone. Essentially, their preference is to apply their intelligence
to things or

ideasin isolation from other people.

Externalists tend to be extroverted, people-oriented, outgoing,
socially more
sensitive, and interpersonally more aware than internalists. They
like to work

with others, and seek problems that either involve working
with other people

or are about others.

Amongthe three individuals described earlier, Alex
and Bob tend more

toward the internal scope of mental self-government whereas
Cyril tends more

toward the external. These proclivities fit with their jobs. Alex works
primari-

ly in corporate law, dealing with legal principles and documen
ts and less with
people; Bob works primarily with ideas and instantiating
them through experiments. Cyril, as a psychotherapist, is constantly working
with people. It should
be realized that there is some degree of situation specificity
involved. Bob, for
example, works actively with students and frequently
gives lectures on his
work. At the same time, he tends to shun parties, and generall
y prefers to deal
with people socially most when there is at least some
degree of task orientation. Moreover, he recognizes the importance of dealing
with people on his
job, and makes sure that whatever his preferred tendenci
es, the job gets done
when interactions with people are required.
Some people prefer to be internalists whereas others prefer
to be externalists. Again, most people are notstrictly one or the other,
but alternate between

them as a function of task, situation, and the people
involved. Butit is impor-

tant to realize in education and job placementthat a
bright individual who is
forced to work in a mode that does not suit him or her
may perform below his
or her capabilities.

Leanings of Mental Self-Government

Governments can have various leanings. For presen
t purposes, two major
“regions” of leanings will be distinguished, conser
vative and progressive.
Individuals with a predominantly conservative style
like to adhere to existing rules and procedures, minimize change, and
avoid ambiguous situations
where possible, preferring familiarity in life and
work.
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Individuals with a progressive style like to go beyond existing rules and
procedures, maximize change, seek or at least accept ambiguous situations, and
prefer some degree of unfamiliarity in life and work.
Although individuals may, on the average, tend toward a more conservative
or progressive leaning in their mental self-government, there is clearly some
degree of domain specificity involved. For example, an individual who is conservative politically will not necessarily be conservative in his or her personal
life, and similarly for a progressive. Thus, in evaluating styles, and especially
leanings, tendencies within particular domains must be taken into account.
Moreover, leanings may well change over time as people feel more or less
secure in their environments. Thus, an individual who is new to an environment may tend to adapt conservatively, whereas an individual who has been in
that environment longer may feel more free progressively to attempt to shape
the environment. This aspect of style may be among the most mercurial of the
various aspects.

DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLECTUAL STYLES

posWhere do these various modesof intellectual functioning come from?It iS
doubt
I
but
,
inherited
is
ce
preferen
sible that at least some portion of stylistic
s, just
that it is a large part. Rather, styles seem to be partly socialized construct
cerperceive
we
on,
early
From
1986).
as is intelligence (Sternberg & Suben,
probably
we
and
others,
than
more
tain modes of interaction to be rewarded
predisgravitate toward these modes, while being constrained by our built-in
rewarded
these
adopt
to
able
are
we
well
positions as to how much and how

styles.
ent of
Consider some of the variables that are likely to affect the developm
intellectual styles.
A first variable is culture. Different cultures tend to reward different styles.
the better
For example, the North American emphasis on innovation (“making
and prove
legislati
the
for
reward
greater
y
relativel
to
mouse trap”) may lead
States,
United
the
in
heroes
National
adults.
among
gressive styles, at least

as political theorist,
such as Edison as inventor, Einstein as scientist, Jefferson

to be heroes
Steve Jobs as entrepreneur, and Hemingway as author, tend often
to value
tend
that
societies
Other
ion.
contribut
ve
legislati
by virtue of their
execureward
to
likely
more
be
may
tradition
of
g
followin
the
conformity and
tradiand
ty
tive and conservative styles. A society that emphasizes conformi
its
into
induced
tion to too great a degree may stagnate because of the styles
members.
been more
A second variable is gender. Traditionally, a legislative style has
rules, and
the
set
acceptable in males than in females. Men were supposed to
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women to follow them. Although this tradition is changing,
the behavior of
many men and women does not fully reflect the new values.
A third variable is age. Legislation is generally encouraged
in the preschool
young, who are encouraged to develop their creative powers
in the relatively
unstructured and open environmentof the preschool and
some homes. Once
the children start school, the period oflegislative encouragemen
t rapidly draws
to a close. Children are now expected to be socialized into
the largely conforming values ofthe school. The teacher now decides whatth
e student should
do, and the student doesit, for the most part. Students who
don’t follow directions and the regimentation of the school are viewed
as undersocialized and
even as misfits. In adulthood, some jobs again encour
age legislation, even
though training for such jobs may not. For example,
high school physics or
history are usually largely executive, with students
answering questions or
solving problemsthat the teacher poses. But the physici
st and historian are
expected to be morelegislative. Ironically, they may have
forgotten how. We
Sometimes say that children lose their creativity in school.
Whatthey mayreally lose is the intellectual style that generates creative
performance.
A fourth variable is parenting style. What the parent
encourages and
rewards is likely to be reflected in the Style of the
child. Does the parent
encourage or discourage legislation, or judgment, on
the part of the child? The
parent him or herself exhibits a certain Style, which
the child is likely to emulate, and modeling is an important source of behavioral
development. A monarchic parent, for example, is likely to reward a child
who showsthe samesingle-mindedness, whereas an anarchic parent would
likely abhor a child
beginning to show a monarchic Style, and try to suppres
s it as unacceptable.
Parents who mediate for the child in ways that point
to larger rather than
smaller issues underlying actions are more likely to encour
age a global style,
whereas parents who do not themselves generalize
are more likely to encourage a more local style. And mediation, too, is a powerf
ul source of development (Feuerstein, 1980).
A last variable is kind of schooling and, ultimately, of
occupation. Different
schools and, especially, occupations reward different
styles. An entrepreneur is
likely to be rewardedfor different Styles from those
for which an assembly-line
worker is rewarded. As individuals respond to the
reward system oftheir chosen life pursuit, various aspects of style are more likely
to be either encouraged
or suppressed.
Obviously, these variables are only a sampling rather
than a complete listing of those variables that are likely to influencestyl
e. Moreover, any discussion such as this one inevitably simplifies the comple
xities of development, if
only because of the complex interactions that
occur among variables.
Moreover, styles interact with abilities. Occasionally
one runs into legislative
types whoare uncreative, creative people who eschewl
egislation, hierarchists
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who set up misguided hierarchies, and so on. But for the most part, the interactions will be more synchronous in well-adjusted people. According to thetriarchic theory of human intelligence (Sternberg, 1986), contextually intelligent
people are ones who capitalize on their strengths and who either remediate or
compensate for their weaknesses. A major part of capitalization and compensation would seem to be in finding harmony between one’s abilities and one’s
preferred styles. People who cannot find such harmonyare likely to be frustrated by the mismatch between how they want to perform and how they are
able to perform.
If styles are indeed socialized, even in part, then they are almost certainly
We
modifiable to at least some degree. Such modification may not be easy.
about
know little about how to modify intelligence, and we know evenless
how to modify intellectual styles. Presumably, when we learn the mechanisms
that might underlie such attempts at modification, we will pursue a path similar to that which some educators and psychologists are using in teaching intelligence (e.g., Sternberg, 1986).
Weneedto teach students to makethe bestof their intellectual styles. Some
it is not,
remediation of weaknesses is probably possible. But to the extent that
the
narrow
help
mechanisms of compensation can usually be worked out that
of
groups
exarnple,
gap between weak andstrong areas of performance. For
styles.
preferred
children can be formed that pair children with different
not only
Ultimately, we can hope that a theory of intellectual styles will serve
maxithat
training
for
as a basis for a test of such styles, but also as a basis
themand
society,
mizes people’s flexibility in dealing with their environment,
of
modeling
role
being
selves. The main way of teaching may well end up

teachers by learners.
Schools most reward executive types—children who work within existing
the
rule systems and seek the rewards that the schools value. To some extent,
otherwise.
been
have
might
who
schools create executive types out of people
types
But whether the rewards will continue indefinitely for the executive
predicpoor
are
grades
school
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involvtors of job success. One’s ability to get high grades in science courses
of
predictive
highly
be
not
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ing problem solving, for example, probably
are
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the
of
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which
in
n
one’s success aS a Scientist, an occupatio
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for coming up with the ideas for the problems in the first place. Judicial
schooltertiary
especially
and
secondary
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may be rewarded somewhat more
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ing, where at least some judgmental activity is required, as in paper
graduntil
rewarded
be
not
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Legislative types, if they are rewarded

s in disseruate school, where there is a need to come up with one’s ownidea
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tation and other research. But some professors—those who want
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school, preferring executive types who will Carry out their
research for them in
an effective, diligent, and nonthreatening way.
The fit between student and teacher, as between princip
al and teacher, can

be critical to the success of the teacher—student
system, or of the
principal—teacher system. A legislative student and an executi
ve teacher, for
example, may not get on well at all. A legislative student
may not even get
along with a legislative teacher if that teacher happens
to be one whoisintolerant of other people’s legislations. During the course
of my career, I have
found that although I can work with a variety of students,
I probably work best
with students whom I now, in retrospect, would classif
y as legislative. I can
work reasonably well with executive types also. I am
probably weakest with
judicial students, who to me seem more €ager to criticiz
e than to do research.
The general point is that educators need to take into
account their own styles
in order to understand how they influence their percept
ions of and interactions
with others. Clearly, certain children benefit from certain
styles. A gifted executive-type student might benefit more from acceleration,
where the same material is presented at a more rapid pace. A gifted legisla
tive-type student might
benefit more from enrichment, where the Opportunity
to do creative projects
would be consistent with the student’s preferred style
of working.
It is necessary that schools take into account not only
fit between teacher
and student (or principal and teacher) style, but also
the fit between the way a
subject is taught and the way a student thinks. A given
course often can be
taught in a waythatis advantageous (or disadvantageou
s)to a particularstyle.
Consider, for example, an introductory or low-level psycho
logy course. This
course mightstress learning and using existing facts, principl
es, and procedures
(an executive style of teaching), or it might stress designi
ng a research project
(a legislative style of teaching), orit might stress writing
papers evaluating theorles, experiments, and the like (a judicial style of teachin
g). Little wonder I
received a grade of “C” in my introductory psychology
course, taught in the
executive style! And, in retrospect, little wonder that
in my own psychology
courses, I have almost always madethe final grade heavily
dependent on the
design of a research project. Mystyle of teaching was
reflecting my ownstyle
of thinking, as it does for others. The general princip
le of style of teaching
reflecting the teacher’s preferenceis not limited to psycho
logy or evenscience.
Writing, for example, might be taught in a way that
emphasizescritical (judicial) papers, creative (legislative) papers, or expository
(executive) papers.
Sometimes, there is a natural shift in the nature of
subject matter over successive levels of advancement, just as there is in jobs.
In mathematics and
basic science, for example, lower levels are clearly
more executive, requiring
solution of prestructured problems. Higher levels are
clearly more legislative,
requiring formulation of new ideas for proofs,
theories, and experiments.
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Unfortunately, some of the students screened out in the earlier phases of education might have succeeded quite well in the later ones, whereas some students who readily pass the initial stages might be ill-suited to later demands.
Perhaps the most important point to be made is that we tend to confuse
level with style of intelligence. For example, most current intelligence and
achievement tests reward the executive style by far the most—they require
solution of prestructured problems. One cannotcreate one’s own problems, or
judge the quality of the problems on the test (at least not at the time oftest!).
Judicial types get some credit for analytical items, but legislative types hardly
benefit at all from existing tests, and may actually be harmed by them. Clearly,
style will affect perceived competence, but as noted earlier, style is independent of intelligence, in general, although not within particular domains. Style
ought to count as much asability and motivation in recommending job placements, although probably not in making tracking decisions that deal with issues
of ability rather than style.
The styles of intellect proposed here are not, of course, the only ones ever
it
to have been proposed. Theories of intellectual styles abound, and although
pertinent
some
cite
will
I
here,
ely
is not possible to review them exhaustiv

examples.
of
Myers (1980; see also Myers & McCaulley, 1985) has proposed a series
to
g
Accordin
types.
of
theory
(1923)
Jung’s
psychological types based on
two
of
ons
combinati
possible
all
from
Myers, there are 16 types, resulting
ways of perceiving—sensing versus intuition; two ways of judging—thinking
versus feeling; two ways of dealing with self and others—introversion versus
extraversion:; and two ways of dealing with the outer world—judgment versus
perception.
Gregorc (1985) has proposed four main types or styles, based on all possible combinations of just two dimensions—concrete versus abstract and sequential versus random.
Concrete-sequential refers to a preference for the ordered, the practical, and
the stable. Individuals who are dominant concrete-sequentials have a tendency
to focus their attention on material reality and physical objects and to validate
‘deas via the senses. These individuals also have a tendency to conform.
Abstract-sequential refers to a preference for mentally stimulating environto
ments. Individuals who are dominant abstract-sequentials have a tendency
a
by
focus their attention on the world of the intellect. They are characterized
via
n
preference for logical and synthetic thinking and for validating informatio
and
personal formulae. Abstract-random refers to a preference for emotional
tenphysical freedom. Individuals who are dominant abstract-randoms havea
are
dency to focus their attention on the world of feeling and emotion. They
Finally,
also characterized by a tendency to validate ideas via inner guidance.
is
concrete-random refers to a preference for a stimilus-rich environmentthat
to
tend
randoms
free from restriction. Individuals who are dominant concrete-
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engage with the concrete world of activity and the abstract world
of intuition.
They tend to prefer intuitive and instinctive thinking and to
rely on personal
proof for validating ideas, rarely accepting outside authority.
Taking a more educationally oriented slant, Renzulli and Smith
(1978) have
Suggested that individuals have various learning styles, with
each style corresponding to a method ofteaching: projects, drill and recitati
on, peer teaching,
discussion, teaching games, independent study, programmed
instruction, lec-

ture, and simulation. Holland (1973) has taken a more
job-related orientation

and proposed six styles that are used as a basis for understanding
job interests
as revealed by the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (1985).
Holland’s typology includes six “types” of personality: realistic, investigative,
artistic, social,

enterprising, and conventional.

Intellectual styles represent an important link between intellig
ence and personality, because they probably represent a way in which
personality is manifested in intelligent thought and action. Attempts to underst
and academic or
job performance solely in terms of intelligence or persona
lity probably have
not succeeded as well as we had hoped because they neglect
the issue ofintellectual style—the effect of intelligence and personality
on each other. Thus,
Styles may represent an important “missing link” between
intelligence, personality, and real-world performance. The basic idea is that
just as we have theories of how modifiable individuals are, we need a theory of
the modifiability of
contexts. People talk a lot about context, but there is little
in the way of theories of context, such as that to be presented here. In times
past, we usedto treat

variation across individuals (i.e., individual differen
ces) as “error.”” Some peo-

ple still do. Now wetreat variation across context as error.
For example, if a
program worksin one school but notin another, we write
that off as the “error
term” in our analysis. But those who have worked with
schools know that
interventions in schools work in some school contexts but
not in others. Why
does this happen? Is there any way of knowing in advance
how likely the context 1s to be modifiable, independent of the specific interve
ntion proposed for
it?
The theory of contextual modifiability requires that one
ask three questions
about a context in order to assessits modifiability. The three
questions are:

1.
2.
3.

How muchdesire is there for actual changein this context
as a whole?
How muchdesire is there for the appearance of change
in the context?

Whatis the self-esteem, or opinion of itself, of the
context as a whole?

If, for convenience, we respond to each of these
questions with a value that

is either “low” or “high,” then we end up with 2’, or
eight different kinds of
contexts with respect to modifiability. The argumenther
e is that the eight kinds
of contexts differ rather dramatically in how modifiable
they are. Of course, a
context need not be a pure case: It may be a mixture
. Moreover; one would
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certainly not want to claim that these are the only possible types of contexts
of the
with respect to modifiability. Yet, they do appear to encompass some
t
whethera
context,
major types. Indeed, they could be applied in theory to any
l.
individua
the
of
the level of the organization, organizational unit, or even
Modifiability can be of two basic kinds: surface-structural or deep-structurI have
al. (Of course, there is an underlying continuum here which
to the
refers
lity
dichotomized for convenience.) Surface-structural modifiabi
there.
already
whatis
on
extent to which a modification seeks merely to build

the context as it
Surface-structural modifications make changes, but within

more proexists. Deep-structural modifiability refers to the extent to which
buildrequires
ion
intervent
found changes can be achieved. A deep-structural
nature
the
n
changesi
tal
fundamen
ing new structures and making at least some
and
of the context. Modifiability depends primarily on desire for actual change,
preis
Theory
em.
self-este
and
secondarily on desire for appearance of change
or even a
sented at a general level, which could apply to a school district
here will
analysis
of
unit
the
nce,
teacher as well as to a school. For convenie
In
ecific.
domain-sp
partially
least
be the school. Contexts may sometimesbeat
t(or
departmen
another
category,
one
into
other words, one department will fall
depend on
other unit) into another category. Moreover, modifiability may also
for
priorities
context’s
the
matches
offer
to
whether what an individual has
othnot
but
areas
some
to
respect
with
le
change. The context may be modifiab

ers.
kind of
Each ofthe eight types of context is depicted in terms of a different
lity.
modifiabi
l
contextua
of
theory
the
mineral. Table 1 summarizes
Y
ALTERNATIVE CONTEXTS AND THEIR MODIFIABILIT
The Rusted-Iron School

appearThe Rusted-Iron School is low in desire for actual change, desire for
Its
nce.
desponde
is
school
the
of
mood
The
eem.
self-est
ance of change, and
this
of
tements
self-sta
Typical
.”
hopeless
We’re
lost.
“We’re
self-belief is that
beaten
school are: “We were once OK, but now we’re long gone”; “We're
the
from
s
problem
ne
discipli
and
side,
one
from
racy
bureauc
down with
other”: and “We just try to get through the day.”
are an
Various signs indicate a Rusted-Iron School. Among these signs
of
lack
burnout,
entrenched bureaucracy, apathy, a decayed physicalplant, staff
of
lack
and
follow-through on agreements, indifference to served population,
poor:
is
signs
resources. The prognosis for change in a school showing these
is low.
The likelihood of both surface-structural and deep-structural change
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_SELF

ACTUAL

ANCE OF ESTEEM

CHANGE

CHANGE

MODIFIABILITY

Surface Deep

DESCRIPTION

L
L
L
L
H
H

L
L
H
H
L
L

L
H
L
H
L
H

L
L
ML
ML
ML
MH

L
L
L
L
L
ML

H
H

H
H

L
H

MH
H

ML
H

RUSTED IRON
GRANITE
AMBER (with Internal Insects)
OPAL
CUBIC ZIRCONIUM
SLIGHTLY IMPERFECT (SI)
DIAMOND
LEAD
DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH

L = Low; M = Medium; H = High
The Granite School

The Granite Schoolis low in desire for actual change, low in desire for
appearance of change, but high in self-esteem. Its mood is one of smugness. Its
selfbelief is that “We’re sure and solid like the Rock of Gibraltar. Change
would
only chip away at us.” Typical self-statements are: “We may not look
great,

but we’re solid and durable”; “This is a school that works”; and
“Weteach students the basics, and we keep them in line.”
Some signs of a Granite School are a traditional curriculum,
emphasis on

discipline, pride in always having done things the way they are now
being
done, old materials, and grimness in the attitude of personnel. The prognosi
s
for this school, like the prognosis for the Rusted-Iron School, is poor:
Both
surface-structural and deep-structural modifiability are low.
The Amber School (with Internal Insects)
The Amber School is low in desire for actual change, high
in desire for the

appearance of change, and low in self-esteem. Its mood is one offrustra
tion.
Its self-belief is that “We’re internally flawed. To change would
destroy our

very core and us with it.” Thus, the Amber Schoolbelieves
that it has internal

flaws: If they were to be removed, it would result in the destruct
ion of the
school, just as removing internal insects from amber would destroy
the amber.
Typical self-statements are: “We know we’ve got problems, but you
just can’t
beat the system here”; “Moving the school ahead is like moving
a graveyard
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anywhere”; and “The core is rotten: The administration hasn’t budged in
years.”
Somesigns of an Amber School are an inured and often aging administration, obvious structural flaws in the instructional program, hyperstability in the
face of dissension, and inaccessibility of the power structure. The prognosis for
surface change is medium low, and the prognosis for deep-structural change is
low.

The Opal School

The Opal School is low in desire for actual change, but high in desire for
appearance of change and high in self-esteem. Its mood is one of self-righteousness. Its typical self-belief is that “When you’re the best, you’ve gotto put
your efforts into staying that way.” Typical self-statements are: “Anywhere
you look, creative, new things are happening”; “We’re the best in the state”;
and “Look at this gym (or lab or auditorium or whatever).”
This school is like an opal in that if you look at it from different perspec-

tives, it looks different and like it’s changing, when in fact, it’s always the

same. Only the appearances are different. And the power structure of the
school believes that changing the school, like changing an opal, is likely only
to make it worse. It fares best whenleft alone.
Signs of an Opal School are typically affluence, a shiny physical plant,

many (often unused or ill-used) resources, slickness of administrators, clear

emphasis on appearances, high salaries, and surprising lack of mission. The
prognosis for surface-structural change 1s moderately low, the prognosis for
deep-structural change, low.
The Cubic Zirconium School

The Cubic Zirconium School is high in desire for actual change, but low in
both desire for the appearance of change andin self-esteem. The mood of the
school is fraudulence: As is the case with a cubic zirconium, no one wants

viewers to know that it is fraudulent, so viewers are kept at a distance. Its self
belief is that “We’re a fraud; We can’t let outsiders get too close, lest they find
out.” Typical self-statements are: “We can’t have outsiders disrupt our educational program,” “You can see yourself that things are fine here. Thanks for
stopping by,” and “We don’t do research here; we teach children.”
Signs of a Cubic Zirconium School are resistance to scrutiny, a history of

no research, descriptions that emphasize show rather than substance, andstaff

that are reluctant to talk to outsiders. The prognosis for surface-structural 1S
moderately low; The prognosis for deep-structural change is low.
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The Slightly Imperfect (SI) Diamond School
The Slightly Imperfect (SI) Diamond School is high in desire
for actual
change, lowin desire for the appearance of change, andhighin self-este
em.Its
mood is one of denial. Its self-belief is that “If only we could get rid
of ‘xX,’

we'd bereally good.” “X” is a different thing in different schools,
but it is the

scapegoat for the schools’ woes. The schoolis like a slightly imperfec
t diamondin that it has, from its own point of view, one not entirely
unobvious
flaw, which it would just as soon deny, if it could. Typical self-sta
tements of
the school are that, ““We’re pretty damn good, although we’ve
got this ‘X’ to

deal with,” “If it weren’t for ‘X,’ we’d be number one,”
and “Wetry to keep

‘X’ in line (ha-ha).”
Signs of the Slightly Imperfect Diamond School are praise
of the system
coupled with veiled digs at “X,” deflection of probing question
s about “X,”
attempts to deny the problem of “xX,” and generally favorable
signs, but subtle
hints that something is wrong. The prognosis for surface-structural
change is
moderately high, and for deep-structural change is moderately
low. Indeed, if

the problem of “X” can be successfully dealt with, the
school will be in an

excellent position to change.

The Lead School

The Lead Schoolis high in desire for actual change, high in desire
for appear-

ance of change, but low in self-esteem. Its mood is one of
superstitiousness. Its

self-belief is that, “We need a quick way to turn lead into gold.”
The school
has an almost alchemical or magical view that some quick fix will
turn it into
the kind of school it wants to be. Typical self-statements are that,
“We’ll give
you a month to show what you can do”: “We can give you an hour
per week”:

“We need quick results here”: and “We want change, not
research.”

Signs of a Lead School are impatience, magical beliefs with respect
to possibilities for change, lack of interest in understanding interven
tions, lack of
understanding of programs, and an emphasis on doing, not planning
. The prognosis for surface-structural change is moderately high, and that
for deep-structural change is moderately low. If one can get the self-esteem
of the school up,
so that it is not forced to resort to superstitiousness, the prognos
is can beexcellent.

The Diamond in the Rough School
The Diamond in the Rough Schoolis high in desire for
actual change, desire
for appearance of change, and self-esteem. Its mood is one
of hopefulness. Its
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self-belief is that “We’ve got the raw material here to be really great, and
we’re going to be.” Examples of self-statements are that “We can make this
work and wewill,” “We’re on the way up,” “You can help us be what we want

to be,” “There’ll be problems but we can overcome them,” and ““We wantto be

great.”
Signs of a Diamond in the Rough School are willingness to devote
resources such as time and moneyto change, planfulness, accurate recognition
of strengths and weaknesses, and receptiveness. The Diamondin the Rough
School views itself in just this way, as a diamond that has a great deal of
value, but needs to be shaped and formed. Often it will seek outsiders to help
it do so. The prognosis for surface-structural change and for deep-structural
changeis high.

EXAMPLES OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF SCHOOLS

To many of the readers of this chapter, at least some of the types of schools
described will be familiar. Nevertheless, it may be helpful to illustrate some of
the types of schools with examples of encountersthat I’ve had in mypast dealings with schools.
“Trontown” was a “Rusted-Iron” school. For starters, it was extremely difficult to find out where in the bureaucracy of the Irontown school district one
should make a contact. Eventually we made a contact. The contact person, who

was from the central office, did not seem to have much enthusiasm for meeting with us, but agreed to do so. Inexplicably, the meeting waslater cancelled
by a secretary. After yet another cancellation, the meeting finally took place.
However, the official we contacted did not show up. The people who did show
up seemed to be minor functionaries without much idea of (or interest in) how
the system worked. We did make some progress in the meeting, however, and
each party agreed to make somepreparations for a future meeting. This meeting took place, but it was as though the first meeting had never happened:
There had been no follow-through on the part of the school personnel.
Moreover, they seemed to have only a foggy remembranceofthe first meeting.
This time, we tried specifying in writing what each team would do in order to
facilitate interaction with the district. The next meeting was cancelled. When
we eventually met again, once more, nothing had happened. We discontinued
contact with the school district after this meeting.
Irontown is an urban schooldistrict in which most of the schools are innercity schools with what might euphemistically be called ‘hardened’ teachers and
students. The emphasis in the classroomstends to be on discipline and on simply getting through the day. From what few observations we have had, there
seems actually to be relatively little education going on. The district is gener-

ally considered to be one of the worst in its state, and our limited experience
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with the administration led us to see no basis for believing that its standing
would change.
“Granite Academy” was a parochial school that drew its students mostly
from a blue-collar ethnic population. The school had a reputation for regimentation, but for giving students a fine education. I had no trouble making contact with the proper officials, and met with them promptly. The officials listened politely to my presentation for a suggested intervention. They seemed
interested, and asked several questions. They told me that they would get back
to me.
That they did the next day. Their decision was that they did not really want
a research project in the school. They informed methat they had found what
we hadto say interesting, but that they felt that their programs did teach for

thinking, and moreover, that their school wasn’t in need of fixing so there was

no point in fixing it. It had been clear all along that they really did have high
confidence in what they were doing, and that it would take hard persuasion to
get them to change. Obviously, my persuading was not hard enough. In this
particular case, the questioning attitude I sought to instill in the students was in
direct conflict with the presuppositions of the school and many of the personnel in it. The emphasis in the school was on rote memorization of both secular
and religious content, and the successful student was one who spit back the

facts, or what would often seem to some to be opinions, rephrased asfacts. It
would have been difficult to succeed in this school, given its Granite culture.
Whereas Granite Academysaw itself as a bastion preserving traditional values, Opalville saw itself as at the forefront of modern education. This school
had a high budget for educational materials, a high budget for in-service presentations, and some of the highest salaries in its state. A public school in a
well-heeled town, Opalville was generally considered to be among the best
schools in the state. They welcomed researchers as much as schools ever do—
but almost exclusively for one-shot or two-shot research studies. They were
interested in the research as part of their image, rather than as a vehicle for

change. Moreover, the in-service pattern was one of one-shots. This month
might be on school reform, the next on thinking skills, the next on drug education, the next on classroom management. The school paid good money to
bring in nationally known consultants, but there seemed to be little followthrough. Again, one had the feeling that they were more concerned about the
appearance of forward-looking in-service programs than they were about any
real change. And indeed, the school did not appear to be changing much.
Rather, it rested on a fine reputation and on putting a lot of money into education to give the appearance it wanted.
As a last example, consider Diamond City. Diamond City was comparable
socioeconomically to Opalville, but their attitude toward school reform
was

very different. Whereas Opalville wanted only one-shot, brief research projects,
Diamond City wanted only research projects that brought with them somereal
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chance of change in the schools. They encouraged us to get involved not only
with the school administration and the teachers, but with the Board of
Education and with parent groups as well. Our program becamea sort of community effort, and we would occasionally get calls from interested parents
about the program and what they could do to support it. The program lasted
five weeks, and in terms of quantitative data, was among the most successful
we’ve done. The combined support of administration, teachers, Board of
Education, and parents made this the kind of experience any consultant would

like to have.
Obviously, the success of an intervention will depend in large part on the
quality of the intervention and on the skill with which it is executed. A good
intervention stands a better chance of success in any schooldistrict, and a bad

one is not likely to work in even the best districts. Nevertheless, it is useful to

take into account the modifiability of the context in which one works.
Interventions do not have an equal chance in every context in which they
might be applied. It is useful for the intervener to understand the context into
which he or she is going, and ultimately, for the school to understand as well
what their attitude toward modifiability is.
Low-modifiable contexts can be made more highly modifiable, but to do so
requires rather massive intervention in all aspects of the context, with the
explicit goal of increasing modifiability. One cannot expect normal interventions to change the context markedly and durably—the context is more likely
to change them. To change the modifiability of the context, the school needs to
set up a task force with that particular goal in mind. The task force needs to
identify what the cultural problems are in the school, to document these problems, to convince other people that these problems exist and that they are
indeed problems, and then to work with the school as a whole for change. We
need to realize that interventions can be of value in a less modifiable context,

but one needsto berealistic with respect to what they are and are notlikely to
accomplish. Nevertheless, even small changes now may plant seeds for larger
changeslater on.

CONCLUSION

I have argued that intelligence can be understood fully only if it is conceptualized broadly, andif its style of use and the context within whichit interactsis
also understood. Consider some examples.
A person with the ability to cope well with novelty, but without a legisla-

tive style, may have the potential to do creative work, but will probably never

fully exploit this potential. The person may be able to be creative, but won’t
like being that way. Even a person with high ability to cope with novelty and
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a legislative style will probably be fully thwarted in a Rusted-Iron context,
or
any of a numberof others. Or a person with high analytic ability and an
executive style may thrive in an Opal context, but not in a Diamond-in-the-R
ough
one. A person with relatively low coping-with-novelty ability but who
is characterized by legislative style may be a frustrated poet or scientist, whereas
a
person with this same style but more coping-with-novelty ability may succeed
as either a poet or a scientist. Of course, that success may be tempered
by context. The individual may havethe ability and style to be creative, but
not be in
a type of context that allowscreativity to shine through.
Although the three issues discussed in this article can help us more
fully
understand adjustment and success in the everyday world, obviously they
are
not exhaustive. They do not fully account, say, for either creativit
y (see
Sternberg & Lubart, 1991) or wisdom (see Sternberg, 1990a, 1990b).
But they
go much further toward understanding what happens in the world than do
narrow psychometric theories of intelligence. One thing is for sure: If we
want
intelligently to understand and assess intelligence, we need to go beyond the
conventional intelligence test.
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